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SUMMARY.

The following pages are a phonetic study of one of

the varieties of colloquial Tamil, a language "belonging

to the Dravidian family of languages spoken in Southern

India.

The introductory chapter gives a brief account of

Tamil and deals with the several contrasts that one faces

while attempting a linguistic analysis of the language.

A few illustrative examples are given to elucidate these

contrasts.

Chapter II is a short account of the orthography

of Tamil. The orthographic symbols representing the

vowels and consonants are given. Each orthographic

symbol is transliterated with I.P.A. symbols. The non¬

existence of a one-to-one relationship between the

orthographic symbols and the sounds they represent is

outlined.

Chapter III is an account of the instrumental

techniques employed during the course of the research.

The next chapter is a detailed account of the

vowels of colloquial Tamil. Fourteen vowel phones are

discussed with palatographic, kymographic, spectrographic,

labiographic, cine-photographic and RSntgenographic

evidence. The distributional characteristics of each

vowel cure discussed with illustrative examples. Vowel

length is analysed with kymographic evidence. The

vi



accidental nasalization and the essential nasalization

of vowels are discussed. The chapter concludes with

an account of the two diphthongs that occur in the

colloquial dialect analysed.

Chapters V and VI are a discussion respectively

of the "double" voiceless stops of Tamil and aspiration

of voiceless stops in Tamil. These two chapters

contain a detailed kymographic investigation.

Chapter VII is a palatographic and kymographic

study of the consonants of colloquial Tamil. Each

consonant is described in terms of its articulation.

Where possible, palatograms are reproduced in support

of the statements made in articulatory descriptions.

The distributional characteristics of the consonants

are analysed with illustrative examples.

Chapter VIII is a brief phonemic analysis of the

colloquial dialect of Tamil under survey. The next

chapter deals with similitude, assimilation, elision

and epenthesis. Chapter X is a brief outline of the

syllable and its structure in colloquial Tamil.

Chapter XI is a short, preliminary study of two

of the suprasegmental aspects of colloquial Tamil -

stress and intonation. The former was analysed with

the help of the intensity meter and the latter with the

sound spectrograph. Some tentative conclusions are

drawn on these suprasegmental features.

There are seven appendices following chapter XI.
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Appendices la and 3Tb are relevant to Chapter I,

Appendix II to Chapter IV, appendices Ilia and Illto

to Chapter V and appendices IVa and IVb to Chapter

VI.
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LIST OP SYMBOLS USED

VOWELSi-

I.P.A, symbols have been used throughout. The

vowel symbols used do not have cardinal values. The

vowel symbols used and their relation to the cardinal

vowels are given below,

ORAL VOWELS

NASAL VOWELS

\ \\ X

X

e:\* \ \
\ \ \
\ \\

X

X

xi



DIPHTHONGS

In phonemic transcriptions, the symbols x, e and o

have not been used. Instead, i, e and u have been used.

Consonants: -

P» b • • voiceless and voiced bilabial stops.

& d
r%

• • voiceless and voiced dental stops.

1, d • • voiceless end voiced post-alveolar stops.

t. 4 • • voiceless and voiced retroflex stops.

S • • voiceless and voiced velar stops.

tj, dG • • voiceless and voiced palato-alveolar affricates

m • • voiced bilabial nasal.

n
r*

• » voiced dental nasal.

n • • voiced alveolar naBal.

n • • voiced post-alveolar nasal.

n • • voiced re troflex nasal.

ji • • voiced palatal nasal.

g • • voiced velar nasal.

i • • voiced alveolar lateral approximant.

1 • • voiced retroflex lateral approximant.

• • voiced bilabial fricative.

xii



f

a

8

?

\

?

i

h

fi

r

V

v

w

3

voiceless labiodental fricative,

voiced dental fricative,

voiceless alveolar fricative,

voiceless retroflex fricative,

voiced retroflex fricative,

voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative,

voiced palatal fricative-

voiceless glottal fricative,

voiced glottal fricative,

voiced alveolar tap-

voiced retroflex flap

voiced la"bio dental approximant.

voiced retroflex approximant.

labio-velar semi vowel,

palatal semi vowel.

In addition to the I.P.A. symbols listed above,

the following mainly I.P.A. conventions have been used

where necessary:

[-]

/W
nasalization

a nasal vowel phoneme, V being any

oral vowel.

dental articulation

post-alveolar articulation

opener variety of vowels

closer variety of vowels

advanced variety of vowels

retracted variety of vowels,
xiii



[ :J ,M fully lengthened segment

[ •] •.• slightly lengthened segment

[1 J ... stress (placed at the "beginning of a

stressed syllable)

[ , ] . • • syllabic consonant

[ *] ... slight aspiration.

The usual conventions of underscoring

transliterations, enclosing phonemes within slant

lines and phones within square brackets have been

followed throughout,

I.P.A, symbols have been used even in

transliterations, using one I,P,A, symbol for one

Tamil orthographic symbol.

xlv



LIST OP ABBREVIATIONS

acc. ... accusative

ed. ,,. edited by

edn. ... edition

dat. ... dative

imp. ... imperative

nom. ... nominative

lit noun

v. ... verb

voc. ... vocative

kgm. ... kymogram

Igm, ... lablogram

Mgm. ... Mingogram

Pgm. ... Palatogram

Sgm. ... Spectrogram

C.I.E. ... The Central Institute of English

(Hyderabad, India).
BSOAS ... Bulletin of the School of Oriental

and African Studies.

IRAL ... International Review of Applied

Linguistics.

JASA ... Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America.

TPhS ... Transactions of the Philological Society

UCLA ... University of California, Los Angeles.
xv



NOTES TO THE READER

All the spectrograms, kymograms, mingograms

and most of the palatograms reproduced in

this thesis are reduced from the original

size.

Gross-references are to the relevant chapters,

sections and sub-sections, 4,3,2 stands for

Chapter IV, section 3 and sub-section 2,

7,4*5«6 stands for Chapter VII, section 4>

sub-section 6 of sub-section 5#
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Chapter I

Introductory Remarks

1.1 Tamil and the Travidian family of languages.

1.2 The dialects of Tamil - a general study.

1.3 Spoken Tamil - the two major dialects -
formal and colloquial.

1.4 Colloquial Tamil - Social/Communal dialects.

1.5 Colloquial Tamil - Regional dialects.

1.6 "Pure" Tamil or "mixed" Tamil ?

(Pages 1-42)
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Chapter I

1 Introductory Remarks

1.1 Tamil and the Dravldlan Family of languages

1.1.1 Tamil "belongs to the Dravidian Family

of languages. All languages belonging to the

Dravidian Family are spoken in India. The

study of Dravidian linguistics began with the

pioneering work of Robert Caldwell."*" In fact

it was he who called the family of languages

Dravidian. (It was till then referred to as

"Tamulian" or "Dekhan").2 In his work Caldwell

mentions the names of twelve languages belonging

to the Dravidian Family - Tamil, Telugu,

Malayalam, Kannada, Kota, Tota, Tulu, Gondi, Kui,

Kurukh, Maito and Brahui. (Some of these are not

Caldwell's spellings.) Of the Dravidian languages,

Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Kannada are the

literary languages and the others, the non-literary

languages, are known to scholars interested in

Dravidian linguistics. S^hnlnrs'* |^iowledge of

1. Caldwell, Robert (1961). ^7

2. See Zvelebil (1970, 12).
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these, in the words of Emeneau (1969, 334), "ranges

from very good to little more than the name and a

word-list".

1.1.2 More languages belonging to the Dravidian

family came to light after Caldwell published his

Comparative Grammar. Kolami was recognized in

1866; Parji has been mentioned by Grierson in his

Linguistic Survey of India - vol. vi (1906); Konda

and Gadba came to be known in 1956, Naiki and

Pengo in 1957-58, Manda in 1964 and Naiki of

Chanda in 1966.^ Emeneau (1969* 334) has added

these later discoveries to his list of Dravidian

languages. Emeneau's list includes Tamil,

Telugu, Malayalara, Kannada, Toda, Kota, Kodagu,

Tulu, Kolami, Naiki of Chanda, Parji, Gadba,

Gondi, Konda, Pengo, Manda, Kui, Kuvi, Kurukh,

Malto and Brahui. Zvelebil (1970,14) observes:

"while Caldwell includes twelve Bravidian languages

in his Grammar ... to-day we know at least twenty-

two Dravidian languages and ... it is not yet

certain whether all of them had actually been

discovered".

1.1.3 Of the four literary Dravidian languages

Tamil is "the most well-known, enjoys the greatest

3. For a detailed account of these discoveries,
see Zvelebil (1970, 11-15).
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geographical extension, has a rich and very

ancient literature, paralleled in India only "by

that of Sanskrit".^
1.1.4 Tamil is one of the sixteen languages

recognized hy the Constitution of India for

official purposes. It Is the regional language

of the southern state of Madras (which was re¬

named "Tamil Nadu" - literally, "the Tamil

country" - a few years ago). Tamil is the

medium of instruction in the majority of primary

and secondary schools throughout the state of

Madras* For the past twelve years or so, Tamil

has been the alternative medium of instruction in

the Madras and Madurai Universities in South India

(it should be mentioned that It is not a popular

medium of instruction in Universities).

1.1.5 According to the latest census report
5

available, a total of 30,562,706 people speak

Tamil in the whole of India, that is to say 6*95

percent of the total population of India (1961

figures). Of these, 28,016,147 are residents of

4. Zvelebil (1970,15)

5. Census of India 1961, Vol. I, Part II - c ii
Language Tables, Government of India (1964).
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Madras State. There are Tamil-speakers in every

State in the Republic of India, but the States in

which there are a considerable number of Tamil

speakers are the southern States of Andhra Pradesh,

Mysore and Kerala, where the regional/state

languages are Telugu, Kannada and Malayalam

respectively. Apart from these southern states,

Maharashtra has 167,694 Tamil speakers and the

centrally administered province of Pondicherry

325,862.6
1.1.6 Two maps are reproduced on the next two pages.

The first is a map of India with state-boundaries

marked. The language of each state is marked as

also the number of Tamil speakers in each state.

The second is an enlarged map of South India,marking

the four southern states.

1.1.7 Apart from India, there are Tamil speakers in
7

several parts of the world. Thani Nayagam' points

out the following geographical distribution and

demographic statistics of Tamil speakers:

India: 30,562,706
Ceylon: 2,371,036 (approximate 1953 figure)
Malaya: 634,681 (1957)
Singapore: 23,000 (1947)

6. Geographically, Pondicherry is inside Tamil Kadu.
7. Thani Payagam, X.S.(1970) The Study of Tamil Groups:

IIIe Conference Internationale d'etudes tamoules.
Paris, July 1970.
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Burma: 200,000 (1966)
Fiji: 1,498 households (approximately

25,000 in 1956)
Mauritius: 44,044 (1965)
Martinique: 14,000 (of Tamil descent)

In addition to these, there are unspecified numbers

of Tamil speakers in Indonesia, Vietnam, New

Caledonia, Tahiti, South Africa, Reunion, Rhodesia,

Guadeloupe, Cayenne, Surinam, British Guiana and

Trinidad.8
1.2 The Dialects:-

1.2.1 Considering that there are a number of

places in the world where Tamil is spoken, an

interesting question arises : Are there many

dialects ? If there are a multiplicity of dialects,

is there any one dialect that can be called the

standard dialect ? Is there an equivalent of

(British) English R.P. in Tamil ?

1.2.2. There are a number of dialects and there is

a standard dialect. But a special feature of this

standard dialect is that no one uses it for

informal, spontaneous speech. No doubt, very few

people use R.P. in English, but these few SPEAK it,

use it in their day-to-day spontaneous speech. In

Tamil, the so-called standard dialect is not used for

informal speech at all. This will be discussed in

detail later.

8. See Zvelebil (1970,15-16) for a similar list of
places where Tamil is spoken.
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1.3 Spoken Tamil - the two major dialects:-
q

1.3.1 Among the spoken varieties of Tamil one

comes across two major types - formal Tamil and

colloquial Tamil.

1.3.2 Formal Tamil:- As pointed out earlier

(see 1.2.2) no one who is a native speaker of

Tamil ever uses formal Tamil for ordinary, day-to-

day conversational purposes. It is used "by news¬

readers and programme announcers on the radio,

lecturers who give formal lectures, platform orators

if their audience is made up of educated people,

(some platform orators use the formal variety of

Tamil even though a great part of their audience

may not understand them fully) actors on the stage

who portray sophisticated characters and hy people

who read something aloud. A few examples of

formal Tamil and their colloquial Tamil equivalents

are given on the next page to illustrate the

difference between the two. The orthographic

version is given for each word or phrase.

The formal versions are the present writer's

9. The varieties of Tamil spoken in India alone
are taken into account here. There is a lot
of difference "between say, Indian colloquial
Tamil and Ceylon colloquial Tamil. The
varieties of Tamil spoken outside India are
not considered anywhere in this thesis.
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pronunciation if he ever has to use this type of Tamil.

The colloquial variety is the one used "by the present

writer in his spontaneous speech.

10

Orthographic
version

txmrl

Inru

ilai

vaftfcu kontu
irukkirajn

kajjafcu
-pbjjl^ru

nerri

formal
Tamil

[p'andrxj

fmdrl]

[xlaij

[is
^irik'xrainj

colloquial
Tamil

[p'ansxj

[mjilt'i j

[Jele]

Uaaflindr-
±k-dts J

gloss

Pig

to-day

leaf

(someone) is
coming.

[k'aipd^ipottr/o] (it)
has dried up

ii*ai\tu

[netrxj [net:i]

[roiqc^i]

forehead

two

10. It should be mentioned here that any educated
Tamilian has at least two varieties of Tamil
at his command - the formal variety and his own
type of colloquial Tamil. In fact every Tamil
speaker learns two varieties of Tamil - the
formal variety at school and the colloquial
variety at home and from playmates. One also
comes across Tamil speakers who can speak
different varieties of colloquial Tamil.
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1.3.3 Not all the words, in their colloquial

pronunciation, are so totally different from the

formal pronunciation as the examples might

indicate. There are several words which

are pronounced alike in formal Tamil and

colloquial Tamil. A few examples are listed

below:-

Orthographic formal colloquial
version Tamil Tamil gloss

raar^i [marji] [marjiJ bell, time

Pqni [p'anx J [p'anx] dew

va.1al [uajsl] [rajal] field

ma.lil [ma^xl] [majil] pea-cock

mannioDu [mantip* i] [manjxp.i j forgiveness

Pul,i [p'oX^J [p'ol*] tamarind

1.3.4 The differences between formal Tamil and

colloquial Tamil, where such differences exist,

can be stated under a number of heads. A few of

these are described below:-

1.3*5 A striking difference between formal Tamil

and the various colloquial varieties is the
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11
occurrence of nasal vowels in the latter.

The nasal vowels occur only in word-final

position. These are words in the

orthographic representation of which there is

a final nasal consonant. The nasal

consonant is pronounced in formal Tamil.

Where we have a word-final [v + n] in the

formal variety, we have only [V] ^ in most

of the colloquial varieties. A few

examples are cited below:-

Orthographic
version

formal
Tamil

colloquial
Tamil

gloss

parjam

vanta:n

po:ne:n

poruttam

[p'oijam]

[uanda:nj

[p'o:neinJ

[p'orot^amj
n

[p'arjJC]

t^ajjdff: J

[p'osnej

[p'orot'X]

money

he came

I went

suitability

11. The term "nasal vowels" is used to distinguish
between essential nasalization of vowels and
accidental nasalization of oral vowels under the
influence of adjacent nasal consonants. The
latter are referred to as "nasalized vowels".
For a detailed discussion of these, see 4*3 and
4*4 in chapter IV.

12* V stands for any vowel and N for any nasal
consonant.

13. W stands for a "nasal vowel" - see footnote
11 above*
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1.3.6 Another striking feature of many of the

colloquial dialects of Tamil is the lack of word-

final consonants, particularly [l] and [\] ^where
these consonants are to he found in the

corresponding formal items, A few examples are

given helow*

Orthographic
version

vanta:1

formal
Tamil

[auaXJ

[p anda: 1 ]

colloquial
Tamil

[au© j

gloss

she

[tfanda:J If (someone)comes

1*3.7 There are examples in which a sequence of

three or more phones are elided in the colloquial

versions of words. Thus formal Tamil J

(they) is [aua:J in the present writer's

colloquial speech, formal Tamil [yandairfi©^] (they
came) is [vanda: 3, formal Tamil [p*

(you-plural-go) is [p'oire:^] and formal Tamil
[irik«xre:n] (I am) is [ijvik*?J ^

14. Not all the words in which there is a final [lJ
or L],J in the formal version of Tamil are
pronounced without the final consonant in
colloquial Tamil. A few examples in which the
final consonant is pronounced JLn colloquial
Tamil are Lk'afl&alJ (rags), . LmmsalJ (lightning),
[gonial J (window), [majiqs a\J (yellow) Ik arak-elJ

(priest). Many more such examples can he quoted.
No systematic statement can he made ahout these and
they must therefore he considered just exceptions.

15. All the formal Tamil versions given here are the
present writer's pronunciation when he uses this
type of Tamil.
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1.3.8 Yet another difference between formal

Tamil and the colloquial varieties concerns a

large set of vocabulary items. In many of the

colloquial varieties, in pronouncing monosyllabic

words with a final [R]» and W ~

[r] 16 a vowel may be added to the final

consonant. In pronouncing these words with the

epenthetic vowel, the final consonant is

lengthened if the vowel preceding it is short.

The final consonant is pronounced very short if

the vowel preceding it is long. In the formal

pronunciation of monosyllables ending in CnJ»
[ilJ» [Hi [lJ and [p] ~[*J there is no such

vowel added. A few examples are listed belov

Orthographic formal colloquial
version Tamil Tamil gloss

tesn [jj'ein] [t'e:nj ~ [t'esni] honey

pon [p'onj [p'onj ~ [p'on:o] gold

a:Tl [a:i\J [asJlJ ~ male

kar^ [k'aij [k'aJiJ ~ [k'a^JiJ eye

pajl fp'aslj [p'a:l] ~ [p'aslt] milk

pal [p'al] [p'al J ~ [p'al: i] tooth

test
if*

[t4a:XJr% M Ct'eJlJ ~ [t'otXi] scorpion

16. [r] and [r] are free variants in word-final
position. See 7.9.1.1 to 7.9.2.13.



Orthographic formal colloquial
version Tamil Tamil gloss

koj, [k'alJ fr'a"U - [k'aXtij toddy
most [mo:*] -j [morr] - [no:*] - buttermilkLmo:rJ ) LmosroJ

pa:r [p'asrj ~1 [p'asr] ~ [p'asr] ~ see - imp.
[p a:rjj [p*a:*i]

1.3.9 Again, there are differences in the lexical

items used in formal Tamil and the different

colloquial varieties. There are certain lexical

items used only in formal Tamil. For example,

ImajlaiJ is a term used to mean "evening" in

formal Tamil. This word is hardly ever used in

the colloquial varieties of Tamil. [saJqgjailJt}»
[sa: JoggajlJtJ» [sa:3 and teas jorot^fe3 are

the words used to refer to "evening" in the

different colloquial varieties of Tamil that the

present writer has knowledge of. Another word

that is used in formal Tamil is [tfa:noll3» meaning

"radio" or "broadcast". The present writer has

never heard this word being used in colloquial

speech. [re:£ijo:3 is the word most commonly

heard, though the expression [p'esssps p'e^rij
(the talking box) is heard in the speech of un¬

educated people. [t'oribamJ is the word used in

formal Tamil to mean "difficulty", whereas in the

colloquial varieties [k'agt^3» [k*and
[saqgafX] are the words most commonly used to refer
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to "difficulty"* [k'aliujjpi] is yet another word

used only in formal Tamil (college). J;

[k'asle:^ j]» [k'a:le:s] and [k'atlejsiJ are some

of the pronunciations of the English word

"college" heard in colloquial Tamil.

1.3.10 It should he mentioned, here that in spite

of the differences between the formal variety of

Tamil and the various colloquial varieties, every

educated Tamil speaker, whatever he the

colloquial variety of Tamil he uses for

spontaneous speech, understands the formal

variety and uses it when necessary. Uneducated

people will find it very difficult to use formal

Tamil - they never get a chance to use it anyway -

and may not even follow formal Tamil.

1.4 COLLOQUIAL TAMIL

1.4.1 It is all too easy to talk ahout colloquial

Tamil hut there is no dialect of spoken Tamil

that can he called the colloquial variety of

Tamil. There are several varieties of

colloquial Tamil which can he hroadly divided

into (a) communal dialects and (h) regional

dialects.

1.4.2 There are two major communal dialects -

the varieties of Tamil spoken hy people belonging

to different communities - of Tamil. There are

two major communities in South India - the
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brahmins and the non-brahmins - and members of

these two communities speak two different

varieties of Tamil.

1.4.3 The first major difference between brahmin

Tamil and non-brahmin Tamil lies in the lexical

items used by speakers of these two different

varieties of Tamil. The brahmins very freely

use in their Tamil speech words of Sanskrit origin -

this is attributed by Fowler (1954, 360) to their

"upbringing and heritage". Thus they use allJ
or ft'ujfJt] (the latter is a corruption of the

ei #» *

Sanskrit word titrthoia) ^or "water", whereas their
n , WL I

non-brahwln compatriots would use it'orj:*] . The
brahmins use [dejoXj for "God", whereas the non-

brahniins would use the word [k*Q£©i9a]J. This does
not mean that the speech of the non-brahmina is

totally free from words of Sanskrit origin. They

do use words like (worship), [bjoRXJ ~

[aofiXj (face), (loss), etc., which are all
of Sanskrit origin. What is implied here is that

one hears more such words in the speech of a

brahmin than in that of a non-brahmin. This

tendency to use Sanskrit words (though very

commonly used native Tamil equivalents exist) finds

expression even in the writings of some brahmin

writers. One only has to go through a few pages

of an author like C.Rajagopalachari (Rajaji) to

realise this.
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1.4.4 Apart from these purely lexical differences,

there are major differences in the pronunciation of

words "between the "brahmins and the non-hrahmins. A

few examples are given "below. The brahmin versions

are the present writer's, while the non-brahmin
17

versions are those of a friend's. This friend

and the present writer were in Wales during 1969-70
and a few utterances of this friend were transcribed
then by the present writer.

Orthographic
version

nanra:ka
„n

ninru kor^u
irukkiram

kor^u varukire:n

irukkiraju

avarka],
varukira: rka],

petti
iruntatu

brahmin
Tamil

[nan:a: ]

non-brahmin
Tamil

[nal:a:J

[nin:indrik*a: ] [n±n:ik*£ -

trtkra:J

[k'ondrS]

[xjeik't]

[au»a: J

[wara: ]

[p'otti]
[t rindi^i ]

[xrik'ibiJ

[a^sggsJ
[tfarasgga]
[p'et:xJ
[xrinditj x J

gloss

good, nice.

he is
standing

I will bring
(something)

It is

they

They're coming

box

It was

1.4.5 It should be mentioned here that there are

several words which are pronounced alike by

brahmins and non-brahmins. A few of them are

[p'a:k*iJ (arecanut), [jele] (leaf), [p'ai] (bag),
[k'a&stfi] (door), [<2fea:£i] (jar), [d^anialj

17. Mr. D.S. Gururaj, Regional Institute of
English, Bangalore, S. India.
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(window), [mesflX] (clouds), [p'a:l] "'[p'a:li]
foilk), [p'esna: J (pen), [mus^r] (lid). It should
"be pointed out that the speech of the brahmins

and that of the non-brahmins are mutually

intelligible.

1.4.6 It should not be imagined that all the

brahmins speak the same variety of Tamil, There

are two major sub-divisions of the brahmin

community - Iyers (worshippers of Siva) and

Iyengars (worshippers of Vishnu) - and there is

some difference between the Tamil spoken by members

of these sub-divisions. The main difference

between Iyer Tamil and Iyengar Tamil, however, is

lexical. Iyengar brahmins use a few lexical

items that are used only by them. A few of these

and their Iyer Tamil and non-brahmin Tamil

equivalents are given on the next page. The Iyer

brahmin variety is the present writer's speech and

the other two varieties are also the present
18

writer's pronunciation.

18. The present writer does not speak Iyengar
Tamil, nor non-brahmin Tamil. The
transcriptions given, therefore, may not be
entirely accurate. But he has lived among
Iyengar brahmins and non-brahmins for a number
of years and is thus aware of their pronunciation.
Therefore the present writer's pronunciation can
be accepted as a very close approximation of
that of an Iyengar brahmin and a non-brahmin.



Iyengar brahmin Iyer brahmin non-brahmin
Tamil Tamil Tamil gloss

[9a:t*ami&i] [rasX] [rasJtJ pepper—water

[t'lrik'a^amiSi] [p'ajjosX] [p'a:ja:sXj pudding

Isas&j-t^J'C] [p'aramasrin?] [p'ajjxmasrxneJ I served (food)
[pamojal] [samojal] menu

[p* erima:"!,] [sa:mi] [k'a^o^o"!,] God

1.5 Regional dialects:-

1.5.1 There are also regional dialects of Tamil.

To cite a few, there is Madras Tamil, Madurai Tamil,

Erode Tamil, Tinnevelly Tamil, Palghat Tamil and so

19
on. In other words, people living in different

districts/regions of Tamilnad speak different

varieties of Tamil4 These differences may be

lexical and/or differences in pronunciation.

1.5.2 The brahmins speak their variety of brahmin

Tamil, uncoloured by regional variations, wherever

they are, A brahmin who is a native of say, Madras,

may work in Tinnevelly and may pick up some

peculiarities of Tinnevelly Tamil, But since he

speaks his variety of brahmin Tamil to his friends

and relatives when he is off work, the brahmin

Tamil that he learned in infancy does not leave him.

Thus there is hardly any difference between the

Tamil spoken by an Iyer brahmin in Madras and that

19. Some of these have been analysed by Zvelebil. See
Zvelebil (1959a, 1959b, 1960a and 1960b).
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spoken by another Iyer brahmin in Kanyakumari

(the southern tip of India). Among non-brahmins,

regional dialect differences are much more

pronounced.

1.5.3 In addition to these major dialects of Tamil,

there are several so-called "sub-standard" varieties

of colloquial Tamil, spoken by the uneducated

masses. Zvelebil's (1963, 225) words are

significant in this connection: "It is necessary to

distinguish carefully among at least three levels

of contemporary Tamil language : the standard

literary Tamil, the platform speech and the language

of literature; ... the standard colloquial (the type

of speech used in ordinary informal conversation by

educated native Tamilians throughout Tarnilnad when

talking to the educated members of their family and

friends and generally to persons of the same social

standing and the same level of education) and the

sub-standard Tamil which term covers the local and

regional dialects of the folk speech."

1.5.4 To illustrate the difference between formal

Tamil and two of the colloquial varieties - brahmin

Tamil and non-brahmin Tamil - in a piece of
20

connected prose,"The North Wind and the Sun" is

20. The story is in The Principles of the International
Phonetic Association (1967 reprint.39). The story,as
it is found in the Principles of the IPA, contains a
few grammatical mistakes. A few changes have therefore
been made in the present transcriptions. Certain words
have been omitted and certain others changed.
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transcribed on the next page, first in formal

Tamil and then in the two colloquial varieties.

The formal version and the brahmin Tamil version

are the present writer's pronunciation. The

non-brahmin version is that of a friend and

21
colleague of the present writer. This

friend is in India and he sent his version of

the story in orthography. It has been

transcribed by the present writer on the basis

of the orthographic version. The transcription,

therefore, cannot be considered entirely accurate.

However, it can be taken that it gives a very

close approximation to the forms that occur.

In the transcriptions on the next page, sentence-

boundaries have been marked by an oblique line.

21. The present writer thanks his friend
S. Albert, M.Sc., Bangalore, India.
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1.5.5 FORMAL TAMIL VERSION

[k'a:trim suirijsnim]

[worofia:la£*i 1 k'astrlm su: njsnlm

ja:r&a:n p' err jatfan .i endr 13a:rp*o:m .lendri

i9a:&a:frk* o^xrlQ^an©/ k'attrl na:£ga:n

p'enja^an .i endraSl/ su:rxjsn naiQgam

p'erx^a^sn .iendrabl/ aj}&9 sam9l9£*xl

atf:x£9m tfa2|ip* o:k'9n woratfan cendratn/
ap*o:bo naraobl tfa^ak'aifc'i:rk*8 xbl^e:
sam9.l9men.drl jasrr)a:n ro^ip' o:k* an

me:l potrx x^i^s po:ri?9jai

fc'uik'i-tfl^ifiirarrfia"[0: ayarbain p'erijatfan
,i endr 1 irltfarim sam: abifc* a :^F).a"[/ ap*9£ije:

k*a:trl "balamaifia a£xk*9 airambifc'aM /
kastri bal9ma:fi9 a£xp*9baip» a: r£*-±

wa^ip*o:k*9n p'o:ri?9jai irlk'smatRatyotrik'o^aJn/
p'iraRl sti:rxj9n pr9fia:pxk*a ajrairibxfc^a&i/
vara tfara ve 1:1.1 abxfiarxk'atfe: o^ambxl

pu:£Q je;ritrl/ a2jxp*o:k*9n p€o:ri?9oai
k'g^atra a:r9mbx£*a:n/ i&aik^aiy^s&im
k'a:tri Bu:ri39Q^a:n p'erxlayan .1 e^drl

wop • ok * or^aS 1 ]
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1.5.6 BRAHMIN COLLOQUIAL

[k'arfc'ti! su:rijsnfl]

[ worofia:l©Jj*irle k'arfc'ul surrxjsnffl jarrSa:
pp

p'eri;jai?©n:ij3a.:p*©mni par^efio: t * imdr lndl&k /

k'as^'t na:Q$|a:mberx;5ai?©n: iSi/ surrxjX

na:nda:mbci?x jai9©n:±&i/ apr© arjge tfa^xp* o:k* X

wo£:£ i^ajj{|aj / apr© nam:© T?a^©k*e£*i:rk'©
iM: sam©;j©mni jarri aj}g© i9a^xp*o:k*A merle

pa£: 1 s J?ft&© p'o:i?tf©;}e fc'urk'irdra: "|/>: atfsje&a:
pi |

p erijcu?©n:i r©^iJ3e:r® sam:©Mt^Ja:/ k
balsma afxk'© arrsmbxt^j'i&i/ k'a:£*± balsma
a£xk*©r&ep*a:£*± tfazy:p*o:k* X p'o:jpi?©je ±rik*x.

pC
/ aprX sujpxjX pr©fia:pxk*©

arrambxtyibi/ ^ars tfar© ??ej:al

22. taasSajfik'oi^irijjdan©] is the formal version,
barbar^ndrinjjibi:J is possible in the colloquial
version, "But TpaqdeBo: t *4ndrin£tb±] is more common.
[tfarbi + arriJ an® Icande + pTo:roJ both mean "to
fight, to quarrel" '

23. [pendrarnj is the expression found in the IPA Principles,which means "went". This is a literary word, never
heard in colloquial speech. [tfqjda: 3 *s word used in
colloquial speech to mean "came aLong".

2k. [irii?©rimj (both of them) is a highly literary word.
Lr©r|c}i]3e:rflf J is the colloquial equivalent heard in
many colloquial dialects of Tamil.

23. [p'xrsfiiJ (then, later) is yet another word hardly heard
in colloquial speech. [aprXj is the colloquial
equivalent commonly heard.
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26
doaisfcxjarBGtfe: wo^ombile pu:fa je:.ci£*4/
»a^x.p*o:k*X p'oirwgje k'ajsfs a:r9mb:it*JS:/

ibep*a:£*i k*a:£#i su:ri;j9££a:mberi jatfsn:-!

1.5.7 NON-BRAHMIN COLLOQUIAL

[k*a:£#i3 susr jeraSf]

[worofiajlsfc* ile k* a: i *i5 bu: rxjenS? jajrM:

p€ei?ijai9en:l p'ajrk'slasnii sar$e

p'oifitpiftg t**Ji/ k4a:£*i naj^a:
p4eri;jai?en:ityi/ susrxje najft^S:

P^rijarenjxt^J'x/ ap:o: agge i?Q]ip*o:k'a
28

26. [abifiarik'sue:J (since it increased) is an expression
used only in formal Tamil. The colloquial equivalent
is [<% q:bJjXja:fi9i?e: J.

27. This expression is made up of four v/ords - [surrxion]
(sun) [t'a:nj (itself), [p*c*i (big, strong) and
SjendiiJ (that). In formal Tamil these words are
pronounced [su:rij9nda:n p'erxjausn jcndri ]« In the
present writer's colloquial speech, these four words are
pronounced as one phonological word as transcribed above.

28. Compare the h ] in this word with the [2J in the formal
and colloquial brahmin Tamil versions of the same word.
Not all non-brahmins use []J where the brahmins use [zj.
Pandits use [^] and this friend seems to use []J as his
transliteration suggested. The orthography represents
this sound by a symbol which, in isolation, is read as
[zj. Some people use ["{J instead of [2J in their formal
speech (if they ever use formal Tamil) and in their
colloquial speech. There are minimal pairs contrasting
[zj and ["[J in Tamil and the orthography has two separate
symbols to represent these sounds. People who do not use
[3J in their speech do not differentiate between words
like [t4aaje] (leaf) and (bondage).
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wo£:S txifl&ff:/ ap:o: nam:© ya]©k*£

fc'i:£*ik*4£a xbiM: samsjsnri ja:ri

a»£e ^atip'otk'S rae:le so£:x xrind©

p'o:j?2?ode t'usk'idror^goXo: are^gs&S:
p'erx ;)atfen:4 rei}c|ij3e: r& samrabxt^fatggs/
k'a:Ji*4 bel©m:a: a^xk'o atrsmbxt* Jxt* Jt /

k'a:fc*i belomu: a£ik*©rbep*a:t*4

^a^xp'osk'S p'o:iM?8je nal:a: xrik'i

Bot'i k* xt * 3:/ nprsma: sum;)? pjpsfiaisxk*©

a:rembxtyity i/ vatomco tfejtil
{^ajsjiijatfisues tfn]zp*o:k*a p'o:ri?e;j£

k'aXsf8 n:r©mbi t^Jfli/ i&ep#a:t#£ k'a:t*4
surrxjendff: p* erijai?en:4 wot*4k*4t*4<!)i J

1.5.8 The following, then, is a diagrammatic

representation of the various contrasts

one comes across while attempting a linguistic

analysis of Tamil :
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Spoken Tamil
, 1 ,

formal colloquial
Tamil Tamil

I

Regional Communal

I
Madras

—!
Mad-

urai
Erode

etc.etc. 29 Brahmin Non-brahmin

Iyer Iyengar several
dialects 30

1.5,9 Of these multiplicity of dialects of Tamil

the one analysed in the following pages is the

non-literary, colloquial, brahmin (Iyer) Tamil

of which the present writer is a native speaker.

The idiolect examined is the present writer's own

and, occasionally, that of his wife who is a

bilingual, speaking Kannada and Tamil with equal

fluency.

29. See Zvelebil (1959a, 1959b, 1960a, and 1960b).

30. There are several dialect varieties in the speech
of people belonging to the various non-brahmin
communities. See, for example, Zvelebil(1966).
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1.5.10 Though it is one type of Tamil that is

examined for purposes of this research, it must

"be pointed out that the vowel quality and the

place of articulation of consonants are the same

whether the present writer uses his colloquial

variety or the formal type of Tamil. So most

of the statements made in this thesis on vowel

quality, place of articulation of consonants,

assimilation, similitude, etc., are true of the

formal type of Tamil as well, as far as the present

writer's pronunciation is concerned.

1.6 "Pure" Tamil or "mixed" Tamil ?

1.6.1 By "pure" Tamil is meant native Tamil, i.e.,

Tamil with words of Dravidian origin alone.

"Mixed" Tamil refers to the type of Tamil in which

native Dravidian words and loan words from many

languages - notably from Sanskrit, English and a

number of other Indo Aryan languages spoken in

India - occur together.

1.6.2 After choosing the dialect he is going to

analyse, a linguist is confronted with another

problem if the language he has selected for

analysis is Tamil. In the dialect he has chosen

to analyse, has he to take into account for

purposes of his analysis Dravidian words alone,

or should he include the numerous loan words that
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occur in people's speech ?

1.6.3 A linguist here has three options. He can

(a) deal with Dravidian words alone, ignoring

loan words; (b) relegate loan words to secondary

status; (c) deal with native words on the same

footing as loan words. Or, as Firth (1948*)has
suggested, he can have different phonological

systems - one for native Dravidian Tamil and

another for "mixed" Tamil. As Firth puts it s

"I pointed out my own findings in Tamil and

Telugu, for both of which languages it is

necessary to assume at least three phonological

systems : non-brahman Dravidian, Sanskrito-
"31

Dravidian and Sanskritic..."

1.6.4 We often come across in linguistic analyses

of Tamil the statement that there are no initial

voiced stops in the language and that [1] and [rj
can never begin a word. This statement is true

as far as native Dravidian words are concerned.

Possibly there was a time in the history of Tamil

when only voiceless stops occurred in word-initial

position and when [l] and [r] never occurred

initially in a word. This certainly seems to

have been the case when the orthography of Tamil

31. Firth, J.R. (1948a, 127 f.n.l)
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was devised, for in the Tamil orthography there

is one symbol for each set of voiceless stop, the

corresponding voiced stop and voiced fricative.

For example, whether the orthographic symbol £

was [p], [b] or[p] depended upon what phonetic
environment it occurred. Even now it is the case

with native Dravidian words. But no language can

be so static as to preserve its phonological status

of say, a millennium ago or more. Tamil speakers,

through the ages, have come into contact with the

Aryans and their Sanskrit, the Moghuls and their

Persian/Urdu, the Portuguese and their Portuguese

and the British and their English. Apart from

these, the Dravidians came into contact with people
of other regions of India where several Indo-Aryan

languages are spoken. It is but natural that
these languages influenced the phonology of Tamil.

New words, willy nilly, crept into the vocabulary

of Tamil.

1.6.5 Sanskrit words crept into the vocabulary of

Tamil as early as the date of composition of the

most ancient grammatical treatise of Tamil, the
52

"Tolkaappiyam" * Hundreds of Sanskrit loan

words in the Tamil of the "Tolkaappiyam" have been

32. literally "the ancient treatise". This is the
most ancient work available on Tamil Grammar
(composed round about the beginning of the
Christian era).
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listed "by David (1952, chapter 8). Some of these

are [dejuam] (God), [dipai] (direction), [gorjom]
33

(character) and these words have word-initial

voiced stops as pronounced by a vast majority of
•X k

Tamil-speakers to-day.

33. These are the formal Tamil pronunciations of the
present writer. In his colloquial speech these words
are pronounced [dejwit], [depe] and [gorjX] respectively.

34. These words might have been pronounced with an initial
voiceless stop in the days when the "Tolkaappiyam"
was composed. One cannot say this with certainty
because in this work the word esjuAAu (literally "a
character, a letter of the alphabet") has been used
to refer to letters of the alphabet as well as to
speech sounds. The chapter on phonology bears the
caption e^uAfcafcika:tam which, translated literally,
means "the chapter on the letters of the alphabet".
The articulation of sounds is referred to as

e^ufcAukkal.in pirappu which means literally "the
birth of the letters (of the alphabet)". But
what is discussed in this chapter is clearly the
articulation of speech sounds. There is no evidence
that the phenomenon of voicing is referred to in the
"Tolkaappiyam". Radhakrishnan (1966, 209-10) says
that in the "Tolkaappiyam" the term [ipaij is used
for "voicing". Govindan Kutty (1969) refutes this.
With such disagreement among scholars, one cannot
know precisely how what are now pronounced as voiced
stops were pronounced in the "Tolkaappiyam" period.
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1.6,6 Several other examples come to one's mind

in which there are initial voiced stops and
\foic-e.<L

initial^palato-alveolar affricate in modern
Tamil. Some of these are:

[balX] (strength)

[ba:rX] (weight)

[baj^lwasn] (champion)

[biiro: J (wardrobe)

[bom:e] (toy)

[bajX] (fear)

[de:pX] (country)

[denX] ( daily)

[da:nX] (charity)

[danxja:J (coriander seeds)

[<laij?;jX] (courage)

[<^ab: a: J (a tin, a can)

[qambX] (pride)

[ganX] (weight)

[gosgdoj (glue)

[garwX] (pride)

[go:l*] (marbles » children's game;
goalkeeper)

(Jar)

[<33 an sal] (window)

[d3xl:a:] (district)

[do ami:nda:r] (landlord)
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1.6.7 In fact EpJ and [6], [t] and [ d], and [k]
and [g] contrast with each other in minimal and

near-minimal pairs in Tamil as it is spoken to¬

day by millions of native speakers throughout

Tamilnad. For example, one comes across [p'alixl
(a tiny weight) and [balxJ (strength) contrasting

[p] and [b] ; [tfanx;)a:] (alone) and [donxja: J
(coriander seeds) contrasting [t] and [ dj; and

n M

[k'amX] (cheek) ana [ganX] (weight) contrasting

[k] and [gj.
1.6.8 Again, there are innumerable words beginning

with [1] and [r] ^ in modern Tamil, A few of these
are:

[lakgsX] (a hundred thousand)

[laji<% a ] (bribery)

[la:fXJ (horseshoe)

[lambaj^xj (a gypsy tribe)

[laical] (lantern)

[la:jjsk'i] (fitness)

[lakj3or]X] (beauty)

[la:J3Xj (profit)

[raids a: J (king)

[raii^x] (queen)

[ro:d3 a: J (rose)

[raitrx] ( night)

35. [r] in word-initial position is [jpj in the
speech of some.
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[rai9ik*e] (& female garment)

[ru:J3a: ] " [ru:»a:J (rupee - Indian currency)
[rambX] (saw - n.)

[rombe] (too much)

[ra3xlJ (train) 36
1.6.9 That these and more such "impermissible"

sounds occur in the colloquial speech of many a

Tamil speaker is illustrated by the results of

two minor surveys the present writer conducted

during the course of the present research, A

tape-recorder was switched on by the present

writer or his wife (one did it without the

knowledge of the other) and several of their

casual conversations and individual utterances

were taped. This was done during the course of

a month. Some of these were copied onto another

tape. These are given in Appendix la.

1.6.10 Of the 120 words in the utterances included

in Appendix la 41 are non-hravidian words (English:

18; Sanskrit: 20 and Urdu: 3.) In this

sample which, though small, can be taken as

fairly representative, we see that of the words

36. Apart from these, there are many proper names
beginning with voiced stops, LI J and I rJ.

37. Each word in these and in the utterances forming
Appendix lb has been checked with the Tamil lexicon,
University of Madras.
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used by the present writer and his wife in

spontaneous speech are loan words and these words

have become part of their active vocabulary*

Many of these words have word-initial voiced

stops, word-initial [dgj# [l] and [r] - sounds

that did not occur in word-initial position in

ancient Tamil.

1.6.11 It may be argued that the large number of

English loan words in the speech of the present

writer and that of his wife is because of their

knowledge of English and because of their "English

education"* To disprove this claim a survey was

conducted in India by a friend and colleague of
7Q

the present writer. This friend visited

various places in Bangalore, India, in the course

of a few days in November-December 1970 and noted

down the utterances of people without their

knowledge. The people chosen were mostly the

working class - waiters in canteens, attendants

in colleges, garage workers and so on. In short,

these were people who received no "English

education" and who had never gone out of India.
39

These utterances are recorded in Appendix lb.

38-, The present writer is indebted to Mr. S. Albert, M.Sc.
39* The utterances were recorded by the friend in

orthography. They were transcribed by the present
writer in I.P.A. The transcriptions are thus not an
actual and accurate record of the pronunciation of the
various speakers. They are, however, in no sense
misleading with regard to the point under discussion
here.
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1.6.12 Out of the 105 words forming Appendix lb,

48 are loan words (English: 42; Sanskrit: 5; Urdu:

1 and Telugu: 1). In other words, in this

particular sample, 45$ of the words used by these

unsophisticated people in spontaneous speech are

loan words - words with phonological phenomena

impermissible in ancient Tamil.

1.6.13 Non-Lravidian words are not confined to

spoken Tamil alone. We come across many such

words in literature.^0 Vaidyanathan (1959, 96-98)

has given a list of 76 Sanskrit loanwords compiled

from "popular Tamil weeklies",

1.6.14 Present day writers use loan words very

freely in their writing. For example, there are

344 words in a short-story written by a twentieth

century Tamil writer,^ Sixty five out of these

are loan words which, taking into account their

modern pronunciation, do not fit into the
A 9

phonological system of ancient Tamil.

40. "Literature" is used here to mean "written works"
which include popular fiction, journalism, etc.

41. The writer is Puthumalppittan. The story is entitled
Tirantha Jannal (The open window). See A Tamil Prose
Reader, ed. R.E.Asher and R.Radhakrishnan, Cambridge
University Press, 1971, 30-36.

42. Of these 65 words 12 are English, 46 Sanskrit, 1
Telugu, 3 Urdu and 3 Portuguese.
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1.6.15 To cite another example, Pope's A Handbook
4.3

of the ordinary Dialect of the Tamil Language

is a Tamil-English, English-Tamil dictionary. At

the outset, Pope says: "Nearly all the words in

this list are in ordinary use; high Tamil words

have, for the most part, heen excluded".^ Pope

lists 477 words beginning with the orthographic

symbol a and 792 words beginning with the

orthographic symbol k, Out of a total of 1269
45

words, 337 are non-Tamil, many of which, in

their present-day pronunciation, do not fit into

ancient Tamil phonology. In other words, 26*5$

of the words in these two lists are non-Tamil

words and these words, to quote Pope, "are in

ordinary use".

1.6.16 To prove that such extensive use of loan

words in Tamil speech and writing is not a

modern development, one has to go to "Nannuul",

the 10th century Grammar of Tamil.. ^ The

author of this work has recognised the Sanskrit

43. Pope, G.U. (1905)
44. Pope, G.U. (1905, 1)
45. Pope himself has given the etymology of non-Tamil

words,

46. We have already stated (see 1.6.5) that
"Tolkaappiyam", a much earlier work (c. I century
A.D), has several Sanskrit loon words.
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loan words in the Tamil of that period.^ In

fact he has given certain rules for the

"Tamilization" of Sanskrit words. For example,

native Tamil words do not begin with [lj and [r]

and such of those Sanskrit words that had an

initial p. J or [rj should, according to the author

of "Nannuul", be "Tamilized" by adding a vowel

(i^, a or u) before the word-initial consonant.

Again, in native Tamil words there were no word-

initial consonant clusters and the "Eannuul"

prescribes that the initial consonant cluster in a

borrowed word should be broken by inserting a vowel

between the two consonants forming the cluster.

Thus, Sanskrit latb^qt was Tamilized to lla:pnm .

rat a: to jfatam ; gratma: kirarmam 311(1
prakarga; to plrakattjam.

1.6.17 But if one takes into account common features

of normal spoken Tamil, one is bound to feel that

these rules of Tamilization apply only to writing.

This is because people freely use word-initial

consonant clusters, word-initial voiced stop3, word-

initial [lj and word-initial [rj in their speech.
The four words cited above, in the speech of many.

47. G-aneshsundaram, P.O. and Vaidyanathan, S. have
summarised the views of the author of "Eannuul"
in their article "An evaluation of Sanskrit loan
words in Tamil from the point of view of 'Nannuul' ".
See Indian Linguistics, Turner Memorial Volume,
1958-5$, 63-Yof
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are hai^X] (profit), [rQ&x] (chariot), [geauaX]
(village) and [prafiar^X] (splendour) respectively.
In short we hear in modern colloquial Tamil

several phonological phenomena that were perhaps

not found in ancient Tamil, In fact grandmothers

all over the Tamil-speaking world "begin their tales

[woi»o u:j?le wojpo ra:<^as iriggS: / av>X

woro nat^ woro gra:m0£*ik*i p'o:na:]
These two familiar sentences display several

phonological features which would have "been

unacceptable to the author of "Nannuul" - word-

initial [r], word-initial voiced stop [g ], word-
initial consonant cluster and word-final

nasal vowels.

1.6.18 What traditional minded grammarians refuse

to see is that the Tamil that is spoken to-day is

not the Tamil that might have been spoken in the

days of the "Tolkaappiyam" and "Nannuul". It is

no longer Tamil with nothing but Tamil words.

Several people attempt, not always particularly

successfully, to write such "pure" Tamil, but no

one speaks such Tamil.

48. Once upon a time there was a king. One day
he visited a village.
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1.6.19 The difference "between formal Tamil and two

of the colloquial varieties has "been established

earlier in this chapter (see 1.5.5 to 1.5.7) with

three versions of "The North Wind and the Sun". It

is perhaps not out of place here to quote Matthews

(1942) and Bright and Lindenfeld (1968). Matthews

observes and one feels, quite rightly, "It Is a

common experience for the foreigner learning Tamil

to discover to his dismay that after months of study

with grammar and reader and munshi he is able to

understand scarcely anything of the language spoken

around him. In the villages and the fields, in

the bazaars and on the highroads he hears a language

spoken which he finds it hard to believe is the
49

language of his study". J This is because

pandits and munshis teach a foreign learner formal

Tamil that is nowhere the medium of conversation.

They somehow fail to realize that the dialect of a

language that should be taught to people who wish

to converse in that language is the colloquial

dialect (in the case of Tamil one of the colloquial

dialects) and not an imaginary prestige dialect.

In the words of Bright and Lindenfeld, "... most

published materials on Tamil deal primarily with

49. Matthews, Gordon (1942, 992)
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the literary variety ... The prestige of the

literary variety is so great that educated

Tamilians have "been known to persuade themselves

that literary Tamil is their everyday spoken

language; this delusion has in some cases "been

taken as fact hy foreign linguists, resulting in

alleged descriptions of colloquial Tamil which in
50

fact apply only to very formal styles of speech".

1.6.20 Apart from the many Sanskrit words that form

part of the active vocabulary of the Tamil speaker,

there are many English, Hindi, Urdu, and Portuguese

words in the speech of every Tamil speaker. [ro"t;:xJ
(bread) is Hindi; [t'op*a;k*x] (gun) is Hindi;

[d^as^x] (jar) is Marathi; [kratmbi] (cloves) is

Urdu; [la:fXj (horseshoe) is Urdu; and [rambX]
(saw - n) is Telugu. English words like

"corporation, election, vote, doctor, engineer,

bus, tram, ticket, bulb, fan, pencil, mile, furlong,

kilometer, kilogram, toothpaste, bootpolish, petrol,

car, battery, sweater, tea, coffee, biscuit, jam,

horlicks, radio, (news)paper, gramophone, tape-

recorder, soap" occur very freely in the speech

even of uneducated people* Many of these do have

Tamil equivalents, coined after they were

introduced to the public, but in the speech of many

50. Bright, W and Lindenfeld, J (1968, 30)
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people, the English words occur and not the Tamil

equivalents.

1.6.21 It is therefore felt that these "loan" words

have to he taken into account when attempting a

phonetic/phonemic analysis of modern Tamil. Instead

of separate phonological systems - one for "pure"

Tamil, another for Sanskrito Tamil and so on - a

single system embracing all the lexical items

irrespective of their etymology would be the ideal

thing if one is attempting a linguistic analysis of

Tamil as it is SPOKEN to-day. Such attempts
52

have been made in the past on a small scale.

Such an attempt is made in this thesis.

1.6.22 The following pages are a phonetic study of

colloquial Tamil. The vowels and consonants that

occur in the dialect are analysed elaborately with

instrumental evidence. A brief phonemic analysis

is attempted at the end.

51. Frequency of occurrence has been taken into account,
[f] and [z], for example, have been omitted from the
Tamil system though both these occur in loan words,
[fj occurs, to the present writer*s knowledge, in
not more than six words and [z] only in the word
[zu:J (zoo). See Fairbanks (1§57).

52. See Bright, W and Ramanujan, A.K. (1961) and
Keenakshisundaran (1965).
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Chapter II

The Orthography of Tamil.

2.1 General remarks

2.2 Vowel symbols

2.5 Consonant symbols

2.4 The Orthographic Symbols -
a general discussion.

(pages 43 - 57)
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Chapter II

2 The Orthography of Tamil

2,1 General Remarks:-

2,1,1 In the Tamil orthography one comes across

three types of letter!?:

(a) Pure vowel symbols - these can occur only

initially in a word in spelling.

(h) Pure consonant symbols - these symbols

are characterized by a dot above the

symbol thus: o , u> ■ These symbols

occur only medially or finally in a word
'* *

in spelling. In isolation, these symbols
* «

are pronounced with a central or front

vowel before it.

The same symbol without the dot is a combination of

the particular consonant and the vowel [a]*2 This

brings us to the third type of symbols:

(c) Vowel-Consonant symbols, hach of these is

a combination of the undotted consonant

symbol and a secondary vowel symbol.

These are discussed elaborately later.

1, The two symbols given here are pronounced [ipj and
[ im, in isolation. Some people pronounce these
[xp t [im] etc,

2, The two symbols given above without the dot will
be [pa J and [ma j respectively.
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2,1.2 Of the four literary Dravidian languages

(Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Kannada - See 1.1.1)

Tamil has the minimum number of orthographic

symbols. This paucity in orthographic symbols is

responsible for one symbol representing two or

three sounds. The orthographies of Telugu,

Malayalam and Kannada have a considerably larger

number of symbols; in fact the additional symbols

make the graphemic inventory of these languages

more like that of the Devanagari alphabet of

Sanskrit. For example, in the writing systems of

Telugu, Malayalam and Kannada (as in those of most

Indo Aryan languages) there are separate orthographic

symbols representing the unaspirated and aspirated

versions of the stop consonant sounds. Thus we

have, in these languages, one orthographic symbol
ii

representing [p]» another representing [p ] a third
h 3

representing [bJ and yet another representing [ b ],
Similarly, there are four symbols representing the

dental stop series [t], [t11], [d] [dh];^our
symbols representing the retroflex stop series itJ.

3, The symbol [b ] stands for the "voiced aspirated"
bilabial stop F b] , Abercrombie•s (1967, 149) words
concerning such stops are worth quoting: "The term
'aspirated* is also used in conjunction with the
term 'voiced stop', but it then has a fairly different
sense ... Many languages of India ,,, possess 'voiced
aspirated stops* and their characteristic is that they
are followed by a vowel pronounced with 'breathy
voice' ..."
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tth]. W and [q*1] ; four symbols representing the
y. v

velar stop series [k]» tk 3. [ g ] and [g ] and four

symbols representing the palato-alveolar affricate

series [tj], [tfh 3> [<£ ] and 3. In Tamil, on
the other hand, there are just four orthographic

symbols, one each representing each series of stop

sounds and one orthographic symbol representing the

palato-alveolar affricates [tj J and [33 J. Thus, in

Tamil, one orthographic symbol represents [pj, [p*]^
and [b J, another represents [t] » [t* ] and [g], another
represents [-j-j, [-j-'Jand [<^J another represents [k],
[k* ] ®nd [S J 801(1 a fifth represents [tf ] and [d^J*
In addition to representing the voiceless and voiced

stops, the stop symbols represent voiced fricatives

and, in the case of retroflex, voiced flap* Thus jd

represents [p], t represents [$], -j- represents [^]
and k represents [ft] in addition to representing tho
stop sounds referred to above. The orthographic

symbol represents [c] in addition to representing
the palato-alveolar affricates [-y ] and [<%].

2,1,3 There are twelve orthographic symbols in

4. Slightly aspirated voiceless bilabial stop. For a
fuller discussion of aspiration of voiceless stops
see chapter VI,.

5. These are called "stop symbols" because these, in
isolation, are read as [pa], [fca], [ta] and [ka]
respectively.,
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£
Tamil representing the vowels and eighteen

representing the consonants. These thirty

orthographic symbols formed the Tamil alphabet
7

when the alphabet was devised. , These symbols

are given below. Underneath each symbol is an

I.P.A. symbol and this I.P.A. symbol shows how

each letter of the Tamil alphabet is read in

isolation (e.g., as when spelling a word),

2.2 VOWEL SYMBOLS

2.2.1
®

a as i is u

<2>ji or SB *5
us ;)e je: ai wo

wo: au

2.3 CONSONANT SYMBOLS

2.3.1
Sb mli 4-

#

<5 C- awrT <5 u

k tr fl t n n P

Lo UJ d k> »lj dr >
m 3 r 1 21 I r n

6. The term 'vowel1 here includes both 'pure vowels'
and diphthongs.

7. There are five other symbols which were added on to
the Tamil orthography in later times. These are
discussed a little later.
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2.4 The Orthographic Symbols - a general discussion

2.4.1 The symbol , for example, is read as

[a:]. Children are taught when they learn the

Tamil alphabet that the symbol is [u:], t- is

[ i*] and so on.

2.4.2 In addition to the thirty symbols given

above, there are five other symbols representing

consonants. When loan words from Sanskrit crept

into the vocabulary of Tamil, the need for more

orthographic symbols must have been felt and five
Q

symbols from the Grantha alphabet were borrowed.

These are;-

8 § k£ h <%

2.4.3 Apart from the twelve orthographic symbols

representing the vowel sounds, there are other

orthographic symbols which are used in combination

with the consonant symbols to form what have been

traditionally called "vowel consonants" - syllables.

These symbols are either written before the

consonant symbol (e.g., € is the symbol written

before the consonant symbol & to form ke;), or

after the consonant symbol (as in Srj- ^o form ka:),
or one before and one after the consonant symbol

8. There are purists who, as a rule, avoid using
these borrowed orthographic symbols.
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(as in £&rr to form ko:) or attached to the

consonant symbol (as in £) to form lei). Thus a

pure consonant symbol is always marked by a dot on

the symbol as in g [k]. If the dot is removed,

the symbol will represent [ka]» Then the various

secondary symbols are used to represent the consonant

in combination with various vowels. Thus the word

majil (peacock) has only three orthographic symbols

in Tamil writing -u>uS) • ld represents [m + aj

iS] represents {j +t] and ^ represents [lj» This is
illustrated below with one consonant symbol in

combination with the various secondary vowel symbols.

8> (b Srr Q (§1 <7)&>
k ka ka: ki kit ku ku: ke

**>&> O&tJ ea>r\

ke: kai ko ko: kao

2.4.4 In Tamil writing, an orthographic symbol

representing a "pure consonant" can never occur

initially in a word. Thus the word [prau^i]
(living being) is never spelt prarpi but pjjqtrii ,

the word-initial letter being if) (jri) - a single

symbol which is a combination of a consonant and a

vowel. Several such words are pronounced with a

word-initial consonant cluster, but in writing, the

word-initial letter should either be a vowel symbol

or a symbol representing a consonant -+- vowel.

2.4.5 The Tamil orthography must once have been
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Q

unmistakably unambiguous and though each

orthographic symbol (particularly the ones

representing the stops and affricates) may have

represented many sounds (as they still do to-day)
this does not mean that there would be confusion

in the mind of a native speaker of Tamil. Some

of the symbols and the sounds they represent are

tabulated below:-

Orth¬
ogra¬
phic
symbol

Initially
in a

word

Intervocalic
orthographic
single
consonant

Intervocalic
orthographic
double
consonant

Medially
after a

nasal
consonant

2 [p'J 10
[p'apxj
(hunger)

[jpJ
[a:j3at*3r]

(danger)

[P*] if
preceded by
a long vowel
and LPS J if
preceded by
a short
vowel in di¬

syllabic words-i-P* J in poly¬
syllabic words
irrespective
of the length
of the pre¬
ceding vowel,
[op:a:J (father)
[k&rp'i] (cofftee)
Leasp'ajri]r (meal)

M
[t'arnbx J
(younger
brother)

[ahbi]
(love)

9. With more and more loan words from Sanskrit,Hindi,English,
etc., being used freely by Tamil speakers in their speech
and writing, the orthography of Tamil can no longer be
considered in any sense unambiguous. Thus, t^here is one
symbol representing Ip Jand [b J and both IP al.XJ (a tiny
weight) and IbalXJ (strength) are written palum now and
numerous examples of this kind can be found,

10. Slightly aspirated voiceless bilabial stop. For a full
discussion of aspiration of voiceless stops, see chapter
VI.



Orth¬
ogra¬
phic
symbol

Initially
in a

word

Intervocalic
orthographic
bingle
consonant

Intervocalic
orthographic
double
consonant

Medially
after a

nasal
consonant

t [t«]

[t' ap: i ]
r%

(fault)

M

[k'atbiJ

(ear)

[t'J or [tj]
depending upon
length of pre¬
ceding vowel in
disyllabic words,
[t*J in poly¬
syllabic words,
irrespective of
length of pre¬
ceding vowel.

[p*at:i] (ten)
[p'ait'i]

(flower-bed)
[k'a^*a:^e J

(cactus)

w

[p'andi]

(ball)

t tt'J it*}1
[t'i: J-

[ti: ]

(tea)

[fJ

[p'df l]

(measure)

ft:] or [f]
depending upon
the length of
preceding vowel
in disyllabic
words, [f J in
polysyllabic
words, irrespect¬
ive of length of
the preceding
vowel.

[p'at:i] (silk)
[p*u:t*ij( song )
[p'afaitX]

(army)

w

[p'utr^o]

(garlic)

11. For a fuller discussion of aspiration of [■(;]
see chapter VI.
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Orth¬
ogra¬
phic
symbol

Initially
in a

word

Intervocalic
orthographic
single
consonant

Intervocalic
orthographic
double
consonant

Medially
after a

nasal
consonant

k [k'J

[k'ari J

(curry)

[fi]

[nafie J

(Jewellery)

[k:] or [k*J
depending upon
the length of
preceding vowel
in disyllabic
words, [k*] in
polysyllabic
words,irrespect¬
ive of length of
preceding vowel.

[ak:a:J (elder
sister)

[p'a:k*±-j (areca
nut)

[pak'ore] (sugar)

[g]

[p'argi]

(share)

If w

[pat:iJ
(earthen¬
ware

vessel)

1,1

[p'ape J
(glue)

[ U'J " IM/J
depending upon
the length of
preceding vowel
in disyllabic
words, [t * J J in
polysyllaMc
words,irrespect¬
ive of length of
preceding vowel.

[p'atye] (green)
[p'u:t* Jx] (insect

v—'

[p'xt*Jek*a:r£J
(beggar)

itb]

txjid^ rJ

(ginger)

2.4.6 This neat patterning of orthographic symbols

and the various sounds they represent does not hold

good now because of the innumerable loan words that

have become part of the Tamil speaker's active

vocabulary. Many of these loan words do not fit
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into the above pattern. There are several words

with word-initial voiced stops (see 1.6.6 for some

such words). Again, there are words like [tfi:J
(fie!), [t/aft£anX] (sandalwood paste), [t,f andrit]
(moon), etc., with a word-initial [tf J•

2.4.7 Even among the vowels there is no one-to-one

correspondence between orthographic symbols and

sounds. For example, there are no orthographic

symbols to represent two very frequently occurring

vowel sounds - [aJ and [4] . The orthographic

symbol i^ sometimes represents [x] and sometimes [4],
At times u represents [±-J. u represents [oj, [o]
and [wo] as well. [a] is represented by e and a.

There are no orthographic symbols to represent the

nasal vowels though nasal vowels are a very common

phenomenon in colloquial speech.

2.4.8 One other feature is that some orthographic

symbols are zero in speech. Thus the word which

is spelt appa^i (like that) is [ap'spx] in formal
Tamil, but [ctp£x] in the colloquial dialect under

survey. Similarly, yqrukira:n (he is coming) is

[uai?4fixra:n] in formal Tamil, but [warSt: ] in

colloquial speech. To cite a third example,

qppuram (later on) is [ap'oram] in formal Tamil,

but [aprX] in colloquial speech.

2.4.9 Another interesting feature is that there are

two orthographic symbols representing [ nj. In the
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colloquial dialect of Tamil under survey, there is

an alveolar nasal [n], a dental nasal [nj and a

post-alveolar nasal [n], We cannot say that one

of the two orthographic symbols always represents

[nj and the other always represents [nj and [n j.
We have chosen to represent one of these orthographic

symbols n^ to differentiate it from the other which
we transliterate with the symbol n. In writing

down a word, the orthographic symbol n occurs initially
•JQL

and medially in the consonant group -nt -. In

these positions, the other orthographic symbol n

cannot occur in spelling. The orthographic symbol

n cannot occur initially. It occurs intervocalieally

single and doubled, medially in the consonant groups

np and nr and finally. In speech, [n] occurs

initially, medially in the consonant group [nbj,
intervocalically (both short and long) and finally.

But initial [nj is represented by the orthographic

symbol g. In speech, [nj occurs only in the medial
consonant group [ndj and post-alveolar [n] occurs

only in the medial consonant group [ndrj.
2.4.10 This can be better illustrated with a diagram:

orth.symbol:

sound:-
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2.4.11 Another interesting case of overlap is that

there are two orthographic symbols representing the

alveolar tap [r] and the alveolar trill [rj. But

again, we cannot say that one of these two ortho¬

graphic symbols strictly represents [r], and the

other strictly represents Ir J. In writing, the

orthographic symbol rj (which we have chosen to

transliterate with the symbol r to differentiate it

from the orthographic symbol^ which we
transliterate with the symbol r) can occur

12
initially, " medially in consonant groups, inter-

vocalically and finally, as illustrated below:

-p ampam [rambX] (saw-n.)

kari [k'ar J (charcoal)

arfefeam [ar^XJ (meaning)

avar [auorj (he - honorific)

The other symboljp (r)occurs in writing inter-
vocalically (and in this position it occurs

singled and doubled)and in the medial consonant

12. According to traditional grammarians this is imper¬
missible. Pure Tamil words do not begin with an
orthographic £ or r. But when loan words with an
initial t*J or [r] were introduced to Tamil
vocabulary and these words had to be written down, a
vowel was introduced before the initial consonant so

when the word [ratmon] (a proper noun) had to be
written down, it was written irarman (see 1.6.16 and
1.6.17). But now-a-days many people write such words
v/ithout the initial vowel.
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group nr. When doubled in intervocalic position,

the phonetic realization of orthographic rr is [tr]
in formal Tamil and [t* J or [t: ] in many colloquial

f» n

dialects (the length of the [t] depending upon the
m

13
length of the preceding vowel). In fact there

are orthographic minimal pairs contrasting the two

orthographic symbolsp and r. A few of these are

given below:

kari

pari

aram

karai

(curry)

(horse

(file)

(border)

karl (charcoal)

pari (pluck - imp.)
aram15 (charity)

karai (stain)

But in speech, in most dialects of Tamilnad, there

is no distinction between words having the ortho¬

graphic symbol r and those having the orthographic
-i /"

symbol r, [r] and [r] being free variants.

13. For a full discussion of the duration of voiceless
stops, see chapter V.

14. A highly literary word, hardly ever used in
colloquial speech.

15. A highly literary word, hardly ever used in
colloquial speech.

16. For a fuller discussion of [p] and [r] see 7.9.1.1
to 7.9.2.13.
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2.4.12 This may he better illustrated with a diagram:

orth.symbol: *

sound [r]

2.4.13 The Tamil orthography, with its economy in

orthographic symbols, might have once been very

efficient in committing words to writing, but with

several loan words with word-initial voiced stops

that have become part of a Tamil speaker's

vocabulary, it cannot be considered so now.

Particularly foreigners learning Tamil find it

very difficult to differentiate between words like

[p'alit] (a tiny weight) and fbaix] (strength), both

of which are written palaau Modem Journals tend

to print the latter word palam with a £ in bolder

type of print. But this becomes cumbersome in

writing, and a system to differentiate between the

voiceless and voiced stops in writing ought to be

devised - perhaps the same symbol could be under¬

scored to represent the voiced version of the stop.
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Chapter III

3 Experimental Techniques Employed.

3.1 General Remarks:-

3.1.1 Several experimental techniques were employed

during the course of the present research in order

to check the validity of the statements made on

various vowels and consonants that occur in the

colloquial dialect of Tamil under survey. A rough

idea of the place of articulation of consonants

and the tongue-position of vowels was formed on

the "basis of the author's proprioception and then

this was verified with the help of experimental

procedures.

3.1.2 Most of the available accounts of the various

dialects of Tamil were found to contain statements

made by the investigators on the basis of the data

they collected from one or two informants and none

of these statements was supported by instrumental

evidence of any nature. The present writer,

therefore, attempted to make use of the available

facilities in his departmental laboratory with a

view to being able to give precise information on

various aspects of the dialect he has examined.

A few of the experimental techniques employed by him

V /

1. The one exception is Svarny and Zvelebil (1953).
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are briefly described below:-

3.2 Palatography:-

3.2.1 To check the place of articulation of stops,

nasals, laterals and most fricatives, palatography

was found a very convenient device. Also with

palatography, it was found that the contact or lack

of it between the sides of the tongue and the upper

molar teeth, or the gums above them, during vowel

articulations could be checked.

3.2.2 The type of palatography used was direct
2

palatography. The teeth, the alveolar ridge,

the hard palate and the soft palate were thoroughly

coated with a marking medium - a mixture of very

fine charcoal powder and cocoa. A word with only

one of the segments in it capable of wiping off the

marking medium when the tongue came into contact

with the roof of the mouth was said thrice. The

mouth was then opened on to a mirror and the area

of contact.of the tongue on the roof of the mouth -

i.e., the place where the marking medium was removed

by the tongue - was thoroughly examined with the

help of another mirror. The roof of the mouth was

photographed for purposes of keeping a permanent

record of the observations made. Before coating the

mouth for the next palatogram, the mouth was thoroughly

2. For full details regarding the use of direct
palatography see Abercrombie (1957), Anthony
(1954, 1968) and Ladefoged (1957).
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washed with water in order to remove even the

slightest trace of the marking medium used for

the first articulation,

3.2.3 In order to examine how the place of

articulation of a particular consonant is affected

hy the vowel immediately following it in the word,

words were chosen with a front vowel, a hack vowel

and a central vowel immediately after the consonant

articulation under investigation. Several such

sets of palatograms were made. They were all

examined carefully before coming to any conclusion

on the articulation of consonants.

3.2.4 Direct palatography was preferred hy the

present writer to the older method of inserting an

artificial palate into the mouth for two reasons;

(a) With an artificial palate in the mouth, the

possibility of articulations being slightly

distorted was envisaged.

(b) With direct palatography, it is possible to

investigate velar articulations.

3.2.5 The palatograms were interpreted by two

methods:

3.2.6 (1) Firth's method of marking the zones. A

photograph of the present writer's palate without

3. See Firth (1948) and Firth and Adam (1950).
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any coating is reproduced on the next page, with

the various zones marked.

3.2.7 When an actual palatogram of a word is

divided into zones in the manner illustrated on the

next page, the area of the palate where the tongue

must have had contact with it during the articulation

of the consonant under investigation can "be clearly

pointed out and referred to. If, for example, the

marking medium has been wiped off in zone 3, we can

say that the articulation was an alveolar one. This

technique is illustrated below, A word palatogram of

the present writer is reproduced immediately after the

illustration of the palate without coating. This word-

palatogram is divided into the eight zones mentioned

on the next page. The palatogram is of the word [ni:]
(you). There is a clear wipe-off in zone 3 - the

alveolar zone, In the zones above and below the

alveolar zone the marking medium is left untouched

by the tongue. In the word [ni:] the initial

consonant [n ]alone is capable of giving a wipe-off

on the roof of the mouth. The other sound in the

word is a vowel, during the articulation of which

the main body of the tongue does not come into

contact with the roof of the mouth. On the sides

of the palatogram, we see a wipe-off extending from

the fourth molar below right. UP "t° "the canine teeth
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Photograph of the author's palate
without coating,

The seven horizontal lines are:

1. incisor line

2. lateral incisor line

3. canine line
4. first nolar line

5. second molar line
6. third molar line

7. fourth molar line

The three vertical lines are:

A* The median line
P. The right line
C. The left line

The eight zones, numbered i to viii are:

i, dental zone i:U denti-alveolar zone

iii. alveolar zone iv, post-alveolar zone

v, pre-palatal zone vi» palatal zone

vii. post-palatal zone viii* velar zone
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The Zones:

1. dental

2. denti-alveolar
а. alveolar

4. post-alveolar
5. pre—palatal
б. palatal
7. post-palatal
8. velar
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above. This wipe-off on the sides is caused by

the sides of the tongue during the articulation of

the front vowel [i:J which follows the nasal

consonant fat J in the word chosen for investigation.

Clearly, there may also be contact between the sides

of the tongue and the sides of the oral cavity during

the consonant closure. We cannot be absolutely

certain about the wipe-off along the middle of the

palate having been effected during the consonant

articulation and the wipe-off along the sides having

been effected during the vowel articulation by

looking at the palatogram, since all the palatograms

made are word-palatograms. So from the palatogram

reproduced on the previous page, we can say that

the consonant [nj is articulated in the alveolar zone

in uttering the word [ni:]. Several palatograms were

made to examine the tongue-palate contact during

the articulation of consonant sounds. A selected

few are reproduced in this thesis. All palatograms

included in this thesis in support of the statements

made on the articulation of consonants have been

divided into zones as in the illustration given above.

3.2.8 (2) A second method employed in interpreting

palatograms is the one suggested by ladefoged (1957).

By this method it is possible to "convey some
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information concerning the shape and depth of the

palatal cavity and the position and slope of the
4

alveolar ridge", hach palatogram interpreted in

this way is accompanied by a sagittal section of

the roof of the mouth and this was obtained by

sawing along the midline of a cast of the mouth,

3.2.9 A plaster cast of the mouth was taken in the

following manner, A dental tray that fits the

present writer's mouth exactly was chosen. It was

filled with a dentist's impression material (identica)

mixed in water. The tray was then introduced into

the mouth and the identica was bitten into with the

upper teeth. The identica was allowed to set.

After it had set, the tray was removed carefully

from the mouth. An impression of the upper teeth

and the roof of the mouth was formed in the dental

tray. A solution of plaster of Paris and water

was then poured into the impression. Great care was

taken to see that there were no air-bubbles in the

mixture. After the plaster of Paris solidified, the

dental tray with the identica impression was removed.

Thus a cast of the mouth was obtained.

3.2.10 The point on the roof of the mouth farthest

from the dental plane, i.e., the deepest point of

the palate, was fixed. From this point three contour

lines at 0*2" intervals were drawn on the cast.

4. ladefoged (1957, 766).



The cast, with the contour lines drawn on it, was

photographed and enlarged to natural size. Then

the cast was sawn along the midline, thus

obtaining a sagittal section of the roof of the

mouth. The contour lines were superimposed on

5
palatograms, also enlarged to natural size. Each

of these palatograms was examined with a diagram of

the sagittal section of the roof of the mouth above it.

3.2.11 This was done because "any diagram or photo¬

graph of the palate is a two-dimensional

representation of information which was originally

in three dimensions. A view of the palate from a

point at right angles to the dental plane ...

preserves the ratio between the length and width of

the palate only at the expense of giving an
6

inadequate impression of the depth of the palate".

3.2.12 All the palatograms interpreted by zoning are

interpreted in this manner also. This technique,
7

as Ladefoged himself points out, is not infallible,

nor is it extremely accurate. But it has been used

in the interpretation of many of the palatograms of

the present writer because it gives very valuable

information which cannot be obtained by looking at

a palatogram.

5. Only two contour lines are superimposed on the palatograms
because the third one - the one drawn at 0*6" from the
deepest point on the palate - was found to fall outside
the roof of the mouth.

6. Ladefoged (1957, 766)
7. Ladefoged (1957, 766)
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3.2.13 One factor must be mentioned here. In all

the palatograms of the present writer it was found

that the wipe-off on the sides was not uniform on

both sides. In other words, the two sides of the

tongue had not removed the marking medium uniformly.

There is more wipe-off on the photographic right

(i.e., while viewing the palatogram with the front

teeth pointing above and the soft palate below)

than on the photographic left. This is perhaps

due to an asymmetry in the writer's palate which

was observed from the plaster cast of the mouth.

With such palatograms it was not possible to arrive

at the means of the points at which the sides of the

tongue had crossed each contour line. In these

cases, the main wipe-off (i.e., the wipe-off caused

by the articulation of the consonant under investi¬

gation) has been marked accurately on the sectional

diagram. Pro® X-ray photographs and tongue-casts

it was found that during the articulation of a

consonant the body of the tongue assumes a position

approximating to the position for the vowel that

immediately follows the consonant in a word. On

the basis of this evidence, the presumed position of

the tongue during the articulation of the consonant

has been marked (with dashed lines) on the sectional
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diagram.8
3.2.14 The palatogram of the word [ni:J (you)

which is illustrated on page 64 is reproduced on

the next page, this time reduced to natural (life)

size. Above the palatogram is a sectional

diagram of the roof of the mouth. The wipe-off

caused by the articulation of [n ] has been
transferred on to the sectional diagram. The

position assumed by the main body of the tongue

is also marked with dashed lines.

3.3 Kymography

3.3.1 The instrument used for making all the

kymograms reproduced in this thesis is the

Electro Aerometer, type AM 508/4 made by Messrs.

B. Fr^kjae r-Jensen, Denmark. The aerometer

registers the inspiratory and expiratory air flow

both through the nose and the mouth separately

on four channels. There are four nickel-plated

brass tubes which are placed on a mask with rubber

edges. Each tube contains a rubber valve, a

lamp and a photo-diode. The valve is made of

thin, elastic rubber in two abutting planes.

When being blown into, the valve opens soundlessly

and at the beginning of an inhalation it closes

8. This point was raised with Ladefoged (private oral
communication) and some palatograms with irregular
side wipe-off were shown to him. The solution
adopted here has Ladefoged*s approval.
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Pgm. 2 [ni:J (you)

Life-size print with a sectional diagram

of the roof of the mouth above. The thick

line on the sectional diagram shows the

point of contact during the articulation

of [11] . The dashed line shows the pre¬

sumed position of the main body of the

tongue.
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immediately. The amount of opening of the four

valves can he used as a measure of the oral or

nasal air flow - one each for oral and nasal

exhalations and one each for oral and nasal

inhalations. Any one or more of these can he

switched off while using the aerometer.

3.3.2 The mask used is a type of oral/nasal mask

with a complete aero-dynamic separation between

nose and mouth. When the mask fits the face of

the investigator exactly, no air can escape outside.

There is no mechanical pressure exerted on the

sides or the dorsum of the nose because of the

presence of the mask. The mouth is enclosed by

the main rubber-ring in such a way that the move¬

ments of the jaws and the lips are unimpeded.

3.3.3 The aerometer is connected to a mingograph

that writes on a roll of paper. When the valves

are at rest, i.e., when the investigator does not

utter anything, the mingograph draws straight lines

on the paper. When the valves work, i.e., when

the investigator says something into the mask, the

air flow is recorded on the paper.

3.3.4 A larynx microphone is connected through the

amplifier which records the vibrations of the vocal

cords. When the vocal cords do not vibrate - i.e.,

when a voiceless sound is said into the mask - the

mingograph registers this by drawing a straight line



on the roll of paper. The vibration of the vocal

cords is registered "by a spiky line.

3.5.5 for purposes of this research two out of the

four valves were used for making most of the

kymograms - one to register the expiratory air flow

through the nose and the other to check the

expiratory air flow through the mouth. Thus in a

kymogram showing four lines, the top two lines are

a record of the expiratory air flow through the

nose and the mouth respectively. The third line

shows the vibration of the vocal cords or the

absence of any such vibration. The fourth line

always indicates time, recorded in 50 cycles per

second. When necessary, more than these two

valves were used.

3.3.6 A kymographic tracing made when the valves

were at rest and another of the word ftc'uft'oJ
(a type of curry) are reproduced on the next page

and the four lines explained,

3.3.7 The aerometer was used in the present research

to checks-

(1) stop consonants - the release of a stop

consonant is marked by a sharp upward

peak on the mouth tracing.
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Jl.

L

vAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/NAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Kgm. 1 Valves at rest

Kgm. 2 [k'u:j^»J (a type of curry)
N-Nose out M-ilouth out 1—larynx T-Time (50 cps)



(2) whether the intervocalic stops in the

dialect of Tamil under survey which are

orthographically represented by two

identical symbols are explosives or

implosives,

(3) the duration of vowels and consonants.

The length of vowels in various phonetic

environments and the duration of the

voiceless stops were examined.

(4) whether intervocalic orthographic -£-»

and -k- are stops at all in

speech, i.e., whether, during the

articulation of these sounds, there is

any complete closure at all.

(5) whether the two orthographic symbols in
Q

the language to represent the r- sounds

are different phonetically - i.e., whether

one of the two orthographic symbols always

represents a tap and the other always

represents a trill. A single tap is

characterized by a sudden dip on the

mouth tracing indicating a sudden decrease

in the air flow, followed by an increase.

A trill is marked on the mouth tracing by

two or more such 'dips' and 'peaks'.

9. See chapter II - 2.4.11 and 2.4.12



(6) whether the voiceless stops in the dialect

under survey are aspirated or not. The

release of the stops is clearly indicated

on the mouth tracing by a sharp upward peak.

An examination of kymograms can thus show

whether voicing starts simultaneously with

the release of the stop or after some time.

(7) the occurrence of oral, nasalized and nasal

vowels10in the dialect under investigation.

(8) Assimilation involving the state of the

glottis.

(9) whether slightly devoiced allophones of

voiced phonemes occur in the dialect under

survey in word-initial and/or word-final

positions.

3.3.8 In short, the combined electro-aerometer-

amplifier unit was thoroughly and extensively used

in the present research.

3.4 Spectrography:-

3.4.1 Yet another experimental technique employed

for purposes of this research was spectrography.

The apparatus used was the Kay Sonograph,

10. The term "nasal vowels" is used to differentiate
between accidental nasalization of vowels under
the influence of adjoining nasal consonants and
essential nasalization of vowels. See 4.3 and
4.4
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manufactured "by Messrs. Kay Electric Company, New

York,'1'1 The spectrograms made for purposes of

this research are

(i) wide-band spectrograms with frequency

range up to 4 KC

(ii) narrow-band spectrograms with frequency

range up to 2 KC. On the narrow-band

spectrograms at this scale, the spectrogram

was made to a little above 1 KC in order to

accommodate an amplitude display above the

spectrogram.

3.4.2 Each spectrogram is calibrated with a scale of

frequencies at each end of the paper, multiples of

500 cps being marked by a dark bar. The narrow-band

spectrogram shows the continuously changing frequencies

. . of the harmonics, which are all integral multiples of

the fundamental frequency. In all the spectrograms

reproduced in this thesis, frequency in cycles per

second is marked on the vertical axis and time is

marked on the horizontal axis (5 inches on the paper

represents one second).

3.4.3 The spectrograms were used to countercheck most

of the details checked with kymography. In addition^

spectrograms were used to obtain some vital

11. For a detailed description of the principles involved
in speech spectrography and a schematic diagram of
the sound spectrograph see Potter, Kopp and Kopp
(1966, 8-15).
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information regarding the acoustic properties of

speech sounds, particularly vowels. The formant

frequencies of the vowels of the Tamil dialect under

investigation were calculated from various spectro¬

grams made for this purpose. In the manner

described by Joos (1948) the first and second formant

frequencies of the vowels were plotted on a

logarithmic graph sheet. The whole procedure

adopted has been described in Chapter IV (see 4.1.11

to 4.1.14)

3.4.4 In addition, spectrograms were used to analyse

the intonation pattern of the dialect of Tamil under

survey. A detailed description of the procedure

adopted is given in Chapter XI.

3.5 Speech synthesis

3.5.1 Speech synthesis was used to check if the

forraant frequencies of the speech sounds were

correctly Interpreted and calculated. The machine

used is the Parametric Artificial Talker (PAT for

short). The machine is described by Anthony and

Lawrence (1962). Wide-band spectrograms with

frequency range up to 4 KC and 8 KC and narrow band

spectrograms with frequency range up to a little

above 1 KC and an amplitude display were made of the

utterances to be synthesised. The wide-band spectro¬

gram was segmented. A transparent cover-slip was

placed on the wide-band spectrogram and the first,
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second and third formants of the speech sounds in

the utterance chosen for synthesis were traced.

Larynx amplitude, amplitude of Hiss 1 (for aspiration

of voiceless stops, release of stop consonants, etc,,)

and frequency of Hiss 2 (in the case of fricatives)

are also marked on the transparent cover slip.

Fundamental frequency is marked "by tracing the third

harmonic on the narrow-hand spectrogram. The whole

information is then transferred on to the PAT sleeve

in the form of parameter lines in silver (conducting)

ink with the help of a grid and fed into PAT. The

output is listened to carefully, changes are made on

the sleeve if necessary and the PAT utterance is

recorded to compare the original utterance and PAT

utterance. A few words in isolation and a few

sentences were synthesised using PAT and two of the

spectrograms made of PAT's version of the sentence

are reproduced later.

3.5.2 Another method used for speech synthesis is

"Synthesis hy Rule". The system used in the

Edinburgh Department is that described by Holmes,

Mattingley and Shearme (1964) but adapted to make it

suitable for PAT. The computer programme is that
12

of the Linguistics Department, Edinburgh University.

The parameter values are punched on the paper tape.

12. See lies, Work in Progress, Edinburgh University -

Department of Linguistics, (1969$ (5), 23-25).
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There are eight parameters - one each for F^, F2,

F^, Larynx amplitude, amplitude of Hiss 1, amplitude
of Hiss 2, frequency of Hiss 2 and fundamental

frequency. There are three spare parameters, a

dummy and a zero time-marker.

3.5.3 A few sentences of Tamil were synthesised by

rule and a couple of spectrograms made of synthetic

speech are reproduced later.

3.6 X-ray -photographs

3.6.1 Thirteen X-ray photographs were taken, ten to

check the tongue-positions of vowels and three to

check the tongue-positions during the articulation

of the stop consonants ft J' ^ kJ and the approximant

The centre of the tongue was painted with

barium sulphate. Monosyllables of the structure

CV with [ pj as the releasing consonant and the ten

vowels as the V element were chosen. The syllables

. were said several times and once the present writer

was sure that the pronunciation of the vowel in

question was correct, the vowel position was held

and the X-ray taken. Also, X-ray photographs were

taken of the closure for ["tJ and [kj with a front

vowel following the consonants in meaningful words.

The words were repeated aloud several times and then

the consonant closure held and an X-ray taken. In

the case of the approximantt^] a word with the
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consonant in the middle of it was chosen. The

word was repeated several times aloud. Then^only
the syllable in which [2^] occurred was said, the

tongue-position held and an X-ray taken. It is

understood that there may be a slight artificiality

in the tongue-positions particularly of consonants

when the closure was held, but great care was taken

to see that during the fraction of a second for

which the closure was held, the tongue did not move.

Tracings of the X-rays of the vowel articulations are

reproduced in Chapter IV. Photographic prints of

the 10 X-rays of the vowel articulations form the

frontispiece of this thesis and photographic prints

of the three X-rays of the consonant articulations

are reproduced in appropriate places in Chapter VII .

3.7 habiograms:-

3.7.1 To check the lip positions during the

articulations of consonants, several labiograms

were taken. Y/ords with the consonants under

investigation being immediately followed by a lip-

spread vowel and a lip-rounded vowel were chosen.

These words were said several times and then the

consonant position held, A photograph of the lips

was then taken. A certain amount of artificiality

in the lip-position was envisaged in this procedure.

It was realized that there was a possibility of

exaggerated lip-spreading or lip-rounding when words
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were thus said in isolation for purposes of taking

labiograms. Three sets of labiograms were taken

on three different occasions, with an interval of at

least a month between any two occasions. These were

studied carefully for any artificialities. Even

when the words were pronounced for purposes of

taking these labiograms, great care was taken to see

that the exaggerations and artificialities were

minimal.

3.8 The Trans Pitch Meter;-

3.8.1 For investigations involving pitch the Trans

Pitch Meter, made by Messrs. B. Frjrfkjae r-Jensen was

used. The fundamental frequency calibration in

this apparatus is in 19 different steps, from 60 cps

to 450 cps. The Trans Pitch Meter and the aerometer

were both connected to a Mingograph and mingograms

registering the outward air flow through the nose

and the mouth, vocal cord vibrations, and

fundamental frequency were obtained. Mingograms

of several sentences were made and the intonation

patterns were analysed. The intonation curves

obtained from these mingograms were then compared

with those obtained from narrow-band spectrograms,

3.9 The Intensity Meter:-

3.9.1 The Intensity Meter was used in combination

with the Trans Pitch Meter. The Intensity Meter,

when connected to a mingograph, registers on paper
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the acoustic speech power or intensity. With

these recordings, some preliminary and minor

investigations were conducted on the phenomenon

of stress. Details are given in Chapter XI.

3.10 Tongue casts

3.10.1 In addition to the X-rays mentioned in 3.6

a few tongue casts were made to ascertain the

tongue-position of stop consonants, A particular

word with the stop consonant under investigation

was chosen. This word was said aloud several

times. Then the word was said just up to that

point where the closure for the stop was reached.

This closure was maintained. Great care was taken

to see that the tongue was as steady as possible.

A mixture of dental impression material and water

was then injected into the mouth with an "icing

bag" as used for decorating cakes. The investi¬

gator (the present writer himself) then lay

absolutely still till the material inside his

mouth solidified. It was then taken out of the

mouth carefully and a plaster-cast of this was

made. The plaster-cast was sawed carefully.

Using this procedure it was possible to get

impressions of the upper and lower teeth, the

lips, the tongue and the hard palate. The tongue-

casts were particularly useful in checking the

position assumed by the main body of the tongue

during a consonant closure.
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3.11 Cine photography:-

3.11.1 Cine photography was found invaluable in

ascertaining the position of the lips and the jaws

during the articulation of vowels. The entire

procedure is described in Chapter IV (see 4.1.23)

and the detailed results are tabulated in Appendix II.

3.11.2 These, then, are the various experimental

techniques employed during the course of the present

research. The use of these techniques furnished a

great deal of information. Using instrumental

techniques, the present writer was able to alter

some of the statements about certain sounds of the

13
dialect made by him earlier. He was also able to

verify most of his statements made in this thesis.

3.11.3 One may, on reading these pages and on going

through the various instrumental investigations in

this thesis, quote Sweet and say: "Instrumenxal

phonetics is, strictly speaking, not phonetics at

all. It is only a help... The final arbiter in

all phonetic questions is the trained ear of the

practical phonetician". ^ As an answer, one can do

no better than to quote Ladefoged and admit that

"for those of us who are not as skilled as Sweet,

instrumental phonetics may be a very powerful aid

13. Balasubramanian (1970)
14. Sweet (1911) - quoted by Ladefoged (1968, xvi).
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and of great use in providing objective records

on the basis of which we may verify or amend
15

our subjective impression".

Ladefoged (1968, xvi)
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Chapter IV

The Vowels of Tamil

4.1 Pure Vowels (oral)

4.2 Vowel length

4.3 Nasalization of Vowels

4.4 Nasal Vowels

4.5 Diphthongs (oral)

(pages 85 - 226)
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Chapter IV

4 The Vowels of Tamil

4.1 Pure Vowels - Oral:-

4.1.1 There are fourteen pure vowel phones in the

colloquial dialect of Tamil under survey."1' Seven
2

of these are long and the other seven short.

Various statements have "been made "by writers on

Tamil Linguistics about the quality of these vowels,

"but to the present writer's knowledge there does

not exist a thorough study of the vowels of any

dialect of Tamil, formal or colloquial, with

instrumental evidence. The present writer there¬

fore decided to make full use of the apparatuses

available at the Phonetics Laboratory, University

of Edinburgh and thus come to certain reliable and

valid conclusions regarding the vowels of his own

dialect. Palatography, kymography, spectrography,

X-ray photography and cine-photography are the

devices used during the course of the present

1. There is a 15th vowel - one between Cardinal vowels 3
and 4 - which occurs in about half-dozen words only.
Because of this low frequency of occurrence, this vowel
has been left out of the analysis. See Fairbanks (1957)
for a discussion of frequency of occurrence of speech
sounds.

2. The "long" vowels are longer than their "shorter" counter¬
parts in identical phonetic environments. For a full
discussion of vowel length see 4.2 (4.2.1 - 4.2.9).
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ft

research to check the positions assumed by the

sides of the tongue during the articulation of the

vowels, vowel length, formant frequencies of the

vowels, the positions assumed by the main body of

the tongue and lip and jaw positions respectively.

Formant frequencies of the vowels
3

4.1.2 To determine the formant frequencies of the

pure vowels in the colloquial dialect of Tamil under

survey, several wide-band spectrograms with

frequency range of up to 4 KC were made.^ V/hile

calculating the formant frequencies of vowels from

spectrograms of words, the fact that the formants

of the consonants on one side or both sides of the

vowels would affect the formants of the vowels was

borne in mind. To check the formants of these

vowels in their steady state, spectrograms were made

of monosyllables of the structure CY with [ p J as

the releasing consonant. Three of the fourteen

monosyllables are meaningful words, seven others

are names of letters and the remaining four are

nonsense syllables.

3. About formants, Ladefoged (1962) sayss "The regions of
the spectrum in which the frequency components are large
(i.e., the regions around these peaks) are known as
formants. The formants of a sound are thus aspects of it
which are directly dependent on the shape of the vocal
tract and are largely responsible for the characteristic
quality... It is the presence of these distinctive com¬
ponents (these formants) that enables us to recognise the
different vowels which are associated with the different
positions of the vocal organs".

4. See chapter III (3.4.1 and 3.4.2)
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4.1.3 Three sets of fourteen spectrograms (42

spectrograms in all) were made. The monosyllables

were uttered thrice in each case and spectrograms

were made of all the three utterances in order to

check consistency or the lack of it in pronunciation.

Four different sets of spectrograms were made of

meaningful words, with the vowels in various

phonetic environments like word-initial position,

preceded and followed by (as far as possible) the

same stop consonants, preceded by a stop consonant

and followed by a lateral approximant, preceded by

a stop consonant and followed by an alveolar tap,

and so on. The syllables and words used in this

analysis are transcribed and the first and second

formant frequencies of the vowels in them are

tabulated.
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Table 1:-

4.1.4 Set I - Monosyllables of the structure CV
with [p ] as releasing consonant.

ri C\JFsi

Syllable Gloss
First
sample

Second
sample

Third
sample

Ave3^

age
First
sample

Second
scrap!*

Third
sampli

Aver¬

age

[pi:] excreta 300 300 300 300 2230 2250 2225 2235

[px] name of a

letter 375 375 375 375 2275 2275 2300 2283

[pe:] •i 475 450 460 462 2250 2230 2270 2250

[pe] it 560 575 575 570 2025 2050 2050 2042

[pa: ] •i 750 750 740 747 1275 1250 1275 1267

[po:] go-imp 475 475 460 470 875 890 880 882

[po] name of a

letter 500 500 490 497 950 960 975 962

[pu:] flower 350 320 340 337 750 750 750 750

[po] name of a

letter 375 390 380 382 750 750 750 750

[pa] it 750 740 750 747 1250 1260 1275 1262

[pa: ] nonsense

syllable
600 625 600 608 1425 1450 1430 1435

[pa] II 650 650 625 642 1400 1390 1410 1400

[pi:] II 375 380 375 377 1500 1500 1475 1492

[pi] II 450 430 450 443 1550 1500 1550 1534
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Table 2:-

4.1.5 Set II - Word-initial vowels^in disyllabic
words followed by [*]» [f]» [t*J or tc]

word gloss F1 F2

[i:rX] dampness 300 2200

CxriJ stay-imp. 400 2250

[je:r xj lake 475 2150

[jer xJ throw-imp. 575 2000

[a:ri] six 775 1225

[wo: rX J corner 475 900

[wore J one, a 500 950

[u:ro J town 350 775

[orxj peel-imp. 375 800

[are] half 800 1300

[o:ri] climb-imp. 600 1400

tot si] eight 650 1550

[i:t*i ] spear 380 1425

[ifi] take-imp. 450 1600

5. except [e:J, [ej» [os] and [o] which do not occur in
word-initial position without being preceded by an
on-glide - the palatal semi-vowel LjJ in the case of
[e:J and [e] and the labio-velar semi-vowel [wj in
the case of [o:J and [oj.



Table 3:

4*1*6 Set III - Medial vowels In disyllabic words.

word gloss P1 P2

[k'iilj'i] thatch 325 2225

[k'x£:5: J canvas 375 2250

[p'est^Ji] speech 475 2200

[p'et:i] having begotten 600 2000

[k'asfiJ show-imp. 760 1225

[k'oit'oj coat, jacket 500 900

[k'ottoJ throw-imp. 550 1000

Ck'tisfo J a type of curry 375 775

[k'ottoj to knuckle 400 800

[k'atsiJ tie-imp. 750 1450

[k'ssfi] having asked 600 1425

[k'ot1^J having lost 625 1475

[k'ii^e] down 400 1350

[k'i^i] tear-imp. 450 1500
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Table 1+:-

2+.1.7 Medial vowels in disyllabic words

word gloss P1 F2

[t'isrpi J
A

judgement 325 2100

[t'l*X ] wick 375 2150

[fc'eiriJ chariot k75 2150

[J'eri] street 625 2025

[t'ailx] a chain worn by a
married woman

750 1250

[t'oilo] skin 500 900

[t*ol:e J trouble 550 950

IVuJlx] a cloth cradle 350 850

a drop 375 875

[t'ale J head 750 1350

scorpion 600 12+50

sprinkle-imp. 625 12+50

sharpen-imp. 2+00 1500

scold-imp. 450 1750
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Table 5:»

4.1.8 Set V - Medial vowels in disyllabic or
6

trisyllabic words.

word gloss Fi P2

[p'i: t*al] rags 300 2200

[p'xnsal] plaited hair 400 2250

[p'ejt'alJ prattle-n. 475 2100

[p'enpi] big 575 1950

[p'a:p*a:J child 775 1200

[p'ojt'o J
r»

cover(with a blanket)-
imp.

475 900

[p'otsalJ
M

hole 500 950

[p'-UJt'o]
«

having blossomed 350 775

[p'otjio] a crevice in which
reptiles hide

375 825

[p*at:ij
f*

ten 750 1300

[^9:p*t] red 6oo 1500

[po£:e] rubbish 630 1550

having redeemed
(something)

380 1450

[k'iT,r] parrot 450 1550

6. Vowels in the first syllable of each word alone have
been taken into account for this analysis.
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4.1.9 While checking the formants of vowels from

spectrograms of words, it was realized that the

formants of vowels are bound to be influenced by

the formants of the consonants on one side or both

sides of them. It is therefore possible that the

formants calculated thus are not accurate. A mid

point was chosen when the formants of vowels were

seen to rise or fall, influenced by adjoining

consonants. It is assumed that at this mid point

the influence of the adjoining consonants on the

formants of the vowels will be minimal.

4.1.10 All the spectrograms made for this analysis

are wide-band spectrograms with frequency range up

to 4000 cps, calibrated in frequencies of 500

marked at regular intervals. For calculating the

formants of vowels, a straight line was drawn along

the 500 cps frequency on the spectrogram. A sheet

of tracing paper was then placed on it and the

straight line traced. Then the first two formants

were traced. The tracing paper was then removed

and placed on a graph sheet divided into inches

and tenths of an inch. The frequencies were

marked on the graph sheet on the same scale as

shown on the spectrograms (500 cps for every half

an inch. Every tenth of an inch is 100 cps). The

tracing paper was then placed on the graph sheet

in such a way that the line showing the 500 cps
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frequency coincided exactly with the 500 cycles

line on the graph sheet. The formants of the

vowels traced on to the graph sheet from the

spectrograms were then calculated from the graph

sheet.

4.1.11 It should "be mentioned here that it was possible

to calculate the formants of vowels accurately if

they were in multiples of hundred since on the

graph sheet every tenth of an inch is 100 cps. If

thus a particular formant was seen to lie between

two tenths-of-an-inch lines on the graph sheet, say

between the lines marked 500 and 600, it was

difficult to decide accurately if it was 525, 560,

580 or 590. So a formant marked say, 1360 in the

Tables above is approximate.

4.1.12 The formant frequencies thus calculated were

then plotted on a logarithmic graph sheet calibrated
7

in hundreds of cycles per second. The vertical

scale on the logarithmic graph is used for F, and

the horizontal scale for Fg. The scales, in the
words of Joos (1948, 52-53)» "are not linear, but

logarithmic like the musical scale... Of course,

the scales of these diagrams were deliberately set

up so as to enhance the resemblance of the acoustic

7. The whole idea is that of Joos. The graphs
reproduced in the following pages are exact copies
of the one presented by Joos in Joos (1948, 51 and
131).
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chart to the tongue position chart. For the

directions in which the two scales run - toward

the left and downward, contrary to usual graphical

practice - the reason was that this puts W at top

left and [u] at top right and at the bottom, to

agree with the usage of the International Phonetic

Association, and for this no apology is needed".

4.1.13 Table 1 on page 89 shows F^ and Fg of the
Tamil vowels, calculated when the vowels were in

steady state. The three samples analysed show

that there is no appreciable difference in the

formants calculated. So the average of the three

samples was calculated and this average has been

plotted on the logarithmic graph sheet. The formants
y

calculated from spectrograms of words have been

plotted on four different graph sheets. These five

graphs are reproduced on the next five pages.

4.1.14 From the acoustic chart of the fourteen

vowels obtained from a spectrographic analysis

and on the basis of the writer's auditory perception

we can say that:-

Vowel No.l is a close front vowel

2 is a front vowel between half-close
and close

3 is a front vowel between half-close
and half open

4 is a front vowel in the half open-
open area, nearer half-open than open

5 is an open vowel, more back than front
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Vowel No. 6 is a back vowel between half open
and half close

7 is a back vowel between half open
and half close

8 is a back vowel very nearly close

9 is a back vowel, opener than 8

10 is an open vowel, between front and
back

11 and 12 are central vowels between
open and half open

13 and 14 are central vowels in the
close-half close area,

.1.15 On the basis of this analysis, the vowels

are symbolized thus:-

1)
*

[i:J

2)
t

M

3) [e:]

k) [e J

5) [a: ]

6) [o: J

7) [oj

8) [u:J

9) [oj

10) [a J

11) [q: J

8. In the transcriptions given throughout this thesis,
diacritics indicating the openness, centralization,
etc., of vowels have been left out for purposes of
simplicity of transcription. The preface gives a
list of symbols used and the sounds they stand for.
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12) M

13) [i:J

Ik) UJ 1

4.1.16 A few of the spectrograms made for purposes

of this analysis are reproduced on the next few

pages.

9. Vowels 1, 3» 5, 6, 8, 11 and 13 are notated with
the length mark [j] because in Tamil (all dialects -
formal and colloquial) vowel-length is distinctive.
The vowel marked 1 is always longer than the one
marked 2 in identical phonetic environments. The
same can be said of vowels 3 and 4, 5 and 10, 11
and 12 and 13 and 14. Vowel-length is discussed
elaborately later. See 4.2 (4.2.1 - 4.2.9).
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17 Tongue-positions of the vowels under discussion:-

To ascertain the tongue positions of the

vowels of the colloquial dialect of Tamil under

survey and to find out the correlation between

the acoustic chart of the vowels and their

articulatory chart, a few X-ray photographs were

taken. The same monosyllables (of the structure

CV with [p] as the releasing consonant) that were

used in the spectrographic analysis were used here.

The monosyllables were pronounced aloud several

times to make sure that the correct vowel sound in

each case was being articulated. Then each

syllable was pronounced aloud, the vowel position

held and an X-ray taken. The syllables were

tape-recorded during the process. They were

listened to later to make sure again that the

correct vowels had been articulated during the

process. The X-rays were then studied. Tracings

of the X-ray pictures are reproduced on the next

few pages. Figures 6 to 15 are tracings of the

vocal organs during the articulation of single vowel

sounds and Figure 16 shows the tongue-positions of

nine vowels "'"''in one figure. To draw this, the

front upper tooth and the hard palate were chosen

as reference points. It should be pointed out

10. Only lo out of the 14 vowels were analysed with
the help of X-rays. Nine out of these ten are
included in Figure 16.
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Figure 6 Tongue position of[i:]
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Figure 7 Tongue position of [x]
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Figure 9 Tongue position of
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Figure 10 Tongue position of [^o:]
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I
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Figure 11 Tongue position of [u:3
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\

Figure 12 Tongue position of [a:]
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Figure 13 Tongue position of [i:3
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Figure 14 Tongue position of [«.]
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Figure 15 Tongue position of [o]
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Figure 16

Tongue positions of nine

of the fourteen vowels.
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FIGURE 17

Tongue, lip and jav/ positions of i:, I and e:

-t:

I

e-.
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FIGUIU3 17A

Ton^jue, lip and jaw positions of u:, a and o

u.:

a
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FIGURE 17B

Tongue, lip and jaw positions of u: and i:

-t:

U-i

-i:
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FIGURE 17C

Tongue# lip and jaw positions of a a. and u:

a •.

CK,

U*\
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FIG-UHE 18

Tongue, lip and jaw positions of i:, u: and a:

•c.

i«-:

a:
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here that there is some artificiality about marking

the tongue positions of several vowels in one

diagram. The lip and jaw positions, for example,

have "been left out in the diagram. Five other

diagrams are reproduced after this, with the lip,

jaw and tongue positions of three vowels in each

diagram,

4.1.18 From the tracings of the X-ray photographs

reproduced on the preceding pages we find that in

articulating the vowels and the

•front* of the tongue is highest, the height of

the tongue being very near close, very near half-

close and between half-close and half-open

respectively; in articulating tas J and that

part of the tongue which is slightly in advance of

the •back1 of the tongue is highest, the height of

the tongue being fully open in both cases; in

articulating [°:J» [u*] and the •back' of the

tongue is highest, the height of the tongue being

between half-close and half-open, very near close

and between half-close and close respectively; in

articulating ta^the •centre* of the tongue is

highest, the height of the tongue being between

close and open, but nearer close than open; and in

articulating the 'centre* of the tongue is

the highest, the height of the tongue being between

close and half-close.
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4.1.3,9 Taking into account the tongue-positions of

these vowels, we can plot these in the Cardinal

Vowel chart:

closer°nt centre back

half-close

half-open y.

4.1.20 Comparing this with the acoustic graphs

reproduced earlier (see figures 1-5) we see that

there is a correlation "between vowel qualities

arrived at on the "basis of the acoustic properties

of vowels and those arrived at on the basis of

their articulation.

4.1.21 Positions of the sides of the tongue:-

From X-ray photographs it is possible to

ascertain what position the main body of the

tongue assumes during the articulation of vowels.

In other words, we can find out whether the "front1,

the "centre" or the 'back" of the tongue is highest

in the mouth when any particular vowel sound is

articulated. In order to ascertain what position

the sides of the tongue assume when vowel sounds

are articulated, palatograms were made. The same

monosyllables that were used for an acoustic and
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artidilatory analysis of the vowels were used for

this palatographic study. It was found that the

vowels [is], [*], [es], [e], [is] and [4] give

palatograms, while the vowels [as], [a], [o:], [o]
[us], [q], [as] and [©] do not. This indicates

that in articulating [is], [x], [es], [e], [4s]
and [i] the sides of the tongue touch the sides of

the roof of the mouth. These palatograms are re¬

produced "below.

These palatograras reveal that the front vowels

and central vowels in the close half-open area give

palatograms, whereas all the hack vowels and the

central vowels in the half-open open area do not give

palatograms. The palatograms of the front vowels

and those of the central vowels [is] and [i] also

show that the wipe-off caused by the sides of the

tongue is not uniform on both sides. There is more

wipe-off on the photographic right than on the

photographic left. This phenomenon is discussed

in chapter III. (see 3.2.13).
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Pgm. 4

[pi](name of a letter)

Pgm. 6
[P&J (name of a letter)

Pgm. 3

[pi:] (excreta)

Pgm. 5

Jpejj (name of a letter)
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Pgm. 7 Pgm. 8

[P®-:] (name of a letter) ^,^-j (name of a letter)

Pgm. 9

[po:] (go - imp.)

Pgm. 10

[po] (name of a letter)
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Pgm. 11 Pgm. 12
[pu:] (flower) (name of a letter)

Pgm. 13 ^ ^
[pa:] (nonsense syllable) [Pd] (nonsense syllable)



Pgm. 16

[pi] (nonsense syllable)
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4.1.22 The palatogram of the word (excreta)
- palatogram 3 - shows a side wipe-off from the

third molar extending up to the first pre-molar

tooth. Palatogram 4 - that of ft1-] - also shows a

side wipe-off extending from the third molar to the

first pre-molar, but in the region of the first and

second molars, there is more wipe-off in palatogram

3 than in palatogram 4* In other words, the air-

channel for [is] is narrower than for [IJ* Pa'lato-

grams 5 and 6 - those of [e:] and [£J - show a wipe-
i??$*

off narrower than in the previous two palatograms.

Also, the wipe-off in these two palatograms extends

from the third molar to the first molar# Then

there is a suggestion of a wipe-off in the region of

the two pre-molars* The sides of the tongue seem to

have removed a bit of the marking medium from the

two pre-molar teeth, leaving the marking medium on

the sides of the post-alveolar region untouched.

Again, the air-channel for [e:J is a fraction more

than for [e]» Comparing all these four palatograms

we see that the air-channel is widest for Cc]» less

wide for [©:]> still less wide for [i] and narrowest

for [is], Palatograms 15 and 16 - those of

and r*j - show almost identical wipe-offs, extending

from the third molar to the bottom edge of the first

molar. Palatograms 7 - 14 - those of [a:]> [a]»
[°:J» [o]» [u:]» [o]. [©:] and [a] respectively -
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show no wipe-off whatever. It is clear thus that

while articulating the front vowels and the central

vowels [£:] and [i] the sides of the tongue touch

the sides of the palate and the side-teeth, whereas

while articulating the hack vowels and the central

vowels [o:J and [sJ the sides of the tongue do not

touch the sides of the palate or the side-teeth.

A.1,23 Lip and jaw positions:-

To study the lip and jaw positions during the

articulation of the vowels, one hundred feet of cine-

photography was taken. The same monosyllables used

in the previous three analyses were used in this

study. In addition, three sets of words were chosen

with the vowels under investigation in various

phonetic environments. To check consistency (or lack

of it) in the position of the lips and jaws during

the articulation of the same vowels, one set of four-

teen words was said twice. To avoid confusion during

the analysis of these films - confusion regarding

where one word ended and the next one began - the

utterances were taped when the filming was done. In

addition, after uttering every word, the index finger

was placed on the lips. The film was then studied

frame by frame with the help of a film-analyser and

the following measurements were taken:-

(a) width of lip opening
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(b) height of lip opening

(c) distance between the upper tip
Of the upper lip and the lower
tip of the lower lip

(d) protrusion of the upper lip

(e) distance between the jaws

4.1.24 While taking the film 11 a mirror was placed

near the investigator's (the present writer himself)
face and thus on every frame a frontal view of the

face and the profile could be seen.

4.1.25 To measure the protrusion of the upper lip, a

perpendicular was drawn on the film analyser screen

from the point where the nose ends and the upper lip

begins. When the vocal organs were at rest (i.e.,
when the present writer sat with his lips closed)
the line drawn just touched the upper lip. During

the articulation of certain vowels, the upper lip

was seen to lie beyond this line and this was

measured to find the protrusion of the upper lip.
11. The film was made in the Department of Animal Genetics,King's Buildings, University of Edinburgh. The speed ofthe film was 24 frames per second.
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4.1.26 To measure the distance "between the jaws, a

line joining a mark (birthmark) on the right chin

and the tip of the nose was drawn on a sheet of

paper placed permanently on the film analyser screen.

4.1.27 The measurements detailed above were taken of

every frame from the beginning of a word to the end

of it. It was found that the measurements were the

same in five or six frames and these measurements

were taken as those specific to the articulation

of the vowel in question.

4.1.28 The measurements of three sets of words/mono¬

syllables are tabulated in Appendix II. The

measurements were taken from the film analyser.

It was found that the ratio between the projected

size of the writer's face and its life-size was

105:140 (=e 5:4). Appendix II contains the

measurements of the projected size of the face.

The lip and jaw measurements during the

articulations of the vowels alone are given below -

i.e., those measurements that were found consistent

in a few frames. The following are the

measurements converted into life-size.
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4.1.29 To check the consistency in lip-spreading,

lip-rounding, lip-protrusion and in the distance

"between the jaws during the different articulations

of the same vowels, these four readings were plotted

on graph sheets. Graph I shows the width of lip

opening in the four samples studied. There are four

lines - a straight line, a dashed line, a dotted

line and a wavy line - and each line joins width-

of-lip-opening-reading during one articulation. The

graph shows that there are some inconsistencies in

the width of lip opening during the articulation of

[e:]» [eJ» [°], [o] and [9:J - the difference "between

the lowest reading and the highest one being 3 m.m.

in each case - whereas the width of lip opening

during the articulation of other vowels is more or

less consistent - the difference between the lowest

reading and the highest reading is 1 m.m, in most

cases and 2 m.m. in the case of [aJ and[i«J.

4.1.30 Graph II shows the height of lip opening in

the four samples studied. Inconsistencies similar

to the ones seen above are seen here, too. [mj, [e:],
[o] and [d] show maximum inconsistencies. Graph

III shows the distance between the jaws in the four

samples studied. Here again we see maximum incon¬

sistencies in the readings for[e:J, [o:J, [oj and

[a:j Graph IV shows the protrusion of the upper

lip in the four samples studied. There is hardly

any inconsistency here, the only case of
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inconsistency being a difference of 1 m.m. in the

reading for [u:j.
4.1.31 Graph V shows the relation between the area of

mouth opening (i.e., width of lip opening x height

of lip opening) and the protrusion of the upper lip

in the case of back rounded vowels. Prom this graph

we find that the protrusion of the upper lip

increases with any considerable decrease in the area

of mouth opening. It will be noted that the lip-

protrusion of [u:] and [q] is the same though the

area of mouth opening for [u:J is smaller than for

[q], but this difference in the area of mouth opening

is not considerable - 56 m.m in the case of [u:]
p

and 72 m.m in the case of [©]•

4.1.32 Prom the tabulated results we see that:-

(a) In the case of back rounded vowels, the

protrusion of the upper lip increases with any

considerable decrease in the area of mouth opening.

(b) In the case of back rounded vowels the width

of lip opening increases with any considerable

increase in the height of lip opening.

(c) In the case of front vowels, central vowels

and back unrounded vowels, the height of lip opening

and the width of lip opening seem independent of each

other.

(d) Open vowels in general have more lip opening

than close vowels.
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The five graphs are reproduced "below.

Also reproduced are tracings of a few of the

frames of cinefilms and labiograms of the vowels

under investigation.
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O-HUH I:

Width of lip opening In tha four ampXea studied.
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ORAFH II;

Height of lip opening In the four samples studied.
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ORAPH IT;

Protrusion of the upper lip In the four samples studied.
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GRAPH T:

R«l»tlon batwe«n the are* of mouth oiwliw and the

prAtraBlan of the upper lip.

f>r i tru C»w • ry^. )
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Labiograms of the vowels under investigation



Labiogr.uns of the vowels under investigation- contd,

}

Lgm. 13 Lt:] Lgm. 14 Lt]
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4.1.33 Description and distribution of the vowels of Tamil:-

On the basis of the results of the various

instrumental techniques adopted in examining the

vowels of Tamil, each vowel is described below and

their distributional possibilities are analysed.'

4.1.34 WumViP-r i Lid

12

height of tongue:
part of tongue ).
that is highest)*
position of lips:
opening between).

the jaws )*

Front1

Nf \\
\ \\
\ ^

very nearly 'close*

centre of the * front*

spread

medium

back-,
close

half-close

half-open

open

4.1.35 In the present writer's speech, during the

articulation of [i: J the tip of the tongue touches

the lower teeth. The sides of the tongue touch the

sides of the palate in the region extending from the

third molar tooth to the first pre-molar tooth, (see

palatogram 3).

12. In describing the vowels, Daniel Jones' (1969 edition)
method has been followed throughout. In the dialect
under survey all vowels are voiced and hence the action
of the vocal cords is not given in each individual
vowel description. Since the vowels that are being
described in this section are Oral vowels the position
of the soft palate is not given in individual cases.
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4.1.36 Distribution:- [i:J occurs initially, medially and

finally in words. It should be mentioned here that

the length of the vowel varies in different words

in which the vowel occurs. This is discussed later

under the heading "vowel length" (see 4.2.1 - 4.2.9).

It should also be pointed out that in word-final

position the occurrence of [i:J is limited. It

occurs in vocatives and in very few other words.

Initially:- [i:rXj (dampness)

[i:dXj (lead - the metal)

Ci:J (fly)

Medially:- [pi:p#ij (comb - n.)

fp'isfalJ
m

(rags)

[k'itre] (green vegetables)

Pinally:- [p'att'i:J (grandmother J - voc)

[ma:mi:J (aunt ! - voc)

[tj i: ] (fie J)

Epi:J (pus) 13

13. As pointed out earlier, the length of the vowel in
these last four examples varies considerably, the
vowels in the first two words being longer than the
ones in the last two. However, if the vowel in the
first two words can be notated [i:J and that in the
last two [i*J» it should be stated that [i:J and[i»J
do not contrast with each other in minimal or near-

minimal pairs and that if one is used for the other
in any of these words and in other words in which
[i:] or [i«J occurs, there is no potential confusion.
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1.37 Number 2 [x]

height of the tongue: between 1 close* and'half-close*

part of the tongue) . . . f .. ,front,
that is highest ) 4 Dac* 01 tne lront
position of lips: spread

opening between the).
jaws) ne"™

Front

1.38 The tip of the tongue touches the lower

teeth during the articulation of [x] in the present

writer*s speech. The sides of the tongue touch the

sides of the roof of the mouth in the same region as

during the articulation of [i:]. (see palatogram 4).

1.39 Distribution:- [x] occurs initially, medially and

finally in a word.

Initially:- [xp:s] (now)14
[x 1: e J (no)

[rjid3xJ (ginger)
Medially:- [p'xt:Je] (alms)

back
~~ close

— half-close

— half-open

open

14. In the speech of some people an initial on-glide [j]
can be distinctly heard when they pronounce words
with an initial [x].



Medially:-

Finally:-

4.1.40
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[fc'xr t]

[k'ari]

[narxj

Ep'api]
Number 3 [®:]

(wick)

(canvas)

(curry, charcoal)

(fox)

(hunger)

height of the tongue: between •half-close' and
•half-open'

part of the tongue),
that is highest )'

the 'front*

position of the lips: neutral - neither too spread
nor too rounded, the height of
lip opening being more than
for [i:J or [£J

opening between the)
jaws) wide

Front
back

close

half-close

half-open

open

4.1.41 During the articulation of the vowel [e:J
the tip of the tongue touches the lower teeth in

the present writer's speech. The sides of the

tongue touch the sides of the roof of the mouth

in the region extending from the third molar tooth

to the first pre-molar tooth. But the contact

between the sides of the tongue and the sides of

the roof of the mouth is firm only in the molar
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region, while in the pre-molar region the contact

seems very weak, (see palatogram 5).

4.1.42 Distribution:- Ce53 occurs only medially in a

word in the normal stream of speech. In word-

final position it occurs in special circumstances

like a hawker calling out his wares. Orthographic

initial ej_ is [je:]in speech, with an initial

palatal on-glide.

Medial occurrence of [e:]:-

[je:lX] (auction)

[jerrx] (lake)
[me:le] (above)

[p*e:r±-] (name)

4.1.45 Number 4 [e]

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest ):
position of the lips:

opening between the).
jaws)*

between 'half-open* and 'open'
but much nearer 'half-open'
than 'open'*

the 'front'

neutral

wide

Front
back

\ \\
\ \\

\ * \\ e ^
\ -J

close

half-close

haIf-open

open
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4.1.44 During the articulation of [e] the tongue-

tip touches the lower teeth in the present writer*s

speech. The sides of the tongue touch the sides of

the roof of the mouth, hut the contact area is much

narrower than for and also, the contact does

not seem to be very firm (see palatograrn 6).

4*1.45 Distribution:- Cd occurs medially and finally

in a word* It does not occur initially, ortho¬

graphic initial e being in speech, with an

initial palatal on-glide.

Medially :- [jell] (rat)
[t'ert] (street)

[nerip'd (fire)

Finally:- [jeleJ (leaf)
[ma:le J (garland)

[ij'ale] (head)

4.1*46 Number 5 3

height of the tongue: fully open

part of the tongue)
that is highest )*

position of lips:

opening between the).
jaws):

a point slightly in advance
of the *back*

neutral, with the height of

very wide
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"back
Front

\ w
\ w
\ ^ a:

><■

close

half-close

half-open

open

4.1.47 During the articulation of [as] the tip of
the tongue is very much retracted from the lower

teeth. The sides of the tongue do not touch the

sides of the roof of the mouth (see palatogram 7).

4.1.48 Distribution:- [a:] occurs initially, medially and

finally in words.

Initially:- [O:2^A] (depth)

(a:mS:] (yes)

[a:ri-J (six)

Medially:- [p'a:fiJ (song)

(grandmother)

[k'a^arj (money)

Finally:- [p'a:p*a:] (child)

[ap:a:J (father)

[£'a:£#a: J (grandfather)

4.1.49 Number 6[o;J

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )'

position of lips:

opening between the).
jaws)*

between half-open and
half-close.

the *back'

open lip-rounding

very wide
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Front
"back

\ w
\ \\\ w Ao:

\ ^

close

half-close

half-open

open

4.1.50 During the articulation of [o:J the tip of

the tongue is retracted from the lower teeth. The

sides of the tongue do not touch the sides of the

roof of the mouth (see palatogram 9)*

4.1.51 Distribution:-. [osJ occurs medially and finally in

words* Word-initial orthographic ot_ is [wo:J in

speech, with an initial labio-velar on-glide.

Medially:- [wo:t*oJ (drive - imp.)

[wo:^o]
[k'o.'feJ
[t(o:t'X]

Finally:- [p'o:J
[p'ocggo: ]

(run - imp*)

(castle)

(garden)

(go - imp.)

(go - honorific - imp.)

4*1*52 Number 7 [o]

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )'

position of lips:

opening between the)
jaws):

between half open and half-
close.

the •back1

very open lip-rounding,
opener lip-rounding than
for [o:J

wide
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"back
Front

\ \\
- — —

\ \\
\ ^

close

half-close

haIf-open

open

4.1.53 During the articulation of [o] the tip of

the tongue does not touch the lower teeth, nor do

the sides of the tongue touch the sides of the roof

of the mouth, (see palatogram 10).

4.1.54 Distribution:- [o] occurs only medially in a word.

Word-initial orthographic o is [wo] in speech,with

an initial labio-velar on-glide.

[wore J

[wot:o]
[motto]
[j'o^o]

(one)

(paste - imp.)

(bud)

(touch - imp.)

4.1.55 Number 8 [u:]

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )*

position of lips:

opening between the),
jaws):

very nearly close

the •back1

close lip-rounding

medium
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"back

4.1.56 During the articulation of [u:] the tip of

the tongue is retracted from the lower teeth.

The sides of the tongue do not touch the sides

of the roof of the mouth, (see palatogram 11).

4.1.57 Distribution:- [u:] occurs very freely in word-

initial and word-medial positions. In word-final

position it occurs in very few words and in

vocatives.

Initially:- [u:me J (dumb person)

[us^sx] (needle)

[U:J»Q] (town)

Medially:- Cp'ujfoJ (lock)

[mus^'e1 (bundle)

[k'usfo] (a type of curry)

Finally:- [p'ui J (flower)

[p*a:ru: J (Paroo I - voc.)
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4.1.58 Number 9 fn 3

height of the tongue: between close and half-close

part of the tongue),
that is highest )*

position of lips:

opening between the)
jaws)

the fore part of the
'back*

close lip-rounding

medium

Front back

\ \\ *
Q

\ \\

\ ^

close

half-close

haIf-open

open

4.1.59 During the articulation of [q] the tip of

the tongue is retracted from the lower teeth.

The sides of the tongue do not touch the sides

of the roof of the mouth, (see palatogram 12),

4.1.60 Distribution:- [o] occurs initially, medially

and finally in a word.

Medially:-

Finally:-

[opto] (salt)

[omxJ (husk)

foix] (chisel -

fk'opte] (rubbish)

[mot :e J (egg)

[p'o^o] (worm)

[p'urfoj (lock)
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Finally:- [k*ot :o]
[p* or^a]

(throw - imp.)

(girl)

4.1.61. Number 10 [a ]

height of the tongue: open

part of the tongue)
that is highest )

position of lips:

opening between the).
jaws)*

a point slightly in advance
of the ,backf

neutral

very wide

Front back

\ \\
\ \\

\ ^
\ CL\ ^

close ■

haIf-close

ha If-open

open

4.1.62 During the articulation of [aJ the tip of

the tongue is retracted from the lower teeth. The

sides of the tongue do not touch the sides of the

roof of the mouth, (see palatogram 8).

4.1.63 Distribution:- [a 3 occurs initially and medially

in a word.

[ap:a:] (father)

[am:a:] (mother)

[a&irJ (it)

[p'a£:t] (ten)
[p'a^X] (picture)

[k'a^e] (shop)

Initially:-

Medlally:-
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4.1.64 Number 11 [a: ]

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )'

position of lips:

opening between the).
jaws)*

between half-open and open,
but nearer half-open

the 'centre•

spread

medium

Front back
close

half-close

4.1.65 During the articulation of [a:] the tip of

the tongue does not touch the lower teeth, The

sides of the tongue do not touch the sides of the

roof of the mouth, (see palatogram 13).

4.1*66 Distribution:- [©i] occurs in word-initial and

word-medial positions.

Initially:- [asrx]

|>:2£]

[ps:p*i]

[tea:\i]

Medially:-

(having climbed)

(seven)

(poor man)

(red)

(slush)

(scorpion)
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4.1.67 Number 12 [a]

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )'

position of lips:

opening between the}
jaws;

between half-open and open;
slightly opener than [o3
described above.

the 'centre'

spread

medium

Front. back

\ \\
\ \\\ \\\ \\

close

half-close

half-open

open

4.1*68 During the articulation of [e] the tip of

the tongue does not touch the lower teeth. The

sides of the tongue do not touch the sides of the

roof of the mouth, (see palatogram 14).

4.1.69 Distribution:- [a] occurs initially, medially and

finally in a word.

Initially:- (eight)

[9tsxJ (far away)

[eilii] (count - imp.)

Medially:- [k'atiiJ (having lost)

[t'era ] (open - imp.)

Finally:- [aisa J (she)

[p'o^aj (to put)

[p'atk'a] (to see)
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Number 15[AlL

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )*

position of lips:

opening between the).
jaws)*

Front

between close and half-close

the 1 centre'

spread

medium

back

\ \:\
\ \\
\ ^

■

close

half-close

half-open

open

4.1*71 During the articulation of the tip of

the tongue does not touch the lower teeth. The

sides of the tongue touch the sides of the roof of

the mouth in the region of the molar teeth, (see

palatogram 15)*

4.1.72 Distribution:- [&:] occurs initially and medially

in a word.

[irf1]

[k* i:z^e]
[t'isfiJ

Initially:-

Medially:-

(spear)

(an equivalent)

(down)

(sharpen - imp.)
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4.1.73 Number 14 j>]

height of the tongue: between half-close and close

part of the tongue),
that is highest )

position of lips:

opening between the).
jaws)*

the 'centre•

spread

medium

Front back
close

half-close

half-open

open

4.1.74 During the articulation of [i] the tip of the

tongue does not touch the lower teeth. The sides

of the tongue touch the sides of the roof of the

mouth in the region of the molar teeth, (see

palatogram 16).

4.1.75 Distribution:- [i] occurs initially, medially and

finally in a word. In word-final position its

frequency of occurrence is more than that of any

other vowel.

Initially:- [i£i] (take - imp.)

(pull - imp.)

(letter of the
alphabet)

Medially:- [xrik'i-J (it is)
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Medially:- [k'it8®] (nearby)

[k'ili] (parrot)

Finally:- [ma:t#± J (change - imp.)

[p'ask'i] (arecanut)

[t*itrpiJ (judgement)

[k'azjit'i ] (neck)

[p'ajidoi] (cotton)

[ajid3i] (five)

A note on word-final [o:]f [u:] and [a]:-

In disyllabic, trisyllabic and polysyllabic

words, the rounded back vowels [o:J, [u:] and [oj
occur in word-final position only if there is

15
another back rounded vowel in the preceding syllable(s)

V/ith a rounded back vowel in say, the first syllable

of a disyllabic word, the vowel in the second syllable

may be a front vowel, a central vowel or a back

vowel. But with a front or central vowel in the

first syllable of a disyllabic word, the vowel in

the second syllable is invariably not a back rounded

vowel. Thus [p'ott^J (box) and [p'os^s] (to put)
occur in the dialect - the vowel in the second

syllable is a front vowel in the first case and a

central vowel in the second case though the vowel in

the first syllable is a rounded back vowel in either

15. [o] does not occur finally in a word. See 4.1.54
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case. But a word like [pa^io] does not occur.

Orthographically patt^> P°ttu> PO»ttu>

Puttu» pu:ttu - all occur. But in the speech of

the present writer, these words are [p'atJlJ (silk),

[p'a:t*i] (song), [p'o^so] (caste-mark), Lp'o:t*oJ
(having put), [p'o-|;:o] (a Breakfast savoury) and

[p'u:t*oJ (lock) respectively. To cite a couple of

trisyllabic words, orthographic paruppu and poruppu

are lp'arip#4j (lentils) and Lp'orop'o] (responsi¬

bility) respectively in speech. In other words, a

rounded back vowel appears in word-final position in

words of more than one syllable only if there is a

back rounded vowel in the preceding syllable(s).

There are three exceptions - [p'as-TQ] (a proper

noun), [la<3,:o] (a sweetmeat) and [ma*]c]p] (a foolish

person).

4,2 Vowel-length:-

4,2,1 Seven of the fourteen vowels described in the

preceding pages are transcribed with a length-mark

C sJ and seven others without it. The question

arises here as to the criterion behind using the

length-mark and if any statistical minimum of

duration was fixed for purposes of determining

whether a vowel is long or short. In the colloquial

dialect of Tamil under survey (and indeed in every

dialect of Tamil, colloquial or formal) the 'long*

and the 'short' vowels contrast with each other in
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minimal pairs. The vowels transcribed [it], [e:],

[a:] , [o:] , [u:] , [s:j and [i:] are longer than the

vowels transcribed [x] t[e] , [a] , [o] , [o] , [s] and

[4] respectively in identical phonetic environments.

One minimal pair of words for each pair of 'long*

and 'short' vowels is given below:

1+.2.2 [i:jand[xj: [i:ri] (gums) - [u?i] (stay - imp.)

[e:]and[e]: [t{e:k'±J (teak - [t*ek:ij
wood) -

(south)

[a:]and[a]: [p' a: t * 4 ] (song) - [p*at:4J (silk)

[o:Jand[o]: [t'osfi J (scave- - [t'o"t;:i]
nger)

(tub)

[u:Jand[oJ: [p'urt'oJ (lock) - [p'o^so] (a breakfast
savoury)

[a: ]and[© ] : [k'esfi] (having - [k'otrtJ
asked;

(having lost)

[f:]and[ij: [i:Vi] (an equi- [i£i]
valent)

(take - imp.)

U.2.3 The vowel [i:j in the word [i:r±J (gums) is

longer than the vowel [i] in the word [xri] (stay-

imp. ). Similarly, the vowel transcribed with the

length-mark [:J in each of the above sets of words is

longer than the one transcribed without the length-

mark in the corresponding word forming the minimal

pair.

Kymograms of the 12+ words given above are re¬

produced on the following pages and the duration of

the vowels in question is tabulated.



(adoos)him*oIwm*ao»»•
""Og-M

(poo**ws*)[?.*>•$]£

*̂X

t
!,

-*•»a

1

*

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/WWWWWWWWWWyVA/

(•durt-jCo^.s)[|71]t

*

J-I

/WWWWVWWVWWWWWVAA/WW1

4-—̂•!

(

h»«Tjc

*•T

*1

AAAAAMA/VWVVWWWWVWWVWVVWWW1
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V

■/i- 4'"

WWWVWVWWWVWWVWWWVWVNAAAAAAA
I. k

t t ! k-. *

Igl. 6 [-jftk'.i] (south)

VWVWVV/WWXAAAAA/WVWWVWWVWWWVVA

t-

7 («ung)

WWWWWWVWWWWWWWWVWVWWVV

|> fc <L f- " £

Kga. 8 [p'a-£:i] (silk)

R>Jloss out H-Jtouth out L-Lsryux T-Tims ($0 ops)
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aa/wvaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa/wv

$> -• It- h 1
vAAAA

Kg*. 9 (aowrcnger)

aaaaaa/vvwvvwwwvwvvwwvwwwxaaa,

i o t' 1

Kg". 10 (tub)

—r~
M /

\
\

| 1

i- . 1

••■»;?>

]
' -4. i

vAAAAAAAAAAAAA/WWWWVWWWWWWW
|> K w. [• a

Kgu. 11 Qfa:£e] (lock)
*1 IWtooth out L—Lurynx T-Hae (50 epa)
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I I

-fc J—i.Y. . i/J. ;;«■

v/WWWWWWVVA/VWVWWWWWWWWWV

f> K a a

Kgs. 12 (a breakfast savoury)

*AA/WV\ WWVWWWWWWWWWWWWVWN

t- *s:

Eg*. 13 [k'»:f4] (haTln« aakaA)

I

vvl/wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwvwv
K 4 a I i

14 [k'»t:4j (having lost)
H-Voss out H-Vouth out L-Larynx T-Tia* (50 ops)
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N

L I '

yVVVWWWWWWWWVVVWWVWWVX

t: r 1

Kgm. 15 [tfi](an equivalent)

,r;1 ,v'i:.•. : 'f-

WWVWV^AAAAA/WWWWWWAAAAAA
•

v, •
i I t

Kgnie 16 (t&ko^iinpt)

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 ops)
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• 2.Zj. The duration of the vowels in the first syllables

of the words whose kymograms are given above is

tabulated below:-

Table 7:-

Word &
gloss

vowel
duration

m/secs^
Word &
gloss

vowel
duration

m/secs

[i:riJ
(gums)

[i: J 265 [iri]
(stay-imp.)

1>] 135

[t'e:k*4J
(teak wood)

re:] 165 Ct'ckji J
(south)

[e 3 95

[p4a:t*±J
(song)

[a: J 170 [p'att-i J
(silk)

[Q3 105

[t'ojt*1J
(scavenger)

to:] 180 [t'ot:13
(tub)

[oj 110

[p'u: 3
(lock)

[u:J 225 [p'otro]
(a break¬
fast
savoury)

[0] 95

(having
asked)

to:] 180 [k's^ri]
(having

lost)

[©3 100

[±:i?±]
(an equiv¬

alent )

[±:3 280 feCi3
(take-imp.)

[i3 160

It can be seen from the Table above that the

'short' vowel [£] in the word [i£i] (take-imp.) is almost
as long as some of the 'long' vowels analysed. Still

the vowel [±J in the word [i£i] is written without the
length mark and the vowel [e:J in the word [t'esk'i]

(teak wood) is written with the length mark. This is
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"because the 'long' vowels are longer than their

corresponding 'short* vowels in identical phonetic

environments. Thus [ij] is always longer than [iJ,

[e:J is always longer than [e], [a:] is always longer

than [a], [u:] is always longer than [oJ, [o:j is

always longer than [o], [©;] is always longer than

[©], and [i:] is always longer than [i] in identical

phonetic environments,

.2.5 Apart from the difference in the duration of

vowels discussed above, the duration of each vowel

differs according to its phonetic environment. In

the dialect of Tamil under survey a 'long' vowel can

occur in:-

16
(l) Word-initial position followed "by ^

(a) a tense long voiceless stop -

(shake - imp.)
(b) a voiced flap - [a:£±] (goat), a voiced

fricative - [a:J3at*iJ (danger) or a voice¬
less fricative - [a:pe] (desire)

(c) a short voiced nasal or lateral -

[a:me] (tortoise)
(man)

16. except [e:J and [o:j. see 24..1.2+2 and 2+.1.51.

17. The voiceless retroflex stop has been transcribed
with the length mark [*J (indicating a partially
lengthened segment) because any voiceless stop
consonant is much longer if preceded by a short
vowel as in La^ie] (cardboard), see chapter V-
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(2) Word-medial position followed "by:

(a) a tense, long voiceless stop - [p'a:t*i]
(song)

(b) a voiced flap - [p'ar^i] (sing - imp.), a
voiced fricative - [k'asSi] (ear) or a

voiceless fricative - [p'arpi] (moss)
(c) a short voiced nasal or lateral -

[p*a:ne] (pot)
[pVa:lJ« [p'ailij (milk)

(d) an approximant or a semi-vowel -

[t* a:2js ] (a type of flower)
[p' a: j J - [p * a: j x] ( mat)

(3) Word-final position.1**

4.2.6 A 'short* vowel can occur in:

(1) ?*ord-initial position1^followed by:-

(a) a tense, long voiceless stop - [at:eJ
(cardboard)

(b) a voiced fricative - [a&i] (it)

(c) a voiceless fricative - [ape 3 (ruminating)
(d) a voiced flap - [a^i] (beat - imp.)
(e) a short voiced lateral - [o^x] (chisel-n).
(f) a long voiced lateral - [©"^sij (gingelly seeds)
(g) an approximant - [a^x] (erase - imp.)
(h) a short voiced nasal - [ai^e] (dam)
(i) a long voiced nasal - [ar^ia: ] (elder brother)
(;j) another vowel forming a diphthong -[aijo: J

(alas.' )

18. except [e:j, [a:J and [i:J. see 4.1.42, 4.1.66 and
4.1.72.

19. except [ej and [oj. see 4.1.45 and 4.1.54.
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(2) Word-medial position followed by:-

(a) a tense, long voiceless stop - [p'at:iJ (silk)
(b) a short voiceless stop - [opma:J (a savoury

made with semolina)

(c) a long voiced lateral - [p'alii] (lizard)
(d) a short voiced lateral - [p'ojx] (tamarind)
(e) a long voiced nasal - [p'anrx] (pig)
(f) a short voiced nasal * [p'anij (dew)
(g) a voiced flap - [p'a^ej (troops)
(h) a voiced fricative - [p'afie] (enmity)
(i) a voiceless fricative - [p'apej (glue)
(j) an approximant •* [p'a^x] (guilt)
(k) a serai vowel - [nej] - [nejji] (clarified butter)

j

(1) another vowel forming a diphthong • [p'ai] (bag)

(3) Word-final position.20

4.2.7 Several kymograms were made in order to check

the duration of vowels in these various phonetic

environments. It was found that:-

(a) Vowels, whether initially or medially in

a word, are longer if followed by a voiced consonant

than if followed by a voiceless consonant. Thus in

the two words [u:£*q] (pour - imp) and [u:&oj (blow -

imp), the [u:J in [-u:&o] is longer than the [u:j in

[u:t#oJ. Similarly, in the two words [k'a:t*i] (wind)
and [k'a:biJ (ear), the [a: J in [k'a:biJ is longer

than the [a:] in [k'a:t*ij.

20. except [a] and [oj. see 4.1.54 and 4.1.63.
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(b) But word-initial vowels followed "by a

voiced consonant are longer than word-medial vowels

followed "by a voiced consonant. Thus in the two

words [at (dance - imp.) and [p'ajfi] (sing - imp.),
the [a:J in [as^i] is longer than the [a:] in

(c) Similarly, word-initial vowels followed "by

a voiceless consonant, though shorter than word-

initial vowels followed by a voiced consonant, are

longer than word-medial vowels followed by a voiceless

consonant. Thus in the four words [q:^±] (dance - imp.),
[p'a:£i] (sing - imp.), (shake - imp.) and

[p'ast'i] (song), the [a:J in [ar^ij has the maximum
duration and the [a:] in [p*a:t*iJ the minimum

duration. Of the [a:]s in and [p*a:^iJ» the
[as J in [p'aiEiJ* being followed by a voiced
consonant, is longer than the [a:J in which

is followed by a voiceless consonant.

(d) This phenomenon is true of the 'short'

vowels, too. In the four words [a^eJ (a kind of cake),
[at:e] (cardboard), tp'a^ej (troops) and [p'o^tej
fcark of a tree), the [a] in [a^eJ has the maximum
duration and the [aJ in [p'cr|;:e] the minimum duration.
Of the other two, the [aJ in [p'a^ej is longer than
the [aJ in [at*ej.

(e) The vowels are shorter when followed by a

long consonant than they are when followed by a short

consonant. Thus the [o] in [p'o^i] (tamarind) is
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longer than the [o] in [p'o^tx]. Similarly, the
[a] in [marie] (plank) is longer than the [a] in

[mai^reJ (mud - aec. )
(f) Word-final vowels are slightly shorter

in duration than the same vowels in word-initial

or word-medial positions. But word-final vowels

are very long in vocatives.

These phenomena are illustrated below with

the help of a few kymograms. The kymograms are

roughly segmented.
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/VWWWWVWWWWWX

«.*. |r *

Kg». 17 [*■•[ *] (dance- imp.)
Word-Initial [«■■•] followed toy a -voiced consonant

N

|
* J

1

L .feiH!. litil
' ':V*\V«v,

\
lljlil III##!, 7

; ' ;'*V

T

WWWVWWVWVWWVWWVWWVWXAAAAA

4 t < j
Kgn. 18 [p'«^l] (sing- lap.)

Word-medial [«.-.] followed toy a voiced consonant

M

■•r-

'WWVWWWWVWWWVWVWWVWWWWX

A-. t-

Kgm. 19 (shake- imp.)

Word-Initial£•<] followed toy a voiceless consonant

N-Noae oat M-Mouth oat L-Larynz T-Time (90 cpa)



Wg». 20 (Mat)
Wordi aedial [<*•;] followed tgr a Toloaleaa oonaanaa$

M v<

* i

L

\

wwwwv

A-.

V

r»

VW\AM

V ■

A/WWVAA/VWVWWWWWWWV

^ a:

Kg*. 21 [*•#*•■«] (child)

w

i'l'<vntii1frr—7 A,

T
AA/WWVWWWWWWWWWWWWWWVWWW

|> k A". t>- a:

Kg*. 22 [pup-*-:] (childJ -Too.)

Word-final —tocotire

W-Hoso oat K-Houth oat I»-L*rynx T-Time (50 opa)



T
A/WWWWVWWWVWWVWWV/WWWWVWV^

i r £
I0U 23 ( • kind of oako)

Word-initial followed by a Toiood oonaonant

vvwvwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwv

r «. t *

X«>. 24 (pVft] (trooja )
Ward —dial followed by a rolood eonaoMat

T

T

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwvwwwwwv
*• t- V

Kga« 25 Lat:<-] (oardboard)
Word-Initial followed by • woiooloaa oonaonant

N-Noee out K-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Tlme (50 opa)
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n

N

tt /

~fe
r.

T
WWWVWWXAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

«. t*. j *
26 [PV^-t] (bark of a troo)

■•dial followed tip a Toloalaaa consonant

N

J

l i

]ii ipfffflftffffnfrn

/WW\AAAAAAAA/\AA/VWWVWW\AAA

> K ® t *
i

Kga. 27 0'a(t] (tsaarind)
■ord-aedlal followed bp a abort consonant

H i

—l . .-i'
* '-te.-- - ■■

vAAAAA/WV/WWWVWVWVWWWWV

i- K - i-

E«b. 28 [P'a£.«] (a dot)
Vord-aadial followed bp a lone consonant

■-Hose out H-Mouth out L-Larpnx T-Tlas (50 ops)



durationinm/secs.
vo¬ wel

Initial followed
"bya voiced consonant

medial followed bya voiced consonant
Initial followed

"bya voiceless consonant
medial followed

"bya voiceless consonant
Final non- voc¬ ative

Final voc¬ ative

medial followed
"bya short consonant

medial followed
bya chant■' consonant

[a:]

320

265

210

155

1U5

360

-

-

[aJ

170

135

120

60

-

-

-

Co]

-

-

-

-

-

-

110

55
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4.2.9 Prom the kymograms made it was observed that

what has been said about the length of [a: ] and [a J
in the preceding pages and illustrated above with a

duration table is true of all the vowels in the

dialect. So in each 'long* vowel we observe various

degrees of length and similarly in each 'short'

vowel.

4.3 Nasalization of Vowels

4.3.1 In the dialect under survey there are

nasalized vowels as distinct from the oral vowels

described in the foregoing pages. In fact some of

the nasalized vowels are phonemically distinct from

their corresponding oral vowels. Apart from these

phonemically distinct nasalized vowels, oral vowels

are nasalized under the influence of adjacent nasal

consonants. These vov/els are called nasalized

vowels in this thesis and in order to distinguish

between this accidental nasalization of oral vowels

and the essential nasalization of vowels, those

vowels which are essentially nasalized are called

nasal vowels in this thesis. The nasal vowels are

discussed later (see 4.4) The nasalized oral

vowels are taken up for discussion here.

4.3.2 An oral vowel can be flanked on either side by

nasal consonants as in [ma:ma:J (maternal uncle) and

[naiy^i-] (crab) or it can have a nasal consonant on
on one side of it as in [nat:e] (snail) and [omxj

(husk).
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4.3.3 To check the nasalization of oral vowels,

words with vowels in the following nasal environ¬

ments were chosen and kymograms were made of the

words s

(a) NVTJ - a vowel with a nasal consonant on

either side of it.

(b) VNV - a nasal consonant with a vowel on

either side of it.

(c) VNP - a vov/el with a nasal consonant plus

a stop consonant following it.

(d) NVC - a word-initial nasal consonant

Immediately followed hy a vowel and

another consonant.

(e)-NPV a word-final vowel immediately pre¬

ceded hy a nasal consonant plus a

homorganic stop consonant group.

(f)-NV a word-final vowel immediately pre¬

ceded hy a nasal consonant.

4.3.4 These kymograms were studied carefully and it

was found thats-

(i) vowels with nasal consonants on either side

of them are very heavily nasalized. Thus

the first vowels in the words Lmasmai]

(maternal uncle), [ma!mi] (maternal aunt),

[noi$r] (lame person), [na^t] (crab) are

very heavily nasalized, (see kymograms 29-31)-
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(il) In disyllabic words or the pattern NV-NV or

21
NVN-NV even the word-final vowel is

nasalized, in other words, the soft palate

that is lowered for the articulation of the

word-initial nasal consonant remains lowered

till the utterance is completed. Thus in words

like [mar^rj (bell), [nam:©] (our), (mud),
[man:x] (elder sister-in-law), etc., even the

word-final [xj, [©J, [i] and [i] respectively,

are nasalized, (see kymograms 29-34)•

(iii) With words in which a nasal consonant has a vowel

on either side of it, an interesting phenomenon

was observed. If the words are disyllabic

words of the structure V-NV or VN-NV, both the

vowels in the word - i.e., the vowels on either

side of the nasal consonant - are nasalized. If,

however, the word is a disyllabic word of the

structure CVN-NV (C standing for any consonant

other than a nasal consonant) the second vowel

in the word alone is nasalized. For example, in

the words [on] (husk) and [am:x] (grinding stone),
both the vowels in each word are nasalized. On

the other hand, in the words [p'anjx] (pig) and

[k'ai\:ij (eye), the final vowel in each word alone
is nasalized, (see kymograms 38-43)»

21. N stands for a nasal consonant and V for a
vowel. The hyphen indicates syllable boundary.

/
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(iv) Words in which there are two syllables of the

structures CVN-CV and VN-CV were examined next.

It was found that the final V in neither of the

cases referred to above is nasalized. But the

V in the first syllable was found to be nasalized

only in the second of the two categories referred

to above. The V in the first syllable in the

first category, being preceded by a non-nasal

consonant, is not nasalized. Thus in words like

[t'ambxj (younger brother), [p'ondo] (hole),

[pai$e3 (fight-n.), [t'ajjge] (younger sister),
[k'omboj (horn), [p«u:r$p] (garlic) and so on,
neither of the two vowels in each word is

nasalized. In words like [anbiJ (love), [ambi]

(arrow), [indoj (this), [and©] (that), etc., the
i%ei #*»#%

word-final vowels are not nasalized, whereas the

vowels in the first syllables are nasalized,

(see kymograms hh-48).

(v)ln disyllabic words of the structure NV-CV, the

final V - the word-final vowel - is not nasalized.

The first vowel in the word - i.e., the nucleus

of the first syllable - is negligibly nasalized

if the immediately following consonant - i.e.,

the releasing consonant of the second syllable -

is a stop consonant. It is nasalized slightly

if the immediately following consonant - i.e., the

releasing consonant of the second syllable - is a

non-stop consonant. Thus in words like [natseJ
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(snail), [na:k*i] (tongue), [mapsi] (clouds), etc.,

the word-final vowels are not nasalized and the

word-medial ones are negligibly nasalized. But in

words like [moiroj (buttermilk), [naslij (four),

[narxj (fox), and [muslej (corner), the word-final

vowels are not nasalized and the medial ones are

slightly nasalized, (see kymograms 49-52)

4.3.5 A few of the kymograms made to check this

phenomenon are reproduced in the next few pages.

The kymograms have been roughly segmented. The

nasal tracing (top line marked N on every kymogram

reproduced) corresponding to the vowel(s) in

question indicates the presence or absence of

nasalization. Nasalization is clearly indicated

by regular wave forms on the nasal tracing

corresponding to the vowel(s).

4.3.6 The I.P.A. nasalization symbol [""J has not

been used to transcribe any of these nasalized

vowels - i.e., the oral vowels which are nasalized

accidentally owing to the influence of the adjacent

nasal Consonants. The symbol [*"j is used only

to transcribe those vowels which are essentially

nasalized. These are called nasal vowels and

these are described in the following section (see

4.4).
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Kga. 29 [a*a*t] (utnnal uncle}

L
i

L

i ' ' i
?v'vV'V'1-f\i

WWWWWVWWWWVWWWWVWWl

at wi X

101. JO [meimxj (maternal east)

,*
V ' -'iF

ywwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwx

o. \ X

Ke». 31 L"*!1]
Disyllabio words of the structure NT-HV

Both Towels ere nasalised

N-Rose out H-llouth out L-Larynx T-Time ($0 ope)



^I/waif
Mi,,

'
i,

vwvwwwwywvwwwvwwwwvwwx

Kgm. 33 [nwa:a] (our)

ir ;V'!!(#'•

ywwwvwvwwvwwwwwwwwwwwwv

yv> A, -n; X.

Kgm. 34 £m«ntl] (alder alstei^-ln^law)

I Disyllabic words of the strootnre HVH-CT

Both Towels ere nasalised

If-Hose out H-lfouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 ojs)
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7 ■ 'hi
i'jfr •!. 1 "i4

WWWVWWWVWVWWWWWWWWWJVVWW
VM a. >1 r

Kgn. 35 0xm:ip*t] (forgiToness)
Trisyllable word of the structure NVH-NV-CV

The rowels In the first and second syllables are nasalised

I U

I"- I. ■

.nlllir' ..iH'1 liif-'l i' \; ,... v
W-" •

si #*
vwvwvwvwwvwwwwvwwvwvwwwwvwv^

! 1 - iJ- '
c: J* 4Z o\ x a

Kga. 36 orxa] (a kind of rat)
Trisyllabic word of the structure NVJMJT-CV

The rowel in the first syllable alone is nasalised

L *}r !• l! ■.
.f ■ > j jv-

wvwwvwwwwwvwwvwvwwwvwwwwv

« «. "i k 1 k'

Kgn. 37 £nanbxlc»tj (belief)
Trlsyllablo word of the structure HVH-C7-CY

The rowel In the first syllable alone is nasalised
t

N-Hose out H-Houth out L-Larynx T-Tlne (50 ope)
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u ? K'i M

ywvwwwwwwvwwwwwww
K. a. 1 n; t

k«*. 38 [ttvtj (®y«)
Dlsyllablo word of tho straotaro C7K-MT

The Towel In the second syllable alone Is nasalised

ii'.ltfv..:,.
k '
fr' Hi

AA/WVVVWWWVWWVWVWWWW

► J
Kgm. 39 fjAn:i] (pig)

Dlsyllabio word of the structure CVH-HY
The rowel In the second syllable alone Is nasalised

vvwwwwwwwvwwwvwwwv-

K «.

Kern. 40 [k'o-tt] (node)
Dlsyllabio word of the structure CV-SY

The vowel in the second syllable alone Is nasalised

lMtose out H-Uouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)
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42 [*mij (nail)

BUgrllibte «orl> of the structure VH-JTT or MT

Both Tooola are nasallaed

B-Kose oat H-Xauth oat L-Larynr T-Tlae (50 ops)
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M
, V

~VtVr-

/wwvwwwwwwwwwwvwwwv

Kgs. 44 I^V«bx] (younger toother)

vwwwwwwwwwwwwvwvwvw

Kg*. 45 |jP'*'v.htJ (culture)

.'■I

vwwvwwwwwwwwwwwwvwv

Xgm. 46 [P'*JHj4] (ball)
Disyllabic words of the structure CVK-CV

■either of the Towels la nasalised

■-lose oat h-Mouth oat L-iarynx T-Tlae (50 ope)



\aywvwvwwwwvwvwwwwwvvvwvww\

Kgm. 47 [o-nbi] (love)

1 " •

>'■»' 1 : ^iiiSIlk
twwwxaKaaaa/nIaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaavwwv

Kgm, 48 [ojnbi] (arrow)

Disyllabic words of the structure VH-CV

Vowels in the first syllables are slightly nasalised

N-Kose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 ops)
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Kgm. 49 (snail}

Egm. 50 (nfS:i] (forehead}

Disyllabic words of the structure HV-CV

Towels In the first syllables are negligibly nasa¬
lised, while those In the seoond syllables are not

nasalised at all.

N-Hose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cpS)
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M

■:W>~

vAAAAAAAAAAAAA/VWXAAAAAA/WN/WWXAAAAAy

t *m a:

Kgm. 51 [maLijiJ (oow)

N / v/WWWV\

.M r^ i
L

wvwwwwvwwwwvwwwwvwwwv
■C A

W\ o:

Kgm. 52 [mo:xa] (buttermilk)
Disyllabic words of the structure NV-CV

towels in the first syllables are slightly nasa-
lised, while those in the second syllables are

not nasalised at all.

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)
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4.4 PURE VO.VSLS - NASAL.

4.4.1 In the dialect of Tamil under survey, there

are nasal vowels distinct from the nasalized vowels

discussed in the previous section. On the "basis of

the spectrographic analysis conducted during the

course of the present research, these nasal vowels

are transcribed [£:], [e], [a:], [a], [ra] and [o]
in this thesis. The nasalized vowels discussed in

the previous section are oral vowels during the

articulation of which the soft palate is lowered to

accommodate the articulation of an immediately

following nasal consonant. Or, the soft palate which

was lowered during the articulation of a nasal

consonant immediately preceding the vowel in question

is not raised completely so that the nasal passage

of air is still partially open during the vowel

articulation. The result is that the air that is

compressed by pressure from the lungs escapes through

the mouth and through the nose simultaneously, giving

the vowel a nasal twang which may be distinctly

perceptible or hardly so, depending upon the extent

to which the soft palate is raised or lowered during

the vowel articulation,

4.4.2 Apart from these, there are six nasal vowel

phones - we term them "nasal vowels" to distinguish

them from the nasalized vowels discussed above. These

are always v/ord-final - they never occur in any other
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position. The words in which they occur are those

in which there is an orthographic word-final nasal

consonant. In the formal/literary dialect of Tamil

the word-final nasal consonant is pronounced. But

in most of the colloquial varieties of Tamil the

[V+Nj of formal Tamil is just [Vj. A few examples

will illustrate this point. The examples are

given in orthography, in the formal dialect and in

the present writer's colloquial speech.

orthography

pat am

formal
Tamil

colloquial
Tamil

vanta:n
> nn.-

vantein
—nrt

varum

gloss

picture

he came

I came

It'll come

[p'a^amj [p'afA]
[» anda:n J [v and3: ]

[uandejnl [yandel
«i*» nn

[rarim] [rarm]

Of the six nasal vowel phones, two contrast

with their oral counterparts in minimal pairs.

The other four occur in a few words each. To

check the quality of these vowels a few spectro¬

grams were made of words with these nasal vowels.

These spectrograms were studied carefully, hearing

in mind what acoustic phoneticians have said about

the phenomenon of nasalization of vowels. A few of

these are briefly discussed below:

k»k»k Hockett(1955) points out that "the acoustic
22

correlates of nasalization are not so clear".

22. Hockett, C.P. (1955
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Moser, Dreher and Adler (1955) say that extra

resonances are added to the vowel spectrum owing

to nasalization "but that the location of the extra

resonances is undecided. Pant (i960) observes:

"Nasalisation is not an easy feature to study ,..

since the acoustic characteristics vary "both with

speaker and with the particular sound upon which

the nasalisation is superimposed and with the type

of and degree of nasal coupling".2"^ Joos (19^4-8)

points out that in nasalized vowels there is an

extra resonance close above formant lf which he calls

formant In. He also points out that extra forraants

occur between all regular vowel formants. Smith

(1951)* Delattre (I95i+), House and Stevens (1956),

Hattori, Yamamotto and Fujimura (1956) - all have

studied spectrograms of nasalized vowels and

published their findings. A very brief summary of

the findings of these acousticians is given below:

(a

(to

(c

(d

(e

(f

(g

(to

(i

Pi is mostly weakened

A formant appears at 1000 cps.

?2 is often weakened and raised a little

F3 is weakened and lowered
Pi has an increased band width
The overall level of the vowel is reduced

P3 is eliminated
There are irregularities in the upper formants

There are possibly additional spectral peaks.

23. Pant, G. (I960, 149).
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4.4.6 The spectrograms or nasal vowels made for

purposes of this research were studied hearing in

mind the findings of the authors cited on the previous

page. One very striking feature that was observed

on all spectrograms was the increased band width of

Pi, This is probably because of the fusion of Pi

and what Joos (1948) calls formant In, In other

words, the first formant of the vowel and the extra

resonance that appears above this formant are fused

and thus the F;l has an increased band width. Some
of the spectrograms of nasal vowels, when compared

with their corresponding oral vowels, revealed that

the second forraants of the nasal vowels were slightly

raised. In certain other spectrograms, the third

formant of the nasal vowel could not be located at

all, (see spectrograms 44» 46, 48 and 50), Some oral

vowels, when nasalized, were found to have different

vowel quality. Thus yqru (fry - imp.) is [vartj in

speech; varum (it will eome)is [uarraj in speech. But

in all the spectrograms it was found that the first

formant of the nasal vowels was not appreciably

weakened in comparison with the first formant of

their corresponding oral vowels,

4.4.7 The first and second vowels of these nasal vov/els

were calculated from the spectrograms and they were

plotted on a logarithmic graph sheet. The Table on

the next page shows the average values of and P2
calculated from several spectrograms.
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Table 9;-

word used
nasal
vowel P1 P2

[xrik'ux]

(it will be)

Cm] U50 1050

[p'a: t'e J

(I saw)

[SJ 750 2150

[p'axt'as J

(he saw)

[a: J 900 1^00

[ap:£]

(a cake)

[a J 675 1050

[p'osroj
(enough)

[S] 375 850

These frequencies were plotted on a logarithmic

graph sheet which is reproduced on the next page.

Following the graph are a few selected spectrograms.
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h.h.8 Description and distribution or the nasal vowels:-

U.£u9 Number 1 [e]

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue).
that is highest )*

position of lips:

position of the ).
soft-palate ):
opening between the).

Jaws)*

between half-open and open,

but nearer half-open.

the hinder part of the 'front'

medium

lowered

medium ^

Fron back

\ w
\ \\\ \\\ w

~ V ^
£ \

close

half-close

haIf-open

open

iuh.10 Distribution:- [e] occurs only in word-final position

[ware]

[p'o:ne J

[p'a:t*eJ

[k'o:fe J

(I am coming)

(I went)

(I saw)

(I asked)

2U» All the nasal vowels are fully voiced and
hence the state of the glottis is not mentioned
in individual descriptions of nasal vowels.
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4.4.11 Number 2 [a:j

height of the tongue: fully open

part of the tongue)
that is highest ):
position of lips:

position of the ),
soft-palate )"

opening between the)
jaws):

the part in advance of the
'back*.

medium

lowered

very wide

Front back

\ w
\ w

\ \\

\ ^

close

half-close

half-open

open
a:

4.4.12 Distribution:- [as J

position.

[» ara: J

[p'osra:J

[p'u:ra: J

[k'arsjas J

[uarj_:a: J

[fc'atsa:]

occurs only in word-final

(he is coming)

(he is going)

(centipede)

(white ant)

(washerman)

(goldsmith)
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4.^.13 Number 3 [a J

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )'
position of lips:

position of the)
soft-palate )*
opening between the).

jaws)*

half open

the 'back'

spread

lowered

medium

Front back

\ w
\ w\ \\\ \\
\ M

4,4,14 Distribution:- [a] occurs only finally in a word,

[t] occurs more frequently than any other nasal

vowel*

[apsA] (& kind of cake)
[p'a^lj (picture)
[mara] (tree)

[p*at:A] (paper-kite)
[auZ] (he)

[k'afsr^J (building)
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i4-.i4.15 Number U [m]

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )

position of lips:

position of the),
soft palate )*

opening between the)
jaws;*

near close

the 'back1

spread

lowered

medium

Front

\ w *

5

\ w
\ ^

back-
close

half-close

half-open

open

h«h.l6 Distribution:- [b?] occurs only finally in a word

[v arm]

[t 'erxjra j

[xrik'uij

(It Yirill come )

(someone knows)

(it will be)

The four nasal vowels described above are

the more frequently occurring ones* There are

two others, which occur less frequently. These

are described below.
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Number 5 [e:j

height or the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest )*

position of lips:

position of the),
soft palate )*

opening between the).
jaws)*

between half-close and
half-open, but nearer half-
close

the 'front'

spread

lo?/ered

medium

Front "bac

\ \\
V &: \\\\

""close

haIf-close

haIf-open

open

l|.,i+,18 Distribution:- In the present writer's speech

[e:] occurs only in one single word.

[je:] (why?)
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4.4.19 Number 6 [o]

height or the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is highest ):
position of lips:

position of the)
soft palate )'

opening between the)
jaws)*

between haIf-close and
close, but nearer close

the 'back'

close lip-rounding

lowered

medium

Front back

4.4.20 Distribution:- [o] occurs only in one word in the

present writer's speech.

[p'o^o] (enough)

In addition to this, words ending with [oJ, when

the morpheme um (and) is added to them, are

pronounced [—-oj. A few examples are given below:-

[p'uifoj (lock and ..»)

[su:t*or)go:t*o] (trousers and jacket)

[Qm:a:i?imboi^:o] (mother and daughter)
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1+.5 DIPHTHONGS - (HAL

i+.5»l There are two oral diphthongs in the dialect

of Tamil under survey. In the articulation of these

diphthongs the speech organs "start in the position of

one vowel and move in the direction of another vowel"

These two diphthongs are transcribed [aij and [qo]

respectively in this thesis.

l+.5«2 To ascertain the quality of the two vowels in a

diphthong, spectrograms were made of monosyllables

with syllable-final diphthongs and of words with the

diphthongs in word—initial, word-medial and word-

final positions. The first and second formants of

the two vowels in each diphthong are tabulated below.

In the Tables below the two vowels in the diphthong

are referred to as Target I and Target II respectively.

Table 10:-

^•5»3 Diphthong I

Word or

syllable
used

*1 P2
Target

I
Target

11
Target

1
Target

II

[p'ai] ("bag) 750 1+00 1050 2100

[p'ai] (bag) 750 380 1100 2050

[p'aiJ ("bag) 750 375 1100 2050

[t'aij (name
of a month)

71+0 1+00 1075 2100

[k'ai] (hand) 725 1+00 1075 2075

[mai J (collyrium ] 775 380 1100 2125

[aijor] (a
Bhahmin)

740 375 1100 2100

25. Jones, D (1969 ed., 58)
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Table 11:-

4.5.4 Diphthong II

Word or

syllable
used

*2
Target

I
Target

II
Target

I
Target

II

[p*ao3(name of a
letter)

700 350 1100 750

[p'aoJ(name of a
letter)

690 360 1100 750

[p'aoKname of a
letter)

700 350 1150 750

[t'aoj(name of a
" letter)

750 380 1100 760

[k'ao](narae of a
letter)

740 375 1100 760

[maonX J(silence) 750 380 1100 760

[aoweJ(proper
name)

700 360 1050

— —

760

4.5.5 The first and second formants of these vov/els

forming the diphthongs were then plotted on a

logarithmic graph sheet. The graph is reproduced

on the next page. Immediately after the graph are

a few spectrograms from which the formants were

calculated.
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DIPHTHONGS

Sgm.51[pai](Dag)
Sgm.53[pao](nameofaletter)

Sgm.5U[qowc](propername:
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4.5.6 Lip and .jaw positions

The lip and jaw positions during the

articulation of the diphthongs were ascertained

from cine films, Frame-by-frame measurements are

given in Appendix II , Life-size measurements are

tabulated below:-

Table 13;-

4.5.7 [aijs-

word

used

width of lip
opening

m.m.

height of lip
opening

m,m.

distance
between the
jaws

m.m.

a i a i a i

[p'ai 3 (bag) 37 40 20 16 60 59

[aijorj (a
brahmin)

35 37 20 16 6o 56

Table 14:-

4.5.8 [clqJ

word

width of lip
opening

m.m.

1 height of
ljp opening

m.m.

Protrusion of
upper lip

m.m.

distance
between
the jaws

I m.m.
used

a Q a Q a Q a

y

O

[p' ao J (name
of a letter)

35 11 17 08 0 04 61 56

[aoue J (proper
name)

36 11 19 08 0 05 61 56
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4.5.9 Description and distribution of the diphthongs:-

4.5.10 [ai]
The diphthong [aij starts at about the Tamil

vowel [a] (see 4.1.61) and moves in the direction

of the Tamil vowel [i] (see 4.1.37).
The formation of the "beginning of the

diphthong [ai]s-

height of the tongue: open

part of the tongue),
that is raised )*

position of lips:

opening "between the)
jaws)*

position of the)
soft palate )*

the part in advance of the
centre of the back

medium

medium to wide

raised

the vocal cords vibrate,
producing voice.

state of the glottis:

The formation of the end of the diphthong [ai 3

height of the tongue: between close and half-close

part of the tongue)
that is raised )*

position of the lips:

opening between the)
jaws)*

position of the)
soft palate )*

state of the glottis:

the 'front*

spread

medium

raised

the vocal cords vibrate,
producing voice.
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4.5.11 Distribution:- [ai] occurs initially, medially

and finally in a word. In final position [ai]
occurs only in monosyllables.

Initially: [aijor] (a brahmin)

[aija:] (sir )

[aijo:] (alas I)

Medially: [p'aijA] (boy)

[£*ailA] (medicinal oil)

[p'ait'x jl] (mad man)

Finally: [k'ai] (hand)

[p'ai] (bag)

[t'ai] (name of a month)

[t'aiJ (necktie)

4.5.12 It should be mentioned that in words of more

than one syllable, final orthographic ai_is [e] in
speech, A few examples are:-

kalai [k'ale] (art)

£alai [t'ale] (head)
marlai [ma:le] (garland.)
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4.5.13 [aoj:

The diphthong [aoj starts at about the Tamil

vowel [a] (see 4,1,61) and moves in the direction

of the Tamil vowel [oj (see 4.1.58).

The formation of the beginning of the

diphthong [ao]:-

height of the tongue: open

part of the tongue)
that is highest )*

position of lips:

opening between the).
Jaws)*

position of the soft)
palate )*
state of the glottis:

the part in advance of the
centre of the 'back*

medium

medium to wide

raised

the vocal cords vibrate,
producing voice.

The formation of the end of the diphthong [ao]

height of the tongue:

part of the tongue),
that is raised )*

position of lips:

opening between the).
Jaws):

position of the),
soft palate )*
state of the glottis:

between half-close and close

the 'back'

close lip-rounding

medium

raised

the vocal cords vibrate,
producing voice.
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Front

ao

half-open

open

14-.5.14 Distribution:- [aoj occurs initially and medially

in a word.

Initially:

Medially:

[aouc J

[aosa&A J

[maonA J

[waorasl]

(proper name)

(medicine)

(silence)

("bat - the mammal)
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Chapter V

The "Double" Stops of Tamil

(pages 227 268)
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Chapter V

5 THE "DOUBLE STOPS" OF TAMIL.

5*1 It has been stated "by many writers on the

phonetics of Tamil that single and double voiceless

stop consonants occur in Tamil in intervocalic

position. It has also been stated that double or

geminated voiceless stops occur immediately after

[3,]» [r]» and [3]. The examples often cited are

words like kappql (ship), va:2;kko.i (life), pairt£u
(having seen), pojttal (falsification), etc. 1 It

no

is true that single and double laterals and nasals

occur intervocalically and in fact in almost all the

dialects of Tamil there are minimal and near-minimal

pairs contrasting single and double laterals and

nasals. There is no second opinion about gemination

being distinctive in laterals and nasals, but about

the doubling or gemination of intervocalic voiceless

stops there has been some difference of opinion,

5.2 Most writers on the phonetics of Tamil seem to

take for granted that the voiceless stops occur

2 3
geminated in intervocalic position. It was Pirth

who first used the word "long" as an alternative to

1. Orthographic versions alone are given here. Phonetic
transcriptions of the author's pronunciation are withheld
for the time being.

2. See Meenakshisundaran (1965), Bright and Ramanujan (1961),
Powler (1954), to cite just a few.

3. Pirth (1934, iii).
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the oft-repeated expressions "doubled" and "geminated"

with reference to the orthographically doubled inter¬

vocalic voiceless stops in Tamil. lie says: "some idea

of the double consonant [in Tamil] may be gathered from

the double or long n-sound in the middle of the English

words unknown, unnatural. or by running together the

two p's of up-platform. or the two k's of black cat

or the two t's of at ten. Further research is

necessary, but in this short outline of the main

features of Tamil it is sufficient to say that the

double stop consonants pp, tt, •£■£, kk are NOT always
double consonants in the Italian sense ... or like the

two p's of up-platform run together",^ Masica,

Krishnaswaray and Chaturvedi (1963) subscribe to the

unorthodox view that what is orthographically

represented by two stop symbols is not phonetically a

double or geminated stop. Lisker (1959) points out,

with some instrumental evidence, that the contrast in

Tamil stops is rather between voiceless and voiced than

between single and double.

5.3 Before analysing this any further, a word or two

must be said about the orthography of Tamil. As has
5

been stated earlier, the Tamil orthography has far

fewer symbols than that of any other Indian language.

h. Firth (I93ht iii). Capitals are the present writer's.

5. See chapter II (2.1.2)
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Each symbol representing a voiceless stop consonant

also represents the corresponding voiced stop and

the corresponding voiced fricative. Thus the symbol

£ represents [p], [b] and [p], the symbol t represents

[t], and [&]# the symbol k represents [k], [g]
and [fi] and the symbol t represents [■£], [qj and [p]. ^
Telugu, Malayalam and Kannada, the other three literary

7
Dravidian languages,' have a much more elaborate

orthographic system. These languages have at least

four orthographic symbols where Tamil has one. To

illustrate, there are separate orthographic symbols

in these languages to represent [p], [p*1], [b] and

[bhJj and there are similar sets of orthographic

symbols to represent the other sets of stops.

5.4 This economy in orthographic symbols may be

responsible for the orthographic doubling of the stop
Q

symbols. The phonology of the language (i.e.,

taking into account only native Dravidian words) is

such that this economy in orthographic symbols does

not present any problem. Voiceless stops (except [•{;])
occur initially in a word, when they are represented by

a single symbol in the orthography. Voiceless stops

6. See chapter II (2.1.2)
7. For a detailed account of the Dravidian languages,

see chapter I (1.1.1 to 1.1,3).
8. They are referred to as "stop symbols" because when

they are in isolation, they are pronounced as voiceless
stops by anyone spelling a word. ,>hen a child is taught
the Tamil alphabet, he is taught to read these symbols
as [paJ» [taj* [kaj and [fa 3.
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occur intervocalically. In this position voiced

fricatives (voiced flap in the case of the retroflex

consonant) also occur. Since both the voiceless

stop and the corresponding voiced fricative have the

same orthographic symbol representing them, to

differentiate between the stop and the fricative,

both of which occur intervocalically, the voiceless

stop in this position is represented by two symbols,

i.e., by writing the same symbol twice, and the

voiced fricative in this position is represented by

one symbol in the orthographic representation of

v/ords. Voiced stops occur (again, considering only

words of Bravidian origin) immediately after the

nasals and these are represented in the orthography by

writing the symbol (the same symbol used to represent

the voiceless stop and the voiced fricative) once.

This feature is illustrated below:-

Bilabial:-

pan! [p' an xj (dew)

a:pattu [a:i3at*ij^ (danger)

tappu [fc'apii]10 (fault)
kampi Lk'ambxJ (wire)

9, 10, 11, The length of the stop consonant - i.e., the
duration of the closure phase - differs in
different phonetic environments. If preceded by
a long vowel in disyllabic words and in tri¬
syllabic words (irrespective of the length of the
preceding vowel), voiceless stops are slightly
long and these are transcribed with the length-
mark ['], If preceded by a short vowel in di¬
syllabic words, voiceless stops are very long and
these are transcribed with the length-mark [:],
More about this is said later in this chapter.
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Dental:-

tiri
n

[t'i j»xj (wick)
atu [a&ij (it)

attai
rtry

r

[at:ej (aunt)

pantu
Z..JOT

[p'andi] (hall)

Retroflex:-

a:tu [a:fij (goat)

att^i [at:cJ (cardboard)

narvtu [naiyti] (crab)

Velar

kari [karxJ (charcoal)

pa:ku [p'asfii] (caramel)

pa:kku [p'ask**]11 (areca nut)

pagku [p'aggi] (share)

5.5 A few kymograms are reproduced on the next

few pages to illustrate that initial and inter¬

vocalic -PP- are voiceless stops, intervocalic

-P- is a voiced fricative (or flap) and -NP- is a

12
voiced stop.

12. P stands for a stop consonant and N fbr a nasal
consonant.
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T

vA^yWWNAAA/W\AAAA/yWWWWVWW\
Kgm. 55

pal (tooth)

Kgm. 55
kaff-asjam [k*«.f:ix]

— (certainly)
Initial orthographic -p-t »t—,and •-&-

are voiceless stops in speech

Kgau 54
1;appu fijVp:1] (fault)

N-Nose out M-JJouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 ops)
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{

* II\ N

\
t\

[•
j

[UOiiij.

'vjywv

«- 1 4m

\AQJ\AAJVyy\ ,^AAAA^AAA/

\W

\AA/ AAAAAf

Ke>. 56
knpoai[ki>n»t1 (rubbish)

Kg". 57
kattlfrfrt?*] (knife)

v\AA/yYwyvvwv\^/wwwvywwww\A
Kgm. 58

ko^ad. [kfef st] (seed)

Intervooallc orthographio -pp-, -tt-
-£[- are voiceless stops in speech

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)



J

*^\\\ \y * ';■

yWWVWWVWWWVVWWVWWVWVVVN
CL ks *•

Kgm. 59
akkas Ok • A»5](elder els4

ter)

■^Vj/WWyyWWXM
Kgm. 60

puskka:li [xfu*W:.£x]
(flower-girl)

Intervocalic orthographic -kk- is a
voiceless stop in speech

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)
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VWXAAA/jvAAAAAAA^AAAAAAAA^AAAAAA^AAAAA/
Kgm. 6T

laipaa [la: (3a](profit)

Jk /

A—V iiliii ■ ,j .|1 i>

^AA/yyvwvwwwwwvYwwwYyvwwvw
Kgm, 62

oasti [pWfci] (half)

Intervocalic orthographic -p- and -t- are
voiced fricatives in speech

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 ops)
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;MliUUlMi; ;i''•1,1 i :i.^
'

• .14 i, i *'»; * *'

*' ijlMi

vAAAAyWXAAAAAA/WW^AAAA^AAAAAAAAAAA
Kgm. 63

(cow)

H
lii.

iO^aiiirtw -''VPNtt M*"..3:.Ji*»»*'M 'i«Ui»J»^ 1 •. I /

^A/yy\AAAA/Vy\AAAAA(\A^WVWWWWVW*i

Kgm. 64
patfcu ["pa:hi] (caramel)

Intervocalic orthographic-^is a voiced flap
and intervocalic orthographic is a voi¬

ced fricative in speech

N-Hose out M-Mouth out L-tarynx T-Tlme (50 cps)



V l 'l
AV

L M
,4-

*r

\AAAjj\A^A^A/WV^V\AAyyVWyWVWVV

Kgm, 65
t*mbl QjVmbxJ (younger

brother)

■ i.» ' 111 i,

!'|i,.' !
a!1' It

r
I

\Jwwwvwvwvvywwwwwvwv
Ik a a ^ I

Kgm. 66
haatal [ko-^-l] (rags)

Orthographic p and J preceded by a nasal
are voiced stops in speech

H-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)
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Kgm. 68
t«qkai [fag*-] (younger

sister)

Orthographic £ and k preceded by a nasal
are voiced stops in speech

Kgm, 67
wintu CfeiiA*] (garlic)

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)
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5.6 Prom these kymograras we see that though the

orthography has a single voiceless stop symbol and a

13
double voiceless stop symbol intervocalically, only

what is represented by a double symbol is a voiceless

stop phonetically. What is represented by a single

stop symbol in intervocalic position is invariably

voiced in speech and further, it is not a stop. In

all the kymograms (kgms. 61, 62, 63 and 6U) reproduced

in the preceding pages, the mouth-tracing corresponding

to what is orthographically represented by -P- does

not show a sharp upward peak that is characteristic of

the release of a stop consonant, nor is there a mouth

closure during the articulation of these sounds, nor

does the larynx tracing corresponding to these sounds

show a straight line - the larynx tracing shows a

spiky line, indicating the vioration of the vocal cords.

5.7 In Tamil we have no examples of pairs like fata

(fairy) - fatta (done), papa (Pope) - pappa (bread soup)
as in Italian; kopi (monkey) - kappe (frog), a:ke (she)-

akka: (elder sister) as in Kannada; metka (goat) -

mekki (gluttonous), patamu (picture) - patt^ (silk) as
in Telugu. In these minimal and near-minimal pairs

13. We realize that there are difficulties in talking about
a "voiceless stop symbol" when the phonetic realization
of it (when it occurs singly in intervocalic position)is
neither voiceless nor a stop. A justification in using
this slightly awkward term is that whenever these ortho¬
graphic symbols are pronounced in isolation, they are
always pronounced as voiceless 3tops. See footnote 5 of
chapter II (page US) and footnote 8 of this chapter (page
230)

li+. An intervocalic single stop symbol.
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there Is a contrast between long and short closure

(or single and double consonants) in connection with

voiceless stops. No such pairs can be found in Tamil

enabling us to make a similar comparison of the

duration of the stop element in what is orthographically

represented by single and double symbols. There are

minimal pairs like potu (common) and pottu (cover - imp.)

pati (measure) and pafti (cow-shed) and pa:ku (caramel)
and pqikku (areca nut), contrasting single and double

stop symbols. But at the phonetic level, these words

are [p'obo], [p'otso], [p'a^xj, [p'at:i]» [p'cufiij and

[p'a:k*ij respectively. In other words, intervocalic

orthographic single stops are not voiceless stops at all.

If we observe kymograms 56, 57, 58, 59 and 60

reproduced above, we notice that the duration of closure

for the intervocalic voiceless stops varies considerably.

Regarding this, Firth (193h» iii-iv) observes: "They

[the long voiceless stops represented in the ortho¬

graphy by -pp-, ~tt-, -{•{;- and -kk-J are always voice¬
less ... they vary considerably in length. The long

stops or occlusions of pp, tt, {-j;, kk are longest and
therefore most like "double" consonants when preceded

by a short vowel in a prominent syllable ... After

long vowels the stop or occlusion of g£, .tt, , kk are

shorter than in the preceding case". The present

writer, depending upon his proprioception, felt that

the duration of the stop element of the orthographic

double stops is short in disyllables when they are
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preceded by a long vowel and also in trisyllabic and

polysyllabic words, irrespective of the length of the

vowel preceding the stops. He also felt that the

duration of the stop element is longer in disyllabic

words when the stops are preceded by short vowels.

5.9 An elaborate study was undertaken during the

course of the present research to find out how much

and in what phonetic environments the duration of

closure of voiceless stop varies. The words chosen

for analysis include

(a) Disyllabic words with the stops preceded by

short and long vowels,

(b) Trisyllabic and/or polysyllabic words with

the stops preceded by long and short vowels,

(c) Words in which there are orthographic double

stops but which are one of two abutting

consonants in speech.

Kymograms were made of these words. To check consis¬

tency in pronunciation or lack of it, each one of these

words was said into the electric aerometer three or six

times. A few examples of word-initial voiceless stops

in connected speech like [*$£ t'ap:4r] (this is a

mistake) were also chosen. The duration of closure of

the voiceless stops was measured from these kymograms.

The findings were tabulated. There is a Table each for

[pj» [t], [{] and [kj. These Tables are reproduced in
Appendix Ilia. A Summary chart of these Tables is

reproduced below:-
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Duration of the stop element in stop consonants

Table 15:- Kymographic analysis of words said in isolation Summary Chart

stop
conson¬

ant

Intervocalic ortho¬
graphic double con¬
sonant, preceded by
a short vowel in Di¬
syllabic words

Intervocalic ortho¬
graphic double con¬
sonant, preceded by
a long vowel in di¬
syllabic words

Intervocalic ortho¬
graphic double con¬
sonant, preceded by
a long or short
vowel in trisyllabic
or polysyllabic woids

Orthographic double
consonant which is
one of two abutting
consonants in
speech

Word-initial ortho¬
graphic single
consonant in
connected speech

Orthographic medial
single consonant -

(Not all the words
tested in this
category occur in
colloquial speech)

[p]

duration of the stop
varies between 150
and 2C0 m.secs. in
30 samples.
average: 173 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
100 and 130 m.secs.
in 21 samples.
average: 115 m.secs,

duration of the
stop varies between
90 and 130 m.secs.
in 33 samples.
average: 114 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
80 and 160 m.secs.
in 27 samples.
average: 124 m. sees.

duration of the stop
varies between 60
and 120 m.secs. in
12 samples.
No average was taken
because duration of
the word-initial
stop depends upon
the pause between
the word beginning
with a voiceless
stop and the pre¬
ceding word.

duration of the
stop varies
between 110 and
220 m.secs. in 12
samples.

average: 175 m.secs.

[t]
r»

duration of the stop
varies between 165
and 220 m.secs. in
33 samples,
average: 191 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
100 and 120 m.secs.
in 36 samples,
average: 109 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
100 and 135 m.secs.
in 27 samples,
average: 112 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
80 and 130 ra.secs.
in 24 samples,
average: 111 m.secs.

duration of the step
varies between 60
and 120 m.secs. in
12 samples.
No average 'was taken

No samples
available in
this category.

it J

duration of the stop
varies between 160
and 210 m.secs. in
39 samples.

average: 177 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
100 and 130 m.secs.
in 39 samples.

average: 114 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
105 and 125 m.secs.
in 21 samples.
average: 114 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
80 and 135 m.secs.
in 30 samples.
average: 108 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
70 and 120 m.secs.
in 12 samples.
No average was
taken.

No samples
available in
this category.

[k]

duration of the
stop varies between
19C and 210 m.secs.
in 30 samples.

average: 194 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies between
110 and 130 m.secs.
in 30 samples.

average: 119 m.secs.

duration of the
stop varies
between 90 and
140 m.secs. in
57 samples.

average: 116 m.secs

duration of the
stop varies between
90 and 145 m.secs.
in 27 samples.

average: 116 m.secs,

duration of the
stop varies between
60 and 110 m.secs.
in 12 samples.

No average taken.

duration of the
stop varies
between 100
and 200 m.secs.
in 15 samples.

average:162 m.secs.
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A few of the kymograms from whicli the duration

of the stop element of stop consonants was calculated

are reproduced on the next few pages. This detailed

kymographic analysis shows that:-

(a) The orthographic double stop is longest when

it is preceded by a short vowel in a di¬

syllabic word.

(b) It is of considerably shorter duration when

it is preceded by a long vowel in a di¬

syllabic word. (Compare kymograms 69 and 70;

75 and 76; 80 and 81; and 85 and 87.)

(c) It is considerably shorter again, when it

occurs in a trisyllabic or polysyllabic word,

whether it is preceded by a long or short

vowel, (Compare kymograms 69, 71 and 72;

75» 77 and 78; 80 and 82; and 85 and 86.)

(d) In the colloquial pronunciation of certain

words, what is orthographically -PPVC^VCg-
15

or -PFVCC- is -PC- in speech. For example

orthographic koftn^i^esn C1'® throwing) is
[k'otre] in speech and orthographic

matppi^Xai (bridegroom) is [maip^e] in speech
In such cases, the duration of the stop

element of the stop consonant is short, (see

15. P- a voiceless stop symbol.
V- vowel symbol.
C^jCg - any non-stop consonant symbol.
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n

■
. . 4 L

i 1 '' •: iA,1'

\AAAA/VW\AA/W\>6AAAAAAAAA/WVWyW\A

Kgm. 72 patlppu (pV.pp'4] (education)
Orthographic —pp— in a trisyllabic word*

H ..

\CL /H

A
';t

AAAAA

V
w

i

vyw

x.

■MX,
vwwwv\

VM (wyw\i

, }»fTPr I
"'"'T

V\A£v/WVWW\,

Ke*. 73 matpplftai [aatpic] ( bridegroom)
Orthographic -pplfl - —0[lLa speech.

Kg*. 74 karpa [k»^pi] (chastity)
Orthographic medial single -fc-

K—Nose cut M-Mouth out L—Larynx T-Time (50 cps)

\



ywyyvwvwxAAffivvvvv^vv^aaaaaaa
Tf« 75 kotta [k'o-J s»] (dig -Imp.)
Orthographic -tt- praoadad by * abort
thu In m disyllabic mi.

■X

1
-M

A?W\AAA/VW\AAAAA^AAAAAA^AAAAAA
76 kmtVm (wlnd)

Orthographic —tt— proaodod by t
long Towal In & disyllabic word.

'ii. :!in>»

\X^/yW\AA^jVWWV^\AAAAAA^AA/W
Egn. 77 porn|t— [fajlt-Z] (suitability)
Orthographic -tt- in a trisyllabic word.

N-Nose out H-Mouth out L—Larynx T-Time (50 cps)
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^^wy/Ywwvwvww
Kgm. 78 katta:*,al DcVj|* «■:%<](oaotua)
Orthographic -ft- In a trisyllabic word.

) 11 1
1

A A

^ f \i rv

I

i A n\ / \i [ \
iii/ i J \

H ^ S

1 v' > t i11

t ih . t i •

|
7jvvywm^A

i \N\_
1"

IJ
« •' ! Hi

«> "! i—y .r
'^.7, 1

i * > •1 '7
i'', i / /'

VWV\/\£/WWW^MA/
Kgm. 79 £a:t$ixi (night)

Orthographic —Uittn speech.

N-Nose out M-Uouth out L-Laryux T-Tlme (50 cps)
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^>^/y\A^AAAAAA^AAAAAAAiWWVWV\AA/

Kga. 80 kottal [tSot'-cJ (seed)
Orthographic -tt- preceded by a short vowel in

a diayllabio word.

V\A^yW\^V\AAAAAA^yWWV\^yVVWWV\
Kgm. 81 ko:ttal [kost't] (castle)

Orthographic —tt— preceded by a long vowel in a
disyllabic word.

/\/W\>(y\J^A^\AA>fvAAAAA^y\AAAA^AAAA^AA/
Kgjn. 82 kattasjam (certainly)

Orthographic —tt — in a trisyllable word.

N-Nose out M-Uouth out L-Laryux T-Time (50 cps)
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N

A

-*j
———— *

. » '

AAAA^y\A^AAAAA^AAAAAAA/W\>^AAAAAA

Kgnr. 83 kottukire:n [kbfcx£j(l«m throwing)

Orthographic - ttukir- —[tfJin speech

(^V^A/i\Ay£yvVVWWVWVVVWWWVWW\/
Kgm. 84 pittataj [p'xfU] (• kind of c^rry)

Orthographic -tto?- —Ctt] ia speech

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)
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:

VVVWVVWWWVWWWWWVWWVX
f A. 1 Us I *s

Kga. 85 iBa: (elder slater)

Orthographic -Uc- preceded by a
short vowel In a disyllabic word.

Ig*. 86 puskkati [pa:k««.jxi] (flower girl)

Orthographic —kk- In a trisyllabic word

V^v/V\AA/yWWWy\AAAA^VVWWV
Kgm. 87 frukktw [1»«k*»0 (sleep)
Orthographic -kk- preceded by a

long vowel in a disyllabic word.

N-Hose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)



AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/VWW
a_ k -C 9 m A

Kgm. 88. akkixaaaa {*k£aii/C] (unjust)
Orthographic —wi x— — [lu] in speech

W\MAAAMAAAMAW\A/W\AA/WWW

Kgm. 89 kuxpplttu DnuptH (having called)
Orthographic -ppltt - — [pt] in speech .

—

v
ft

ri

y

JNAAAA/jjjjVAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
Kgm. 90 -fcelcLi [-jfakti] (spindle)

Orthographic single -k-

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larym T-Tlme (90 cps)
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kymograms 73, 79, 83, 88 and 89).

(e) In certain words in which the orthography

represents the stop "by one symbol (after the

symbol r which represents [r] ~[r]) the

duration of the stop is longer than it is in

some words in which the orthography represents

the stop by two symbols, (see kymogram 74)

5.11 Of the 579 samples used in this analysis, more

than 500 have orthographic double stop symbols, but

the duration of the stop element varies between 80

m.secs. and 220 m.secs. It is thus clear that the

longer duration of the stop element and the ortho¬

graphic doubling of the stop symbol have no one-to-one

relationship with each other.

5.12 In order to measure the duration of closure of

orthographic single voiceless stops, sets of

expressions were chosen with word-initial voiceless

stops and the demonstrative pronouns "this or "that"

inserted before these expressions. This had to be

done because what is represented by a single voiceless

stop symbol in the orthography in word-medial position

is not a voiceless stop in speech. (e.g., [ ibi

tak^aiX^J (this is a tomato) and [a3>4 p'aitrl ] (that
is a vessel)). The duration of closure of the

word-initial stop consonant was found to depend upon

the pause given between the demonstrative and the

word with an initial voiceless stop. Two

expressions were chosen for each voiceless stop

and each one was said six times. The duration
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was found to vary considerably. The results got

(tabulated in Table 15) were thus considered unsuitable

for statistical purposes and hence no average was taken

of these#

5#13 Since there is no connection between the ortho¬

graphic doubling of the stop symbol and the duration of

the stop element of the stops and since orthographic

intervocalic single stop symbol is never a voiceless

stop in speech# one has to come to the conclusion that

the orthographic doubling of the stop consonant symbols

merely indicates that they have to be pronounced as

voiceless stops# This seems to be one way of getting

over the difficulty of the same orthographic symbol

representing the voiceless stop and the corresponding

voiced fricative/flap. And one gets confirmation of

this by considering compound words and connected speech#

5.14 In many compound words# if the first of the two

words forming the compound ends in a vowel and the

second begins with a voiceless stop, the word-initial

voiceless stop of the second word is orthographically

doubled. A few examples are cited below in orthography.

kat£i + ku^tu ■ kattikkuttu (a stab with a—est- o— —srt—.—cc— dagger)

pa:ppa: ♦ pa:ttu " paippatppa:tt"12 (children's
song ^

ve^i + tattu " ve"lli&&attu (silver plate)

pani + katti " panikkatt* (s slab of ice)
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5.15 This kind of orthographic doubling is true of

connected speech also. This can be illustrated with

the following sentence. Let us take a sentence like

"read this, let me know about it and go". In Tamil,

the words forming this sentence are:

itai „patittu pasrttu tj" olli vittu PO*to ***"
| - mmmmXIOmp i ii ii ii mm—mm mm—mm

(this) (read) (see) (tell(me)) (go)

The sentence will appear in orthography as:

itaip patittup pairttutj tf olli viftuP P°!
M«MMM.MMS5MMMMMMMM»MMMM«MMM855iMMMMMMMM—

5.16 In the above example, the word-initial ortho¬

graphic symbols representing voiceless stops and the

voiceless palato-alveolar affricate are doubled

orthographically if the previous word ends in a vowel.

But the intriguing thing about this is the fact that

not all the word-initial stops and affricates are

doubled orthographically in writing a bit of connected

prose, A few examples of orthographic doubling and a

few other examples in which there is no such orthographic

doubling are given below:

(a) Orthographic doubling:-

j?a:manai ♦ ke:|^e:n - fa:manaikke:tte»n

(I asked Rama)

ra:manukku + kotutte:n - ramanukkukkotutte:n

(I gave Rama)

karuppu + pe:na: - karuppuppe:na

(black pen)
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(b) no orthographic doubling

a^akajna + per\ - a2^aka:na per\ (beautiful
girl)

nulla ♦ paijan . nalla paijan (good boy)

perija + petti - perija petti (big box)

17 In the midst of what appeals to be irregular

about this feature of orthographic doubling in

compound words and in connected prose, one thing

strikes anyone attempting a phonetic study of Tamil.

And that is, when the orthography doubles the symbol

representing the stop consonant in a compound word or

in a piece of connected prose, a Tamil speaker always

pronounces the orthographically doubled symbol as a

voiceless stop, however rapidly he speaks or reads.

18 On the other hand, in connected speech, the

word-initial stop symbol which is NOT doubled ortho-

graphically may not be a voiceless stop in speech.

To illustrate, pusnai (cat) in isolation is [p*u:nej.

pattu pu:nai (ten cats) is written pattuppu:nai,

with the £ of the second word doubled orthographically
and this expression is always pronounced with a

voiceless stop in the middle of the expression. But,

"a cat" is written oru (a,one) pu:nai (cat) without

the £ of the second word doubled. These two words
are [woro£3u:nej or [woro p'u:ne] in speech, depending

upon whether or not there is a pause between "a" and

"cat".
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5*19 A few sentences in connected speech were

examined with the help of kymographic tracings.

The duration of the stop element of the voiceless

stops was measured in these cases, too. Weeks

after the kymograms were made, the same sentences

were tape-recorded and wide-hand spectrograms

made. The duration of the stop element of the

voiceless stops v/as measured from the spectrograms.

Detailed measurements are given in Appendix Illh.

Tabulated summary and results are given on the

following page. Following the summary chart are

reproduced a few of the kymograms and spectrograms

from which the duration of closure of the voiceless

stops was measured.
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Duration of the stop element in stop consonants.

Kymographic and spectrographic analysis of connected speech — Summary chart — details in Appendix III"b.

Table 16;

stop
con

son

ant

Intervocalic crtho
graphic doable
consonant, pre¬
ceded by a short
vowel in di¬
syllabic words.

•Intervocalic
orthographic
double consonant
preceded by a long
vowel in di¬
syllabic words.

Intervocalic ortho¬
graphic double con¬
sonant preceded by
a short or long
vowel in tri¬
syllabic or poly¬
syllabic words.

Or thographic
double consonant
which is one of
two abutting
consonants in
speech.

Medial ortho¬
graphic single
consonant.

Word-initial
orthographic
single consonant,
NOT DOUBLED in
writing down
connected speech.

Word-initial
orthographic
single consonant,
DOUBLED in writing
down connected
speech.

[p]

duration of stop
varies between
136 and 200 m.seca
in 6 samples.
average: 155 m.sece

duration of stop
varies between
58 and 70 m.secs.
in 6 samples.
average: 65 m.sec:

duration of stop
varies between 70
and 115 m.secs.
in 12 samples.

» average: 99 m.secs

duration of stop
varies between
80 and 100 m.
sees, in 6 sauples

average:95 m.secs.

duration of stop
varies between
60 and 76 m.seca
in 3 samples.

average:67 m.secc

duration of stop
varies between 45
and 120 m.secs.
in 30 samples.

s. average :79m. sees

duration of stop
varies between 30
and 140 m.secs.
in 18 samples.

average:96 m.secs.

[tj
r%

duration of stop
varies between
110 and 150 m.
sees in 12 samples
average: 133 m.secs

duration of stop
varies between 66
and 204 m.secs.
in 12 samples.
average: 109 m.secs

duration of stop .

varies between 60
and 86 ra.secs. in
12 samples.
average:72 m.secs.

duration of stop
varies between 50
and 165 m.secs.
in 9 samples.
average:95 m.secs.

No samples No samples

duration of stop
varies between 40
and 105 m.secs.
in 18 samples.

average:82 m.secs.

ft J

duration of stop
varies between
50 and 115 m.secs.
in 18 samples.
average:87 m.secs.

duration of stop
varies between 60
and 80 m.secs, in
6 samples.
average:68 m.secs

duration of stop
varies between 50
and 14.O m.secs.
in 15 samples.
average:99 m.seca

duration of stop
varies between 60
and 140 m.secs.
in 12 samples.
average: 95 m.secs.

No samples No samples No samples

Ik] No samples

duration of stop
varies between 80
and 145 m.secs,
in 15 samples,

average: 107 m.secs.

duration of stop
varies between
46 and 105 ra.secs.
in 45 samples.

average :71 ra.secs.

duration of stop
varies between
40 and 130 m.secs.
in 12 samples.

average:66 ra.secs.

No samples

duration of stop
varies between 50
and 100 m.secs.
in 9 samples.

average:64 m.secs.

duration of stop
varies between
60 and 72 m.secs.
in 3 samples.

average: 66 m.secs.
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Duration of Orthographic single and double stops (contd.)
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5.20 II* we compare Table 15 and Table 16 we see that
/

the results obtained from a kymographic and spectro¬

graph^ analysis of connected speech are similar to

the results obtained from a kymographic study of words

said in isolation. We see that:

(a) In disyllabic words the duration of the ortho-

graphically doubled stop is quite long, if the

stop is preceded by a short vowel. The duration

is less if the stop is preceded by a long vowel.

(b) In trisyllabic and polysyllabic words the

duration of the orthographically doubled stop

is shorter than in the previous case.

(c) The duration of a stop that is orthographically

represented by a doubled symbol is not

considerably different from that of a stop that

is orthographically represented by a single

symbol.

(d) The v/ord-initial stop that is doubled in writing

down connected prose is not considerably longer

in duration than the one which is not doubled

orthographically.

(e) This lack of consistency, one feels, is because

of the difference in the emphasis given to

different words in a sentence. The duration of

the stops in the words [op:e:J, [k'a:t:e:] and

[pfa:k:e:J in sentences 18, 19 and 22+ in

Appendices Ilia and IIlb is very long. This is
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"because in sentences like "There is absolutely

no salt in this", "you get absolutely no breeze

here" and "there are absolutely no arecanuts at

home", the words meaning "salt", "breeze" and

"arecanuts" are bound to receive much more

emphasis than the other words in the sentences

owing to the fact that the words have to convey

the total absence of the commodity referred to,
1

there being no special word used in the sentences

to indicate "absolutely",

(f) In many of the sentences we have analysed above,

the word-initial stop is not pronounced as a

voiceless stop at all if the orthography does

not double it in writing down connected prose.

See, for example, sentence 7 in appendices Ilia

and I lib. In sentence 7 we have the expression

[p'osttL j3af±k*e] (luggage - literally "suitcase
and bedding"). The two words that form this

expression are fp'ott^] (suitcase) and [p'a^4k*e]
(bedding). In writing down the two words

together, the £ of [p'afik'e] is not doubled
and in speech it is [p] and not [p]. Similarly,

in sentence 3 we have the expressions "a shirt"

and "I gave". The two words in isolation are

[pat:e] and [k'o^o^'ej respectively. In
writing down these two words together in

connected prose, the orthographic symbol
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representing the initial [k] of the second word is

not doubled and the two v/ords, in connected speech,

are pronounced [pat * efio^ot* e ] •

5.21 In words said in isolation we observed that

what is represented in the orthography by a single

stop symbol in intervocalic position is never a

voiceless stop in speech and that what is represented

in the orthography by a double stop symbol in inter¬

vocalic position is always a voiceless stop (see

kymograms 69 - 90), We observe the same phenomenon

in connected speech, too. If the word initial stop

is not orthographically doubled in writing down a

bit of connected prose, it is not usually a voiceless

stop in speech, unless a pause intervenes between this

word and the one preceding it. Otherwise it is a

voiced fricative (or flap). Another striking factor

is that what is orthographically doubled is always a

voiceless stop in speech, however short the duration

of closure may be.

5.22 All this goes to prove that the doubling of

stops in intervocalic position is just an orthographic

device to signal the voicelessness of the consonant

and to indicate that the consonant is a stop. This

inevitably is due to the fact that the orthography

has one symbol to represent the voiceless stop, the

voiced stop and the voiced fricative (or flap) of

a series.
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5.23 To illustrate this still further, a minor

experiment was carried out. About a hundred English

words with intervocalic voiceless stops and voiced

stops were chosen. The words were sent to several

Tamil speakers in India and given to some Tamil speakers

in Edinburgh, including one who is a native speaker of

English, but has attained mastery in Tamil. They were

asked to transliterate the English words using Tamil

orthography. Eleven out of twelve people transliterated

intervocalic voiceless stops in English using a double

symbol, irrespective of English spelling and used a

single symbol to indicate the voiced stops in inter¬

vocalic position, A few of these are given below:

English word Transliterated version.

paper pesppar

pepper peppar

bakery peskka.ei

shooting gmsttirj
table tesbi].
pudding putir)
coding koxtiq
coating koxttirj
ladder lastar
later lesttar

letter lettar
butter pattar
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5.2U These transliterations and the voiceless

pronunciation of orthographically doubled stops

indicate that a doubled stop symbol instinctively

makes a Tamil speaker realize that voicelessness

of the consonant in question and of its being a

stop consonant.

5.25 We may therefore conclude that In Tamil it

is not the doubling or gemination that is significant

at the phonetic level as far as voiceless stop

consonants are concerned. Rather, the distinction

is one of voicelessness and voicing on the one hand

and between "stop" and "non-stop" consonant on the

other.
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Chapter VI

Aspiration of Voiceless Stops.

6.1 General discussion of aspiration

6.2 Aspiration of voiceless stops in Tamil -
kymograph!c study,

6.3 General conclusions,
j

J

(pages 269 - 303)
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Chapter VI

6 Aspiration of voiceless stops.

6.1 General discussion of aspiration:-

6.1.1 Discussing aspiration of voiceless stops in

English, Daniel Jones (1969 ed., 138) says: "In

southern English when [pj is followed by a stressed

vowel as in pardon [«pa:dnj, payment ['peimontj* it

is pronounced with considerable force and a noticeable

puff of breath or 'aspiration* (i.e., a slight [hj )
is heard after the explosion of the [p] and before

the beginning of the vowel".

6.1.2 Abercrombie (1967» lho) distinguishes three

phases in the articulation of a stop consonant:

(i) the shutting phase

(ii) the closure phase

(iii) the opening phase

Abercrombie's diagram illustrating the three phases

is reproduced below:-
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.3 Discussing aspiration of voiceless stops, he

says: v;e must consider the co-ordination of the

states of the glottis with the different phases of

a stop. If the glottis is open during phase ii, the

stop is called voiceless... If voicing does not set

in until after phase iii is completed, the plosion

itself will he voiceless and the stop is said to he

voiceless aspirated. If, however, voicing starts

simultaneously with the beginning of phase iii, then

the plosion is voiced and the stop is termed voiceless

unaspirated. Aspiration, in other words, is a period

of voicelessness that follows the voiceless closure

phase of a stop." ^ Two diagrams are reproduced

helow from Abercrombie (1967» 149) which make clear

the relationships of stops with the states of the

glottis.

Figure 1 Voiceless aspirated

1. Abercrombie, D. (1967, 14-8)
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R-vy y\.yi

Figure 2 Voiceless unaspirated

. 1 . L\. In Figure 1 which represents the three phases

of a voiceless aspirated stop and the states of the

glottis during the three phases, we find that

voicing (vibration of the vocal cords which is

indicated by a spiky line) sets in after phase iii

of the stop is completed. In Figure 2 which represents

the three phases of a voiceless unaspirated stop and

the states of the glottis during the three phases, we

find that voicing sets in simultaneously with phase

iii of the stop.

6.2 Aspiration in the voiceless stops of Tamilt-

6.2.1 With this definition of aspiration in mind,

(i.e., "a period of voicelessness that follows the

voiceless closure phase of a stop") let us turn our

attention to the voiceless stops of the dialect of

Tamil under survey. Several writers on the phonetics/

phonology of Tamil have referred to this phenomenon,

but their remarks are in the form of casual remarks

made in passing. Meenakshisundaran (1965» 194-200)
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2
discusses the Tamil of the twentieth century "but

he has not referred to aspiration of voiceless stops

at all. Fowler (1954) claims to discuss a variety of

Tamil that is similar to the present writer's, but he
■5

does not say anything about aspiration either.-'

6,2.2 Firth (1934) discusses the aspiration of voice¬

less stops in Tamil ^ and he says of /p/:- "Initially

as in English with slightly less aspiration when

followed by short vowels and more when followed by long

vowels, especially uu. When followed by uu it is

frequently affrieated, e.g., Cp$uunaiJ (cat) ... /pp/
is always ... energetically articulated, but without

5
aspiration". Firth does not mention whether word-

initial [t] or intervocalic [t:] (orthographic tt) is

2. Meenakshisundaran ha3 given what he calls an overall
pattern of the phonemic structure of Tamil, but he hastens
to add that "it should not be taken that the phonemic
structure given characterizes all the dialects of Tamil
Land...They [i.e., the phonemes of 'Modern Tamil*J represent
the overall pattern of the various dialects within Madras
State and Ceylon" (1965, 204-205).

3. The title of Fowler's paper suggests that the dialect he
has surveyed is similar to that of the present writer, but
he has actually examined an extremely artificial type of
Tamil - his informant was a Professor of Tamil Literature.

4. Firth does not mention explicitly the dialect of Tamil
that he has analysed, though he does say that it is a
sketch of the pronunciation of Tamil "based on a phonetic
analysis of the pronunciation of several educated
Tamilians" (page i). On going through his analysis one
finds that it is the literary variety of Tamil, spoken only
on extremely formal occasions, that Firth has taken up for
analysis.

5. Firth, J.P. (1934, iv - v)
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aspirated or not. About aspiration of the retroflex

3top, Firth says: "tt- a double or 'long' voiceless
retroflex stop ... Great care should be taken not to

aspirate tt—" 6 About the voiceless velar stop
[k], Firth says: "Initially, a voiceless slightly

aspirated velar stop as in the English cool, card.

According to Firth, therefore, word-initial [p] and

[kj are pronounced with slight aspiration and inter¬

vocalic [p:J and [*£:] are pronounced without
aspiration. No mention is made, however, of

aspiration or lack of it with regard to initial [t],
intervocalic [£:] and intervocalic [k:J.

6.2.3 Masiea, Krishnaswamy and Chaturvedi (1963) touch

upon the phenomenon of aspiration. They say: "...it

is not necessary to indicate aspiration when comparing

English with Tamil, which roughly parallels English in
O

the automatic aspiration of initial voiceless stops".

6.2.4 Bright and Ramanujan (1961) observe: "The voiceless

occlusives are fortis; /c/ is an affricate, the rest

are stops, \7hen they are followed by long vowels, they
Q

are somewhat aspirated".

6. Firth, J.R. (1934, ix).
7. Firth, J.R. (1934, ix).
8. Masiea, Krishnaswamy and Chaturvedi (1963, 65). It

should be mentioned here that the dialect they have
discussed is the "Tamil of educated non-brahmins in
Madras city" (page 66) which is also referred to as
"educated spoken non-brahmin Tamil of Madras and
adjacent districts", (page 67).

9. Bright and Ramanujan (1961, 21)
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6.2.5 Albert (1966) criticises Firth (1934) on many

points. About Firth's statement regarding aspiration

of voiceless stops, Albert says: "nous dirons

cependant que Firth semble d^crire plus particulibre-

ment un dialecte brahminique,10 done minoritaire et

pour ainsi dire marginal. Dans les dialectes, en

effet, la spirantisation des occlusives est en

g£n£ral plus marquee, mais peut-etre pas au point

cependant de percevoir des [ph], [p^j, [kh] initiaux

ou des [b] de type anglais".11
6.2.6 Troubetzkoy (1949*159) says: "II ya dsns cette

langue [Tamil] cinq phon&mes bruyants qui sont

r£alis£s diff£remment selon 1'entourage phon£tique:
v. v u

h l'initiale comme occlusives aspir^es (p , t , t ,

Vi "U
k , c ), 4 l'int£rieur du mot aprbs voyelle comme

spirantes (p, [, £ comme sonores, x, g la plupart du

temps comme sourdes), aprfes nasale comme occlusives

sonores (b,d,4,g,j) et aprbs Y comme occlusives
"LP

sourdes non aspir^es (p,t,1j,k,c)".

10. Albert is wrong here. Firth is NOT describing a brahmin
dialect of Tamil.

11. Albert (1966,95). A rough English translation of this
quotation would be: "we should point out, however, that
Firth appears to be describing more particularly a brahmin
dialect, in a minority distribution and therefore, one
could say,marginal. In these dialects, in fact, the
affrication is generally more marked, but not perhaps to
the degree of there being perceivable [p ], [pi>], [k"j
initially,or [b] as in English".

12. An English translation of the quotation would be: "There
are in this language [Tamil] five obstruent phonemes
which are realized differently according to their phonetic
environment: in initial position as aspirated stops [p^jt*1,
t*1, khjc"), in medial post-vocalic as fricatives (j3,S,£
voiced, X, g for the greater part of the time voiceless),
after a nasal as voiced stops (b,d,d,g.j) and after y as
voiceless unaspirated stops (p,t,t,k,c),.."
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6.2.7 Kuno (1958, *49-50) points out: "In word-initial,

slightly aspirated voiceless allophones [p,t,k] occur,.

In the so-called double consonants, unasplrated voiee-
13

less allophones ••• occur",

6.2.8 We have thus various opinions regarding whether

or not the voiceless stops in Tamil are pronounced

with aspiration. The authors referred to above have

no doubt analysed various dialects of Tamil (regional,

communal, literary-formal, etc., - see 1,3 to 1.5»

particularly 1,5.8) that are different in many respects

from the one the present writer has taken for analysis.

But the present writer has come across speakers of

various dialects of Tamil and he feels that there is

no appreciable difference between dialects as far as

aspiration of voiceless stops is concerned. The

present writer himself, depending purely upon his

proprioception, pointed out in 1970 ^ that word-

initial voiceless stops are slightly aspirated,

6.2.9 Motivated by the contradictory nature of some of

the remarks that have so far been made on the

aspiration of voiceless stops in Tamil and singularly

struck by the fact that even the more recent of the

works referred to above do not have any kind of

Instrumental evidence in justification of their claims,

13. Kuno describes what he calls "spoken Tamil in Jaffna,
which is considered as the standard Tamil in Ceylon",
(page ui ).

1*4. Balasubramanian (1970),
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the present writer attempted to investigate this

phenomenon in his dialect of Tamil. Kymograms were

made of several Tamil words with voiceless stops in

word-initial position, medial non-intervocalic

position and in medial intervocalic position. Y/ith

simultaneous mouth and larynx tracings and with time

marked in cycles per second, the period of voiceless-

ness after the plosion of the stop, i.e., after phase

iii of the stop, was measured in each case. In order

to he ahle to make any pronouncement on the "basis of

the findings, a few kymograms were made of English,

Hindi and Kannada words. Y/e know from descriptions

of English ("R,?.) hy phoneticians like Daniel Jones

that in southern English aspirated voiceless stops

occur in stressed syllables.1^ In Hindi and Kannada

aspirated voiceless stops phonemically contrast with

their unaspirated counterparts. The kymograms of

these English, Hindi and Kannada words were examined

and the period of voicelessness after the release

phase of the voiceless stop was measured in each case.
*J Q

Hie tabulated results were then compared.

15. an Indo-European language spoken in India.
16. a Dravidian language spoken in South India.
17. The occurrence of aspirated voiceless stops in English

is discussed here very roughly.
18. The English, Hindi and Kannada words were said by native

speakers of the three languages. The present writer is
indebted to Dr. R.E.Asher and Mr. L.A.Iles (English), Dr.
B.P.Sinha (Hindi) and Dr. M.Belliappa (Kannada). Dr.
Belliappa is a bi-lingual, speaking Coorgi and Kannada
with equal fluency.
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6.2.10 Detailed, results of the kymographic analysis

of Tamil words in isolation and in connected speech

are given in Appendices IVa and IYb respectively.

Two Summary Charts of the results - one of words

said in isolation and the other of connected

speech - are given here, followed by a few of the

kymograms made for purposes of this analysis.
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Table 17;- Aspiration of voiceless stops In words said In Isolation - Tabulated results and Summary.

stop
consonant

Word-initial stop followed by
a short vowel

Word-initial stop followed by
a long vowel

Word-medial stop Intervocalic stop
(orthographic double stop)

[p]

samples checked: 120
Period of voicelessness after
reldase phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 1 sample
3 " ... 1 sample
5 " ... 13 samples
8 " ... 1 sample

10 " ... 30 samples
13-15 " ... 40 samples
18-20 " ... 16 samples
23-2& " ... 12 samples
30 " ... 6 samples

In 71 out of the 120 samples
checked, the period of voice-
leseness ranges between 8
and 15 m.secs. We may say
that word-initial [pj
followed by a short vowel is
slightly aspirated.

samples checked: 75
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... no samples
3-5 " ... 10 samples
8-10 " ... 20 samples

13-15 " ... 26 samples
18-20 " ... 6 samples
23-25 " ... 6 samples
30 " ... 6 samples
35 " ... 1 sample

In 46 out of the 75 samples
checked, the period of voice¬
lessness ranges between 8
and 15 m.secs. No consider¬
able difference is observed
between initial [pj followed
by a long vowel and initial
[pj followed by a short
vowel. Initial [pj followed
by any vowel can therefore be
said to be slightly aspirated.

samples checked: 30
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 17 samples
3-5 " ... 9 samples
8-10 " ... 4 samples

In 17 out of the 30 samples
checked, there is no
aspiration at all - the
vocal ccrds start vibrating
simultaneously with the
release phase of the stop.
In 9 more samples, there is
a negligibly short period of
voicelessness (3-5 m.secs.)
after the stop is released.
4 more samples reveal a
period of voicelessness
between 8 and 10 m.secs.
It is therefore concluded
that word-medial [pj is
unaspirated.

samples checked: 78
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 40 samples
3-5 M ... 25 samples
8-10 " ... 13 samples

In 40 out of the 78 samples
checked, there is no aspiration
at all. In 25 more samples,
there is a negligibly short
period of voicelessness (3-5
m.secs.) after the stop is
released. In 13 other samples,
the period of voicelessness
ranges between 8 and 10 m.secs.
Since in more than 50% of the
samples there is no aspiration
at all and in the other samples
the aspiration is negligible,
we may say that the Inter¬
vocalic stops [p*J and [p:j
are unaspirated.

ftJ

\

samples checked: 36
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... No samples
5 " ... 6 samples

8-10 " ... 21 samples
13-15 " ... 8 samples

20 " ... 1 sample
In 21 out of the 29 samples
checked, the period of voice-
leseness ranges between 8 and
15 m.secs., a phenomenon we
observed in fpj followed by a
short vowel in word-initial
position. We may say, then,
that word-initial [tjfollowed
by © short vowel is"also
slightly aspirated.

samples checked: 39
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... no samples
5 " ... 4 samples

8-10 " ... 12 samples
13-15 " ... 17 samples
18-20 " ... 5 samples

25 " ... 1 sample
In 29 out of the 39 samples
checked, the period of voice¬
lessness ranges between 8
and 15 m.secs. No consider¬
able difference is observed
between initial [t] followed
by a short vowel and initial
[t] followed by a long vowel,
©"phenomenon we saw in the
case of initial [pj. Initial
[tj can therefore be said to
be slightly aspirated,whether
followed by a short or long
vowel.

samples checked: 24
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 6 samples
3-5 " ... 15 samples
8-1C " ... 3 samples

In 21 out of the 24 samples
checked, the period of voice¬
lessness ranges between 0
m.secs. and 5 m.secs., too
negligible to be called
aspiration. Like medial [pj,
medial [t] can be said to be
unaspira^ed.

samples checked: 63
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 28 samples
3-5 " ... 27 samples
8-10 " ... 8 samples

In 28 out of the 63 samples
checked, there is no aspiration
at all and in 27 more samples,
there is a negligibly short
period of voicelessness (3-5
m.secs.), a feature we
observed in the case of inter¬
vocalic [p*J or [p:J. Like
intervocalic [p*J or [p:J,
therefore, intervocalic [t*J
or [t:J can be considered"
unaspirated.
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Table 17:- Aspiration of voiceless stops in words said In Isolation (cont).

stop
consonant

Word-initial stop followed "by
a short vowel

Word-initial stop followed by
a long vowel

Word-medial stop Intervocalic stop
(orthographic double stop)

and

[t]

|

samples checked: 24
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 21 samples
5 ... 3

In 21 out of the 24 samples
checked there is no aspiration
at all. We may therefore
conclude that word-initial

[■{;] followed "by a short vowel
is unaspirated.

samples checked: 24
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 13 samples
3-5 " ... 10 "

8 " ... 1 »
In 13 out of the 24 samples
checked there is no aspiration
at all, while 10 other samples
reveal a period of voiceless¬
ness ranging between 3 and 5
m.secs., which can be con¬
sidered negligible. We may
therefore conclude that word-
initial [•£] followed by a
long vowel is unaspirated.

samples checked: 15
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 13 samples
3-5 " ... 2 "

In 13 out. of the 15 samples
checked there is no

aspiration at all. Like [p]
and [tj, therefore, medial
[t ] and [tj are unaspirated.

samples checked: 84
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 79 samples
3-5 " ... 5

We come across a striking
phenomenon. In 79 out of the
84 samples checked, there is
no aspiration at all. In [pj
and [t] in intervocalic position,
out or the 141 samples checked,
68 revealed no aspiration, but
73 revealed some period of
voicelessness which we chose
to consider negligible.(we
find a similar phenomenon with
intervocalic [k*J or [k:j. see
later). It is possible that
with careless pronunciation
intervocalic [p-J, [p:J,[t*J,
L t;J, [k*J and [k:J are very
slightly aspirated. But inter¬
vocalic [\ • J and [-£: J are never
aspirated. Also see Pirth
(1934, ix).

M

samples checked: 106
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 28 samples
3-5 " ... 13
6-10 " ...40

13-15 " ... 19 "
18-20 " ... 6

samples checked: 54
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 18 samples
3-5 " ... 8 "
8-10 " ... 17 "

13-15 " ... 9 "
18-20 " ... 2 "

samples cheeked: 24
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 14 samples
3-5 " ... 3 "
8-10 " ... 7

samples checked: 45
Period of voicelessness after
release phase of stop:-

0 m.secs. ... 17 samples
3-5 " ... 13 "
8-10 " ... 13
13 " ... 2 "
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Table 17:- Aspiration of voiceless stops In words said In Isolation (cont.).

stop
:onsonan

Iword-initial stop followed by
3 a short vowel

Word-initial stop followed by
a long vowel

Word-medial stop Intervocalic stop
(orthographic double stop)

W

We see a slightly different
feature here. Whereas out
of 15^ samples checked with
word-jnitial [p] and [tj
followed by a short vowel
only one showed no aspiration
at all, with initial
followed by a short vowel,
28 out of 106 samples are
totally unaspirated. 59
out of the 106 samples show
a period of voicelessness
ranging between 8 and 15
m.secs. and 25 others have
a period of voicelessness
ranging between 18 and 20
m.secs. Though on the
basis of this we may say
that word-initial [kj
followed by a short vowel
is also slightly aspirated,
it should be pointed out
that the aspiration of word-
initial [kj followed by a
short vowel is less and more

spasmodic than in the case
of viord-initial [pj and [£].

Again we see that word-initial
[kj followed by a long vowel
is very similar to word-
initial [kj followed by a
short vowel and thus slightly
different from word-initial
[pj and [tj followed by a
long vowel as far as aspiration
is concerned. Out of 114
samples of word-initial [pj
and [tj followed by a long
vowel"we did not come across
one single example of zero
aspiration, whereas out of
54 samples checked with
word-initial [kj followed by
a long vowel, 18 show no
aspiration whatever. 28
samples show a period of
voicelessness ranging between
8 and 20 m.secs. Though on
the basis of this we may
say that word-initial [kj
followed by a long vowel is
slightly aspirated, it
should be mentioned that,
like word-initial [kj
followed by a short vowel,
word-initial [kj followed
by a long vowel too shows a
slight difference from [pj
and [tj.

Fourteen out of the 24
samples checked reveal no
aspiration at all and 3 more
reveal a negligibly short
period of voicelessness
ranging between 3 and 5
m.secs. V.'ord-medial [kj
therefore, similar to
word-medial [p J, [t ], r-j- J an^
[tj, is unaspirated.

Two-thirds of the samples
checked reveal a period
of voicelessness ranging
between 0 and 5 m.secs.
This is similar to what
we observed with inter¬
vocalic [p-J, [p: J, [t*J,

[t* J and [t: J.
Intervocalic [k'j and [k:j
are therefore considered
unaspirated.
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Table 18:- Aspiration of Voiceless stops In connected speech - Tabulated Results and Summary*

stop
conson¬

ant

Sentence-initial stop
followed by a short
vowel.

Sentence-initial stop
followed by a long
vowel•

Word-initial atop in
the middle of a

sentence followed
by a short vowel.

Word-initial stop in
the middle of a

sentence followed
by a long vowel.

medial stop
Intervocalic stop
(orthographic

double)

[p]

samples checked: 13
aspiration
13 m.secs •••U samples
15 " ...3 "

18-20" ...h "
23 " ...1 "
30 " ...1 "
In every sample
checked there is
slight aspiration.
In 11 out of the 13
samples checked,there
is a period of voice-
lessness ranging
between 13 and 20 m.
sees. Sentence-
initial [ p] followed
by a short vowel can
thus be called
slightly aspirated.

Samples checked: 8
aspiration:-
10 m.secs ... 3 sample
13 " ... 5 "

The samples checked
are too few to say
anything categorical,
but since all the
samples checked
show a period of
voicele3sness
ranging between 10
and 13 m.secs.,
sentence-initial
[p] followed by a
long vowel can also
be said to be
slightly aspirated.

samples checked: ltj.
aspiration:-

5 0 m.secs .. .2 samples
5 " ...2 "

10 " ...10 "

In 12 out of the
lh samples checked,
there is slight
aspiration,though
less than in words
said in isolation.
Word-initial [ p] in
the middle of a

sentence can also be
considered slightly
aspirated.

samples checked: 16
aspiration:-

5 m.secs ,.2samples
10 " ..11 "
15 " ..3 "
In lh out of the 16
samples checked,
there is slight
aspiration. Word-
medial [ p] in the
middle of a

sentence can thus
be considered
slightly aspirated.

samples checked: 6
aspiration:-
0 m.secs ..1 samLe
5 ..1 "
10 " .. U "
The samples checked
are too few to say
anything definite.
Since in words
said in isolation
medial [ p] was
considered unaspir-
ated, medial [pj in
connected speech is
also considered
unaspirated.

samples checked:
26 aspiration:-
0 m.secs ..3 samples
5 " ..5 "
10 " . .17 "
15 " ..1 "

Aspiration of inter¬
vocalic [ p*] and
[p:J in connected
speech is similar to
that in words said
in isolation. The
one sample in which
there is an aspir¬
ation of 15 m.secs.
is the word[op:e: ]
in the sentence
"There is absolutely
no salt in this",
with very heavy
emphasis on the
second syllable of
the word. This may
be the reason for
the slightly heavy
aspiration in this
sample. Intervocalic
[p*J and [p:] in
connected speech
are unaspirated.

[t]

Mo 8amples
checked

samples checked: 8
aspiration:-
5 m. sees. .. 1 sample
10 " .. 2 "
13 " .. 2 "
18 " .. 1 "
20 " .. 2 "
In 7 out of 8
samples checked,
there is an aspir¬
ation ranging
between 10 and 20
m.secs. Sentence-
initial [t]followed
by a long"vowel is
therefore considered
slightly aspirated

samples checked: 5
aspiratlon:-
5 m.secs. ..1 sample
10 " .. U "

There is slight
aspiration, though
less than in words
said in isolation.
Word-initial [ t] in
the middle of a

sentence can also
be considered
slightly
aspirated.

samples checked: 2
aspiration:-
0 m.secs. .. lsample
5 " .. 1 "

The samples checked
are too few to say
anything definite.

samples checked: 8
aspiration:-
0 m.secs. .. 8 samples

In all the 8
samples checked
there is no

aspiration at all.
Medial [t] in
connecte3 speech is
thus considered
unaspirated.

samples checked:
28. aspiration:-
0 m.secs. ..8 sanples
5 " ..13 "
8 " ..2 "
10 " ..5 "

In 21 out of 28
samples checked
there is an

aspiration of
between 0 and 5
m.secs. Inter¬
vocalic [t'] and
[jfc:] in connected
speech are
unaspirated.
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Aspiration of voiceless stops In connected speech (contd.)

stop
conson¬

ant

ct]
and

Ct]

[k]

Sentence-initial stoj
followed by a short
vowel.

No samples checked

Samples checked: 9
aspiration
0 m.secs. ..2 samples
8 ..U "
10 " ..1
15 " ..2 "
In 7 out of 9
samples, there is
aspiration ranging
between 8 and 15
m.secs. Sentence-
initial [k] can
thus be considered
slightly
aspirated.

No samples checked

Sentence-initial
stop followed by a
long vowel.

No samples checked

Word-initial stop in
the middle of a

sentence followed
by a short vowel.

No samples checked

Samples checked: U
aspiration:-
5 m. sees. .. 2 samples
15 " ..2 "

The samples checked
are too limited to
say any tiling
definite.

V/ord-initial stop in
the middle of a
sentence followed
by a long vowel.

No samples checked

Samples checked: 2
aspiration:-
10 m.secu .. 2 samples

The samples checked
are too limited
to say anything
conclusive.

medial stop
Intervocalic stop
(orthographic

double stop)

samples checked: 8
aspiration:-
0 m. seca .. 8 sanples

As in words said in
isolation, in
connected speech too
medial [-{;] and [t]
are unaspirated.

Samples checked: 8
aspiration:-
0 m.secs. ..3 sampLee
5 " ..3 "
10 " ..2 "

Prom the limited
samples checked,
we may say that
medial [kj in
connected speech
is unaspirated.

As in words said in
isolation, in

,connected speech toe
intervocalic [ 1
and [t:] are
unaspirated.

samples checked: 22
aspiration:-
0 m.secs. ..

5 "
20 samples

2 «

Samples checked:35
aspiration:-
0 m.secs. ..12 samples
5 " ..11 "
10 " ..10 "
20 " ..2 "

The 2 samples In
which there is a

20 m.secs. period
of voiceless
are the same word
[ca:k:e:] in the
sentence "There are

absolutely no
gunnybags in the
shop next door".
This slightly
heavier aspiration
may be due to the
fact that this word
has to be said with
heavy emphasis.
Since in 12 out of
the 35 samples
there is no

aspiration at all
and in 11 more

samples, the aspir¬
ation is a negligible
5 m.sees.Inter¬
vocalic [ k*] and
[k:] in connected
speech can be
considered
unaspirated.
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Xg*. 97 <"•»>
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Ken. 98 pSu'fJ (aea)
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Medial [pj
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A3PIRATI0K OP TDIC8LB3S STOPS (OONTD.)

/WWVWVVWWWVWWWWWWWWW
A. ft A:

100 Cap:At] (father)
Intervocalic [pi]

</«, ■ 'V-'V

"■4.„

vAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
M O: p- A

Kgxa. 101 [no:p*X] (eenee of nail e dog hae)
Intervocalic [p»J

>\A/vwwwvvvvwv\aa/wwvwwwww
k «■ -* h *

Kgm. 102 [Joaapij (chastity)
L!edial [p]

N—Nose out H-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Tixne (50 cps)
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A3PIRATI0K OP VOICBLBSS 3TOP3 (CQ1.TD.)

In. 103
,

flfoltt] ^trouble)
Initial Q|1 followed by a short vowel

,1 V

vwvwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwvv
J k e=

K««. 104 [jfetnl (honey)
Initial £f J fallowed by a long vowel

yWWWWWVWWWvAAAA/VWVWVVWWV1

f. k «= t k x X

Kfim. 105 [pajfxxl (vesoel)
Medial ftJ

K-Kose out M-Houth out L-iarynz T-Time (50 ops>
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isnuxioi or toiczlks 3tops (ogkid.)

-P±A
\j

*• *>vyyvVff. ti :rw-

AA/WWWVWWWVWWVWWVVVWWVW

a; X t t

IOU IOC (word)
Hod1*1 Ct 1

1V \
1

H \ , "~v.
L

i ]W fe; :i$F
'vaAa/wvVWwwwwwwvvwwwwvwv

K . T* n * i
107 (knlf«)

Int*rroo*l±o [ft]

-i'

\A/VVWWWWVWVVW\A/W\/VWWVWWW,
fc' *

Kgm. 108 (ohan£*-iBp.)
Intervocalic Ffc«l

N-Hob* out K-ilouth out L-Jiazynx T-Tlaa (50 cpa)
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»
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Initial tt1Xollowod tgr * abort rowel.

Ig*. 110 (tnbla)
Initialtp followed by a long rowel.

Kgn. Ill (louptiJ (baring mmatmeik
Medial tt3

Mono out M-Mouth out L-Lax7nx Mine (50 ope)
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v\W/v\aa/wv\aaa/wvwvwvwwww
«••• t' I 6I

Kgm. 114 [mu:t"«J (bundle)
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H-Hoee out lUUouth out t-Lmi7nx Miae (50 ope)
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AsmuTioa or toicsle ;s stops (cqhtd.)

Medial 1*3

M ' -

*

L .i|| -

—-

v/W\
*

^ "!
vwwwvwwwwwvwwwwww
k

ft. K: XI I 1

K®». 119 IpVkiX ] (aid*)
Interaoomlio [*»)

A/^WVVVVWWWWWWWWWVWWWV"
)j ^ U,-. K • A

Kg*. 120 (sleep-n.)
Interrocalic (*•]

JT-Hose oat M-Mouth oat h-haxjnx T-Time (50 ops)
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6.3 General Conclusions

6.3.1 By measuring the period of voicelessness after

the release phase of the voiceless stops in Tamil

in the various phonetic environments in which they

occur, we are ahle to come to the conclusion thati-

6.3.2 I In words uttered in isolation:-

(a) Initial [pj and [t] are slightly aspirated,

whether they are followed "by a short vowel

or a long vowel, the period of voicelessness

being, on a rough average, 15 m.secs.

(b) Initial [■£] is unaspirated.
(c) Initial [k] is slightly less aspirated than

initial [p] and [tj. The period of voiceless¬

ness, on a rough average, is 12 m.secs. We

do get examples in which initial [kj is

totally unaspirated. Since in more than 58$>

of the samples checked there is a period of

voicelessness ranging between 8 and 20 m.secs,

v/e have chosen to call initial [k] slightly

aspirated. This is so whether it is followed

by a short vowel or a long vowel,

(d) Word-medial [p], [t], [t], [•(;] and [k] are not

aspirated. In the samples checked, we do get

some with a very slight period of voiceless¬

ness after the stop is released, but this

period is a mere negligible 5 m.secs. on a

rough average. In contrast to word-initial

[pj» [t] and [kj, word-medial voiceless stops
can be considered unaspirated.
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(e) Intervocalic [p'j, [p:J, [f], [t:], [fj,n n **

[t:J» [k*j> and [k:J are mostly unaspirated,

in the majority of cases checked there heing

no aspiration at all. In some samples we do

get a period of voicelessness, averaging

roughly 8 m.secs. This is so short that

this can he considered negligifcfce. Inter¬

vocalic long stops are therefore considered

unaspirated. Particular mention must he made

of [t*J and ["[:]• 9k% of the samples checked

revealed no aspiration at all.

6.3.3 II In connected speech:-

(a) sentence-initial [p] is slightly aspirated,

the average period of voicelessness in the

samples checked heing 16 m.secs. This is so

if the sentence-initial [p] is followed hy a

short vowel. Sentence-initial [p] followed

"by a long vowel can also he considered

slightly aspirated, though it is slightly

less than in the case of sentence-initial

[pj followed hy a short vowel. When words

uttered in isolation were checked, no

appreciable difference was found "between

word-initial [pj followed hy a short vowel

and word-initial [pj followed hy a long

vowel as far as aspiration is concerned.
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(b) Sentence-initial [t] followed by a short or

long vowel is slightly aspirated,

(c) Sentence-initial [k] followed by a short or

long vowel is slightly aspirated, though

slightly less than sentence-initial [pj or

[t], This phenomenon of [kj being slightly

less aspirated than [pj and [t] was observed

even in words uttered in isolation,

(d) Word-initial [p], [t] and [kj in the middle

of a sentence are less aspirated than sentence-

initial [p], [t] and [k] and word-initial [pj,

[t] and [kj in words said in isolation,

(e) All voiceless stops in word-medial position

are unaspirated in connected speech as they

are in words said in isolation,

w Intervocalic long voiceless stops are all

unaspirated in connected speech as well. In

a couple of samples examined we did come

across a period of voicelessness of between

10 and 20 m,secs. This is perhaps due to the

fact that the words in which these stops

occur are said with emphasis, the context

requiring emphasis,

6.3.4 Conclusions - Summary:-

(1) Word-initial voiceless stops are slightly

aspirated.

(2) Word-medial voiceless stops are unaspirated.
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(3) Intervocalic long voiceless stops are

unaspirated.

(ij.) In connected speech, sentence-initial voice¬

less stops and word-initial voiceless stops in

the middle of a sentence are slightly aspirated.

Medial voiceless stops and intervocalic long

voiceless stops are unaspirated.

6.3.5 Though we can come to the above conclusions on

the basis of the elaborate kymographic study attempted,

in order to be able to give a definite pronouncement

on the aspiration or lack of it of the voiceless stops

of Tamil (in the present writer*s speech), kymograms

were made of a few English, Hindi and Kannada words

with the help of native speakers of these three

languages. In Southern English voiceless stops in

stressed syllables are aspirated, in Hindi aspirated

and unaspirated voiceless stops occur in minimal pairi^
and in Kannada aspirated and unaspirated stops occur,

there being separate orthographic symbols to represent

them. It was thought, therefore, that a comparison

between what we have chosen to call slightly aspirated

voiceless stops of Tamil and the aspirated voiceless

stops of English, Hindi and Kannada would be of

interest. Very few examples were chosen from each

of these languages. The period of voicelessness

after the release phase of the stop is tabulated

below. The English words are given in orthography

19. See Masica, Krlshnaswamy and Chaturvedi (1963* 70).
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and the Hindi and Kannada words are transliterated,

using one I, P.A. symbol for one symbol of the

Hindi and Kannada orthographies#
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Table 19:-

English aspirated and unasplrated stops.

Stop

consonant

word used
(the stop
consonant
in question
is under¬
scored)

aspiration (m.secs.)

speaker I

(said each
word once)

speaker II
(said each word thrice)

(1) (2) (3)

[p]

£in
£ad
£aper

£epper
£at
£ineapple
appear

U5
85
80

80

90

85
85

6o

75

70

55
80

70
50

U5
60

50

50
70

55

30

55
65
50

50
60

50
35

[t]

take

tap
tub

butter

barjber
attempt

k5
70

70

35

35

75

70
6o

80

20

20

65

70
70
60

30

20

50

65
70

70

30
20

55

cake 85 60 55 50

keep 80 65 65 60

cup 75 65 55 70

M cool 80 60 65 50

thinking 20 25 25 25
cucumber 75 80 70 70
cucumber 35 35 25 25
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Hindi aspirated and unasplrated stops

aspirated stops unaspirated stops

stop
consonant

word
used

aspiration
(m.secs. )

each word
was said
twice

stop
consonant

word
used

aspiratim
(m.secs^

each word
was said
twice

(1) (2) (1) (2)

[Phj
phal (fruit)

phat»! (rags)

110

75

85

65 [p]
pal (moment)

pata:

05

10

05

05
—— ^ dcxU J

[th]
t an (nipple)

t^akna (fteeling

120

75

100

70
[JJ

tan (body)
flL -mmm

takna

5

0

10

5
tired)

[thJ
thi:k (all

right)

t e:ka:na:

80

55

75

65
iti

ti:k (caste
mark)

te:ka:na:

0

5

0

5

[kh]
kha:l

khata: (sour)

105

75

95

65
M

ka:l (time)

kata: (cut]

10

0

15

5
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Table 21:-

Kannada - aspirated and unaspirated stops,

aspirated stops unaspirated stops

stop
consonant

word
used

aspirat ion

(m.secs)
stop

consonant
word \aepiration
used Vm.secs)

phala (fruit,
result)

70 pu: (foe
(worship)

20

[Phi

In

p akkane
(suddenly)

T.

vip alate
(failure)

55

80

pa^a (paper-
kite)

patra
(letter)

10

10

sap^alate 75 pa: da 10

(success) [pj {foot)
painaka (a

sweet drink)

pat;te (sUk)

10

10

pal d a

(vegetable)
10

patatki 15

(fire-works)

thar^i (cold) 50 tale (head) 10

1 (death 80 tamraa (younger 10

tth]

anniversary)
padatrt^a«■» «

(articles, things)
55

brother)

tarjgi (younger
sister;

10

"(meaning)
50 tande

(father)
5

at1 ava (or )
—e. * 50 ta:ji (mother) 5

prat ama

(first)
50 tar)ga:li

(breeze)
5
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Table 21:-

Kannada - aspirated and anasplrated stops, (contd).

aspirated stops unaspiratea stops

stop
consonani

/ word
J used

aspiration
(m.secs.)

stop
oansonant

word \aspiration
used \(m.secs«,

st^a:na (place) 55 tikku (to nib) 5
t,

swa:r£ a 65 tuppa 10

(selfishness)
r.

ana:J^ a (orphan) 85

(ciaririea
butter)

tumba 5

(condition)
50

[4] (rally)

to<^e (thi^i)
tithi
(death Nanniversary)

5

5

10

(condition)

kai^tha (neck)

patha (picture)

55

h5

tagaru
(wild goat)
tamaru (a
musical

instrument)

5

5

ma^a (monastery) 60 kuiyti (lame 10
woman)

la:t;hi (baton) 95 tetpu 5
(rilibon)

tthJ pa:tha (lesson) 80 ft J i:ti (spear) 10

than.atharia
(tinkling)

50 puta (page-
of a book)

10

tha: r]_e
(station)

70 i^-fa
(liking)

10

guitf; i (ginger)

ka^ina
(difficult)

55

ko

kagta
(difficulty)

u: ta
(food)

5

10
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Table 21;-

Kannada - aspirated and unaspirated stops, (contd).

aspirated stops unaspirated stops

stop .y word
consonant/ used

aspiration
(m.secs.)

stop
consonant

word
used

aspiration
(m.secs.)

kaqga (sword) 55 ku:gu (cry-
imp)

25

V.

k ar^idja Go kemrnu 30

(minerals) (cough-n.)

k^ai-jad^a 75 ka:lu 20

(store-room) (leg)
i.

gik ara (peak] 70 kappu
(hlack )

15

[kh] garjk^a (sea-
shell )

100 M ka:|aga
(battle)

20

muk^a (face) 75 kappe (frog) 20

suk^a (well-
being)

70 ko:lu

(stick)
25

khatj ita
(definite)

70 kocje
(umbrella)

15

y.

muk ar$,a
(leader)

60 kai|tha
(neck)

kajhe
(story)

kujyt i (lame
woman)

kapt®
(difficulty)

10

15

20

20
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6.3#7 In the English examples tested, In the speech of

one speaker, [p] in stressed syllables has an average

aspiration of 78 m.sees., [tj 65 m.secs. and [k] 79

m.secs. In unstressed syllables [tj has an average

aspiration of 35 m.secs. and [k] 28 m.secs.

6.3.8 In the speech of the other speaker [pj, [tj and

[k] in stressed syllables have an average aspiration

of 58 m.secs., 65 m.secs. and 63 m.secs. respectively,

while in unstressed syllables [tj and [kj have an

average aspiration of 23 m.secs. and 27 m.secs.

respectively.

6.3.9 The Hindi examples tested are too few to say

anything conclusive, but all the samples tested are

minimal pairs and whereas [p], [t], [-[J and [kj are

very slightly aspirated, their aspirated counterparts

are, understandably, very heavily aspirated.

6.3.10 In the Kannada samples tested, [p], [t], j/j; ] and
[k] have an average aspiration of 12 m.secs,, 7 m.secs.,

1*1
8 ra.secs. and 20 m.secs. respectively. [p J, [t ],

[•J;*1] and [kh], on the other hand, are very heavily
aspirated, the average period of voicelessness being

70 m.secs., 59 m.secs., 61 m.secs. and 71 m.secs.

respectively.

6.3.11 Wheh compared with the aspirated voiceless stops

of English, Hindi and Kannada, the voiceless stops of

Tamil have negligible aspiration. In fact some of the

unaspirated voiceless stops of these languages have
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as long a period of voicelessness after the

release phase of the stop as the voiceless stops

in Tamil tested in our analysis. Are we then

Justified in calling the word-initial voiceless

stops of Tamil even slightly aspirated ? One

feels that one is Justified because:-

(a) In Tamil there are no heavily aspirated

voiceless stops to be contrasted with what

we have called slightly aspirated voiceless

stops.

(b) Intervocalic long voiceless stops are even

less aspirated (if aspirated at all) than

word-initial ones (except word-initial [•£]
which is unaspirated).

.12 In order to make the distinction between the

slightly aspirated word-initial voiceless stops

(except [•£]) and the less aspirated or unaspirated
medial and intervocalic voiceless stops, the

present writer has chosen to call the former

slightly aspirated and the latter two unaspirated.

Throughout this thesis, slight aspiration has been

marked with the symbol ['] thus: [p'J, [t*J» [k*J.
Those voiceless stops that are considered

unaspirated have been left unmarked.
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Chapter VII

The Consonants of Tamil -

A Palatographic & kymographic study.

7.1 General Remarks

7.2 Phonation Types

7,3 Lip-position
7.4 Stops

7.5 Affricates

7.6 Nasals

7.7 Laterals

7.8 Fricatives

7.9 Trills and Flaps
7.10 Approximants and semi-vowels

(pages 30k - 435)

[ I
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Chapter VII

7 THE CONSONANT'S OF TA'.'IL.

7.1 General Remarks:-

7.1.1 The consonants that occur in the dialect of

Tamil under survey are discussed in the following

pages. Two aspects of the voiceless stop consonants -

aspiration and the status of the so-called "double"

or "geminated" voiceless stops - have been discussed

elaborately in two earlier chapters (see Chapter VI

and Chapter V respectively). When these aspects

are referred to in the course of the present

discussion of consonants, relevant cross-references

are given. Extensive palatographic study was made

during the course of this research to study the

articulation of consonants. Some of the palato-

grams are reproduced in this chapter in appropriate

places.

7.1.2 This chapter is a phonetic description of the

consonants of Tamil. Nothing is said about phonemes

or about the phoneme to which a particular consonant

belongs. A brief phonemic analysis of the dialect

of Tamil under survey is given in a later chapter,

(see chapter VIII). The phonemic statements made in

that chapter are based on the phonetic observations

made in this chapter and in other relevant chapters

of this thesis.

\
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7.1.3 The various varieties of a consonant - the

various allophones of a consonant phoneme - are

discussed in this chapter. While discussing

aspiration of voiceless stops, duration of stop

consonants, etc., the reader is referred to the

relevant kymographic evidence cited in the two

earlier chapters.

7.1.4 As a preliminary to the description of the

consonants in detail, it seems useful to say a

little about the phonation types 1 involved in

the articulation of Tamil consonants, the air-

stream mechanisms employed and the lip position

during the articulation of the consonants.

7.2 Phonation types

7.2.1 Only two types of phonation are used during

the articulation of Tamil consonants - "breath and

voice. All consonants in Tamil are either breathed

or voiced - there are no murmured sounds, whispered

sounds, creaky sounds etc., in normal speech.

During the articulation of voiceless sounds - [p],

[k], [p], etc., - the glottis is wide open.
During the articulation of voiced sounds - [b],[m],

Cdg]* [l]» [2^] etc., - there is periodic vibration
of the vocal cords. Appropriate kymograms indicat¬

ing the vibration of the vocal cords or the lack of

it are included where necessary.

1. The term "phonation" is used here in the sense in
which it has been used by Catford (1961, 26).
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7.2.2 All the consonants in Tamil are the result of

2
pulmonic egressive air-stream mechanism. There

are no implosives, ejectives, etc., in Tamil and

hence the other air-stream mechanisms are not

involved in Tamil speech,

7.3 Lip positlon:-

7.3.1 The position of the lips during the articulation

of any Tamil consonant is conditioned "by the vowel

that immediately follows the consonant. If the

vowel that immediately follows the consonant is a

spread vowel, the lips are spread during the

articulation of the consonant; if the following

vowel is a rounded one, the lipB are rounded during

the articulation of the consonant.

7.3.2 To check this phenomenon, a number of labiograms

were taken. These labiograms confirmed that the

lip-position during the articulation of a consonant

is dependant upon the vowel that follo?/s the

consonant. A few of these labiograms are reproduced

on the next few pages.

2. See Abercrombie (1967, 23-33), Ladefoged (1967)#
Catford (1939) and Ladefoged (1968, 5-6).
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Lgm# 15 16Closure forCp)in Closure forfpl in/t'ap;17 (having escaped) 1 ■$ *-p s i J (fault)

Igm. 17
Closure for fn] in

[op:o3 (salt)

lgm. 18
Closure for [t3 in[«t:e] (aunt)

I3°. 19
Closure for ftj in

: 1] (knife)

I.0s. 20
Closure for ft J in[p»t:3)(in order to

11*ht)
Lgn. 21

Closure for [\J in[p'*:$• ®:] (she saw)

Lcm. 22
Closure for (t) in

Closure fo? (*1 inLP®i:*1 (ten)
[pi*:*] (anthill)
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Lgm. 24
Closure for i*1

[p'a: f* i] (grandmo ther)
LS°. 25 ,

Closure for Ct3in
[PH-'i] (silk)

Lgm. 26
Closure for It J ia

(garden)

Lgm. 28
Closure for Ck3 in

Cb«-:k*x3 (remainder)

hgm# 29
Closure for Ckl in
[pfa:k*i] (arecanut)

Lgm. 32 Lgm. 3!3Closure for Lm] in Closure for inJ in
L^«m:aj] (simply) ft 'a m:a] (snec*e-iiap,)
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Lgm. 35
Closure for [n] in

[k'anrij (calf)

Lgm. 34
Closure for CnJ in
[p'an:r] (pig)

Lgm. 36
Closure for [nj in

[p*on:»J (gold)
Lgm. 37

Closure for in.

(having done)

Lgm. 38
Closure for [ in

(eye)

Lgm. 40
articulation of [11 in

[pVl:i] (lizard)

Lgm. 41
articulation of 'II in

£p'«l:i] (tooth)

J'Gn. 39
Closure for [4] in
[p'o>|_: a] (wound-n.)
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Lgm. 43
articulation of ["in

[p'o f: zj ( dot)

r* • _,j

Lgm. 42
articulation of ll)

in [p'a>l:oJ (grass)

Lgm. 45
articulation of Lpj
in (hunger)

Lgm. 44
articulation of i[l in

[mo[:o] (thorn)

Lgm. 46
articulation of [jaj
in [k'ojsioJ (mosquito)

Lgia. 47
articulation of q
in Hp'aqx] (guilt)

Lgm. 4G
articulation of [qj
in [p'^qh) (v.'om)
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THE CONSONANTS IN DETAIL

7.4 STOP CONSONANTS

7.4.1 [p] Voiceless "bilabial stops-

7.4.1.1 The voiceless bilabial stop [p] is articulated

in the following manner. The two lips are closed

completely, thus blocking the oral passage of air.

The soft palate is raised, thereby blocking the

nasal passage of air as well. When the lips are

separated, the air that is compressed by pressure

from the lungs escapes with an explosive sound.

The vocal cords do not vibrate.

7.4.1.2 During the articulation of [p] the tongue is

free to assume any position and it assumes the

position of the vowel immediately following it while

pronouncing words. In pronouncing [p'i:J (excreta),
for example, when the lip closure is maintained, the

1front* of the tongue is raised in the direction of

the hard palate, ready for the articulation of the

front vowel [i:] that follows the [pj. In pronouncing

[p'u: ] (flower), on the other hand, when the lip

closure is maintained, the 'back' of the tongue is

raised in the direction of the soft palate, in

readiness for the articulation of the back vowel [usJ

that follows the [pj.

7.4.1.3 During the closure for [p] the lips are spread

if the following vowel is a spread vowel and the lips

are rounded if the following vowel is a rounded one.

See Lgias 15» 16 and 17.
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7.4.1.4 In the dialect of Tamil under survey, there

are several varieties of [p] and these are discussed

briefly below:-

7.4.1.5 (a) [p* ] Voiceless bilabial stop with alight ...

aspiration."*

[p* J occurs only in word-initial position

followed by a vowel as in

[p'afx] (measure)
fp'anxj (dew)
(see kymograms 97 and 98 in chapter VI)

7.4.1.6 (b) [p] unaspirated voiceless bilabial stop

[pj occurs in word-initial consonant clusters

as in [pi»a:i|x] (living being), Lpraja:i\Xj
(travel-n.) and in word-medial consonant

groups as in [ap^a:j (pappadams) and [aprX]
(later on), (see kymogram 102 in chapter VI).

7.4.1.7 (c) [pNJ Voiceless bilabial stop with nasal plosion.

[pN] occurs when [pj is immediately followed by

the bilabial nasal consonant [m]. To the present

writer's knowledge, nasally exploded [pj occurs

in only one word in his dialect - [opma:J (a

savoury made with semolina). (see kymogram 99

in chapter Vl),

3. For a detailed discussion of aspiration of [p]
see chapter VI.

V
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7.4.1.8 (&) [p*j partially long, tenBe unaspirated voiceless
bilabial stop

In articulating [p«J the lip closure is

maintained for a longer time than in articulating

[p]. [p*] occurs only intervocalically. It

occurs in disyllabic words if the vowel

immediately preceding it is long, as in

[k4a:p*±] (a kind of bangle). It also occurs

in words having more than two syllables,

irrespective of the length of the vowel pre¬

ceding it, as in lk'arip*i] (black), [pcupip'i]

(lentils), (see kymograms 70, 71 and 72 in

chapter V).

7.4.1.9 (e) [p:j long, tense, unaspirated voiceless bilabial^
.... . .

stop
mmmmmmmtrnm

In articulating [p:J the lip closure is main¬

tained for a longer duration than in

articulating [p*j described above, [ps] occurs

only intervocalically, and that too, only in

disyllabic words when the vowel immediately

preceding it is short as in [op:oJ (salt),

[ap:a:J (father), (see kymogram 69 in chapter

V and compare the duration of [p:J in that with

the duration of [p*J in kyraogram 70).

7.4.1.10 In connected speech of say, two words, if the

first ends in a vowel and the second begins with a

[p'J, the word-initial [p4J of the second word is

4. For a detailed kymographic analysis of the duration
of intervocalic voiceless stops, see chapter V and
Appendices Ilia and Illb.
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replaced by [p* J if there is no pause between the

two words or if the context permits the two lexical

words to be realized as one phonological word. If

there is a pause between the two words or if the

context does not permit the realization of the two

lexical items as one phonological word, the initial

[p*] of the second word is retained in pronunciation.

For example, [romboj (very) and [p'enpij (big) in
connected speech is [rombop#erxpiJ (very big). But
{awa] (he), [romboj (very) [p'ertjo] (big) and

[p*aijAj (boy) are [qua rombo p'errjopai^A] (he

is a very big boy) in connected speech, with the

initial [p'J of the third word retained in pro¬

nunciation. But we see the initial [p'j of the

fourth word [p'oi^X] (boy) replaced by [pj in

connected speech. In fact there is an orthographic

consideration here. As discussed earlier (see chapter

V, 5«13 to 5.20), in writing down connected speech,

the orthography sometimes doubles the word-initial

voiceless stop symbol if the immediately preceded

by a vowel and sometimes there is no such doubling.

For example, rombct (very)and perija (big) are written

down rombapperlja with the initial u of the second
word doubled. But in writing down perlja (big) and

petti (hox), the orthography does not double the £

of the second word. The two words, in connected

speech, are written down perija petti* The first

expression (very big) is [rombop^erijsJ or
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[romb© p*Erxj©j depending upon a pause between

the two words or the context permitting or not

permitting the two lexical items as a single

phonological word. But the second expression

(big box) is [p'erxj© p*o-j;:xj with a pause

between them or [perxd©]3otJ13 without any such

pause. Where the orthography doubles the initial

£ in writing down connected speech, the double ££

is always [p* j or [p»] in pronunciation. Where

the orthography does not double the initial p in

writing down connected speech, the single p in the

middle of a sentence may be [p*J or [p] in speech,

7.4.1.11 None of the varieties of [pj described above

ever occurs in word-final position in Tamil, Even

in pronouncing loan words with a final [p] in them,

a vowel is added to the [p], For example, the

word soap iB pronounced [so:p*oj and the word soup

is pronounced [su:p*o] in Tamil,

7.4.2 [bj Voiced bilabial stog:-

7.4.2.1 [b] is articulated exactly as [pj described

in 7.4.1.1 above, except that during the articulation

of [bj tine vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

Distribution:-

7.4.2.2 (a) [bj occurs initially as in

[ba^XJ (fear)
[balZJ (strength)
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5
The present writer, in an earlier analysis"^

of his speech, depending purely upon his

proprioception, stated that [h] in word-initial

position is slightly devoiced and could "be

notated [b ]• But on an elaborate kymographic

analysis, he found that all voiced consonants

are fully voiced in word-initial position and

word-final position. Word-initial [b] being

fully voiced is illustrated with a.kymogram.

(see kymogram 121),

7.U.2.3 (b) [d] occurs immediately after nasals as in

[t'ambxj (younger brother)

[anbij (love)

[p'cqbi-J (culture) (see kymogram 12$)

7.h.2.h (c) [b:] - a voiced bilabial stop with the duration

of lip-closure prolonged occurs inter-

vocalically in a few words like [c}ab;a:]
(a tin, a can), [ab:a:J (an exclamation

indicating weariness etc.). (see kymogram

122,).

7«U«2.5 (d) [b] does not occur finally in a word in Tamil.

There are a number of loan words with a

final [bj, but these words are pronounced

with a final epenthetic vowel. For example,

the word bulb is pronounced [balbi].^

5. Balasubramanian (1970). The same statement was
made with regard to initial [d], [gj, [<^3 J and
initial and final nasals and laterals.
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6. In fact in the dialect of Tamil under survey,
no stop consonant, voiceless or voiced, ever
occurs in word-final position. But there
are a number of loan words that occur very
freely in people's spontaneous speech and
many of these have a word-final stop in the
source language. In pronouncing these
words, a Tamilian invariably adds a vowel to
the final stop of the loan word. A few
examples ares-

loan word Tamil pronunciation

bulb

coat

egg

soap

silk

[so:p*oj
[balbij

[kosfoJ
[sxlki]

court [k'o:rt*°J
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7.4.3 [t] Voiceless dental stop:-

7.Aw3*l In articulating [t] the blade of the tongue

makes a firm contact with the upper front teeth in

such a way that the oral passage of air is blocked

completely. The soft palate is raised and thus the

nasal passage of air is blocked, too. The air that

is compressed by pressure from the lungs escapes

with an explosive sound when the blade of the

tongue is removed from the upper front teeth. The

vocal cords do not vibrate.

7.Aw3*2 The articulation of [£] was investigated with
the help of word-palatograms. Palatograms were

made of words with the stop immediately followed by

[e]» [o] and [i] to investigate if the vowel

following the stop has any influence on the consonant

articulation. Three of the palatograms are

reproduced on the next two pages. A set of them are

divided into zones in the manner suggested by Firth

(194S)♦ Another set of the same palatograms are

life-size ones with a sectional diagram of tie roof

of the mouth (drawn from a sawed plaster cast) drawn

above each palatogram,

7.4.3.3 Palatogram 17 is of the word [atiej (aunt). In

this palatogram we see a very clear wipe-off in the

dental and denti-alveolar zones and a wipe-off on

the right side of the alveolar zone. In palatogram

18 of the word [p'ot:o] (cover-imp.) and palatogram

1
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Articulation of [t]

Pgm. 17
(aunt)

Pgm. 18
[p'ot:a>] (cover-imp.)

Pgm. 19
(ten)

The apnea:

1. dental 2. denti—alveolar
5. pre-palatal 6. palatal 7.

3. alveolar 4. poet—alveolar
post-palatal 8. velar
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Artiepilation of (-■£]

Pgm. 20
Qa- : e3 (aunt)

Pgn. 21

[pf ot: a] (cover-imp.)

Pfim. 22

[pfa.t:ij (ten)
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19 of the word [p'a.£:i] (ten), we see a clear
wipe-off in the dental, denti-alveolar and

alveolar zones. In palatogram 18 of the word

[p'otsoj there is a suggestion of a wipe-off on

the right side of the post-alveolar zone as well.

This extended wipe-off is perhaps because of the

tongue being further backward in the mouth in

readiness for the articulation of the back vowel

[oj that follows the dental stop.

7«h.3,h Palatograms 20, 21 and 22 are of the same

three words [at:e]» [p'otsoj and [p'atsi]
respectively, reduced to life-size. Each palato¬

gram is accompanied by a sectional diagram of the

roof of the mouth. The main wipe-off caused by

the blade of the tongue during the articulation

of [t] is marked on the sectional diagram. Then

the position assumed by the centre of the tongue

during the consonant-closure is marked on the

sectional diagram in dashed lines. This is done

under the assumption that during the articulation

of a consonant the main body of the tongue will

assume the position needed for the articulation of

the vowel immediately following it. These tongue-

positions are drawn from X-ray photographs. The

X-ray photographs form the frontispiece of this

thesis. Tracings of the X-rays are reproduced

in chapter III,
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Distribution of the voiceless dental stop:-

7.4»3»5 (a) [tfJ slightly aspirated voiceless dental stops-
r%

[t'J occurs only in word-initial position and
r»

it is always followed by a vowel, as in

[t'apsij (fault)

[t'otsij (tub) (see kymograms 103 and
lOh in chapter VI)

7*4*3.6 (b) [t] unaspirated voiceless dental stops-
n

[tj occurs in word-initial consonant clusters

as in [£ra:r{r] (strength) and in word-medial
consonant groups as in [p'astrAj (vessel), (see

kymograms 105 and 106 in chapter VI).

7«h.3.7 (c) [t*J-slightly long, unaspirated voiceless dental
~~

stop.

[t'J occurs only intervocalically in disyllabic
n

words when the vowel immediately preceding it is

long and in words of more than two syllables

irrespective of the length of the preceding

vowel. For example:

[k'a:t'±J (wind)

[k'at'as^sJ (cactus) (see kymograms 76-
78 in chapter V).

7.4»3.8 (d) [t:]-long,tense, unaspirated voiceless dental
stop

[t:J occurs only intervocalically, and that too

only in disyllabic words when the vowel
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immediately preceding it is short as in

[p'atsij (ten), [atxej (aunt), (see

kymograra 75 in chapter V),

(e) Neither [t'J nor [t] occurs finally in a word.

7.4,3,10 In connected speech of say, two words, if

the first word ends in a vowel and the second

begins with [t'J, the [t*] of the second word is

replaced by [t* J in speech if there is no pause

between the two words or if the context permits

the two lexical items to be realized as one

phonological word. This is done only if the

orthography doubles the initial t of the second

word in writing down a bit of connected prose.

To cite an example, ava^ai and tex^u are

[awo^et'oifij in connected speech and the ortho¬

graphy doubles the £ of the second word. But the

words maxmax and tantaxr (uncle gave) are [maxmax

t'andaxrj or [maxmaxbandaxrJ in speech, depending

respectively upon whether or not there is a pause

between the two words. The orthography, in this

case, does not double the t of the second word in
n

writing down connected speech.

7,4,4 [dj Voiced dental stop,
-#*%

i i ii i

7.4,4,1 [d] is articulated in exactly the same way as

[tj described in 7.4,3,1 above, except that in

articulating [d] the vocal cords vibrate, producing

voice.
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Distribution

7.iu4#2 (a) [d] occurs initially as in

[gainl] (charity)
[jJenZJ (daily)

This initial [d] is fully voiced, (see

kymogram 121}.),

7,/4.,4,3 (b) [d] occurs in initial clusters in a few

words like

[djasnA] (meditation)

[drctJkge] (grapes)

(c) [d] occurs in the medial consonant group

tssJ as in
[p'ondi] (ball)

[p'ondo J (hole)

7»k»k»5 (d) [d] does not occur finally in a word.
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VOICED DENIAL STOP

: l(v t;'-::: v
.1 i i

T J Iwwvwvwwwwwwi
f * © T? i
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125

[p'e^«3 (hole)
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7«h#5 [tj Voiceless post-alveolar stopt-

7*h«5«l [tj is articulated "by bringing the tip of

the tongue in close contact with the post-alveolar

region, thereby shutting off the oral passage of

air completely. The soft-palate is raised, thereby

shutting off the nasal passage of air as well. The

air that is compressed by pressure from the lunge

escapes with an explosive sound when the tip of the

tongue is removed from the post-alveolar region.

The vocal cords do not vibrate during the

articulation of [ji],
7.h#5»2 Two palatograms of the word [wotrcj (cobweb)

are reproduced on the next page. One is divided

into zones (Palatogram 23) and that palatogram

reveals that during the articulation of [tj the

tip of the tongue does not touch the dental, the

denti-alveolar and the alveolar zones. There is a

clear wipe-off in zone h - the post-alveolar zone -

which extends to the sides of the pre-palatal zone.

The centre of the pre-palatal zone is still coated

with the marking medium. So we can say that during

articulation of [jbj the tip of the tongue makes
contact with the post-alveolar region. The sides

of the tongue have removed some marking medium

from the sides of the pre-palatal zone, Palatogram

2l\. is of the same word. This palatogram is reduced

to life-size and it is accompanied by a sectional

diagram of the roof of the mouth. The main wipe-off

I
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Articiilation of Ltl

Tbe Zones;

1. dental 2. denti-alveolar

3. alveolar 4. post-alveolar
5. pre-palatal 6. palatal
7. post—palatal S. Velar

Pgm. 2?
[wot raj (cobweb)

PGm. 24
[wot-ct] (cobweb)
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caused "by the tip of the tongue during the articulation

of [trj is marked on the sectional diagram. Also

marked in dashed lines is the position assumed by

the main body of the tongue during the closure for

[tj.

Distribution of fej

7.4«5*3 In the dialect of Tamil under survey, [tj
occurs only in the consonant group [tr] as in

[wotre] (cobweb)

[astras] (she shakes - something),

7,4«5,4 A number of loan words from English with an

initial [tj are used by Tamil speakers, but they

use instead of [t] or [jJ. Thus tea is

pronounced [tisj and table is pronounced [teJt>l(J*
7.1*6 [d] Voiced post-alveolar stops-

— - -

7.4.6.1 [d] is articulated exactly like [Jt] described

above, except that during the articulation of [d]
the vocal cords vibrate, producing voice,

7.4.6.2 Two palatograms of the word [asdrasj (she is

dancing) are reproduced on the next page (Palato¬

grams 25 and 26), In palatogram 25 which is

divided into zones v/e see that there is a clear

wipe-off in zone 4 - the post-alveolar zone. The

sides of the tongue seem to have removed some

marking medium from the sides of the pre-palatal

zone as well, Palatogram 26 is of the same word.
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Articulation of CcH

Pgm. 25

[a:dxa:] (she is dancing)

The Zones:

1.

3.

5.

dental

alveolar

pre-palatal

2. denti-alveolar

4. post-alveolar
6. palatal

7. post-palatal 8. velar

Pgm. 26
[«.:dio-:] (she is dancing)
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This palatogram is reduced to life-size and is

accompanied by a sectional diagram of the roof of

the mouth. The main wipe-off has been marked on

the sectional diagram. Also marked in dashed lines

is the position assumed by the main body of the

tongue during the closure for [d],

7.1|..6,3 Distribution of [dj:- [d] occurs only in the

cluster [dr] as in

[iea:mas] (drama)
[woidrtfj (I'm running)

7»U»7 [t] Voiceless retroflex stop:-

7.4»7«1 In articulating [■£] the tip of the tongue is
well curled back and the curled back tip is made

to touch the hard palate in such a way as to shut

off the oral passage of air completely. The nasal

passage of air is blocked by raising the soft palate.

The air that is compressed by pressure from the

lungs escapes with an explosive sound when the tip

of the tongue is removed from the hard palate. The

vocal cords do not vibrate during the articulation

of Et J-
7»iu7.2 Two sets of three palatograms are reproduced in

the next few pages. One set has been divided into

zones and the other set (of the same three words) is

accompanied by a sectional diagram of the roof of

the mouth. Palatograms 27» 28 and 29 are of the

words [ti:j (tea), [p'uJfoJ (lock) and

i
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Articulation of [-j-j

£ti:r*(t2a)

The ;or.ei;:

1. dental 2. denti-alveolar 3. alveolar 4. poot-alveolar
5. pre-palatal 6. palatal 7. poot-palatal 8. velar
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Articulation of L

Pgm. 30
rj, Cti:] (tea)
LlJ followed by a fron'

vowel

Pgm. 11 >

[p'u: t *o] (lock-n.)
[jl followed by a back

vowel

PC"i. 32
[±t:i3 (having placed)

[t] followed by a central
vowel
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X-ray photograph of the tongue-
position of the voiceless retr-
oflex stop with the front
vowel [x] following it. The pic¬
ture was talcen when the closure

for .the stop was maintained.

I
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(having placed) respectively. In palatogram 27 we

see a clear wipe-off in zone 5 - the pre-palatal

zone - extending up to a part of zone 6 - the

palatal zone. The tip of the tongue has thus touched

the pre-palatal zone and part of the palatal zone

during the closure for [^J in pronouncing the word

[tit] (tea). In palatogram 28 of the word [p'usfo]
we see a clear wipe-off in the entire palatal zone

while the marking medium is left almost untouched in

the pre-palatal zone. With a front vowel following

the stop consonant, most of the palatal zone is left

tintouched, "by the tongue (as v/e saw in palatogram 27)
hut the marking medium from the whole of the pre-

palatal zone has heen removed. But in palatogram

28 v/e see the pre-palatal zone almost untouched hut

the marking medium from the entire palatal zone has

heen removed. It is clear thus that the articulation

of [■£] is further backward in the mouth if a hack

vowel follows it and further forward in the mouth if

a front vowel follows it. Palatogram 29 is of the

word [it:i] (having placed) with the central vowel

[ij following the stop consonant. We find an

interesting phenomenon here. The wipe-off is from

ahout the middle of the pre-palatal region,

extending up to the middle of the palatal region.

The first half of the pre-palatal zone and the

second half of the palatal zone are left untouched.
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With a central vowel following the stop consonant,

the closure for the articulation of the stop is

neither too much forward (as it is when pronouncing

the word {/[is]) nor too much backward in the mouth
(as is the case when pronouncing [p'uit*0])* T*16
tongue seems to assume a neutral position,

7»*+,7#3 It can he seen from the palatograms of the word

[■|;i:] and [itsi] (palatograras 27 and 29) that there
is something of a wipe-off in zone h - the post-

alveolar zone. This can he explained. The tongue

does not touch the post-alveolar zone during the

consonant closure. But once the tip of the tongue

iB released from the stop position, it does not

come down smoothly. It flaps forward, particularly

when a front vowel follows it. The tongue, while

flapping forward after the stop is released, seems

to have removed some marking medium from the post-

alveolar zone,

Palatograms 30, 31 and 32 are of the same words

as palatograms 27» 28 and 29 respectively. These

are life-size ones. On the sectional diagram of the

roof of the mouth that accompanies each of these

palatograms the main wipe-off effected hy the tongue

during the consonant closure is marked. The position

assumed hy the main body of the tongue during the

consonant closure is marked in each case with dashed

lines.
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7.k»7*k The position assumed "by the main "body of the

tongue during the closure phase of the retroflex

stop was ascertained with the help of an X-ray

photograph. The word [p'a:-];*1 J (grandmother) was

said loudly several times "by the writer. Then the

word was said up to the [■£]» the closure maintained

and an X-ray taken. A photographic print of the

X-ray is reproduced after the palatograms,

7«h.7«5 Distribution of [■£]:-» There are various varieties
of [■{;] in the dialect of Tamil under survey. These

are discussed below briefly and the distributional

possibilities of each are analysed.

7,i|.,7,6 (a) [{J unaspirated^short voiceless retroflex stop:-

rtJ does not occur initially in a word in
native Tamil words. But [■£] is substituted by

Q

many Tamil speakers when they pronounce loan

words from other languages. A few of these

words are:

[titJ (tea)
[tesb^J (table)
[tai] (neck-tie)
[tin] «, [tmtij (tin, can)

7- It} is totally unaspirated in any position. See Table
N in Appendix IVa and Tables 17 and 18 in chapter VI.

8. This observation applies to Tamil speakers in India.
The present writer has heard Tamil speakers from
Ceylon retaining the alveolarity of the [t] while
pronouncing loan words.
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[■J; J also occurs In medial consonant groups

as in [k'urpti] (having summoned) and

[^arptij (having eaten) (see kymograrn 111
in chapter VI).

7»4.7.7 (h) [-{;L3 Laterally exploded, short, unasplrated
voiceless retroflex stop

[■£L J occurs in word-medial position when the

[•£ ] is immediately followed "by a retroflex
lateral as in

[p'otlX] (packet)
[p'xtleJ (a toe of curry)

7.h.7.3 (c) [{"J Nasally exploded, short, unaspirated
voicelaaa retroflex atop

(|H] occurs in word-medial position when the

[{] is immediately followed "by the retroflex
nasal [r^J as in

[p'ot^x] (starvation)
[tjatn^] (chutney)

(see kymogram 126)

7.4.7«9 (d) [■£* J Slightly long, tense, unaspirated
voiceless retroflex stop

[f] occurs only intervocalieally. It occurs

in disyllabic words if the preceding vowel is

long. It also occurs in words of more than

two syllables, irrespective of the length of

the preceding vowel* A couple of examples are

[k'u:t#A] (crowd), [k'afaijX] (certainly),
(see kymograms 81 and 82 in chapter V).
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VW\WWVW\AAAAA/VWWWWVVWWWWW
t I«. t 1 1

i 1

K&a, 126
C^tV^ (chutney)
Nasally exploded (£3

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 ops)
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7.4.7.10 (e) [■£:] long, tense, unaspirated voiceless stop.

[•£;] occurs only intervocalically and that too,
only in disyllabic words. The vowel preceding

it is always short as in [k'ot:e] (seed),

[p'at:iJ (silk), (see kymograra 80 in chapter
V and compare the duration of the [•£:] in that
word with that in kymograms 81 and 82, also in

chapter V).

7.4.7.11 (£) None of the varieties of the voiceless retroflex

stop discussed above ever occurs in word-final

position. When Tamil speakers pronounce loan

words with a final [t] they add a vowel to it.

Thus belt is pronounced [bel"J;iJ and cricket is
pronounced [krik*efiJ.

7.4.8 [qj voiced retroflex stop:-

[4] is articulated exactly like [{J described in

7.4.7.1 above, except that during the articulation

of [3.] the vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

7,4.8.2 Three word palatograms are reproduced on the

next page, which are divided into zones. Palatogram

33 is of the word [^abja:] (a tin, a can), illustrat¬

ing the articulation of [4]. In this word [c}J is
followed by the back vowel [at]. In the palatogram

we see a very clear wipe-off in zone 6 - the palatal

zone. There is a suggestion of a wipe-off in the

pre-palatal zone, but in this zone the wipe-off is

only on the sides. The middle of the pre-palatal
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Articulation of [<{/] .LlpU

Pgm. 33
[^,a."b: o* (a tinf a can

[.^followed by a back
vowel

Pgm. 34
faa.\±t3 (skull)

Epdfoilowed by a front
vowel

L

I
Pen. 35

[p* u: ^4°' (car-'--'-c)
oilowed by a back

vowel

The Ionon:

1. dental 2. denti-alveolar 3. alveolar 4. poot-alvoolar
5. pro-palatal G. palatal 7. post-palatal . velar
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Articulation of [<(] , C^]

Psm. 36
Lo(.<*-b: «-:J [a tin, a can)
t^followed by a back

vowel

Pffa. 37
[ma.>xdc] (skull)

[^]followed by a front
vowel

[p' u: \AfiA sarii c
[^followed by ;

vowel

I
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VOIOBD RISTROnSX 3TOP L4.]

'Nlim
v> 1 < wwM><i^lvff;nnrrinifryr»ff,t>i:;

WVWXAAAAAAA/VWWWWVVVWWWWVWV
^ «. «■»

127
(» tin, t oan) — initial [4]

M/WWWWWVWWWWWWWWWWVW

* " 1 i. -

Kpu 128
[p'mii<«X«Mrlio) — aadlal [«lO

mMM iiUHUtlllinti
III I'

aaaaaaaaaa/vvwvxaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa,,
1 •. 4l a

Kgn. 129
[la^sn] (a sweetmeat) — medial [4O

H-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larjrnx T-Tlme (JO ops)
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zone is still coated with the marking medium. It

is possible that the tip of the tongue that was

curled hack made contact with the palatal zone,

while the sides of the tongue removed some marking

medium from the sides of the pre-palatal zone,

Palatograms 34 and 35 are of the words [maz^e ]
(skull) and [p'uir^p] (garlic) respectively.
Since words could not "be found with a front vowel

and central vowel following word-initial [cjj, these
two palatograms are included here, Illustrating the

articulation of the homorganic nasal + stop

consonant group [1$]. In one of the words the [r^J
is followed by the front vowel [c], while in the

other it is followed by the back vowel [a]. In

palatogram 34 we see a wipe-off in zones 5 and 6 -

the pre-palatal and palatal zones. It can also be

seen that in zone 6 the wipe-off is only on the

sides. In palatogram 35» on the other hand, the

main wipe off extends from the end of zone 5 to the

end of zone 6, With a back vowel following the

consonant group [r^J the point of contact for the
consonants is farther backward in the mouth than

when a front vowel follows them,

7.4.8.3 Palatograms 36, 37 and 38 are of the same three

words as palatograms 33 > 34 and 35. These are life-

size ones, with a sectional diagram of the roof of

the mouth accompanying each. The main wipe-off is

marked on the sectional diagram. Also marked in
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dashed lines is the position assumed "by the main

body of the tongue during the consonant closure.

Distribution of [fl]:-

7.4.8.4 (a) [q] occurs initially as in [<^ambA] (vanity)
and [^abja:] (a tin, a can). In this

position it is fully voiced, (see kymogram
♦

127).

7.4.8.5 (b) [4] occurs immediately after its homorganic
nasal [r^J in word-medial position as in

[or^x J (money-box)

[p'usr^o] (garlic)
(see kymogram 128).

7.4.8.6 (c) [^:] - long voiced retroflex stop occurs

only in intervocalic position in a few

words like

[la^:o] (a sweetmeat)
[i?ac[ji] (interest)

(see kymogram 129).

7.U.9 M. Voiceless velar stop:-

7.4.9.1 In articulating the voiceless velar stop [kj,

the 'back' of the tongue is made to touch the soft

palate so that the oral passage of air is shut off

completely. The nasal passage of air is blocked by

keeping the soft palate raised. The air that is

compressed by pressure from the lungs escapes with

an explosive sound when the 'back' of the tongue is
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removed from the soft palate. The vocal cords are

apart - they do not vibrate during the articulation

of [k],

7*4#9.2 On the next two pages are two sets of three

word-palatograms. Palatograms 39, 40 and 41 are

of the words [ba:k'i] (remainder), [k'ombo] (horn)
and [maksij (moron) respectively. In palatogram

39 which illustrates the articulation of [k] with a

front vowel following it, we see a very clear wipe-

off in zones 7 and 8, the post-palatal and velar

zones* In palatogram 40 which Illustrates the

articulation of [k] with a back vowel following it,

there is no wipe-off in zone 7 but a very clear wipe-

off in zone 8, It is clear thus that with a back

vowel following, [kj is articulated further backward

in the mouth, Palatogram 41, which illustrates the

articulation of [kj with a central vowel following it,

shows a wipe-off in the velar zone* In palatogram

40, a bit of the marking medium is intact in the

beginning of the velar zone, whereas in palatogram

41 the marking medium has been removed right from

the beginning of the velar zone. Here again we see

the post-palatal zone untouched by the tongue. So

with a central vowel following, the articulation of

[kj is neither too much forward nor too much backward.

7»4«9,3 Palatograms 42, 43 and 44 are of the same three

words. These are life-size ones, accompanied by a

sectional diagram of the roof of the mouth. The point
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Articulation of Ck]

r Pgm. 39Lb«.;k»x] (remainder)
[kl followed by a

front vowel

Pgm. 40 Pgrn. 41
Lk'om'bo] (horn) [mak:i1 (moron)
[k] followed by a [k] followed by ;

back vowel central vowel

The Zones:

1. dental 2. denti-alveolar J. alveolar 4. poet-alveolar
9. pre—palatal 6„ palatal 7. poet-palatal 8„ velar
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Articulation of Tkl

Pcm. 42
[b«.;k»n (remainder)

(kl followed by a
front vowel

Pcm. A3
uc'omboJ (horn)

CkJ followed by a
back vowel

Pem. 44
[na-k:±l (moron)
Ck] followed by a

central vowel

l



X-ray photograph, of the tongue-
position of the voiceless velar

stop k with a front vowel

following it. The picture was

talcen when the closure for the

stop was maintained.
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of contact of the tongue during the articulation of

[kj is marked on the sectional diagram in each case.

The position assumed by the main body of the tongue

during the consonant closure is marked in dashed

lines.

7.4.9.4 Following the palatograms is a photographic

print of an X-ray picture. The picture shows the

closure for [kj in a word in which a front vowel

follows it.

7.4.9.5 ■Distribution of fklt- The various varieties of [k]
and their distributional possibilities in the dialect

of Tamil under survey are discussed below.

7.4.9.6 (a) [k* j - slightly aspirated voiceless velar stop:'

[k* J occurs only in word-initial position with

a vowel immediately following it, as in

[k'apsalj (ship)

[k*a:lx] (empty)

(see kymograms 115» 116 and 117 in chapter VI)
7.4.9.7 (h) [kj - unasplrated voiceless velar stop:-

[k] occurs in word-initial consonant clusters

as in [kraimbij (cloves) and in word-medial

consonant groups as in [akrsniAj (unjust),

[tJakfAj (wheel), (see kymogram 118 in

chapter VI).

7.4.9.8 (c) [k*j - slightly long, unaspirated, tense,
voiceless velar stop:-

[k* J occurs only intervocallcally. It occurs

in disyllabic words when the vov/el immediately
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preceding is long, [p'a:k*i] (arecanut),

[pa:k*i] (gunnybag). It also occurs in words
of more than two syllables, irrespective of the

length of the preceding vowel, as in [p'ajk'oreJ
(I'll see), [pak#oreJ (sugar), [k'arik^olJ
(clouds), etc. (see kymograms 115 and 120 in

chapter VI).

7.4.9»9 (d) [k;j - long, tense, unaspirated, voiceless
velar stop:-

[k:] occurs only intervocalically, only in

disyllabic words when the vowel preceding it

is short, as in

[naksij (lick - imp.)

[ak:a:J (elder sister)

(compare the duration of the voiceless velar

stops in kymograms 85, 86 and 87 in chapter V).
7.4.9.10 (e) None of these varieties of [k] can occur

finally in Tamil, Loan words with a final [k]
are pronounced with an epenthetic vowel. Cake

is pronounced [k'e:k'i] by a Tamil speaker.

7.4.9.11 In connected speech of say, two words, if the

first ends in a vowel and the next begins with a

[k'J, the initial [k*J of the second word is re¬

placed by [k*] if there is no pause between the two

words or if the context permits the realization of

the two lexical words as one phonological word.

Here again, there is an orthographic consideration.

For example, avernal (him) and kuttu (punch)are
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written in Tamil avanaikkuttu with the initial

k of the second word doubled. This, in speech, is

[awonek'ot'o]. But in writing down the two words

avanutaija karpjasti (his glass) in connected

prose, the orthography does NOT double the initial

k of the second word. This, in speech, is

[auenoj^sfiariJas'C1] if there is no pause between
the two words (with the initial [k*] of the second

word replaced by [fi])or [auanos^o k'aix:ajf^J if
there is a pause between the two words. This

replacement of [k* J by [fi] does not ever happen if

the orthography doubles the word-initial k of the

second word in writing down connected prose,

7.4.10 [gj Voiced velar stopi-

7.4.10.1 [g] is articulated just like [k] described in

7.4.9.1 above, except that during the articulation

of [g] the vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

The articulation of [gj is further forward in the

mouth if a front vowel follows it as in [girxdga:J
(a proper name); it is further backward in the

mouth when followed by a back vowel as in [gorjcjp ]
(bomb).^

9. No word could be chosen with [gj alone effecting
a wipe-off in a palatogram and hence no palato-
grams are included to Illustrate the articulation
of [gj. A few are reproduced later to illustrate
the articulation of [ngj. (see 7,6.6.2 and
palatograms 82, 83 and 84).
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Distribution!-

7«4*10.2 (a) [g] occurs initially in a number of loan

words that occur very freely in speech, as

in

[gonlj (weight)

[gosndo] (glue)
Word-initial [g] is fully voiced, (see

kyraogram 130),

7#h«10,3 (b) [gj occurs in initial consonant clusters as

in [gj?a:mA] (village),
7,h.l0,h (c) [gj occurs in the medial consonant group [rjgj

as in [fc'aqge] (younger sister), [p'aqgi-]
(share),

7#h»10,5 (d) [gj does not occur finally in a word. In

pronouncing loan words with a final [gj,
Tamil speakers add a vowel to the final

[gj# In so doing, they lengthen the [gj if

the vowel preceding it is short. Thus

egg is pronounced [jjegsi], and mug is

pronounced [mag:i]♦
7,h«10,6 (e) [g:J - A long [gj with the duration of

closure prolonged only in pronouncing

loan words as described above.
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70Z0B0 VELAR STOP C(]

aaaAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa/
g w X

Kp. 130

[g*nX] (ml^kt) — Initial [g]

N-Noso out IMIouth out L-Larynx T-Tiao (50 ops)
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7.5 AFFRICATES:-

7.5.1 [tj3 Voiceless palato alveolar affricatet-

7.5.1.1 In articulating [tj] the tip and blade of the

tongue make contact with the hinder part of the

teeth-ridge, thus shutting off the oral passage of

air completely. The soft palate is raised and thus

the nasal passage of air is shut off, too. The tip

and blade of the tongue are removed from the hinder

part of the teeth ridge in such a way that the

homorganic fricative [j] is heard. The vocal cords
do not vibrate during the articulation of [tf].

7.5.1.2 Three word-palatograms, each one divided into

zones, are reproduced in the following page. They

are of the words [p'lt^/e] (alms), [p'ustVfoJ
(paintings) and [at:/±] (print), with the affricate

immediately followed by a front vowel, a back vowel

and a central vowel respectively. Palatograra 45>

which is an illustration of the affricate articu¬

lation when it is followed by a front vowel, shows

a wipe-off in zones 3 and 4 - the alveolar and post-

alveolar zones. Palatogram 45» which is an illustrat¬

ion of the articulation of the affricate when a back

vowel follows it, shows a wipe-off in the hinder

part of the alveolar zone, extending up to half of

the post-alveolar zone. Comparing these two

palatograms we see that in palatogram 46 there is

more wipe-off in the post-alveolar zone than in

palatogram 45. This illustrates that with a back
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Articulation of Lt! ]

Pgm. 45
'it:S£J (alms)
] xollowed by, efront vowel

Pgm. 46
tp'u:t'J»3 (painting)

[if J followed by a
back vowel

Pgm, 47
rCa-tjJ £T (print-n.)itt] foil owed by a

central vowel

'''lie .Wire;:

1. dental p. donti-nlveolar ?. alveolar 4. post-alveolar
pro-palatal 6. pal tal y. post-palatal 8. velar
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Pgm. 48
(alms)

tfcS] followed by a
front vowel

Pgm. 49
rP'u:t.Jo] (painting)
[ifJ followed by a

back vowel

Articulation of [tf]

Pgm. 50
[^t:i i] (print—n,)
tiff followed by a

contra.! vov/ol
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vowel following, the affricate is articulated

further backward in the mouth. Palatogram 47

illustrates the affricate articulation with a

central vowel following it and we do not see any

difference between this and palatogram 45.

7.5.1.3 Palatograms 48, 49 and 50 are of the same three

words discussed above, in that order. These are

life-size ones and each one is accompanied by a

sectional diagram of the roof of the mouth. The

point of contact of the tongue during the

articulation of [tj* J is marked on the sectional

diagrams, as also the position assumed by the main

body of the tongue. The latter is marked in

dashed lines.

Distribution of [tj j

7.5.1.4 (a) [tjJ occurs initially in very few words as

in
[tj is J (fie*)

[tJandaiiA] (sandalwood paste)

[tJandrXJ (moon)

[tJ atif*.J (chutney )
7.5.1.5 (b) [tj ] occurs in medial consonant groups as in

[artj one J (worship)

7.5.1.6 (c) [t^j] - the voiceless palato alveolar affricate
with the stop element slightly prolonged -

occurs in intervocalic position only* It

occurs in disyllabic words if the preceding

vowel is long, as in [muit'Jo] (breath)* It
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also occurs in words of more than two syllables,

irrespective of the length of the preceding

vowel, as in [p*it\fek*as.eA ] (beggarman).
7 (a) [Uj] - the voiceless palato alveolar affricate

with the stop element prolonged considerably -

occurs in intervocalic position only, and

that too only in disyllabic words. The vowel

preceding this is always short, as in

[p'atjjej (green)

[k'ot^rx] (stick - n.)
8 (e) [tj j does not occur finally. Loan words with

a final [tj ] are pronounced with an additional

vowel at the end. The word church is pronounced

[tj artj i J.
9 In connected speech of say, two words, if the

first word ends in a vowel and the second begins with

a [p] the initial [p] of the second word is replaced
by [t\f] if* there is no pause between the two words,

or if the two lexical items can be realized as one

phonological unit. Also, this happens only if the

orthography doubles the word-initial consonant

symbol of the second word. In Tamil orthography [p]
and [tj" ] are represented by the same symbol. The

symbol is written once to represent [p] and twice to

represent [tf J. In writing down compound words and

connected prose, the orthography at timeB doubles

the word-initial symbol representing [p], For example,
the word for shirt is [pcf(;:e] which is Bpelt tjaftQi
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The words black shirt are written karupputj* tj a-ft^i
with a double tf. This expression is always

[k'cip-ityafe] in speech. There are instances
when the orthography does not double the word-

initial consonant symbol representing [pJ. For
example, let us take the expression "the pot that

someone brought". This is made up of three words

kor^u, van£a and tfatti* These three words, in
isolation, are pronounced [k'or\c|p], Elands] and

[pat:*]. In writing down the whole expression,
the orthography does not double the t£ of the
third word and in speech, this expression is always

[k * oi\c}ayanda pat: i ] •

7.5.2 [d3J Voiced palato alveolar affricate:-

7.5.2.1 [do J is articulated exactly like [tj* ] described
in 7.5.1.1 above, except that during the articulation

of [do] the vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

7.5.2.2 Palatograms 51 and 52 are of the words [d3xb:a:j
(a male upper garment) and [doambA] (pride)

respectively. In both palatograms we see a wipe-off

in zone 3 (alveolar zone) and part of zone k (post-
alveolar zone), Palatograms 53 and 5k are of the

same two words. These are life-size ones and on

the accompanying sectional diagram of the roof of

the mouth, the area of contact of the tongue during

the articulation of [<3g ] and the position assumed

by the main body of the tongue during the consonant

articulation are marked, the latter in dashed lines.
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Pgm. 52
[dy-mb*! (pride)
L<%] followed by a

back vowel

Pgm. 51
L<%x b:»-:3 (a garment)
[djl followed by a

front vowel

The Zones:

1. dental 2. denti-alveolar 3. alveolar 4. post-alveolar
5. pre-palatal 6. palatal 7. Post-palatal 8. velar

ra. 13 Pgm. 4-
:1 (a garment; [^obs] (prid.
llowed by a [4.] followed b:
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Distribution of [d^]:-
7*5*2.3 (a) [do 3 occurs initially as in

[d3i!ri\A] (digestion)
[d^ilia:] (district)

[d3Q!^x] (Jar)
[d3o:?*] (pair)

Initial [dg ] is fully voiced, (see kymogram isz).

7*5*2#4 (b) [dg ] occurs intervocalically as in

[rcudgasj (king)
[roJdga:] (rose)

[p'uidge] (worship)

[joidgone] (thought - n,)
The vowel preceding intervocalic [% J is

always long.

7*5*2.5 (c) [<fc] occurs immediately after the palatal
nasal [jiJ as in

[p'ajidgi] (cotton)

[k * ajidg x ] (gruel)
(see kymogram 133)

7*5*2.6 (d) [dis] - the voiced palato alveolar affricate

with the stop element prolonged occurs only

intervocalically. The vowel preceding it is

always short, e.g., [bad:3i] (a savoury).

7.5.2.7 (e) [dg J does not occur finally in a word.
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VOICED PALATO—ALVEOLAR AF7RICATB (£}

A

jl.

— ffy^!\ . y\•' I*'1' "niiii« .wrr^rmri irui"^

v^JvwwwwwwwwwwwxaaIaaaaaaaaaa/^
i 3 I b-

V

''Hjiiv

132

(djxt:*.:] (a male garment) — initial [%]

!| ' ' 1 111]?!'' \
iW'

. Uu',:'r
I 1 |\1

i ii'SW •
'"si1

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA,^wyWWWW
b S «- J* A t *

Kgm. 133

[P'T^S*] (cotton) — medial [p^"J

N-Nose out M-JIouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cpa)
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7.6 NASALS!-

7.6.1 [mj Voiced bilabial nasal?"

7.6.1.1 In articulating [mj the two lips are brought

close together so that the oral passage of air is

shut off' completely. The soft palate is lowered

and the air that is compressed by pressure from

the lungs escapes through the nose. The vocal cords

vibrate, producing voice. During the articulation

of [m], the tongue is free to assume any position

and it assumes the position of the vowel that

immediately follows the nasal.

Distribution:"

7.6.1.2 (a) [m] occurs initially as in [ma!£ij (cow),
[mai|x] (bell). Initial [mj Is fully voiced,
(see kymogram 13h).

7.6.1.3 (h) [m] occurs intervocalically as in [om ] (husk),

[buimxj (earth). Intervocalic [m] is very

short in duration, (see kyraogram 135).

7.6.1.h (c) [m] occurs in the medial consonant group [pmj
in only one word, [opmai] (a savoury made

with semolina).

7.6.1.5 (d) [mj occurs in the medial consonant group [mbj
as in [k'ambij (wire), [p'aimbij (snake),

7.6.1.6 (e) [m] occurs finally in a word only when some¬

thing is read aloud. In colloquial speech,

word-final [m] is elided and the vowel pre¬

ceding it is nasalized instead. Thus the word

tree is [maramj in its citation form. In
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YOICBD BILABIAL NASAL Cm]

-VMji
"• 'l|

►A-*-

VVVVXAAA/VAAA/VWVVWVWVAAAAAA/WN/VAAA/VV'

134
U«hm] (unola) — Initial [aj la IUI7 Toioad

<$$$ P
XAA^AAAAAAAAAAAA/yvWWWWVWWWWWV

O n Z

133

[oat] (boric) — intorrooaldLo [a]

wvwwvwwwwwwwwwvwwwvww
A. ym\ 1

Kgm. 136

[•.mil] (grinding stona) — lntervocalio (mt)
N-Nose out Maiouth out L-Lai-yro: T-Tlme (50 opo)
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colloquial speech the word is [marX].

7.6.1,7 [m:j long voiced bilabial naBal:-

[ra:J occurs only intervocalically, as in

[k'am:i] (less)

[am:a:] (mother)

The duration of intervocalic [m:] is considerably

longer than that of intervocalic [m], (compare

kymograms 135 aud 136),

7.6.2 fnj Voiced alveolar nasal:-

7.6.2.1 In articulating [nj the tip of the tongue makes

a firm contact with the teeth-ridge, thus shutting

off the oral supply of air. The soft-palate is

lowered and the air that is compressed by pressure

from the lungs escapes through the nose. The vocal

cords vibrate, producing voice.

7.6.2.2 Three word-palatograms are reproduced on the

next page. Palatograms 55» 56 and 57 are of the

words [ni:J (you), [na:] (I) and [nambi] (believe)

respectively. In palatogram 55 there is a clear

wipe-off in the alveolar zone. In palatograms 56

and 57 the wipe-off begins in the alveolar zone but

extends into the post-alveolar zone. This is

ascribed to the fact that the latter two are palato¬

grams of words with a back vowel following the [n] in

each case. Another thing to notice is that in all

the three palatograms the dental and the denti-

alveolar zones are totally free from wipe-off. This
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Articulation of 11

Pcm. 57
[jiambil (believe)
[n] followed by a

back vowel

Pgm.,55 .
[ni:J (you)

[n] followed by a
front vowel

P£m. 56
[ni;] (X)

[n] followed by a
back vowel

The Zone":

1. dental 2.

5. pre-palatnl

donti-alvoolar alveolar

6. palatal 7. pont- vilatal

poist-alvoo1ar

velar
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shows that word-initial [n] is alveolar.10
7»6.2,3 The next four palatograms (Palatograms 58,59*

60 and 61) illustrate another important factor. In

Intervocalic position short [nj and long [n:] occur.

Palatograms 58 and 59 are of the words [p'ani] (dew)
and [masnAj (shame) respectively. Palatograms 60 and

61 are of the words [p'anjx] (pig) and [p*on:o] (gold)
respectively. In the last two the wipe-off is more

marked than in the first two. Intervocalic [n] is

of very short duration and the tip of the tongue is

removed very quickly from the alveolar ridge after

the contact is made. Intervocalic [n:] is of

considerably longer duration than Intervocalic [n]
and the more marked wipe-off in palatograms 60 and

61 show that the tip of the tongue has made firmer

contact and for a longer duration with the alveolar

ridge. These palatograms also reveal the 'fronter'

and 'backer' articulation of the [n] depending upon

the vowel that follows it,

7,6,2.i+ Palatograms 62 and 63 are of the words [ni:] (you)

and [na:] (I). These are life-size ones accompanied

by a sectional diagram of the roof of the mouth. The

area of contact of the tongue during the articulation

of [n] and the position assumed by the main body of the

10. This is mentioned here because traditional Tamil
grammarians say that initial [n] is dental. This is
because of the two orthographic symbols in Tamil represent¬
ing [n], the one that is placed next to the Eymbol
representing [t] in the arrangement of orthographic
symbols occurs"in initial position in spelling. In the
speech of every Tamil speaker the present writer has
heard Initial [n] is alveolar and not dental.
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Articnlation of Cn] and [n:J

Pgm. 58
[p'o.nx] (dew)

Intervocalic [n]

Pgm. 59
[mi>-:nA] (shame)

Intervocalic Cn]

The 'ono.-j;

1. dontal 2. denti-'lvoolar 3. alveolar -1. ;>o: '--ilvol
r. O.o.t>a r. intal 7. po.-t- • •! . . >:>r
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Articulation of (ill

Pgm. 63 ,

CxlS.:] (I)
[r.3 followed by a

back vowel

P£m. 64
[mi:n] (fich)

word—final Ln1

The do- r-'j:

1. dental 2. donti—alveolar 3» alveolar 4. jio..*,-. .1%
pro-;•ale.till 6. palatal 7. o I- al lal • vol:u

I

Pgm, 62
Cnid (you;

[nj followed by a
front vowel
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tongue are marked on the sectional diagram, the

latter in dashed lines.

7*6.2,5 Palatogram 6k is of the word [ml:n] (fish),

illustrating the articulation of word-final [nj.

The wipe-off is in the alveolar zone.

Distribution of [nj«-

7.6.2.6 (a) [n] occurs initially in words as in

[na:k*i] (tongue)

[na:li] (four)
Word-initial fnj is fully voiced, (see

kymogram 137).

7*6,2,7 (h) [n] occurs lntervocalically, as in [p'ani]
(dew), [pVyie J (pot). Intervocalic [n] is

very short* (see kymogram 138).

7.6,2*8 (c) A post-alveolar [n] occurs in the consonant

group [ndrj as in [wondreJ (one and a half).
7*6,2.9 (d) [nj occurs finally in words like [t*e:n]

(honey), [miinj (fish). In several words

which have a final [nj in literary/formal

Tamil, in colloquial Tamil there is a

nasalized vowel at the end. Thus what is

[na:nj in formal Tamil is [na:] in colloquial

Tamil. There are other words with a final [n]
to which a final vowel is added in colloquial

speech. In doing so, the [nj is lengthened if

the vowel preceding it is short. Thus the word

for gold is either [p'on] or [p'onroj while
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that for lice is either £p'e:nj or [p'etnlj.
Where [n] occurs in final position, it is

fully voiced. (see kymogram 139)*

7«6*2»10 [n:j long voiced alveolar nasal

[njj occurs only intervocalically. The vowel

preceding it is always short, as in [p'an:*]
(pig)» [man:iJ (elder sister-in-law).
Intervocalic [nsjis considerably longer than

intervocalic [nj. (see kymogram ll+O).
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VOICED ALVEOLAR NASAL [n]

/vwwwwwwwwwwwwwvwwwwwv

>1 £ -c -t r -t

Ksnu 137
fntxip'i] (fire) — initial [p]

Kgm. 138
[p'«.ni](dew) — intervocalic [n]

N-Nose out llUIIouth out L-Larynx T-Time (30 ops)

I
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VOICED ALVEOLAR NASALS [n] AND [nj]

T

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAz
f> K r\

Kgm. 1^9
[p«e:n] (lioe) — word-final [nl

aKaMKaaaaaaaaaaaa^aaaaaaaaaa/
{> K «- »: I

Kgm. 140

[pV.n:x] (pig) — Intervocalic [n:]

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 ops)
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7.6.3 [nj Voiced dental nasal:-'

«■"*

7.6.3.1 The tip and "blade of the tongue are made to

tou.ch the upper front teeth, thus shutting off the

oral passage of air. The soft palate is lowered

and the air that is compressed "by pressure from

the lungs escapes through the nose. The vocal

cords vibrate, producing voice.

7.6.3.2 Three word-palatograms are reproduced on the

next page. Palatograras 65» 66 and 67 are of the

words [p'andxj (a row), [p'onto] (hole) and

[p'andij (ball) respectively. In palatograms 65

and 67 we see a wipe-off extending from the dental

zone to the alveolar zone, but in palatogram 66

(of the word [p'ondoj) the wipe-off extends to

the post-alveolar zone as well. With a back vowel

following it. [n] is articulated further backward
in

in the mouth.

Distribution

7.6.3.3 [nj occurs only in the medial consonant group

[ndj as in

[p'andij (ball)

[k'andalj (rags)

faand±] (having come)
fin

[p* ondo J (hole)

7.6.4 [ji] Voiced palatal nasal:-

7.6,4.1 The oral passage of air is shut off completely

by the front of the tongue making a firm contact
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Articulation of [11]

P^m. 65
C a row)

Cni followed by a
front vowel

Pgm. 66
[pfondo3 (hole)
[n] followed by a

back vowel

Pen. 67
[p'«ndil (ball)
Cn) followed by a

central vowel

The :',nn

1. dental 2.

5. pro-pal-'.t 1

denti-alveolar

6. palatal
3. alveolar d • poo t-alveolar

7. poot-p.-aat.-a velar
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with the hard palate. The soft palate is lowered

and the air that is compressed by pressure from

the lungs escapes through the nose. The vocal

cords vibrate, producing voice.

Distribution of IpJ:-

7.6.h«2 (a) [p] occurs initially in a few words. For

example:

[jia: nX ] (wisdom)

[pa: j3ofiA ] (memory)

[pa: t*^k*92j9rae ] (Sunday)

7«6»U»3 (b) [pj occurs medially in the consonant group

[p&3 ]. In this consonant group [pj is not

palatal, but palato-alveolar, homorganic

with the immediately following palato-

alveolar affricate [d^j, as in ik'apdvrj

(gruel).

7.6.h.h (c) [p] does not occur in any other position.

7»6.4.5 The palatograms reproduced on the next page

illustrate the palato-alveolar articulation of [p]
when it is followed by [dg]. Palatograms 68 and

69 are of the words [ipdgi] (ginger) and [mapdgo]

(a proper name) respectively. In both palatograms,

the pre-palatal and the palatal zones are totally

free from any wipe-off. In palatogram 68 the post-

alveolar zone has very little wipe-off whereas in

palatogram 69 there is a total wipe-off in the post-

alveolar zone. This illustrates the more backward
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Articulation of Lj^ci^ 3

Pgm. 69
[mapdjo] (proper name]

Ljvyfollowed by a
back vowel

3. alveolar 4. post-alveolar
7. post-palatal 8» velar

Pgm. 68
[ibdjJ (ginger)

fpdj] followed by a
front vowel

The Zones;

1. dental 2. denti-alveolar

5. pre-palatal 6. palatal

Pgm. 70
Lipdjxl (ginger)
(pdjjfollov/od by a

front vov/ol

1 iL? 11 71
[mo-pdjol (propei
[pdj] fo! low-' : 1

bnok vow 1
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articulation in the mouth of [jid^ ] when a hack

vowel follows it. The same palatograms, reduced

to life-size, are reproduced again (palatograms 70

and 71) and the area of contact of the tongue during

the consonant articulation and the position assumed

"by the main "body of the tongue are marked in the

accompanying sectional diagrams of the roof of the

mouth.

7*8.5 £*tJ Voiced retroflex nasal:-

7*6.5.3. The tip of the tongue is curled hack and the

curled hack tip makes a contact with the hard palate,

thus shutting off the oral passage of air. The

soft palate is lowered and the air that is compressed

hy pressure from the lungs escapes through the nose.

The vocal cords vihrate, producing voice*

7.6.5.2 On the following page are reproduced three word

palatograras. Since [i\] does not occur initially and

since intervocalic [1^] is a nasal flap, words were
chosen with intervocalic [r^: J for palatographic

investigation. In palatogram 72 of the word [par^:e]
(farm) we see a wipe-off in the palatal zone, whereas

in palatogram 73 of the word [p'or\:o] (girl), the

wipe-off starts in the latter half of the palatal

zone and extends well into the post-palatal zone.

In palatogram 7k of the word [mar^:ij (mud) there is

a wipe-off in the palatal zone which extends a "bit

into the post-palatal zone. These palatograms
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Articulation of [>j:]

Pgn. 73
Cp'oi:o3 (girl)

[»[:} followed by a
back vowel

Pen. 74
[ma.^:±J (mud)

Lts] followed by a centr;il
vowel

diie do' or;;

1. dental 2. dontl-alveolar 3» alveolar 4. por. I-alveolar
5. pro-palatal 6, palatal 7. pout-palatal . vi.-ir

Pgm. 72
(farm)

[y^:] followed by a
front vowel
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Articulation of 0^:J

Pem. 75
(farm)

[>{:] followed by a front vowel
Pem.

[p* o^so]
C^:] followed

76
(girl)

by a back vowel

I

Pgm. 77
[ma-i: 1] (mud)

f^:] follov/od by a central
vowel
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P£m. 79
£0.;^] (male)
'.•ford-final til

Pen. n
(a lacaaure of \v>i. ,r.t)

intervocalic [-►; -]

Articulation of final fU
Articulation of

intervocalic [- ^ -]

Pgm. 78
[ajr^3 (male)

Word—final Cll
Pgm. 80

(bell)
intervocalic [_- 1 -]

T'ic for or::

1, dental 2. denti-olvoolar d, alveolar -1. i on' -alveolar
9. pre—palatal C. palatal 7. poot-pal \tal r. volar
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illustrate that with a front vowel following it,

[i^J is articulated further forward in the mouth
and with a back vowel following it, [i\] is

articulated further backward in the mouth. With

a central vowel following, [r^J is articulated
neither too much forward in the mouth nor too much

backward, as illustrated by palatogram 74. Palato-

grams 75 » 76 and 77 are of the same three words

again, reduced to life size. On the sectional

diagram of the roof of the mouth that accompanies

each of these palatograms the area of contact of

the tongue during the consonant articulation is

marked. Also marked in dashed lines is the position

assumed by the main body of the tongue during the

consonant articulation.

7#6.5.3 In palatograms 72 and 74 there is a suggestion

of a wipe-off in the pre-palatal and post-alveolar

zones. This is attributed to the fact that the

tongue, after making contact with the hard palate

for the articulation of [n:], moves forward quickly,
and in so doing, has removed some marking medium

from these zones, (compare palatogram 27 of the

word [tiij (tea))
7.6.5.4 Palatograms 78 and 79 are of the word [air;]

(male), illustrating the articulation of word-final

[i^J. In palatogram 78 we see a very clear wipe-off
in the palatal zone.
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7*6.5*5 Intervocalic [rj_] is a retroflex nasal flap.

It is of a very short duration and palatograms 80

and 81 illustrate the retroflex nasal flap

articulation. Palatogram 80 is of the word [mar^x]
(hell) and palatogram 81 is of the word [marjir] (a
weight of measure). In both these we see that the

tongue has removed some marking medium from zones

4 and 5 • the post-alveolar and pre-palatal zones.

There is nothing in the palatograms to suggest that

the tongue has made a firm contact with the roof of

the mouth. The tip of the tongue is curled back

and is then quickly flapped forward while the soft

palate is lowered. The air escapes through the nose.

The vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

Distribution of [i\j.

7*6.5*6 (a) [nj does not occur at all in word-initial

position.

7*6.5*7 0>) foJ occurs intervocalically, when it is a

retroflex nasal flap. For example,

[t'orjx] (cloth)

[mu:rp] (three)
Intervocalic [i\J is of very short duration,

(see kymogram 11+1)

7*6*5.8 (c) [rg] occurs finally, as in

[k* an J (eye)
[manJ (mud)

But these words are also pronounced [k'anti]
and [mansiJ respectively. Final [nJ is fully
voiced, (see kymogram 1U2).
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7.6,5*9 (d) [r|J occurs in the medial consonant group

CtnJ as in

[tjatr).1] (chutney)
[p'at^J (starvation)

7.6.5.10 (e) [r^] occurs in the consonant group [x^]
as in

[p'uj^o] (garlic)
[mcq^E J ( skull)

7.6.5.11 (f) [r^s ] - long, voiced retroflex occurs

only intervocalically. The vowel pre¬

ceding it is always short, as in

[isqi^icJ (butter)
[©i^tej (oil)

Intervocalic [r\: J is considerably longer

than intervocalic [rjJ. (see kymogram 143)

7.6.6 [g] Voiced velar nasal

7.6.6.1 In articulating [qj the 'back' of the tongue
is raised and made to touch the soft palate, thus

shutting off the oral passage of air completely.

The soft palate is lowered and the air that is

compressed by pressure from the lungs escapes

through the nose. The vocal cords vibrate,

producing voice.

7.6.6.2 Since [rj] occurs only in the consonant group

[gg] in the dialect of Tamil under survey, the

I
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exact place of articulation for [g] depends upon

the place of articulation for [ g] which, in turn,

depends upon the vowel that follows it. This is

illustrated with the help of word-palatograms,

Palatograms 82, 83 and 81+ are of the words [cnggi]
(a loose upper garment), [p'osqgo:] (you - honorific -

go) and [p'aqgi] (share) respectively. In palato-
gram 82 of the word [a^gx] there is a wipe-off in
zone 7 - the post-palatal zone, which extends into

the velar zone. The wipe-off in the velar zone is

not complete. With a front vowel following, [igg]
is articulated in the post-palatal zone. In palato-

gram 83 which illustrates the articulation of [ ^g]
with the back vowel [oj] following it, the post-

palatal zone is free from wipe-off except on the

sides. The wipe-off starts in the middle of the

velar zone, indicating that the articulation of [gg]
in this example is further backward in the mouth,

Palatogram 81+ is of the word [p'arjgi] (share), with

the central vowel [i] following [qg]. Here we see

that the wipe-off is in the velar zone only. The

post-palatal zone is left untouched by the tongue

but, unlike in palatogram 83, the wipe-off in this

case starts immediately at the end of the post-

palatal zone. So, with a central vowel following,

[ijg] is articulated neither too much forward in the

mouth, nor too much backward.
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Articulation of Tpg]

Pcm. 82

[a^gfl (an upper garment)
[TC] follo'.ved by a front vowel

Pgm. 83
[p' o: ^go:] (you-honorifio-go)

[ij]follo'.ved by a back vowel

Pgm. 84

CP'»3 gi) (chare)
[DgJ followed by a central

vowel

The Zonen;

1. dental 2.

5. pre-palatal

dentl-alveolar 3. alveolar 4. yoe t-alveolar
6. palatal 7. iiost-palatal 0. velar
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Artioiilation of

Pgm. 85
(an upper garment)

[^g] followed by a front vowel

Pgm. 86
[p^o.-jgo:] (you-honorific-go)

[^g] followed by a back vowel

pgm. 87
Q?'*DC±3 (share)

[rjgJ followed by a central
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7*8.6.3 Palatograms 85f 86 and 87 are of the same

three words, reduced to life size. On the sectional

diagram of the roof of the mouth that accompanies

each of these palatograms, the area of contact of

the tongue during the articulation of [ rjg] is
marked. Also marked, in dashed lines, is the

position assumed "by the main "body of the tongue

during the consonant closure.

Distribution of [ r)];-

7*6.6.ij. [g] occurs only in the medial consonant

group [r)g]. For example:

[p'ciggi] (share)

[na:r)go] (we)
[garjge] (the Ganges)
[maqgal] (dull)
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7.7 THE LATERALS:-

7.7.1 [ 1 j Voiced alveolar lateral:-

7.7.1.1 The tip of the tongue is made to touch the

alveolar ridge in such a way that though there is

a complete closure in the middle of the oral cavity,

there is enough gap on both sides of the tongue

for the air that is compressed by pressure from the

& lungs to escap/. The soft-palate is raised. The
vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

7.7.1.2 Several palatograms are reproduced in the next

three pages. Palatograms 08, 89 and 90 are of the

words [p'al:x] (lizard), [p'olio] (grass) and

[p'al:;b] (tooth) respectively. These illustrate

the articulation of [ l] when it is followed by a

front vowel, a back vowel and a central vowel. In

palatograms 88 and 90 we see a wipe-off in the

alveolar zone, which extends a bit into the post-

alveolar zone. In palatogram 89, on the other hand,

there is less of a wipe-off in the alveolar zone

and more in the post-alveolar zone. These palato¬

grams illustrate that with a back vowel following,

[ l] is articulated further backward in the mouth

than when a front vowel or central vowel follows it.

7.7.1.3 Palatograms 91, 92 and 93 are life-size

reproductions of the same three words. On the

sectional diagram of the roof of the mouth that

accompanies each of these palatograms, the area of
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ArtlOlllatiOn Of (ljl

Pgm. 88

(lizard)
[l :3 followed by a front vowel

Pgm. 89
(p'ol:"] (grass)

[id followed by a back vowel

Pgm. 90
[p'«l:i] (tooth)

[id followed by a central
vowel

1. dortal 2. d' Tti-olvoolar 3. alveolar 4. •oot-alvoolor
5. pre-palatal 6. pa] t 1 7. post- aV.t 1 1 . "v,i r
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/articulation of CI;]

Pgm. 91
[p'«-l:i] (lizard)

[1:3 followed by a front vowel

Pgm. 92
[p'ol:o] (grass)

[1J followed "by a b: ck vowel

Pen. 93
[p'al:i] (toot:

[]_:] followed *: " a co ■
vowel
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Articulation of [l]

Pgm. 94 Pgm. 95
[p'oli] (tiger) [ma.;lc] (garland)
intervocalic dl intervocalic Cl]

PC10. 96
[p'o-rll (milk)

final [1]

"a ■ '.'.or ■:

1. d \al 2. den ti-alvolar 9. alveolar 4. poet—alveolar
5. pro-palatal 6. palatal 7. 'ont-polat-O. 8. volar
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contact of the tongue for the articulation of [ l]

and the position assumed "by the main "body of the

tongue during the articulation of [ l] are marked,

the latter in dashed lines,

7»7*1»U The next two palatograms (palatograms Sh and

95) illustrate the articulation of intervocalic [ l]•
Intervocalic [ l] is of very short duration and

during its articulation the tip of the tongue

hardly seems to make a firm contact with the alveolar

ridge. Intervocalic [ l] is more an alveolar lateral

tap. Palatograms SU and 95 are of the words [p'ol^]

(tiger) and [ma:le] (garland) respectively. In "both

the palatograms there is a suggestion of a wipe-off

in the latter half of the alveolar zone and the

"beginning of the post-alveolar zone. However, as

the wipe-off is not clear, we cannot say that the

tip of the tongue has made any firm contact with

the teeth ridge. Rather, the tip of the tongue

seems to have touched the teeth-ridge very lightly

and then flapped forward quickly. When the tip

of the tongue touches the teeth ridge before

flapping forward, the air escapes through the sides

of the tongue, producing the alveolar lateral tap

[l]. The difference in wipe-off is very clear if

we compare these two palatograms with palatograms

88, 89 and 90, which illustrate the articulation of

intervocalic [l:]. We see in those palatograms a

clearer and broader wipe-off, suggesting a firmer
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contact made by the tip of the tongue with the

teeth-ridge. (Also compare the wipe-offs in palato-

grams 58-59 and 60-61 which illustrage the

articulation of intervocalic [n] and [n:]

respectively).

7.7.1.5 Palatogram 96 is of the word [p'asl] with a

word-final [ l]• The wipe-off is in the alveolar

zone, extending a bit into the post-alveolar zone.

In this palatogram too, we see a clearer wipe-off

than in the previous two.

Distribution of !" ll;-

7.7.1.6 (a) [l] occurs initially as in [Icu^a] (horseshoe),
[la:j3A] (profit), [lapdgA] (bribery).
Initial [ l] is fully voiced, (see kymograra li|i+)

7.7.1.7 (t>) [l] occurs in medial consonant groups as in

[ alpii] (petty-minded person)

[p'ailkairX] (milkman)

7.7.1.8 (c) [l] occurs intervocalically. In this position

[l] is an alveolar lateral tap. A few

examples are:

[jelx] (rat)

[p'olx] (tiger)

[male] (mountain)

[ma:le] (garland)

Intervocalic [ l] is very short. (see

kymogram 11+6).
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7.7.1.9 (d) [ l] occurs finally as in [k'al] (stone),

[k'atl] (leg). But it should "be mentioned

that Tamil speakers add a vowel to the final

[ l] while pronouncing words such as the ones

given above. Also, they lengthen the [ l] if

the vowel preceding it is short. Thus [k'al]

(stone) is also pronounced [k*al:i] and [k'a:l]

(leg) is also pronounced [k'a:Tt]. It should

also be added that no vowel is added to the

final [ l] in words having more than one

syllable. Thus, while [k'a:l] (leg) may also

be pronounced [k'a:li], the word [k'ap:al]

(ship) is never pronounced [k'ap:al±]. Final

[ l], when it occurs in speech, is fully

voiced. (see kymogram li+5)*

7»7»1«10 (e) [1:] - long, voiced alveolar lateral - occurs

only intervocalically. The vowel preceding

it is always short, e.g.,

[t'ol:e] (trouble), [nal:o] (good).

Intervocalic [ 1:] is considerably longer

than intervocalic [ l]• (Compare kymograms

Hj.6 and li+7) •
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la. a

Kgni. 144

Ll»<(:«J C a sweetmeat) — initial tl3

VOICED ALVEOLAR LATERAL til

^A/WVWVWWWWWWVWWVWVWWVWVV
p o I

Kgm. 145
tp'ol] (grass) Pinal [1]

N-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx OS-Time (50 ops)
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VOICED ALVEOLAR LATERALS Til AND Ll;l

" ' ; ; 1 I'. ] il ii;, i 11, -1' I" '

aa/\I/wwvwwwwwwwwwwww\aaaaaaa
J All

Kgm. 146
£j£Xx](rat) — intervocalic [11

K»«. t47
(tooth) — intervocalic LlsJ

N-JTose out M-Mouth out L-iarynx T-Time (50 cps)
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7.7#2 [ X] Voiced retroflex lateral.

7.7.2.1 In articulating [Xl the tip of the tongue is

curled "back and made to touch the hard palate in

such a way that though there is a complete closure

in the middle of the palatal region, there is enough

gap on the sides. The air that is compressed by

pressure from the lungs escapes through these sides.

The vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

7.7.2.2 Three palatograms are reproduced on the next

page. Palatograms 97• 98 and 99 are of the words

[p'o^sx.] (dot), (thorn) and [a^j-i-] (gather -

imp.) respectively. These words were chosen for a

palatographic investigation of the retroflex lateral

because [}J does not occur initially in a word and
intervocalic []J is a retroflex lateral flap.

7.7.2.3 Palatogram 97 is of the word [p'o^si] (dot),
which illustrates the articulation of [],:] when a

front vowel follows it. Here we find a wipe-off in

the second half of zone 5 and the first half of zone

6 - the pre-palatal and palatal zones. In palato¬

gram 98 ([mo|:o] (thorn)) the pre-palatal zone and

even a great part of the palatal zone are free from

wipe-off. The wipe-off starts at the end of the

palatal zone and extends to the greater part of the

post-palatal zone, illustrating a much backward

articulation of ["{,:] when a back vowel follows it.

Palatogram 99 is of the word [a^:!] (gather - imp.)
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Articulation ofCti]

PC®. 97
[p'otrxl (dot)

L[0 follov/ed by a
front vowel

Pgm. 98
[m afeal (thorn)

[^:] follov/ed by a
hack vowel

Pem. 99
[a l: i ] (cather-inp . '

[fej follov/ed hy a
central vowel

dental 2.

pre- lalat.el
donti-alvcolar 3. alveolar 4. post-alveolar
6. palatal 7. poot-p let 1 r. velar
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Articulation of i[;]

[f'a[:i] (dot)
:1 followed by a

front vowel

Pgrn. 101
[na[w] (thorn)

[[:! followed "by a
back vowel

Pm. 102
!>[:ii {gather—imp.)

[[:] followed by a
central vowel
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Articulation of L[J

Pgm. 103
[>[x] (chisel)

intervocalic [[3

The '.ones:

.

- 2. denti—alveolar 3. alveolar 4. post-alveolar
'

•

„ ,
„, VlJ.0i p_ volar

- el atel 6. palate! 7.

pgn. 104
(nan)

intervocalic t{j
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with a central vowel following ["J,:]* Here the wipe-
off is in zone 6 - the palatal zone. The pre-palatal

and the post-palatal zones are free from wipe-off,

illustrating that the articulation of [^:] with a

central vowel following it is neither too much

forward (as when a front vowel follows it) in the

mouth nor too much "backward (as when a "back vowel

follows it).

7.7.2.U Palatograms 100, 101 and 102 are of the same

three words, reduced to life-size. Each of these

is accompanied by a sectional diagram of the roof

of the mouth. The area of contact of the tongue

during the articulation of [\:] is marked on the
sectional diagram. The position assumed by the main

body of the tongue is also marked in dashed lines.

7*7*2.5 Intervocalic [ is a retroflex lateral flap.

The tongue is curled back but it does not make a

firm contact with the hard palate. It touches the

hard palate lightly and then flaps forward quickly.

When the tip of the tongue touches the hard palate

liglrtly, the air escapes through the sides of the

tongue.

7.7*2.6 Palatograms 103 and 1QU illustrate the

articulation of the retroflex lateral flap.

Palatogram 103 is of the word [0^1] (chisel) and

palatogram 10l+ is of the word [a:^!] (man). In
both these palatograms there is a suggestion of a

wipe-off in the post-alveolar and pre-palatal zones.
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When the tip of the tongue is flapped forward, it

removes some marking medium from these zones.

(compare palatograms 80 and 81, which illustrate

the articulation of the retroflex nasal flap).

7.7*2.7 Palatograms 105 and 106 illustrate the

articulation of word-final ["},]• In palatogram

105 which has been divided into zones, we see a

very clear wipe-off in zone 6 - the palatal zone.

Distribution of [ "(J

(a) ["{J does not occur initially in a word.

(b) [ occurs medially in words, as in

[p'itle3 (® typ® of c^ry).
(c) [\] occurs intervocalically, as in [p'o]x]

(tamarind), [k'o^e] (branch of a tree).
Intervocalic [ is very short, (compare

kymograma 11+8 and 11+9) •

(d) ["{J occurs finally as in [k'a]J (toddy),
[t'o:],] (scorpion). But while pronouncing

monosyllabic words with a final [ \] > Tamil

speakers usually add a vowel to the ["(,]•
While doing so, they lengthen the ["{J if the

preceding vowel is short. There is no such

lengthening if the vowel preceding [ X] is long.

Thus [k'a^] (toddy) may be pronounced [k'a"[J or

[k'a],:i] and [t'o:^] (scorpion) may be

pronounced [t'oifj or [t'os^i]. However, while

pronouncing words of more than one syllable with

a final ], no extra vowel is added to the

7.7.2.8

7.7.2.9

7.7.2.10

7.7.2.11
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final ["{J. Thus [majidja^] (yellow) is
never pronounced [majidaa^i] • Word-final

[]J is fully voiced, (see kymogram 150),

7»7*2#12 (e) [^i] - long, voiced retroflex lateral -

occurs only intervocalically. The vowel

preceding it is always short. A few

examples ares

Cp'ol?1! (dot)
[ys^sX] (flood)
[t'aXii] (push - imp.)

[mo],:©] (slowly)

Intervocalic [\s] is considerably longer
than intervocalic [X3* (compare kymograms
li+8 and 1L+9) •
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VOICED lUSTOOFLEX IATH5UL
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7«8 THE FRICATIVES

7*8.1 [p] Voiced bilabial fricative

7.8.1.1 The two lips are brought together so that the

space between them is very narrow. The air that

is compressed by pressure from the lungs escapes

through this narrow space between the lips, causing

audible friction. The soft palate is raised and

the vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

Distrlbutlon:-

7*8.1.2 [p] occurs only intervocalically as in

[ a:J3at :i] (danger)

[k'aj3o£i] (deceit)
[i?xPat#i] (accident)

7*8.2 [b] Voiced dental fricative

7.8.2.1 The tip and blade of the tongue are brought

very close to the upper front teeth so that the

space between them is very narrow. The air that

is compressed by pressure from the lungs escapes

through this narrow space, causing audible friction.

The soft palate is raised and the vocal cords

vibrate, producing voice.

7.8.2.2 Two palatograms are reproduced on the following

page. Palatogram 107 is of the word [p'atbi-] (half)
and palatogram 108 is of the word [p'obo] (common).
In both the palatograms the marking medium in the

middle of the palate is left untouched. (The lateral
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Articulation of [$]

Pgm. 107
[p'« :^si] (half)

PgEi. 108
[p'o^o] (connon)

lie Zones:

dental 2. denti—alveolar
alveolar 4. post-alveolar
pre-palatal 6. palatal
post-palatal 8. velar
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wipe-off in palatogram 107 is attributed to the

articulation of the front vowel [^]). The edges

of the frontal and lateral incisors are white in

both the palatograms. This illustrates that the

tip/blade of the tongue removes some marking

medium from the edges of the frontal and lateral

Incisors during the articulation of [&]•
Distribution of [&3i-

7*8.2.3 [&] occurs only intervocalically, as in

[k'a:bi] (ear)

[aSi] (it)

[k'a&oui] (door)

[p'a:bi] (half)

7*8*3 [s] Voiceless blade alveolar fricativei-

7*8*3*1 The tip and blade of the tongue are brought

very close to the teeth ridge so that the space

between them is very narrow. The air that is

compressed by pressure from the lungs escapes

through this narrow space, causing audible friction.

The soft palate is raised. The vocal cords do not

vibrate during the articulation of [s].
Distribution of [ s]t-

7*8.3.2 In the dialect of Tamil under survey [s] does

not occur very frequently.

(a) [s] occurs initially in a few words.

For example,
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[Batmbair] (a kind of soup)

[sQtmr] (God)

[so:p'o] (soap)

[sujrijX] (sun)

7.8.3.3 (t>) [ s] occurs intervocalically in a few words#

e.g.,

[ raBA] (pepperwater)

[p'aijasX] (pudding)

7.8.3.U (c) [s] occurs finally in a number of loan words

that occur very freely in speech. But while

pronouncing monosyllabic wordE with a final

[ s], Tamil speakers add a vowel to the final

[s]. Also, the [ s] is lengthened if the vowel

preceding is short. Thus the word bus is

pronounced either [toas] or [bas:i], tout the

word pass is pronounced either [p'a:s] or

[p'arsi], However, final [ s] in disyllabic

and polysyllabic words is pronounced without

any additional vowel, e.g.,

[sarkas] (circus)

[hasrl^ks] (horlicks)

7.8.1+ [g] Voiceless retroflex fricative:-

7.8.1+.1 The tip of the tongue is curled back and it is

brought very near the hard palate so that the space

between them is very narrow. The air that is

compressed by pressure from the lungs escapes through

this narrow space, causing audible friction. The
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soft palate is raised and the vocal cords do not

vibrate during the articulation of [?]•
7.8.4.2 Palatograms of the word [^a:p«i] (shop) are

reproduced on the next page (palatograra 109)• In

this palatogram we see that there is a wipe-off

on the sides of zone 6 - the palatal zone. The

middle of the palatal zone is free from wipe-off.

When the tip of the tongue is curled up and brought

near the hard palate, the sides of the tongue seem

to have removed some marking medium from the sides

of the palatal zone.

7*8.4.3 Palatogram 110 is of the same word. This

palatogram, accompanied by a sectional diagram of

the roof of the mouth, is reduced to life-size.

The position assumed by the tongue during the

articulation of [g] is marked on the sectional

diagram.

Dlatrlbution of [ g]:-

7.8.4.4 (a) [£] occurs initially in a few words like

[gsa:p*4] (shop).
7.8.4.5 (b) [jj] occurs in initial and medial consonant

clusters like

[k^e:mA] (well-being)

[nak^atrX] (star)
[lakgX] (a hundred thousand)

7.8.4.6 (c) (?] occurs intervocalically, as in [k'o^i]
(jollity), [vagi] (poison), [kfaga:jA]
(decoction).
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Tho Zones:

1. dental 2« denti-alveolar

3. alveolar 4. post-alveolar
5. pre-pal".tal 6. palatal
7. post-palatal 8. velar

Pen. 110
£ga.:p.ij (shop)
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7»8#Ij.»7 (d) [g] occurs in the medial consonant group

as in [k'agtA] (difficulty) and

[nagtA] (loss).

7,8.^.8 (e) [g] does not occur finally in a word.

7.8.5 [^] Voiced retroflex fricative

7.8.5.1 [2J is articulated exactly like [^] described
in 7*8.i+.l above, except that during the

articulation of [z^], the vocal cords vibrate,

producing voice.

7.8.5.2 Distribution:- In the dialect of Tamil under

survey [ zj as a fricative occurs only as a free

variant of [ as an approximant. The more

commonly used sound is [^] as an approximant.

The fricative [\] is used only when a word has to

be emphasized. The distributional possibilities

of [2^] are discussed in the section on approximants.

(see 7«10.2.3).

7.8.6 [£]_ Voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative
7.8.6.1 In articulating [p], the blade of the tongue

is brought very near the palatal region, immediately

behind the teeth ridge. The tip of the tongue

plays no part in articulating [p]. The space between
the blade of the tongue and the alveolo-palatal

region is very narrow. The air that is compressed

by pressure from the lungs escapes through this

narrow passage, causing audible friction. The
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soft palate is raised and the vocal cords do not

vibrate#

7#8#6.2 Pour palatograms are reproduced on the

following page, illustrating the articulation of

[p]# Palatograms 111-llLj. are of the words [pi:p*4]
(comb - n.), [wo:pe] (sound), [p'apx] (hunger) and

[p'ape] (glue - n#) respectively# In all these
palatograms, there is a wipe-off on the sides of

zones 3 and 1+ - the alveolar and the post-alveolar

zones# The sides of the tongue have removed some

marking medium from the sides of the alveolar and

post-alveolar regions while the air escapes through

the middle where the marking medium is intact#

Distribution of [ p]:-

7*8#6#3 (a) C occurs very freely in word-initial position#

A few examples are:-

[pi:p*±] (comb - n.)
[par^e] (fight - n#)
[pandi] (lane)
[pop:o] (toy)

7#8#6#U (b) [p] occurs intervocallcally, as in
[p'api-] (hunger)
[p'ape] (glue - n#)

[k'opo] (mosquito)

[k'aipi] (money)
7.8.6.5 (#)[,] does not occur finally#
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PGn. 111 Pgm. 112

Cpi:p»i] (comb-n.) [wosptj (sound)

Pgn. 113
[p'«- 91] (hunger) Pgm. 114

(pv9ij (glue—n.)

P1:e -lone::

dental 2. desiti—alveolar 3. alveolar 4. .oat-alveola
Pr'-6. palatal 7 • post—palatal C. volar
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7.8.7 [hj Voiceless glottal fricative:-

7.8.7.1 The mouth is held in a vowel position and the

air escapes through the glottis which is wide open,

causing audible friction. The soft palate is raised.

Distribution:-'

7.8.7.2 (a) [h] occurs initially in a word. A few examples

are :—

[hatJCAj (garland)

[ho:mjCJ (a religious ceremony)

[M:j?oj ] (hero)

[hairlrks] (horlicks)

(b) [hj does not occur in any other position,

7.8.8 [ fij Voiced glottal fricative:-

7.8.8.1 [fi] is articulated exactly like [hj described

above, except that in the articulation of [ fi] the air

is emitted through the glottis with such exhaling

force that the vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

Distribution:-

7.8.8.2 (a) [fi] occurs only intervocalically. The vowel pro¬
c¬

eeding it is anything other than [i:J and [ij. e.g

[ nafie] (jewels)

[ p'ofie] (smoke)

[ mo^ofio] (mop - imp. )

[ a^efii] (beauty)

(see kymograms 151» 152 and 153)

7.8.8.3 (b) [ fi] is palatalized if it is immediately followed

hy [XJ. ©.£.» [azjafii] (beautiful girl)

[ a^ifii] (having become rotten)
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7.9 TRILLS AND FLAPS

7.9.1 [rj Voiced alveolar trill:-

7.9.1.1 The tip of the tongue is made to vibrate

several times successively on the alveolar ridge.

The soft-palate is raised end the vocal cords

vibrate, producing voice,

7.9.2 [r] Voiced alveolar tap:-

7.9.2.1 The tip of the tongue taps against the

alveolar ridge just once and then flaps forward

quickly. The soft-palate is raised. The vocal

cords vibrate, producing voice.

7.9.2.2 Pour palatograms are reproduced on the next

page. Palatogram 115 and 116 are of the words

[rambA] (saw-n.) and [ ratfiiQ (a tune) respectively.

In both these palatograms we see a tiny wipe-off

starting at the end of the alveolar zone, extending

to a bit of the post-alveolar zone. Palatograms 117

and 118 are of the words [are] (written arai, meaning

"half") and [are] (written arqi, meaning "a blow
11

with the hand") respectively. In both the palato-

gramo we see that there is a suggestion of a wipe-off

in the alveolar and post-alveolar zones but the wipe

off in these two palatograms is less and less clear

than in the previous two palatograms. These two

palatograms illustrate the articulation of [rj. The

11* There are two orthographic symbols to represent [r J
and [rj in Tamil, but there is no one-to-one
correspondence between the two symbols and the two
sounds. For a fuller discussion of this, see chapter
II, 2*4,11 and 2,2i*12.
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Articulation of L£] and [r]

Pgm. 117
Laxe3 (half)

Pgm. 118
Laxt,] (a blow with the

hand)

Plie Z.oncn:

1. dental denti-alvoolar
5. pro- lalatal 6. pdlatal

3. alveolar 4. _oat-alveolar
, pOCt-vil tal . Volar

Pgm. 115

[rwabX] (saw—n.)
Pgm. 116

( a tune)
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tip of the tongue seems to have just managed to

take away a hit of the marking medium while tapping

the alveolar ridge once. In palatograms 115 and

116 which illustrate the articulation of [r] we

see a clearer wipe off. This is because the tip

of the tongue taps against the alveolar ridge

several times and thus removes more marking medium.

Distribution of [rj.

7.9.2.3 (a) [r] occurs initially, e.g.,

[rat:a] (blood)

[ra:d3as] (king)
[ra:i\ij (queen)
[raitri] (night)

7.9.2.2+ (b) [r] may occur in initial consonant clusters

such as

[pra:r|x] (living being)
[gra:mA] (village)

[kra:mbi] (cloves)
TP

[bratndij (brandy)

7.9.2.5 (c) [r] may occur intervocalically. e.g.,^
[orx] (peel - imp,)

[k'arxj (curry)

[maraJ (tree)

[p * e:ri J (name)
7.9.2.6 (d) [r] may occur finally as in1^

12. In all these words [r] and [rj occur as free variants
as the second element of the initial consonant cluster.
The occurrence of [r] however, is more common.

13.12+.In intervocalic and final positions, [rj and (jyj are
free variants. In intervocalic position, the occurrence
of [+>] is more common than the occurrence of [rj.
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[ayor J (he - honorific)

[t'a:rj (tar)

Distribution of frit-

7.9.2.7 (a) [r] does not occur initially.

7.9.2.8 (b) [r] occurs intervocalically. (see footnote 13)
above

e.g. t

[orxj (peel - imp.)

[k'arij (curry)

[marAj (tree)

[p'eiri] (name)

7.9.2.9 (c) [j»] occurs as the second element of an Initial

consonant cluster, (see footnote 12 above) as in

[krasmbi] (cloves)

[gcasmA] (village)

7.9.2.10 (d) [r] occurs finally (see footnote 11+ above) as in

[ai?ar] (he - honorific)

[t'asr] (tar)

[moir] (buttermilk)

[k'oip'orj (he - honorific - will ask)

Monosyllabic words with a final [r] may be pronounced

with an epenthetic vowel at the end. Thus the two

words [t'a:r] (tar) and [mo:r] (buttermilk) may also

be pronounced [t'a:r±-] and [mo:ro] respectively.

7.9.2.11 A few kymograms are reproduced in the next few

pages to illustrate the occurrence of [rj and [r],

Kymograms 151+ and 155 are of the words [rambX] (saw-n. )

and [ra:fiAj (a tune) respectively. The mouth tracing

corresponding to the segment [r] shows a few dips in
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the air-flow, with each dip followed "by a rise.

That there is a succession of dips and rises

illustrates the point that the initial segment in

these two words is a trilled [r], Kymograms 156 to

161 are of the words [are] (half), [are] (a "blow

with the hand), [k'arx] (charcoal), [k'arx] (curry),

[p'arip'i] (lentils) and [k'arip'i] (black)

respectively. In writing down the words meaning "a

blow with the hand", "curry" and "black" the

orthographic symbol^ (which we transliterate r),
while to write down the other three words the symbol

(which we transliterate r) are used,^ In pro¬

nouncing all these words in normal speech [r] is used

as illustrated by the kymograms of these six words.

In all these six kymograms we see Just one dip along

the mouth tracing indicating a sudden arrest of the

air-flow through the mouth. This single dip indicates

a one-tap [r],
7.9,2,12 Kymogram 162 is of the word [are] (half), ThiB

15. The present writer has chosen to transliterate the Tamil
orthographic symbol rr with the I,P,A. symbol r and the
Tamil orthographic symbol with the I.P.A. symbol r for
the following reasons:

(a) The Tamil orthography has two symbols and hence it
was thought that this distinction should be •

(b) a (r) and^p (r) are commonly called "the small r"
and the big r^ respectively by many an elder while
teaching the orthography to children and while
correcting their spelling mistakes,

(c) If one of an orthographic minimal pair is misunder¬
stood, say, for example, if the listener misunder¬
stands the word kari [k afxj (curry) to mean karl
[k'an-] (charcoal;, the speaker then trills the r.
It is invariably the symbol jp (which we trans¬
literate r) which he chooses to trill.
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time we see two dips on the mouth tracing

corresponding to the segment transcribed [rj.

The two dips indicate two taps - a trill,

(see kymogram 156 of the same word in which [r]

was used). These two kymograms (156 and

162) illustrate that [r] and [*] are free

variants.

7.9.2.13 Kymograms 163 and 164 illustrate the use

of [r] and [j»] in word-final position. (In
the orthography it is always r and never p).
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VOICED ALVEOLAR TRILL [r]
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I )ri b A

Egm. 154
[r*mbX] (saw-n.) — initial [rj — orthographic £

T

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa/wwwvv
a.:

Kgm. 155

[r«£xj (a tune) — initial [r] — orthographic £
H-Nose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 cps)
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VOIOI3D Al/SOLAR lit [£]

Kgn. 159

[kV-c i*curry) — lntervooalio W — orthographic x

L
_

M. i V
K

fi's*".'
L sl'i'!

' '' ''

h ,"iP »! iff*
' '

y\JvWWWWWWWWVWW\aa/WVyw\a/wv
K

<x -c « ('*'* *

Kgn. 160

CpV^ip-tJ (lentils) — intenrooalio fJ — orthographic x

T

aama/wwwwwwvvwwvwwwwvwvwv*
K k ». * t y •> -t

Kgm. 161
[kVi^ip.tJ (block) — interrooalio M — orthographio X

N-Hose out M-Mouth out L-Larynx T-Time (50 ops)
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TOICUD ALVBOLAL TRILI. [yj AliD TOIOiiD ALVKOhiR TAP L'3

/"\/V
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a. Y t

Kgm. 162
l*rc] (half) — intervooallo [r] — orthographic £

: , ..

J:.,, ''ii'ufff 'k'»i tH j! iff*
i>V

VWWVWWVWWVWVWWXAAAAAA/WWVWVN
t

Xga. 16?

[tVirJ (tar) —fifcal [r] — orthographic x

*,1: t

v/VWVWWVWVWWWWWWWvj^WVWWW
^ * a, I- av X

164
[p'ait'atxl (ha-hoaorifio - aaw) — final £*J —

orthographlo £

N-Noaa out M-llouth out L-Larynx T-Tia* (50 opa)
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1,9,5 [l] Voiced alveolar lateral flap,

(see 7.7.1.8; Palatograms 94 and 95 and kymogram

146).

7.9.4 ft] Voiced retroflex flap:-

7.9.4.1 The tip of the tongue is taken up and taken

near the palatal region. Then it is suddenly and

quickly flapped forward. The soft palate is raised.

The vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

7.9.4.2 Palatograms 119 and 120 reproduced on the next

page illustrate.the articulation of if], Palatogram

119 is of the word [p'a^x] (measure) and palatogram
120 is of the word [©£a] (place). In both the palato¬

grams there is a wipe-off on the sides of the palatal

zone (zone 6). In both the palatograms, the zones

above the palatal zone (the pre-palatal zone and the

post-alveolar zone) are messy. This indicates that

the tip of the tongue that is quickly flapped forward
*

removes some marking medium from these zones. (Compare

palatograms 80 and 81 illustrating the articulation

of the retroflex nasal flap and palatograms 103 and

104 illustrating the articulation of the retroflex

lateral flap).

Distribution of ft]:-
7.9.4.3 ft] occurs only intervocalically, as in

[aifij (goat)

[p'asfi-J (sing - imp.)
[k'a:firj (forest)
[afij (a foot - 12 inches)
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P<gn. 119
[p' a. £ i] (:no asure )

120

I 3^] (placo)

1. clGi.tr1 2. dcnti—alvjol r % alveolar 4.
9. pro-palatal 6. palatal 7. post-palatal
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7.9.3 [|J - Voiced retroflex lateral flap:-

(See 7.7.2,5» palatograms 103 and 104 and kymogram

148).

7.9.6 [i]j Voiced retroflex nasal flap:-

(See 7.6.5.5, palatograms 80 and 81 and kymogram

141).

7.10 A PPR OX IMANTS AND SEMI-V0V/EL3.

7.10.1 fuj Voiced labio-dcntal approxlaalltI—

7.10.1.1 The lower lip and the upper teeth are brought

into close contact with each other so that the

space between them is narrow, but not narrow enough

to cause audible friction when the air passes

between them. The air that is compressed by

pressure from the lungs escapes through this space

without any friction. The soft-palate is raised.

The vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

Distribution of \v> ]

7.10.1.2 (a) [vj occurs initially, as in [wa^i] (passage, way)
and ivaizfi J (banana)•

7.10.1.3 (b) [i? J occurs in medial consonant groups as in

[jewlori] (how much?) and (this much).
7.10.1.4 (c) [if] occurs in initial consonant clusters as in

[z?ja:]3a:rA] (business) and [i? jatpa:j?x]
(businessman).

7.10.1.5 (d) [tf] occurs intervocalically, as in [atfa] (she)
and [k'abewi] (door).
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7.10.1.6 (e) [u : J - a long voiced labio-dental approximant

occurs intervocalically, as in {# ay tail] (bat -

the mammal) and [dsaysij (a ^elly-like substance).
7.10.1.7 (f) Neither [vJ nor [y:j occurs finally.

7.10.2 [^J Voiced retroflex approximant:-

7.10.2.1 The tip of the tongue is curled back and

brought near the hard palate so that the distance

between them is narrow, but not narrow enough to

cause audible friction. The air that is compressed

by pressure from the lungs escapes through this

space without any friction. The soft-palate is

raised. The vocal cords vibrate, producing voice.

7.10.2.2 On the following page is reproduced a photo¬

graphic print of an X-ray. The X-ray was taken

when the writer was articulating the approximant

[2^]. The curled-up tip of the tongue, and the

space between the tip of the tongue and the hard

palate can be seen in the print.

Distribution of [3J:-

7.10.2.3 As mentioned earlier (see 7.6.5.2) [3J occurs

both as a fricative and as an approximant, the two

of them being free variants. The more commonly

used sound is the approximant, the fricative being

used for emphasis or for teaching a pupil when he

confuses between [2^] and []J.
7.10.2.4 (a) [^] does not occur initially in a word.
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Tongue-position of the voiced ret-
roflex approximant [3,] reproduced

from the photographic print of an

X-ray.
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[2J occurs intervocalically, as in

[masje] (rain)

[p'azji] (guilt)

[p'o2|p] (worm)

[a:J (depth)

[2J occurs finally, as in

[k'us^] (a type of gruel)
[p'as^J (waste)

These words are also pronounced with an

epenthetic vowel at the end as [k*u:2jp] and

[p'ar^i] respectively.

7.11 8SMI VOWELS

7.11.1 [jj Voiced palatal semi vowel.

7.11.1.1 In articulating [j] the 'front* of the tongue

is raised in the direction of the hard palate as,

for example, in the articulation of [i:J or [x]#
The lips are spread. The soft palate is raised so

as to block the nasal passage of air. The vocal

cords vibrate, producing voice. This is the starting

point of the speech organs in forming [3J, The

speech organs then swiftly move to the position of

another sound.

Distribution of [jjs-

7.11.1.2 (a) [j] occurs initially in a word. For example,

[ja:nej (elephant)

[jele] (leaf)
7.11.1.3 (b) [j] occurs medially, as in [k'asjbX] (letter,

paper), fra: j&a.: ] (time limit).

7.10.2.5 (b)

7.10.2,6 (c)
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(c) [j] occurs intervocalically, as in [majxl]

(peacock), [t'a:ja:rj (mother), [majok'A]

(giddiness) and [p'ajjsri] (green grahi).

(d) [j] occurs finally, as in

[p'oj] (lie, falsehood)

[k'a:jj (unripe fruit)

[na: j ] (dog)

[nej] (clarified butter)

These words are also pronounced with a final

epenthetic vowel. While adding the vowel, the

[j] is lengthened if the vowel preceding it is

short. Thus the four words listed above are

also pronounced [p'ojirj (lie, falsehood),

[k'asj^i] (unripe fruit), [najji] (dog) and

[nejsxj (clarified butter) respectively*

[j;] long, voiced palatal semi vowel

[J:J is formed exactly as [;}] described above,

but the speech organs remain in the [jj position

for a longer duration before moving on to the

position of the next sound in a word.

[j:J occurs only intervocalically. e.g.,

[k'ojia;] (guava)
[uejiol] (heat of the sun)

7.11.2 [wj Voiced labio velar semi voweli-

7.11.2.1 In forming [wj the speech organs start in

position for [u:J or [oj. That is, the lips

are closely rounded. The back of the tongue is

raised in the direction of the soft palate. The

7.11.1.4

7.11.1.5

7.11.1.6
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soft palate is raised. The vocal cords vibrate,

producing voice. Prom this position the speech

organs swiftly move to the position of another

speech sound.

Distribution:-

7.11.2.2 [w] occurs only initially, and that as an

on-glide when the next vowel is [o:] or [o],
® .S • t

[wo:paJ (corner)

[wo:na:jJ (wolf)

[won:o] (one)

[wore] (case, cover).
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Chapter VIII

A Brief Phonemic Analysis of the

Dialect of Tamil under survey.

(pages 436 - 465)
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Chapter VIII

A Brief Phonemic Analysis

of the Dialect of Tamil

Under Survey.

8,0 Detailed descriptions of the vowels and consonants

that occur in the dialect of Tamil under survey have

been given elsewhere in this thesis, (see Chapters IV

and VII). In this chapter the distributional

characteristics of the vowel and consonant phones are

briefly referred to with a view to grouping them into

phonemes. To establish the phonemic difference between

any two sounds occurring In the dialect, minimal pairs

are given wherever possible. However, in certain cases

it was found that minimal pairs could not be found. In

such cases, near-minimal pairs are given,

8.1. VOWELS - ORAL:-

8.1.1 As stated earlier (see 4.1.1) there are fourteen

oral vowel phones in the dialect of Tamil under survey.

These fourteen vowel phones are represented by the

symbols [it], i], [es], [e], [a:], [a], [os], [oj,

[u:J, [q], [e:J, [©], [i:] and [t] in this work. As

can be seen from the notations used above, seven of

these vowels are long (in transcribing which the length

mark [:] has been used) and seven others short. The

seven long vowels are always longer than their

corresponding short vowels in identical phonetic

environments. (For a fuller discussion of vowel length
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see 4.2.1 - 4.2.9).

8.1.2 Each long vowel contrasts with its corresponding

short vowel in minimal pairs. Seven sets of examples

are given below to illustrate this:-

[i:]and[r

[e:jand[e

[a:]and[a

[o:Jand[o

[u:]and[o

[©: jand[s

[it*4 J (gums) - [xri] (stay - imp.) X

[t'esri](chariot) - [t'eri] (street)

[ma:1cJ (garland)- [male] (mountain)

[k'ojr^J (ten - [k'ori] (cloth-line)
million)

[p'u:faKlodk) - [p'o^to] (a breakfast savoury)
[k'ott'iKhavim - [k'©t:i] (having lost)

asked)

[4:Jand[i] (an equiva- [4£i] (take - imp.)
lent)

8.1.3 Apart from this, there are several vowels which

contrast with several others in minimal or near-

minimal pairs. A few of these are given below:-

8.1.4 [itJ contrasts with [a] and [o:J.

[pi:p*4] (comb)
[papxi] (suck - imp.)
[p©:p:ij (red)

8.1.5 [XJ contrasts with [e:J, [e], [at], [a], [o:],

[oj, [u:J and [o],

[p'^fcti] (madness)
[p'e:£*i] (prattle - imp.)

[p'e£:i] (having begotten)
[p'a:£#i] (having seen)
[p'at:4j (ten)

[p'ottj'o] (cover with a blanket - imp.)
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8.1.6

[p'o£:o] (cover - imp.)
[p'u:t*o] (having blossomed)

[p'otioj (ant-hill)

[e:J contrasts with [as], [aj, [o] and [u:J

[me :1c J

[ma:le]

[male]

[mole J

[mu:le]

(on top of)

(garland)

(mountain)

(breast)

(corner)

8.1.7 [a] contrasts with [oj, [o:J and [ujJ

[k*are]
[k'o^eJ
[k'o:fe]
[k'urfe J

(shop)

(umbrella)

(summer)

(basket)

8.1.8 Apart from this, every long vowel contrasts

with every other long vowel and every short vowel

contrasts with every other short vowel. These

contrasts are illustrated below:- 1
Long vowels

8.1.9 [i:]

[p'i:£*alj (rags) - [p'e:t*alj (prattle-n.)
[isjptJ (gums) - [a:j?±] (six)

[k'isrej (greens) - [k'osre.]

[k'i:re] (greens) - [k'urrej

[pi:p*i] (comb) - [po:p*i]
[pisf^j (chintz) - [ciifi]

[i:Jand[e:J

[i:]and[a:J

[i:Jand[o:J

[i:Jand[u:J

[i:Jand[o:J

[i:]and[i:]

(a kind of grass )

(thatched roof)

(red)

(a note)

1, Six pairs of examples under each vowel heading produces
certain amount of redundant materials. But this is done
here because it gives the contrasts one sees at a glance.
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8.1.10 [e:]

[e:]and[isJ

[e: Jand[Qj ]

[e:Jand[os]

[es]and[us]

[e:]and[©: J

[e:]and[±s]

8.1.11 [a:]

[a:Jand[i:]

[a:Jand[e:]

[as]and[os]

[as]and[u:J

[as J and [a; J

[as]and[i:]

8.1.12 [os J

[os Jand[ls J

[o:]and[e:J

[osjand[as J

[os Jand[us J

[os Jand[©s j

[os]and[isj

[p* e :£*al] (prattle-n.) -

[p'esri] (name)

[nesk*4] (me-dat.)

[meslej (on top of) -

[pesr* J (slum) -

[ne:t•iJ(yesterday)

[k'asre] (mortar) -

[k'aslxj (empty)

[p'ast#x3 (grancfenother)-
[p'asne] (pot) -

[as£f] (goat)
[as^i] (goat)

[p'ist*alJ (rags)
[p'asrij (see-imp.)

[no s k • o J (you-dat. )

[muslej (corner)

[p©:ciJ (slushy mud)
[ni:£*i](having become

ashes)

[k'isrej (greens)

[k'e:lx] (fun)

[p'osf^J (competition)

[p'usne] (cat)

[ss^i-J (leaf of a book)
[isfi-J(an equivalent)

[k'osreJ(a type of - [k'isrej (greens)
grass)

[mosFLaKexcessive - [mesHl] (clouds)
liking)

[p'osj j(having gone) - [p'asj J (mat)

Lp'osj (go - imp.) - [p'us] (flower)

[t'os^oj(ear-ring) - [t'aSf4](search-imp,)
[t'ost*xJ(scavenger) - [t'4st*xJ(having

sharpened)



6.1.13 [u:J

[u:]and[i:J

[u:]and[e:J

[u:]and[a:J

[u:Jand[o:J

[u: Jand[e: ]

[u:]and[i:J

8.1.14 [a:]

[a: Jand[i: J

[©:]and[e:]

[qs J and [a: J

[QiJand[o:J

[a: ]and[u: J

[a i jand[i: J

8.1.15 [is]

[i:Jand[i:]

[i:Jand[e:]

[i:jand[a:J

[i:]and[o:J

[i:Jand[u:]

[±: ]and[©: J
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[p'u: ] (flower)

[k'usl*] (vigw)
[k'usl^j (vhm)

[k'uifoj (nest) -

[u:ro] (town)

[u: fx] (having fed -
the child)

[p'i:J (excreta)

[k'eilij (fun)

[k'cnixj (empty)

[k'o:^o] (line)
[e:ri] (climb - imp.)

(spear)

[^sasri] (slushy mud) -

Lpa:ri](slushy mud) -
[a:riJ(leaf of a -

book )

[t'etffc J (search - imp)-
[k'atfij (having -

asked)

[osfi] (leaf of a
book )

(dowry)

ipe:rxj (slum)
[as^iJ (goat)

[t'o:^o] (ear-ring)
[k'uifoKa type of

curry)

[4:£4J(an equivalent)

[pi:t*i](a note)
[n£:£*iJ(having be- -

come ashes)

[i:£i J (an equivalent ) -

(having
sharpened)

[4:fx] (spear)

[±:pi] (an equivalent )-

[^i:-!;*1 J (chintz)
[ne:t"4j (yesterday)

[a:£i] (goat)
[fc'osf1 ] (scavenger)

[u:f x] (having fed the
child)

[a: ft] (leaf of a book)

v
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Short Vowels:-

8.1.16 [x]

[i]an<l[e ] tp'anxj (dew) - [p'ane] (palmyra)
[x]and[Q] 'p'xr x](untie-imp.) - [p' ar x J (pluck-imp . )
[xjandfo] [y xj? xj (laugh-imp. ) - [pon] (itch, rash)
[xjand [o] [orxJ(hanging net

for food)
mm [oro] (learn by rote)

[ijand[© J [k'arxj (curry) - [k'aro] (milk - imp.)

[xjand[ij [uar^xj (casrt) - [woi^i] (beetle)

8.1.17 [ej
*

[c ]and[xj [k'irre] (^reens) - [k'i:rz] (mongoose)

[e]and[a J [pfet:i] (having
"begotten)

- [p'atrij (ten)

[e jand[o] [k' ejid3 al J (cringing) - [k'opdgalj (fondling)

[eJand[oJ [fc'o£e] (thigh) - [t'o^oj (touch - imp).
[c J and [a J [k'u:^e] (basket) - [k'u:£o] (along with)
[£]and[ij [an^e] (oath) - [atr^ij (male)

8.1.18 [a]

[aJandfiJ [t'arx](a weaver's
loom)

mm [$'xri] (wick)

[a Jand[e J [p'arij (pimple) - [p'erij (beget - imp.)
[a]and[o] [p'aixA] (money) - [p'oi\a] (corpse)
[a]and[o] [k'at:^] (boil-n.) mm [k'ot:xj(young one)
[a Jand[© J [afa J(s tubbornne ss) - [sfXj (place)
[a Jand[i] [k'a^x](a savoury) - [k'i*|xJ (parrot)
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[o]and[iJ

[o]and[e ]

[oJand[Q]

[ojandfo]

[ojandio J

[o]and[iJ

8.1.20 [o]

jo J and [ x]

[o]and[e J

(o Jand[a]

[ojandfo]

[o]and[o ]

[ojandfij

8.1.21 [©]

[©jand[x]

[s]and[e J

f©]and[aj

[©Jand[oJ

[©]and[o]

[aJand[4]
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[p'oj?ij (a trap)

[nojJ(coarse meal,
groats)

[k'ofe] (umbrella) -

[k#ot:o] (dig - imp.)-
n

[pot:e] (infected -vegetable)

[k'otioJ (to throw)

(p'u?*] (untie - imp.)

[ncj] (clarified butter)

[k'a^ej (shop)
[k*ot:oJ (punch - imp.)

[pet:e] (rotten leaves)

[k'^tsj (nearby)

Cp'o2jp J (worm)
[k'u.j'CQ] (cage,nest) -

[k'orxj (a mark) -

[p'or^o] (wound-n.) -

(a drop)

[k'o^xj (pit)

[p'o^x] (squeeze-imp.)
[k'utfc] (basket)
[k'arx] (curry)

[p'or^ioJ (girl)

[fc'o],1] (sprinkle-imp.)
[k'iz^x] (tear - imp.)

[k'arsj (milk-imp.) -

[k'u:?©] (along with)-
[q£a] (place)

Lk's^o^xj (old -
woman)

[k'urx©] (along with)-

[p'ari:©] (to do)

[k€arx] (curry)

[k'u:£ej (basket.)
{a£A j (stubbornness)

[k'ozjsux] (rolling pin,
pestle)

[k'ui£o] (cage, nest)

[p'aqiirj (do - imp.)
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8.1.22 [i]

[±]and[i] [k'culiJ (leg) - [k'a:lxJ (empty)

[ijand[e] [asijiJ (male) - [asi;eJ (oath)

[i]and[QJ (parrot) - [k'alx] ( a savoury)

[4]and[o] [k'it:©J -(nearby) - [k'ot:eJ (to throw)

[i]and[o] [k' x] (tear-imp. ) - [k'oz^J (pit)

[ijand[o] [kf±"t:oJ (nearby) - [k'otse] (bad)

8.1.23 Taking into account the fact that every long

vowel contrasts with every other long vowel, every

short vowel contrasts with every other short vowel

and that every long vowel contrasts with its

corresponding short vowel, these fourteen vowels

are assigned to fourteen different phonemes. The

fourteen vowel phonemes are represented "by the symbols

/i:/, /i/, /e:/, /e/, /a:/, /a/, /o:/, /o/, /u:/, /u/,

/©:/, /©/, /i:/ and /±/. As pointed out in chapter

IV, there is not only a difference in quantity between

[isJ and [x], [e:J and [ej etc., there is a difference

in vowel quality, too. But still the same symbol

has been chosen to represent [is] and [i] in phonemic

transcriptions because of simplicity. The seven long

vowel phonemes are notated with the length mark : even

in phonemic transcriptions.

The seven vowel phonemes are discussed very

briefly below

8.1.24 /i:/ alloohones:- [i:] - a close unrounded front

vowel. This vowel is always long,
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the degree of length depending

upon adjacent segments, (see

Zl.2.7) [i:J can occur initially,

medially and finally only in

vocatives. Examples:-

(gums)

[k'i:re J (greens)

[p'a:t*i:J (grandmotherJ -voc.)

8.1.25 /i/ aliophones(a) [x] - a front unrounded vowel

between close and half close.

This vowel is always short,

the degree of length of this

vowel depends upon adjacent

sounds, (see h.2.7). txJ occurs

initially, medially and

finally. Examples

[ip:©J (now)

[p'xrxj (untie - imp.)

Lt'ambxj (younger brother)

(h) In spontaneous speech, word-

final Tx ] is slightly opener

than word-initial and word-

medial [x],

8.1.26 /e:/ allophones(a) [e:J - a long, unrounded

front vowel, between cardinal

vowels 2 and 3. This vowel is

always long, its length depend¬

ing upon adjacent sounds.
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(see lt-,2.7). [e:] occurs

medially, and finally only in

drawled syllables. Examples:-

[me:le] (on top of)

[jele: jele: ] (leaves! leaves!
- a vendor calling

out)

(b) [je:] - Orthographic initial ej.

is always pronounced with an

initial palatal on-glide. [je:J

occurs only initially in a word.

Examples:-

[Jesri] (plough)

[je:rx] (laice)
8.1.27 /e/ allophones:- (a) [e] a short, unrounded front

vowel between half open and

open, but nearer half-open.

This vowel is always short,its

length depending upon adjacent

sounds, (see 4*2,7) [e] occurs

medially and finally in a

word. Examples:-

[nerip'i] (fire)

[t'ale] (head)

(b) Word-final [eJ is slightly

opener than word-initial and

word-medial [e ].
(c) [jej - orthographic initial e

is always [je] in speech, [jej
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occurs only initially in a

word. Example:-

[jelej (leaf)
8.1.28 /a:/ :- allophones:- [a:] an open vowel between cardinal

vowels U and 5, "but nearer 5. This

vowel is always long, its length

depending upon adjacent sounds,

(see I4..2.7). [a: J occurs initially,

medially and finally in words.

Examples:-

[a:rij (six)

[p'a:ri] (see - imp.)

[ap:a:J (father)
8.1.29 /a/ :- allophones:- [a] a short open vowel between

front and back, but nearer back

than front. This vowel is always

short, [aJ occurs initially and

medially in a word. Examples

[ap:sj (then) , ,

[p'a^x] (a measure)
8.1.30 /o:/ allophones:- (a) [o:] a long, rounded back vowel

between half close and half-open,

but nearer half-close. This

vowel is always long, with

varying degrees of length

according to adjacent segments,

[o:] occurs medially and

finally in words.
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Examples:-

[p'o:t,:rJ (competition)
[p'o: J (go - imp.)
(b) [wo:] - Orthographic initial oj.

is always [wo:] in speech, with

an initial labio-velar on-glide.

[wo:] occurs only initially in

a word. Example:-

[wo:na:j] (wolf)
8.1.31 /o/ :- allophones:- (a) [o] a short, rounded, back

vowel between half-close and

half-open, [o] is always short,

[o] occurs medially in a word.

Example:-

[p'ot:*] (box)
(b) [wo] - Orthographic initial o

is always pronounced with an

initial labio-velar on-glide.

[wo] occurs only initially.

Example:-

[won:o] (one)

8.1.32 /u:/ :- allophone:- [u:] - a long, close, back rounded

vowel, [u:] occurs initially,

medially and finally. Examples:-

[u:me] (dumb person)

[p'u:<3oe] (worship)

[p'u:] (flower)
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8.1.33 Ax/1- allophone:- [o] - a short, "back rounded vowel

between close and half-close, [o]
occurs initially, medially and

finally. Examples:-

[omx] (husk)

[k'o^x] (pit)
{p'u:t*oJ (lock)

8.1.34 /a:/:- allophone:- fa: 1 a long, central unrounded vowel,

very near half-open, [a: ] occurs

initially and medially in words.

Examples:-

k:^4] (seven)
[k'a:2^Ls»xJ (question)

8.1.35 /a/:- allophone:- [a] - a short, central, unrounded

vowel, very near half-open, [a] occurs

initially, medially and finally in

words. Examples:-

[at si-] (eight)

[k'atsa] (bad)
[k'usfa] (along with)

8*1.36 /i*/* — allophone:- fit 1 - a long, unrounded central

vowel between half close and close.

[4:J occurs initially and medially

in words. Examples:-

[ 4:t*xJ (spear)

[ pisfa] (a note)
8.1.37 /i/:- allophone:- [4] - a short, unrounded central

vowel, very near half-close. [ 3]
occurs initially, medially and

finally in words. Examples:-
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[i£iJ (take - imp.)
[k'iz^x] (tear - imp.)
[k'atii] (shout - imp.)

8.2 NASAL VOWELS:-

8.2.1 It lias been pointed out in the section on Nasal

vowels (see 4.4.1 - 4.4.20) that there are six nasal

vowel phones in the dialect of Tamil under survey.

These are notated [e:J, [e], [a: J, [a], [a] and [or]
in this analysis.

8.2.2 Two of these contrast with their oral counterparts

in minimal pairs. To illustrate:-

[p'osre] (you go) - [p'o:rg] (I go)

[p'osra:] (she goes) - [p'osra:] (he goes)
8.2.3 Two others occur very frequently in word-final

position. For example:-

[marlJ (tree)

[aw a J (he)

[p'a^XJ (picture)

[warm J (It'll come)

[xrik'mj (It will be)

[t'errjmj (I know)

8.2.4 The other two occur far less frequently. For

example:-

[je:J (why?)

[p'oroj (enough)

8.2.5 All the six nasal vowels occur only in word-final

position. The question arises as to how to accommodate
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these nasal vowels in the phonemic system. There

are two solutions open here:

(a) Consider the nasal vowels as separate phonemes.

(t>) Set up a phoneme of nasalisation and consider

the nasal vowels as a combination of the oral

vowels and the phoneme of nasalization.

8.2.6 Setting up separate nasal vowel phonemes appears

inelegant as it enlarges the phonemic inventory

considerably. Further, these nasal vowels occur only

in word-final position. Again, not all the nasal

vowels contrast phonemically with their oral vowel

counterparts. A nasalization phoneme is set up which

is symbolized /VN/ where /V/ stands for any vowel and

/ N/ stands for nasalization. Thus [e:] can be

assigned to the /e:/ phoneme, [ej to the /e/ phoneme,

[a:] to the /a:/ phoneme and [5] to the /u/ phoneme,

with the addition of the phoneme of nasalization in

each case.

8.2.7 We still have to accommodate [X] and [m] in the

phonemic inventory. In this analysis [X] is assigned

to the /©/ phoneme and [ulJ to the /£/ phoneme, with

the addition of the phoneme of nasalization in each

case.

[Xj is assigned to the phoneme /o/ because:-

(a) [oj does not occur in the dialect.

(b) oral [aJ does not occur in the dialect.

Similarly, [uij is assigned to the phoneme [i]
because:-
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(a) [£] does not occur in the dialect.

(b) [raj does not occur in the dialect.

8.2.8 The six nasal vowels are given below, in phonemic

and phonetic versions, with illustrative examples.

The examples are transcribed phonemically end

phonetically.

/e:V [e:]

/eV in

/a: V [as]

/u"/ [5J

/•*/ [a]

/±V [ra]

Illustrative Samples.

[e:J /ex V lie:] (why?)

Cc] /po:teN/ [p'osfc] (I put)

[a: ] /pu:ra:N/ [p'usra: ] (centipede)

[5] /po: ruN/ [p'otro] (enough)

U] /maroH/ [mara] (tree)

[raj /irikiV [irik*raJ (It will be)

8.3 DIPHTHONGS

8.3*1 There are two diphthongs in Tamil, symbolized in

this thesis as [aij and [qoJ respectively. These are

described and their distributional possibilities

analysed in chapter IV (see 4.5*1 to 4.5*14)* These

diphthongs do not occur very frequently in speech.

8.3*2 The question now is whether to set up two separate

diphthong phonemes or to consider the diphthongs as a

sequence of two vowels. The latter procedure has been
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adopted here because:

(a) Setting up two separate phonemes will enlarge

the phonemic inventory.

(b) the two diphthongs occur rarely in speech.

(c) there is already an /i/ phoneme, an /a/ phoneme

and an /u/ phoneme and the diphthongs can

therefore be considered a combination of /a/

and /!/ in the case of [ai] and of /a/ and /u/
in the case of [aoj.

8.3.3 A few examples are given below, illustrating the

occurrence of the two diphthongs.

[ai J /pai/ [p'ai J (bag)

/kai/ [k'ai] (hand)

/mai/ [mai J (collyrium)

/paijoV [p'aijAj (hoy)

[ao] /auve/ [aov e J (proper name)

/maunoN/ [maonA] (silence)

Aauva:l/ jyacma:! ] (bat - the mammal)

8.3.h The Tamil vov/el phonemic inventory:

e:

8.3.5 In addition to this, there is a phoneme of nasalization,

symbolized /VV, V being any oral vowel.
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8.i+ CONSONANTS: -»

8.i+.l The following consonant phones occur in the dialect

of Tamil under survey (taking into account spontaneous

speech).
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8.5 STOPS

8.5*1 The "bilabial, dental, retroflex and velar voice¬

less stops contrast with each other initially and

medially in minimal pairs

Initially:- [p'ai ] (bag)

[t'ai ] (name of a month)

EtaiJ (neck-tie)

[k*ai J (hand)

Medially:- [map: 4]' (clouds)

[mat:4 J (a churner)

[mat:*3 (less)

[mak: i 3 (moron)

8.5.2 [p] and [bj, [t] and [dj, £t J and [qj and [k]
and [gj contrast with each other in minimal pairs*

[p'alX] (a tiny weight) - [balXj (strength)

[t'amja:] (alone) - [danija:] (coriander
seeds)

[k'u:pt±3 (having
summoned)

[k's^ij (be ruined)

- [k'u:pc[4-J (summon - imp*)

~ [gafi] (a time or date
fixed)

8*5.3 Prom the contrasting pairs given above, it

becomes evident that there should be at least eight

phonemes to accommodate the stop consonants. These

are notated /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /\/t /$/, A/ and /g/.
2

Allophones:-

8.5.4 /p/ [p'j /patl/ [p'atsij (ten)

2. Detailed descriptions of these allophones are given
in chapter VII. See 7.4



8.5.5 /b/

8*5*6 /t/

- k5& -

[p] /pea:x]i/ [prairjx] (living being)

/apro11/ [aprXJ (later on)

[p*j /^>a:paj/ tp*a:p*as J (child)

/karipi/ [k'arip^i j (black)

[psj /upu/ [opto] (salt)

[pNj /upma:/ [opNmas J (a breakfast
savoury)

[h] A>ajoN/ [hajA] (fear)

/tambi/ [t'amhx J (younger brother)

/anhi/ [anhi J (love)

[h: J /c|abba:/ [<^ah: a: J (a tin, a can)

[pP /a:ba£i/ [a:j3at* i ] (danger)

[t*J /£ai/ [t'ai] (name of a month)

[tj Arairji/ [tra:i]x] (strength)

/artoN/ [artX] (meaning)

[&' J Aa:ti/
r%

[k'a:t*iJ (wind)

A^tai^e/ [k'at*a:^e J (cactus)

[t:J /pati/ [p'at:iJ (ten)

[dj /da:<^i/ [gastxj (beard)

,/panfii/ [p'cndij (ball)

Aa:d±/ [k'a:M] (ear)
Aa: jdsN/ [k'a:jbXJ (letter)

3.[J3j occurs only intervocalically.[b] does not occur inter-
vocalically. [b:J occurs intervocalically and this is taken
as the same consonant occurring twice. So [[3 J is assigned
to the phoneme /b/.

km [bj occurs intervocalically and in the environment [-jbV-]
where [g] does not occur.
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8.5.8 /t/

8.5.9 /V

8.5.10 A/

8.5.11 /g/

rtJ /tai/ [tai] (neck-tie)

Au:pti/ [k'urpt*] (having summoned)

£t**J /tjatni/ [tXatNnrj (chutney)

[fJ /potl©w/ [p'otLlA] (packet)

UJ5 /ot*e/ [wotre] (cobweb)

[fJ /parti/ [p' a r t *1 ] (grandmother)

tt: J /pati/ [p' at :x ] (cowshed)

w /cjjabba:/ [<tabsar J (a tin, a can)

Aurp^i/ [k'usp^i] (summon - imp.)

[a]6 /o:<tre/ [wordre J (you1re running)

Ajrarma:/ [drarmai] (drama)

ty] /la<tcjp/ [la^ro J (a sweetmeat)

CrJ7 /pa<ti/ [p'afxj (measure)

[k*j Aa: <t±/ [k'ar^i J (forest)

Ck] /akromoN/ [akroraAj (unjust)

[k*j /parki/ [p'a:k*± J (arecanut)

[kr] /aka: / [akra:] (elder sister)

[g] /gorndu/ [gorndo] (glue-n.)

/fcange/ [t'ange] (younger sister)

5. [t] occurs only
not occur.

6. [d] occurs only
7. fc] occurs only

do not occur.

before [r] where [■{;], [t* J or [^:] do

before [r] where [t^J and [(^;J do not occur,
intervocalically where [4], ] and [d]
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8.6 AFFRICATES

8.6.1 The voiceless and voiced palato-alveolar

affricates occur in analogous phonetic environments -

"both can occur initially, intervocalically and

medially in consonant groups. Hence we have to set

up two phonemes to accommodate the two affricates

and these are notated /t/ / and /&3 / in this account.

allophones; -»

8.6.2 /tj" / [t; ] /tji:/ [tJ i: J (fie.')

/artJ" ane/ [art]" ans ] (worship )

["t • / j /pu:tji/ [p'uit'ji] (insect)
^—✓ \—'

[tij ] /patj" e/ [p*at^;e] (green)
8.6.3 /&$/ [d^ ] /d^at^i/ [d-a:£x] (dar)

/uad3jp©N/ [uad^rXJ (glue used by
carpenters)

/ra:d3a:/ [ra:dga: J (king)

/pajidgi/ [p'ajidgi] (cotton)
8[d:j] /badj 1/ ["bad:31] (a savoury)

/lad^e/ [lad: 3s] (shyness)

8. [d^J and [d: 5] can both occur intervocalically.
Still they ^ikre assigned to the same phoneme because
they are in complementary distribution. The vowel
preceding [dg J is always long and the vowel preceding-
ids 3] is always short.
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8.7 NASALS

8.7.1 Of the nasals, the bilabial nasal, the alveolar

nasal and the retroflex nasal contrast with each other

in minimal pairs.

[m] and [n] [ma:£lj (cow) - [nai£i] (country)
[m] and [r{J [a:me] (tortoise) - [a:i\e] (oath)
[n] and [i\J [mane] (a building - [marje] (a plank)

site)

8.7.2 [n] occurs only in the medial consonant group

[nd], in which phonetic environment no other nasal

consonant occurs.

8.7.3 [g] occurs only in the medial consonant group

[qg] in which phonetic environment no other nasal
consonant occurs.

8.7*4 But [ji] occurs initially in a few words like

[jiainA] (wisdom) [jia:j3sfiA] (memory) etc., and in the

medial consonant group [jid^j. Since [m] and [n] can

also occur in word-initial position followed by a

vowel and since [m] and [n] and [i\] contrast with
each other, we have to recognize at least four

phonemes to accommodate the nasals* These are notated

/m/, /n/, /i]/ and /ji/ in this analysis.

Allophones:-

8.7*5 /m/ [m] /ma:mi/ [ma:m*] (aunt)

/umi/ [can] (husk)

/kambi/ [k'amb^J (wire)

8.7*6 /n/ [n] /nari/ [nafi] (fox)

/pani/ [p'anx] (dew)
/\e:n/ [£*e:n] (honey)
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/onc[re/ fwondre ] (one and a half)

[n]"L°Aand±/ ip'andij
r%m

(hall)

[^J^/pangi/ [p'a^gl J (share)

8.7.7 /n/ [rj /mar|l/ [mar\x] (hell)

/pup,/ Cp'onJ (wound-n. )

8.7.8 /ji/ [pJ /paibshs*1/ [pa:{3©fiA] (memory)

/papd-i/ [p'apdo i] (cotton)

8.7.9 /ro/» /n/ and /ry' can all occur geminated in

intervocalic position. These are all treated as one

phoneme, occurring twice. A few examples are:

/amma:/ [am:a:J (mother)

/panni/ [p'antxj (pig)

Aar|i\i/ [k'aryi] (eye)
The vowel preceding these geminated nasals is always

short*

8-8 THE FRICATIVES

8.8.1 Of the various fricative sounds that occur in the

dialect of Tamil under survey, [j3] and [ft] have been

assigned to the phonemes /b/ end /d/ respectively,

(see 8.5.3 and 8.5.7)

8.8.2 Of the remaining fricatives under discussion [s, £,

3,» c, j, h and fi]» several are in contrastive distribution
with several others.

9. [n] occurs only in the consonant group [ndjg] and in this

fKonetic environment no other nasal consonant occurs,n] occurs only in the consonant group fnd], in which
ohonetic environment no other nasal consonant occurs.

11. [rj] occurs only in the consonant group [rjg], in which
phonetic environment no other nasal consonant occurs.



8.8.3 [p] and [s] contrast v/ith each other

[pan] (pour down) [sari] (a term of approbation
meaning ,yes'.)

8.8.lj. [p] and [h] contrast with each other:-
[^qj!i] (pour down) [han] (God Vishnu)

8.8.5 [fl and [fi] contrast with each other:-

[p'ape] (glue-n.) [p'afie] (enmity)
8.8.6 [p] and contrast with each other:-

[p'apxj (hunger) [p'a^x] (guilt)
8.8.7 [ej and [hj contrast with each other:-

[sari] (a term of approbation [harxj (God Vishnu)
meaning 'yes'.)

8.8.8 [g] and [^J contrast with each other:-

[k'ogx] (jollity) [k'o^xj (pit)

8.8.9 [zj and [fi] contrast with each other:-

[mos^a] (ell) [mofiA] (face)

8.8.10 [h], [fi] and [jj are in complementary distribution,

[h] occurring only initially, [fij only intervocalically

when the following vowel is anything other than [x] and

[jj occurring only intervocalically, when the following

vowel is [xj.
8.8.11 Since [p], [s] and [^J are in contrastive

distribution, we must recognize at least three

fricative phonemes. Further, since [g], [zj and [fi]
are also in contrastive distribution, we have to

recognize five phonemes to accommodate all the

fricatives, which we symbolize /s/, /p/, /g/, /%/ and
/h/.
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Allophones:-

8.8.12 /s/ [BJ /soipu/ [so:p*o] (soap)

/raso11/ ,rrasA] (pepper water)

/pustohoN/ [p'ostoRa ]
r%

(book)

8.8.13 /c/ w /^i:pi/ pi:p*iJ (comb-n.)

/papi/ [p'api j (hunger)

8.8.14 /f/ if] /garpi/ [paip'ij (shop)

Aagto11/ [k'agtA] (difficulty)

/W0§9»/ »S|3A] (poison)

8.8.15 w w12 /pa^i/ [p'az^ij (guilt)

/ku:2j/^ [k'utz^J (a type of gruel)

8.8.16 A/ [h] /iiarro"/ [hasrAj (garland)

[fi] /pahe/ [p'afie J (enmity)

[dJ /a.2jihi/ [azijxj (having become
rotten)J

8.9 THE LATERALS:-

8.9.1 The alveolar and the retroflex laterals contrast

with each other:

[p'olrj (tiger)

[k'al] (stone)

[p'o^ij (tamarind)

[k*aX] (toddy)

12. [zj is an approximant in the speech of many, the fricative
and approximant varieties of LzjJ "being in free variation.

13.Words with a final [^] may also "be pronounced with a final
vowel - [k'urz^oj (a type of gruel).

11*. ^f] occurs only in two words - [fro^ij (friend) and
k a:fxj (coffee) and hence [f] has not "been included in
.he phonemic analysis.
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8.9.2 We therefore have to recognize two lateral phonemes.

Allophones

8.9.3 /I/ [l] /las^o*/ [latfA] (horseshoe)
/ice:li/ [k'etlx1 (fun)

8.9.1+ /!/ H J /puti/ LP' c>lx J (tamarind)

Aal/ pc'al] (toddy) 15
Both A/ and /jy occur geminated intervocalically.

The vowel preceding them is always short.

/palli/ [p'alsj] (lizard)

/pa\\i/ [p'o^rxj (a dot)

8.10 ROLLID AND FLAPPED SOUNDS

8.10.1 [^] has heen assigned to the phoneme /cj/. (see
8.5.9).

8.10.2 Of [rj and [r], [r] occurs initially. Inter¬

vocalically, medially and finally, [r] and [r] are

free variants, [r] being the sound more commonly

used, (see 7.9.1.1 to 7.9.2.13 and the kyraograms

155-161+ that accompany these two sections). Hence

both [r] and [r] are assigned to one phoneme. This

is symbolized /s/ since [r] is the sound more

commonly used in speech.

Allophones:-

8.10.3 /*/ [rj /catr^i/ [rair^i] (Queen)
[rj /kari/ [k'an] - [k'ar xj (curry.

charcoalj

/auor/ [aworj- [a-tforj ( he -
honorific)

15. Words with a final [XJ are also pronounced with an
additional final vowel.
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8-1:L APPHOXIMANTS AND 3.".??I-V0 »XLS

ft.11.1 There are two approximants [u ] and [zj. These

contrast with each other in minimal pairs.

[aui] (untie - imp.) - (weep - imp.)
so these two have to "be assigned to different

phonemes. [^] also occurs as a fricative (the
fricative and approximant varieties being free

variants) and the phoneme /2j/ has been discussed in

8.8. see 8.8.11 and 8.8.15. Here we set up a /if/

phoneme to accommodate [u>].

8.11.2 Aliophones; - [w] /vaqi/ [z>a^xj (way)
/auo/ [auo] (she)

/v/ also occurs geminated in intervocalic position.

yautfa:l/ [way:a: 1J (bat - the mammal)

8.11.3 The palatal semi vowel [j] occurs Initially,

medially, intervocalically and finally, [wj occurs

only as an initial on-glide to word-initial ortho¬

graphic oi and o and in no other position. So [w]
is not included in the phonemic analysis* .We have

to recognize a /;}/ phoneme.

8.11.U Allonhones:- [j] /ja:ne/ [ja:ne] (elephant)

/ucnjda:/ _i?a:jba:j (a time or
date fixed).

/majil/ [majiij (peacock)

/na:3/ [naij] (dog)

(Words with a final [j] may also be pronounced

with an additional vowel at the end - [na:jr] (uog).

/j/ occurs geminated in intervocalic position,

as in /tdjj©l/ [t'ajsol] (sewing).
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8.12 The Tamil Consonants - Phonemic Inventory

p b m

t d
n n

n 1 b

t 4 n 1 e ^

tj ji

P
k g

15

/V» /$/» /m/# /n/, /r/t /l/ /]/, /J/ and A1/ occur

geminated in intervocalic position. The vowel

preceding these geminated consonants is always

short.
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Chapter IX

9 SIMILITUDE, ASSIMILATION, ELISION AND EPENTHESIS.

9.1 General Remarks

9.1.1 The terras "similitude" and "assimilation" have

been used differently by different writers on language^
For example, Abercrombie (1967# 87) uses the term

"similitude" to refer to the process by which the

articulation of one segment in a word is accommodated

to the articulation of an adjacent segment. The [k]s
in the English words kill and cool are an oft-quoted

example. The point of contact for the stop during

the articulation of [kj is further forward in the

mouth in the English word kill than it is in the

English word cool, in the former example the [k]

being followed by a front vowel and by a back vowel

in the latter example. This accommodation of
p

articulation is an "economizing effort", for with an

advanced [kj or a retracted [k] depending upon the

succeeding vowels, the tongue travels the minimum

distance to reach the posture required for the next

segment.

9.1.2 Abercrombie (1967) uses the term "assimilation"

to refer to "changes in pronunciation which take place

1. See Abercrombie (1967# 133) and Jones (1964 - ix ed.,
1969 reprint, 219, f.n.2)

2, Abercrombie (1967, 87)
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under certain circumstances at the ends and at the

beginnings of words (changes at "word-boundaries",

that is to say) when these words occur in connected

speech, or in compounds". In other words,

assimilation deals with changes in word forms, whereas

similitude does not entail any such change,

9.1.3 Jones (1964, ix ed., 1969 reprint, 217) says of

similitude: "It often happens that a particular

sequence of two phonemes involves the use of a

subsidiary member of one of them which has a greater

resemblance to a neighbouring sound than the principal

member has. In this case there is said to be

similitude between that subsidiary member and the

neighbouring sound". Jones'5 examples imply that such

accommodation between segments need not be confined to

single words to be called examples of similitude. Apart

from examples like /eitQ/ (a dental [t] being used

instead of the alveolar [t] because of the succeeding

dental consonant), and /©d'hio/ (a voiced [fi] being

used instead of the voiceless [h] because it occurs

between two voiced sounds), Jones cites the examples

of a post-alveolar £jtj being used instead of an

alveolar [t] in /©t rest/ and a dental [n] being used

instead of an alveolar [nj in the sequences /'wan *Qig/
and /on £>© 'graund/. The last three are clearly

cases of "changes at word-boundaries", to use

Abercrombie's (1967» 133) expression. So, from these

3. Abercrombie (1967, 133)
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examples, we infer that to Jones, similitude would

imply an allophonic change, i.e., a subsidiary member

of a phoneme being used instead of the normally used

principal member under the influence of an adjacent

sound, irrespective of v/hether this allophonic change

takes place within a word or at word-boundaries.

9.1.4 Jones (1964, ix ed., 1969 reprint, 217-18) defines

assimilation as "the process of replacing a sound by

another sound under the influence of a third sound

which is near to it in the word or sequence..." All

the examples Jones cites as illustrations of assimilation

are cases in which phonemic changes take place. Many

of Jones' examples of historical assimilation are

phonemic changes within words - /oupm/ instead of

/oupn/ (open); /iuspm/ instead of /hspn/ (happen);
/wito/ instead of /wide/ etc., and all his examples

of contextual assimilation are cases involving phonemic

changes at word-boundaries. Jones' examples of

/ot 'rest/ and /on bo 'graund/ as cases of similitude

and of /wite/ and /hsspm/ as cases of assimilation makes

one infer that to Jones similitude involves allophonic

changes either within words or at word-boundaries and

assimilation involves phonemic changes, also within

words and at word-boundaries.

9.1.5 Girason (1962, 1969 reprint, 266-67), on the other

hand, refers to any variations in articulation, - i.e.,

allophonic or phonemic - either within words or at word/

morpheme boundaries as assimilation. A few of Gimson's
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examples of assimilation in English are:-

(1) Allophonic:-

(a) Within words

/t/ post alveolar in try (influence of [a])

/k/ advanced (pre-velar) in key (influence
of [i:J)

/m/ or /n/ labio dental in nymph, infant
(influence of [f])

(b) at word-boundaries

/t/ dental in not that (influence of [5J)

/n/ or /m/ labio-dental in ten forks, come for me

(influence of [fJ)
(2) Phonemic:-

(a) Within words

length may be /lego/, /lerfid/ or /lent)/.
disgrace may have /s/ or /z/ in the first

Byliable.

absolutely may have final /p/ or /b/ in the .

first syllable.

9.1«6 Gimson points out at the same time that "in the

contemporary language it is at word boundaries in

connected speech that most cases of phonemic changes

occur..." ^ The examples that he cites of phonemic

change within a word, a few of which are given above,

are cases in which "different pronunciations of the

same word (either between two speakers or between two

styles of speech in the same speaker) sometimes exhibit

a different choice of internal phoneme depending on the

4. Just a few of Gimson's examples are cited here.
5» Gimson (1962, 1969 ed., 269)
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degree of assimilatory pressure of the word environ-
r

ment felt by the speaker".

9.1.7 We have thus three points of view:-

(a) Similitude - allophonic change within a word;

assimilation - change at words-boundaries

(Abercrorable)

(k) Similitude - allophonic changes within words

and at word-boundaries

assimilation - phonemic changes, within words

and at word-boundaries.

(Daniel Jones)

(c) assimilation - any change (allophonic or

phonemic) within a word and at

word-boundaries.

(Glmson)

9.1.8 It is the first view that is taken into account

for this analysis here. The term "similitude" in this

account refers to an allophonic change within a word

and the term "assimilation" to any change (allophonic
or phonemic) at word boundaries.

9.2 SIMILITUDE!-

9.2,1 In the colloquial dialect of Tamil under survey, a

number of examples of similitude occur.

(a) An advanced variety of /%/ occurs when a front
vowel follows it. e.g.,

/pa:"j;i/ - [p'ast*^] - (grandmother)^
6. Oimson (1962, 1969 ed., 269)
7. Both phonemic and phonetic transcriptions are given in

the case of all these examples.

x
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(b) a retracted variety of /\/ occurs when a back

vowel follows it. e.g.,

/puifu/ [p'uifo] (lock-n.)
(c) a "neutral" variety of /\/ is used when a

central vowel follows it. e.g.,

/pat*/ [p'at:iJ (silk) 8
(d) an advanced variety of /k/ is used when a

front vowel follows it. e.g.,

Ai:££/ [k'islj'i] (thatch-n.)
(e) a retracted variety of /k/ is used when a

back vowel follows it. e.g.,

Avl:tu/ [k'u:t*o] (a wild type of dance)

(f) a "neutral" variety of /k/ is used when a

central vowel follows it. e.g.,

Ais^e/ [k'i:^e] (down, below) ^
(g) a post-alveolar variety of /\/ is used when it

is followed by [r] - [r]*° e.g.,

/ot-ee/ [wotre J (cobweb)
/o:tre/ [wotrej (you are driving)

(h) a laterally exploded /\/ is used when it is
followed by ["jj. e.g.,

/potion/ [p'oflA] (packet)
/pitle/ b<:itLlc3 (a type of <^rry)

8. Also see chapter VII, where these are discussed in detail.
See palatograras 27# 28 and 29 in chapter VII.

9* See chapter VII, palatograms 39, 40 and 41. Similar
advanced, retracted and "neutral" varieties of consonants
are discussed in detail in chapter VII.

10. [r] and [r] are free variants. See 7.9.2.3 to 7.9.2.13.
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(i) a nasally exploded /\/ is used when it is

followed "by [nJ. e.g.,

/tj atni/ [t/afri, J (chutney) 11
(;)) a nasally exploded /p/ is used when it is

followed "by [mj. e.g.,

/upma:/ [opNmasj (a savoury made with -2semolina)

(k) a post alveolar /$/ is used when it is
followed hy UJ - [rj. e.g.,

/os^ra:/ [wo:dra:J (she is running).
(1) a dental /n/ is used when it is followed hy

/&/ e.g.,

/pandi/ [p'andij (hall)

(m) a partially lengthened /p/ is used inter-

vocal ically when the vowel preceding it is

long and a fully lengthened /p/ is used when

the vowel preceding it is short, e.g.,

/upu/ [op:o] (salt)

/kazpi/ [k'<4jp*±] (a type of hangle)1^"

11. See kymogram 126 in chapter VII.
12. See kymogram 99 in chapter VI.
13. See palatograms 65, 66 and 67 in chapter VII.
14. The length of the other voiceless stop consonants

depends upon the length of the vowel preceding them
in words. See chapter V. Also see kymograms 69
and 70, 75 and 76, 80 and 81, and 85 and 87 in chapter
V.
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(n) Lip-spread and lip-rounded consonants are

used in speech, depending upon the immediately

following vowel being spread or rounded. A

couple of examples are cited below:

lip-spread lip-rounded

/p/ [p'ist'slj (rags) [p'u:] (flower)

/t/ [p'a: t*x J (grandmother )[p'uj'|;,o] (lock-n.)

/ri/ [mar^st] (mud) [p'or^toj (girl)
A/ [p'a-^x] (guilt) [p'ozpj (worm) ^

9.3 ASSIMILATION:-

9.3.1 In this analysis, "assimilation" is the term used

to refer to the process by which a sound is replaced by

another sound (the replaced sound may be an allophone

of the phoneme to which the sound that replaces it

belongs or the two sounds may belong to two different

phonemes) at a word and/or morpheme boundary. The

only type .of assimilation discussed here is juxtapositional

or contextual assimilation. In the colloquial dialect

of Tamil under survey there are examples of regressive

and progressive assimilation. The three types of

assimilation mentioned by Abercrombie (1967# 135) sve

recognized in this analysis. They are:-

(a) those involving the state of the glottis

(b) those involving velic action

(c) those involving movement of the articulators

15. Similar to the examples given above, we get lip-spread
and lip-rounded varieties of the other consonants. See
labiograms 15-46 in chapter VII.
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In each of these cases, possible regressive and

progressive assimilatory processes are examined,

(a) Assimilation involving the state of the glottis

9.3.2 In compound words or in two words pronounced

together in connected speech, it is possible that the

last segment of the first word and the first segment

of the second word will involve different states of

the glottis. One may be voiced and the other voiceless.

To avoid the necessity of the vocal cords vibrating

during the articulation of one segment and being held

apart during the articulation of the next segment or

vice versa, both the segments are made voiced or

voiceless.

9.3.3 (i) regressive assimilation

In the dialect of Tamil under survey, invariably

the voiceless segment becomes voiced. There are no

examples of regressive assimilation involving the

states of the glottis because native Tamil words do

not end in a voiceless consonant at all and Tamil

speakers add an epenthetic vowel to the final voiceless

segment of the loan words that they use freely in

speech,

9.3.4 (ii) Progressive assimilation;-

[ajido± p'a£:i] is pronounced [ajid^ipafcti] 1
(ten past five)

[k'aijidgi p'oitvfo] is pronounced) [k'aijul-±j3o: VJq]^

(it has dried up)

[k'ajidgr t'are] is pronounced [k'ajidgibareJ
(I'll give you some

gruel)
16.The [p'J of the second word is replaced by [p] in connected

speech because in Tamil no voiced stop consonant ever occurs
intervocalically.
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[p'erxjo p'o^tx] is pronounced [p'en j9j3ot:x J ('big
box;

[quo i'as] is pronounced [ausba:] (It is she
herself)

[k'ari t'erxja:?>l]is pronounced [k'ar\dcrxjasbi]
(someone can't see)

[k'ajid^x k'opxj is pronounced [k'apc^jrfio^i] (drink
some gruel)

[p'on k'Q^ok'srjm]is pronounced [p*ongo^ok• sip?] (I must
give some gold)

[p'or^ pfa:k*9 wqjdas J is pro- [p'or^bask's ^andasj
nounced (he came to see the

girl)

9#3* 5 A few kymograms are reproduced on the next few

pages to illustrate this phenomenon. The individual

words forming the compound/phrase in connected speech

are given in phonetic transcription and the compound/

phrase in connected speech is also given in phonetic

transcription to point out the segments involved in

the assimilatory process.

9.3.6 (b) Assimilation involving velic action;-

If two words, one ending in a nasalized vowel and

the next beginning with a non-nasal consonant, form a

compound and are therefore to be pronounced without a

pause between them, two movements of the velum are

required in articulating them. But it may happen that

one of these velic actions is eliminated in speech by

either making both the segments nasal or by making both

the segments non-nasal. In the colloquial dialect of

Tamil under survey this type of assimilation is always

regressive, i.e., the nasal vowel of the first of the
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ASSIMILATION

Npk

... ' ||

..M*

/^A/VC^WVWWWWWWWWVWWWVWWVVWWWWVWVWV
t' €i *1 3 X °

Kgm. 165
[t'esnj + [k'usfa] a ft < e :ngu: pa ] (beehive)

A/WW^WWWWWWWWWWWVWWWVWVWVWWWWWW
a: =5, t ^ ; *

Kgm» 166

l>:&] + £p'«ft*ij - (ten past seven)

Kgm. 167
[m*i»piji] + [p'otj^'l] m pjjtftosJt'tJ (I forgot)
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assimilation
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fkipc^r] + = [kVpasike-el] (I'll give you
some gruel)
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two words forming the compound loses its nasality.

A few examples are cited below:-

[nislX] + [kalsr] = [nirlsk*alorJ (blue-coloured)

fk'oslAj + [p'o^xj ® [k'o:l9p*ofx] (a powder used in
decorating floors)

[mainX] + [k'o:£±] » lma:n9k#©:£i] (shameful)
[ni:]!] + [k'ar^SQj^iJ * [niJtek'ar^ja:^^] (a long glass)
[ba:taj + [ua^x] = [batroyar^xJ (a cart x'or heavy

loads)

[t'a:"1 a] + iwajdjAJ - [t'a:]o^a:djAj (any percussion
" ~ " instrument)

9.3.7 Progressive assimilation involving velic action:-

There are, to the present writer's knowledge, no

examples of this type of assimilation in his

colloquial dialect of Tamil.

(c) Assimilation involving the articulators:-

9.3.8 (i) Regressive

Let us consider the following examples:

[den] (my)

[den] + [p'ostofil] m [jembOBtsBA] (my book)

[denJ + [t'aggcj s [dendarjge] (my younger sister)
[den] + [katsi J a [deggatsx] (my knife)
[den] + [patsej r [depdgat:€ J (my shirt)

9.3.9 In the above examples, the two words that are

pronounced together in connected speech involve

different articulators at the word-boundaries. In

the first case, they are alveolar + bilabial, in the

second, alveolar + dental, in the third, alveolar +

velar and in the fourth, alveolar + palatal. In
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connected speech, the last segment of the first word,

which is alveolar, is replaced by another segment

v/hich involves the same articulators as the

immediately following first segment of the second

word. As a result of this regressive assimilation

both the segments (last segment of the first word and

the first segment of the second word) are bilabial in

the first example cited, dental in the second, velar

in the third and palato-alveolar in the fourth. It

should be pointed out, however, that along with this

regressive assimilation involving the articulators,

progressive assimilation involving the state of the

glottis is in operation as well. The nasals are

voiced and hence the voiceless word-initial segment

in the second of the two words in each case is

replaced by voiced ones.

9»3*10 Many more examples of this type of assimilation

are discussed under the heading "epenthesisIn

the present writer's colloquial dialect word-final

nasal consonants are very rare. Words which have a

final V + N in the orthography have a final nasalized

vowel in his colloquial dialect. In pronouncing a

word with a final nasalized vowel and another word

with an initial voiceless (oral) consonant together

in connected speech, a nasal consonant is introduced

between the two words and it is homorganic with the

immediately following first segment of the second

word.
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9.3»11 Progressive assimilation involving the articulators:-

To the present writer's knowledge, there are no

examples of this type of assimilation in his

colloquial dialect.

9.4 ELISION;-

9.4.1 Jones (1964, ix ed., 1969 reprint, 230) defines

elision thus: "Elision is defined as the

disappearance of a sound. There are historical

elisions, where a sound which existed in an earlier

form of a word was omitted in a later form; and

there are contextual elisions, in which a sound

which exists in a word said by itself is dropped in

a compound or in a connected phrase".

9.4.2 A few examples of elision in the colloquial
17

dialect of Tamil under survey can "be quoted. The

words are given in phonetic transcription as they

are pronounced in isolation. Then the compound or

connected phrase is transcribed phonetically.

I fellow)

[k'or^a:] (bring - imp.)
[k'ondre] (I'm bringing)

[k'aspasfiAj (a quarter of

[k'or^o] + [va: J
[k'or^o] + [vara]
[k'a;lj + [baifiA]

something)

[k'o^ia; J + [k'a; j J [k'oj:a:k#a:J (unripe
guava)

eat two morsels of food)

17. Only contextual elisions are taken into account here.
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9.4.3 Many words which end in [lj, [^J, [n], [r^J, [r],
and [2^] are pronounced with an additional vowel at
the end, making up an extra syllable. This

pronunciation occurs in free variation with the

pronunciation of such words without an extra vowel.

When such a word is pronounced together with another

word in a compound or a connected phrase, this extra

vowel is elided. A few examples are given below.

Colloquial Tamil -

word in isolation gloss

[miinj - [misnij (fish)

[p'alj - [p'al:ij (tooth)

[nu:l] ~ [nuslo] (thread)

[mo:r] - [morro] (buttermilk)

[t*o:XJ - [t'os^i] (scorpion)

[p'arl] - [p'atlij (milk)

[k'a:lj ~ [k'atli] (leg)

[mo"|J - [mc^ro] (thorn)

[k'axiJ - [k'ax^tiJ (eye)

Colloquial Tamil

Compound or
connected speech

gloss

[mijn nan:a:l:e] (fish is
no good)

[p'al t*e:j] (brush your
teeth)

[nusl k'aridi] (a ball of
thread)

[moupfiofij (drink some
buttermilk)

[t*o:\ k'ot'^fi] (a scorpion
stung me)

[p'ail p*a:j9SAj (milk
pudding )

[k'ailtfalrj (pain in the leg)

[mo^ p'obsr] (a shrub of
thorns)

[k'arjderijaibi] (someone
cannot see)

[marjJ - (mud) [maxjbajne] (mud pot)

9.4.4 Verbs which end in [r] and [2^] in formal Tamil
are invariably pronounced with an extra vowel at the

end in colloquial Tamil. For example, formal Tamil
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[p'a:r] (see - imp.) and [k'o:^J (hear - imp.) are

[p'atrij and respectively in colloquial

Tamil. The extra vowel (and therefore the extra

syllable) is retained in compound words or in

connected speech - e.g., [xbep*a:rij (see this);

[abek'oisjiJ (listen to that). This is probably
because verbs in Tamil are placed at the very end

of sentences. Having nothing to follow them, these

are pronounced in connected speech as they are

pronounced in isolation.

9.5 SPENTHESISi—

9.5.1 In pronouncing certain compound words and/or

connected phrases, a segment may be added at the

word-boundaries. That is, a segment may be added

between the two words forming the compound (or which

are pronounced together in connected speech), which

is not present when the words are uttered in isolation.

A few examples of this are given below.

[mas] + [ka:;)J [maigga:]
(mai^jo) (unripe fruit)

■I O

[ma:] + [p'a^X] (ripe fruit) [masmba^A]

[auX] (he)

[auX] + [p'osuXJ [awombo:i?X] (he will go)
[arX] + [t'agge] [awandaqge ] (his younger

sister)

18. Even the orthography marks the epenthetic consonants.
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[qua] + Lk'e^'a: J [aijoggo: t*S: J (he asked)

[ci-i?a] + [pon:a:] [auopdooma: J (he said)

[na: ] (I)

[na: J [p'a:t'e J
ri [na:mba:£#e ] (I saw)

[na: J [t'a:] [na:nda:] (I myself)

[na: J [katre] [na:ggatre] (I will tie)

[na: J + [pon:e J [na:jid3on:e] (I said)

[k*a:J&aJ (letter, a sheet of paper)

[k'atJ&Zj + [p'oi^oj [k'aj^bsm'bojfoj (drop a
letter)

[k'aijbA] + [t'are] [k'a:jSondare1 (I will give
(you) a sheet of

paper)

[k'asj&Z] + [k'or^a:] [k'aij&sggor^ai ] (bring some
paper)

9.5»2 In every one of these cases the nasal consonant

that is added is homorganic with the word-initial

segment of the second word. The word-initial voiceless

segment of the second word is replaced "by a voiced

sound in the connected phrase - progressive

assimilation involving the state of the glottis,

regressive assimilation Involving the articulators

and epenthesis are in operation in these examples.
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Chapter X

10 THE SYLLABLES AND THEIR STRUCTURE.

10.1 General Remarks

10.1.1 A syllable at the phonetic level of analysis is

taken to be a subjectively delimited entity in the

speech stream. Pry (196h, 215-221) says that Ifu.

syllable is "concerned with the time scheme of

speech". In the course of this account, no attempt

is made to equate a syllable with a chest pulse in

the manner of Stetson (1928 and 19h5) though it "is

probably the best in so far as it accounts for most

of the facts..." 1 The inadequacy of Stetson's

theory has been pointed out by Ladefoged, Draper and

Whitteriage (1958, 1-lh).

10.1.2 As there are at the moment no Instrumental

means to isolate the syllable, the present writer

has depended entirely upon his kinaesthetic sense

and his native speaker's intuition to isolate the

syllables in Tamil. In this study the syllable is

taken to be the "smallest phonetic group" In the

words of Ladefoged (1967, h8-50), "...although there

is no single muscular gesture marking each syllable,

we still need a physiological unit of this size to

account for the timing and co-ordination of the

1. Abercrombie (1967, 3k)
2. Brosnahan and Malmberg (1970, 11+0)
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articulator;/ movements. There is evidence that

speakers organize the sequences of complex muscular

events that make up utterances in terms of a hierarchy

of units, one of which is the size of a syllable and

it is certainly true that speakers know how many

syllables there are in an utterance". ^
10.1,3 The syllable in Tamil can be analysed into its

components and one comes across three such components

making up a syllable. They are:

(a) the initiating component

(b) the nucleus

(c) the checking or arresting component

This three-fold division of a syllable into its

components does not mean that every syllable must

have these three components. There are syllables

in which either the initiating component or the

arresting component or both may be absent. But

every syllable has the second of the three components

mentioned above, namely the nucleus. The nucleus is

always what is generally called a vowel and the

initiating and arresting components are what are

generally called consonants. Thus a syllable which

has all the three components can be symbolized CVC,

one which has the initiating component and the nucleus

can be symbolized CVO, one which has the nucleuB and

the arresting component OVC and one which has only

the nucleus 0V0.^ The syllables of the type CVO and

3. Ladefoged (1967, 48-50)
4, See Abercrombie (1967» 40-41)
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0V0 are called open syllables and these of the type

CVC and OVC are called closed syllables. Thus

/i:/ (fly) is an open syllable of the type 0V0

/pus/ (flower) is an open syllable of the type CVO

/am-ma:/ (mother) - the first syllable is a closed

syllable of the type OVC

/pasi/ (milk) is a closed syllable of the type CVC.

10.2 The structure of the syllables in Tamil:-

10.2.1 In the following pages the structure of the

Tamil syllables is briefly analysed. To make the

study convenient, the phonemic inventories of the

Tamil vowels and consonants given In Q,3»k and 8.12

respectively are reproduced below:

10.2.2 Vowels

i: u:

1:
i 4 u

e: o:

3 O

e ©s
a

a:

There is a phoneme of nasalization, symbolized /V^/,
/V/ being any oral vowel.

The diphthongs [aij and [ao] are taken to be a

cluster of two vowel phonemes, /a/ and /i/ in the

case of [ai] and /a/ and /u/ in the case of [qoJ.
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10.2.3 Consonants;-

p b m

t d

n 1 s e

t <i n I e \

tj" n i

f

k g

i5 h

10.3 Monosyllabic words:-

10.3.1 Structure V ^
/!:/ (fly) Is the only example of a meaning¬

ful word. In addition, there is /a:/
which is an interjection expressing

pain.

10.3.2 CV

/po:/ (go - imp.)

/ti:/ (tea)

5. In this analysis V is a vowel phoneme and C a consonant
phoneme.
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Asa/ (fie!)

Aa/ (you)

/pi*/ (pus)

Aa:/ (come)

/ha:R/ (I)

10.3.3 Notes:-

(i) the C can he any voiceless stop.

(ii) voiced stops do not occur in monosyllabic

words of the structure CV

(iii) the C can be Af /, but /%/ does not occur

(iv) the C can be a nasal but never /q/.
(v) the C is only /c/ if it is a fricative

(vi) no approximant - central or lateral - occurs

as the initial C of a monosyllabic word*

(vii) /J/ and /&/ do not occur in the position of

C in monosyllabic words.

(viii) the V is invariably one of the long vowel

phonemes, but not /©:/ and /i:/

(ix) any one of the 22+ phonemes can be the C in

alphabet recitation.

10.3.2+ CW

/mai/ (collyrium)

Aai/ (hand)

/pai/ (bag)
/tai/ (name of a month)

10.3.5 Notes:-

(l) the C can be a nasal or a voiceless stop but
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the only example that comes to one's mind with

a nasal as the initial C is /inai/.

(2) The one nasal that can never occur as C in

syllables of the structure CW is /q/.
(3) There are no examples of /a/ and /u/ being the

W elements except in alphabet recitation.

(h) The first element of the V is always /a/ and

the second element always /i/.

10.3.6 V£ There are no examples of monosyllabic words of

the structure VC in the colloquial dialect of

Tamil under survey. There are words like Aisjp/

(town), /i:*/ (young one of a louse) in formal

Tamil, but these words in colloquial speech are

always /u:ru/ and /i:ri/ with a final vowel.

The VG version of these words does not even

occur as a free variant.

10.3.7 CVS

/pa:1/ (milk)

/mi:n/ (fish)

Aa]/ (toddy)

/pi:*/ (dowry)

/mo:s/ (buttermilk)

/bas/ (bus)

An: 3/ (a type of gruel)

10.3.8 Notes

(1) The initial C is any stop, any nasal except /q/.
No examples with an initial /ji/ occur to one's mind.
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(2) The only fricative that occurs in initial C

position is /^/
(3) The final C element can he either of the lateral

approximants /!/ and /\/ or the alveolar tap

/*/ or /s/ or /tJ
(I4) Any of the fourteen oral vowels can form the V

element.

(All these words may also he pronounced as disyllahic

of the structure CV-CV or CVC-GV with an additional

vowel at the end. The final consonant is lengthened

in the process if the vowel preceding it is short).

10.3*9 CCVC

/p\e:n/ (aeroplane)
/graim/ (gramme - metric weight)

/k\ase/ (class)
/g\a:s/ (glass)

10.3.10 Notes:-

(1) The initial CC is always a stop + approximant
♦

cluster,

(2) The V is invariably one of the long vowel

phonemes.

(The last two words may also he pronounced disyllahic

of the structure CCV-CV with an additional vowel at

the end).
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10.3.11 cvcc

The only example that comes to one's mind

is /rusk/ (rusk) which may also be pronounced

/raski/

10.3.12 CCCVC

The only example that one can think of is

/skri:n/ (screen).

2.0.4 POLYSYLLABIC WORDS;-

10.4.1 The structure of the initial syllable.

10.4*1*1 V
g

/u:-me/ (dumb person)

/a:-me/ (tortoise)

/a i -^1/ (goat)

/a-z^s-hi/ ( beauty)
/is-r©1*/ (wetness)

/©:-2ji/ (seven)
/a-tf©-nam-bl-ke/ (disbelief)

10*4*1*2 Notesi«»

(1) The Y can be any vowel.

10.4.1.3 Y£

/ai-3©r/ (a brahmin)
/Ql-nu:-ru/ (five hundred)

/au-ue/ (name of a person)

/au-g©-d©N/ (medicine)

The VV is always a cluster of /a/ and /i/ or

/a/ and /u/.
6. The hyphen marks the syllable boundaries.
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lO.k.l.h VC

10.h.l.5

10.4.1.6

/an-i\a: / (elder brother)

/am-ma: / (mother)

/a:e-pat-ri/
r%

(hospital)

/am-bQ-toN/ (barber)

/in-ni-ki/ (to-day)

/an-jas-jo11/ (unjust)

/al-li/ (a flower)

M-W (gather - imp.)

/ap~la:u/ (pappadams)

/ak-r©*-meH/ (unjust)

/a:t-roR/ (anger)

/a.e-£oN/ (meaning)

Notes;-

(1) The V can be any vowel.

(2) The C can be any stop, any nasal - though

one can't think of an example with /ji/ as

the C element - or either of the lateral

approximants. The only fricative that occurs

seems to be /s/.

CV

/ja:-ne/

/pa:-ne/

A>a:-rsN/

/ma-i\i/
/na-ri/

(elephant)

(pot)

(weight)

(a percussion instrument)

(bell)

(fox)

(way)
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/lat-qp**/
/sa-ri/

/pa-jpi/
/j3a:-pi/

/jia:-b9-h3M/

/d^ a-mi:n-da:r/

/ha:-roN/

/jpQt-d^as/

(horseshoe)

(O.K., yes)

(to pour down)

(shop)

(memory)

(landlord)

(garland)

(king)

10,4.1*7 Notes

(1) The C can he any consonant other than /\/,

/vj and /^/.
(2) The V can he any of the fourteen vowels.

10.4.1.8 CW

/pai-jo"/

/gau-to-msn/

/mai-ku:-c|u/

10.4.1.9 cvc

/pan-ni/

/mar^-r^i/
/lac^-qu/
/kam-bi/

/parv^e/
/sa:m-ha:r/

/tj an-drsM/

/i^am-hs"/
/do am-hoN/

/go:n-du/

(hoy)

(a proper name)

(a container for eollyrium)

(pig)

(mud)

(a sweetmeat)

(wire)

(fight-n.)

(a type of soup)

(moon)

(pomp)

(pride)

(glue-n.)
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/nam-bi-ke/ (belief)

/mt^-ke/ (life)

/ha:r-liks/ (horllcks)

/ram-bsN/ (saw-n.)

/pal-11/ (lizard)

/VVL\-\i/ (dot)

/\>a -ua:l/ (bat - the mammal)

/tj at-nV (chutney)

/paji-d3i/ (cotton)

/ku:p-^4/ ( summon - imp•)

/ka:r-ta:-le/ (in the morning)

XO.lul.lO Notes; —

(1) The Initial C can be anything except /x]/f

/%/ and /\/ - one can*t think of an example

with /31/,

(2) The V can be any vowel.

(3) The final C can be any stop, any approximant

central and lateral - any nasal and /s /.

(4) No fricative seems to occur as the final C

element.

10.4.1.11 CWC

/paur-rjo-mi/

/dair-/

(full-moon day)

(bravery)

10.4.1.12 CCV

/gra;-moN /

/£ra:-r|i/

/0 ja:-n9N/

(village)

(any living being)

(meditation)
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/nja:-j0N/ (justice)
/u>ja:-ba:-.C0N/ ("business)

/tja:-h©N/ (sacrifice)
/t£a: -z\±/ (s trength)
/c[ra!-nia:/ (drama)
/pro- ja: -rj©w/ (journey)

10.4.1.13 Notes;-

(1) The initial C of the cluster is a stop or

/»/ or /n/,

(2) The second element of the consonant cluster

is always /j/ or /r/.

(3) The vowel is invariably /a:/ or /a/.

10.4.1.14 CCVC

/krasm-bi/ (cloves)

/bratn-di/ (brandy)

10.4.1.15 Notes:-

(1) The CC is always a cluster of a stop

consonant and /c /.

(2) The final nasal is always a nasal.

(3) The V is always /a:/ - No other example

comes to one's mind.

10.4.2 Medial syllable in a polysyllabic word

10.4*2.1 S2L

/pa-r^o-ka:P9N / (rich man)
/mat-mi-jasr/ (mother-in-law)

/pan-di-j0w/ (bet)

/ma-no-si/ (mind)
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/tjon-da-r)©11/ (sandalwood paste)
/pa^-^i-kui-c}©'1/ (school)
Aa-£a:-j9N/ (decoction)
/am-ha-to**/ (barter)

/a-2^3-hi/ (beauty)
/ma-li-vi/ (cheap)

/ak-r0-moN/ ... (unjust)

10.2+.2.2 Notes

(1) The C can be a voiced stop (never a voiceless

stop), either of the lateral approximants,

any fricative, either of the central

approximants, any nasal (one can't think of

an example with /ji/) or the alveolar tap /r/.
(2) The V can be any vowel,

10.U.2.3 CVC

Ao-ta:g-g±-tJ i/ (coconut shell)
/a-i?©~nam-bi-ke/ (disbelief)

10,4*2,k Notes

(1) The initial C is either a stop or a nasal.

(2) The V can be any vowel,

(3) The final C is a nasal.

10.i+,2.5 CC or CCC

/von-dr-kas/ (they've come)

/po:-tiV"^rn-da:/ (they were putting)
Note The syllabic consonant is either /n/ or

/V or /r/.
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10,4.2.6 CCV

/wan-dr^-^ri-ka:/ (they are coming)

10.4.3.1 V - No examples

10.4.3.2 cv - /pa-^i/ (measure)

/pa-\i/ (cowshed)

/pa-pi/ (hunger)

/pa-ni/ (dew)

/aji-ds i/ (five)

/pa-tj e/ (green)

/a:-r|e/ (oath)

/wa-reN/ (I*m coming)

10.4.3.3 Notes

(1) The C can be any consonant*
, . . (2) The V can be anything but /a/# ,

and /i:/.

(3) The V can be a AV.

10.4.3.4 cc

/tej-b]/ (table)

Ae:H / (cable)

10.4.3.5 CV£

/ai-jor/ (a brahmin)

/dg a-mi:n-da:e/ (landlord)

/kat-ri-ko:l/ (scissors)

/maji-do s\/ (yellow )
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10.4.3.6 Notes:-

(1) The initial C is a semi-vowel, a stop, an

affricate or a nasal. No approximant -

central or lateral - occurs in the initial

C position.

(2) The V can he any vowel.

(3) The final C is a lateral approximant or the

alveolar tap /*/,

10,ij.*3»7 Prom the analysis of the initial, medial and

final syllables of polysyllabic words, we can come

to some general conclusions regarding the structure

of a Tamil syllable.

(a) The word-initial V is any vowel,

(b) The word-medial (syllable initial or medial) V

is any vowel,

(c) The word-final V is any vowel except /a/, /o/,

/o:/ and /£:/.

(d) The word-initial C can be anything except /s\/,

A/ and AA
(e) But all these three consonants can be the initial

C element of a word-medial syllable of the

structure CV or CVC.

(f) Consonant clusters occur in word-initial

position and rarely in word-medial position.

The first element of a consonant cluster is a

stop, /u/ or /n/. The second element is always

/t/ or /j/.

(g) Word-medial syllabic consonants are /r|/ and /s/
and word-final syllabic consonant is /\/•
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Chapter XI

Suprasegmental Features

11.1 General remarks

11.2 Stress (word-stress)
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Chapter XI

11 SUPRASEGTJENTAL FEATURES.

11.1 General Remarks

11.1.1 In this short chapter the suprasegmental features

of the dialect of Tamil under survey are briefly

analysed. Attention is focussed on two features -

stress and intonation. The present writer checked

these two features by listening to a number of words

and short sentences with the help of a tape repeater.

In addition, the intensity meter, the pitch meter and

the Kay Sonograph were used during the course of the

present research to arrive at certain conclusions

regarding word-stress and intonation.

11.2 STRESS

11.2.1 Before going Into the details of stress in Tamil,

a few definitions of the word 'stress* are quoted

from well-known writers on Linguistics.

11.2.2 Bloomfield (1933 - 1969 ed., 110-111) says:

"stress - that is, intensity or loudness - consists

in greater amplitude of sound waves, and is produced

by means of more energetic movements, such as pumping

more breath, bringing the vocal cords closer together

for voicing, and using the muscles more vigorously 1

for oral articulations". The same author says that

stress "consists in speaking one of these syllables

louder than the other or others".

1. Bloomfield (1933 - 1969 ed., 90)
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11.2.3 Bloch and Trager (1942, 35) equate stress with

"degree of loudness". Jones (1964 - 1969 ed., 245)

says: "stress may he described as the degree of force

with which a sound or syllable is uttered. A strong

force of utterance means energetic action of all the

articulating organs... it involves a strong 'push*

from the chest wall and consequently strong force of

exhalationj this generally gives the objective

impression of loudness".

11.2.4 According to Gimson (1962 - 1969 ed,, 217), "A

sound or a syllable which is stressed is one upon

which there is expended in the articulation relatively

greater breath effort and muscular energy... [in

physical terms, stress results in] "relating great

intensity of the sound or the syllable, such intensity

being perceived by the listener as greater loudness

associated with the sound or syllable".

11.2.5 Robins (1964 - 1968 ed., 108-109) points out

that "stress is a generic term for the relatively

greater force exerted in the articulation of a part

of an utterance ... stress is often associated with

greater loudness".

11.2.6 Coustenoble and Armstrong (1934» 2) observe
"stress means the speech energy which is used in

pronouncing a syllable. Speech energy is, of course,

used in pronouncing all syllables; but the term

stressed is reserved for those which are pronounced

with more energy than their neighbours".
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11.2.7 According to Pike (19^7» 250 and 263), stress iB

a "degree of intensity upon some syllable which makes

it more prominent or louder than an unstressed syllable".

11.2.8 In the following discussion of stress in Tamil,

the term "stress" refers to the degree of force with

which a syllable is uttered.

11.2.9 In English, for example, in a word of more than

one syllable, one of the syllables is uttered with

more energy by the speaker - one of the syllables is

stressed. The correct placing of the stress in words

like 'export, i'deal, exami'nation, oppor*tunity, is

very difficult for a native speaker of Tamil, for the

stress Bystera of Tamil is totally different.

11.2.10 In Tamil the stress is placed evenly on all the

syllables of a polysyllabic word. A word like

[p'ast*iJ (grandmother) is not pronounced
nor is it pronounced [p'a: 'fx j. It is just pronounced

with equal stress on both syllables in the

ordinary, unemotional stream of speech. If the word

is pronounced with greater stress on one or the other

of the syllables it sounds odd to a Tamilian's ears.

11.2.11 In English stress is distinctive - it serves to

differentiate between words. 'Export and Ex'port,

'import and im'port, 'contest and con'test are some

oft-quoted examples. In Tamil no pairs of words are

ever distinguished solely by stress. Voice is

distinctive in Tamil. Vowel length is distinctive,

consonant length is distinctive, but never stress.
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11.2.12 A few words (about 200 words) were tape-

recorded and listened to carefully several times

with the help of a tape repeater. The words were

disyllabic, trisyllabic, quadrisyllable and

pentasyllable. All the words were normally

pronounced during the recording - it is possible to

change the implication of a word by changing the

intonation and. this was not done during the recording.

By listening to these words, the present writer was

able to come to the conclusion that there was no

appreciable difference between the force with which

the different syllables of a word were uttered. In

other words, he could not detect any stressed

syllables in the test words he used.

11.2.13 Mingograms were made of some of these test

words. The mingograph was connected to an electric

aerometer, a Frjtfkjeer-Jensen Trans pitch meter and a
"Jensen

Fr/kjaer-^intensity meter and eight channels of the
mingograph were used. The expiratory air-flow

through the mouth during speech, the expiratory

air-flow through the nose during speech and the

vibrations (or the lack of any) of the vocal cords

are registered on the three bottom lines of these

mingograms. This was done in order to be able to

segment these iitterances and check the intensity/

pitch of a particular voiced segment.

11.2.14 These mingograms were studied carefully and the

intensity of the syllabic nucle/i calculated. It is
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worthwhile quoting Fry (1968, 384-385) in this

connection, "The measuring of speech intensity

presents .,, problems •., the difficulty is to know

exactly what ought to he measured. Since we are

interested in intensity as the correlate of loudness,

we may begin by saying that we need to know the

total amount of acoustic energy arriving at the

listener's ear at a given moment, but the question

immediately arises as to which moment, or more

precisely, how long is the 'moment' to be A

partial answer to such questions is given by saying

that generally the intensity measurements we are

most interested in are relative measurements.

These would show how sounds differ in intensity in

one continuous utterance or how the 'same' sound

differs in different utterances..,"

11.2.15 Two main difficulties were encountered when an

attempt was made to measure the intensity of syllabic

(f) nucleoli in various words. The intensity curve as
recorded by the mingograph is not a clean line - it

is a spiky line with several ups and downs. The

calibration given for intensity (the calibration sheet

is reproduced after the mingograms are reproduced

a little later in this chapter) is presumably made

with a fairly high frequency input ana that is wliy

it shows as a clean line. The question arises as to

how one should use a calibration sheet which shows

intensity in clean straight lines to measure
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Intensity which is recorded as anything "but a

straight line, "/hat we have done is to sketch a

line through the middle of the oscillation on the

trace. There is one qualification to he made - we

have ignored the usual non-symmetrical nature of

the speech acoustic wave.

11.2,16 The second difficulty was the one described by

Pry quoted above. The first vowel in the word

[p'a:t*xJ (grandmother), for example, has a duration
of 210 m.secs. and the same vowel has an intensity

range of 6 db over this duration (46 db at the

beginning, 44 db in the middle and 40 db towards

the end). We have decided to take it as 44 db. It

is a fairly arbitrary decision, but there seems to

be one justification. Looking at the other

intensity tracing (the one showing the intensity

that has been passed through a HP filter - with

the lower ranges of intensity not recorded at

all) it does seem to have a peak at this level.

So in all measurements of intensity, the middle

of the vowel has been chosen and the intensity

at this moment has been calculated.

The calculations are tabulated below:-
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11.2.17 Table 22i-

Disyllabic words (both short vowels)

Word used

Intensity of
vowel -

I syllable
(decibels)

Intensity of
vowel -

II syllable
(decibels)

[p'at:IJ (cowshed) 40 43

[k'at:iJ (tie - imp.) h2 40

[p'atsi] (silk) U3 40

[t'aptij (fault) 43 4°

[at:e] (aunt) 43 42

Ijc'otso J (dig - imp.) 46 45

[k'ot:o] (punch - imp.) 46 45

[p'it:i] (madness) 44 43

[p'erij (beget - imp.) 43 44

[p'ot:o] (cover - imp.) 47 47

(scold - imp.) 43 43

[k'otiij (having lost) 47 45

[k'afij (bite - imp.) 45 43

[p'a^i] (measure) 44 42

[op:oJ (salt) 46 45

LjclxJ (rat) 45 43

[xpjoj (now) 43 44

[am:a:] (mother) 45 44

[ap:a:J (father) 46 46
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11.2.18 Table 23:-

Disyllabic words (one long vowel & one short vowel)

Word used
Intensity of
vowel -

I syllable
(decibels)

Intensity of
vowel
II syllable

(decibels)

[p'asf1] (grandmother) 44 42

[k'arfij (show - imp.) 44 40

[l<*u:t*o] (a wild type of
dancing)

hi 45

[p* i:t*ol ](rags) 45 43

[p'errij (name) 44 43

[p'o:t*o] (cover with a
blanket - imp.)

43 44

Lt'irt'i] (shazpen - imp.)
in "

46 44

(having asked) 47 45

[a:me] (tortoise) 47 44

[u:t*oJ (pour - imp.) 46 44

[u:^i] (needle) 47 44

[aifij (goat) 48 46

[a:ri] (six) 48 46

[irpol] (ants) 44 43

[sir^xj (ladder) b5 43

(an equivalent) 46 44

(spear) 46 43

[3:251] (seven) 45 44

[k*a:f4] (forest) 48 45

[p'ojfoj (put - imp*) 47 45
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Trisyllabic words.

Word used

Intensity of
vowel - I
syllable
[decibels)

Intensity of
vowel - II
syllable
(decibels)

Intensity of
vowel • III
syllable
(decibels)

Lk* arik'ol j (clouds) 48 48 46

[mok*a:lxj (a three-
legged
stool)

43 46 43

[p'orot* a J( suitability i 1+3 45 45

[p'ofa:]!] (array) 42 47 47

[at*o3T,a:J (eight
annas)

1+0 42 42

[t*ak*a:l^z] (tomatoes I 1+1+ 47 43

[k'arip'i] (black) 44 43 43

[p'arip-i] (lentils) 45 43 43

[p'a^xp*±] (studies) 45 42 43

[man:xp*ij (forgive¬
ness)

44 42 44

foosmbe: j?i] (lazy
person)

43 43 42

[k'a^it'i] (neck) 45 44 43

[k'at'a:2^eJ (cactus) 45 48 42
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Quadrisyllable words

Word used

Intensity
of vowel-

Intensity
of vowel -

Intensity
of vowel -

Intensity
of vowel -

I syllable
(decibels)

II syllable
(decibels)

III syllable
decibels)

IV syllable
decibels)

Lp' ar^ak'airA] 41 42 46 45

(rich man)

Lp<a"L:ik*u:];A J i<4 42 46 45

(school)

Lt * ar^ova: "^AJ 42 43 46 46
(rails)

Lwar^k'a: I?A j 40 45 47 40

(cartman)

[tfi dambar/i] 43 45 44 45

(name of a
town)

[p'x t'ik'o^x J 42 44 43 41

(mad man)

[t1crik*u:t*o] - 43 44 46 42

(a kind of
village

entertainment)



Wordused

Intensity ofvowel- Isyllable (decibels)
Intensity ofvessel- IIsyllable decibels)

Intensity ofvowel- insyllable (decibels)
Intensity ofvowel- IVsyllable (decibels)

Intensity ofvowel- Vsyllable decibels)

[man9k*aipk*i]

38

43

244

44

46

(mentalarithmetic) [k'ar^ek*ip'i^seJ

42

43

244

44

45

(accountant) [p'ait'xjsk^arrlJ
46

43

43

48

46

(madman) [o^ivat'asri]

Uh

44

46

47

44

(seventysix)
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11.2.22 In Table 22 which tabulates the intensity of

the two vowels in disyllabic words we see that both

the vowels are short. In most of the examples, we

see no difference at all in the intensity of the

two vowels. In some there is a difference of one

decibel and in some two decibels. In three

examples there is a difference of three decibels.

11.2.23 In Table 23 we have disyllabic words, but

the vowels in the first syllables are long and

those in the second syllables are short. Except

in one example, the vowels in the first syllables

are of a higher intensity than the ones in the

second syllables. Here again, the maximum

difference in intensity between the two vowels in

a word is two decibels. This difference we come

across in the word [k'asfi] (show - imp.). This

is understandable because [as J which has an

intensity of 44 decibels (in this case) is an open

vowel and [i] which has an intensity of 40 decibels

(in this case) is a vowel which is nearly close.

The higher intensity of the vowels in the first

syllables is attributed to the vowel length.

'11.2.24 Table 24 shows the intensity of the three

vowels in each trisyllabic word. Except in one

word [p'at*a:"[A] (army) where there is a difference
of five decibels between the vowel of the first

syllable and those of the second and third syllables,
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we see a difference of two to three decibels

between the intensity of the vowels. .Again we

see here that the intensity of the open vowels is

slightly higher than that of the close vowels. Long

vowels too show a higher intensity than short

vowels.

11.2.25 Tables 25 and 26 show the intensity of various

vowels in polysyllabic words. Here again we see

Ca:J (open long vowel) showing the highest

intensity, the other long vowels showing higher

intensities and short and close vowels showing

least intensities.

11.2.26 A few of these raingograms are reproduced in

the next few pages. The intensity meter used

(the Frjzftcjaer Jensen one) can record intensity

from 20 decibels to 50 decibels, calibrated in 2

decibels. The calibration sheet used has also

been reproduced, immediately after the mingograms.

The relevant intensity ranges have been marked

on the left hand corder of each of the mingogram

reproduced in this chapter.
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WORD-STRESS ADD INTENSITY

950
*fi** I© C-l—1 * I*©*" '' —

[p'afrL] (cowshed) (Grandmother)
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WORD-STRESS AMD INTENSITY
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WORD-STRESS AND INTENSITY

-rW io c-»%* * '»««•
115:* 954

Qsctllo $T*y*.

fu«jAVMCAt«l M '^1

K^o^svtj -HP

Ufc^vlj - fjt 0«

Nosa aw-fLa

N«iJ(» HW - |(»i9 — OyJt

4*i 1

I®*-

(Mi

S5>

I

I

I

I

I
I

fVJ 4-_
to'1

I Hi,1(1
fl
(I
w

Hgm. 5

[k'o\f] (punch^imp.)
Mgm. 6

[k'u:t*o] (a wild type
of dance)
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WORD—STRESS AND INTENSITY

lo C-tHA ■ t Is _L_

Osd IW> 3 r*.wv

uu~»ck- H P- f<ie, 58J
4«

UvUv\Stifcj -

bUu. aXri- fl**3 - Out

aXrt ~ fUj - Oi~t

Mgm. 7

[p'r t:i] (madness)
Mgm* 8

(rags)
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WORD-STRESS AND INTENSITY

it () a _ b2

[p'ot:»] (cover-imp.)

Kgm. 10

[p'Oit-o] (cover with a
blanket-imp.)
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WORD-STRESS AND HITi^NSITY

964 . au:
1W lotf-m- » l»«c- . iv

OscilU^yatM*

IwWvitdy - H P- fcttir'
At

IwfevtS t\y — jxM.

Not*, a** - J^AhS - Oi~tr

-MouJCw ati-JfUo-

*yy rvK

Mgm. 11

[t'££:£] (scold-imp.)
Mgm. 12

[t1 £: t# ij (sharpen¬
ing.)
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11.2.27 Now an Interesting question arises. What is

the minimum difference of intensity one can fix

between the two vowels of a disyllabic word, the

three vowels of a trisyllabic word etc., exceeding

which one can say that one of the syllables is
7

stressed; If the Tables above show absolutely

no difference at all between the intensities of

the vowels in various syllables, one can

conveniently and confidently declare that all

syllables in a word are equally stressed. But as

we can see from the Tables, this is not the case.

Can we then fix the difference in intensity between

the tv/o vowels in a word to be one decibel and say

that if the difference exceeds one, then one of the

syllables is stressed ? Before answering these

questions, we have to consider the circumstances

under which a syllable is stressed in Tamil,

11.2.28 Stress is used both in individual words and in

connected speech in Tamil. In individual words,

stress is used for emphasis. There are minimal

pairs contrasting /l/, /\/t /%/ and /\/. Should
a pupil or a listener misunderstand the hearer, the

speaker emphasizes the syllable in which the sound

he originally used occurs. There are four words

contrasting the above-mentioned four phonemes.

/tale/ [t'ale] (head)
« rs )

/ta\e/ [t' a^e ] (bondage )
/taz\e/ [t'a^ej (leaf)
/ta<\e/ [t'a^e] (a barrier, an obstacle)
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If the speaker says [t'ale] and the hearer mis¬

understands this word to mean something else, then

the speaker will stress the second syllable of

this word and pronounce it [t'a'lej.

11*2,29 Such emphatic stress is not confined to any

particular syllable. If [a^e J (a type of cake)
and [ofe ] (weight), [p'atti] (ten)and [p'a:£*i]
(having seen) are misunderstood or confused one

for the other, then the first syllable of the word

meant by the speaker is stressed. If a pupil

uses the ordinary III person singular ending

instead of the honorific ending in a polysyllabic

word, then the last syllable is stressed by the

teacher thus:

not [p'arpk'a: frA] but [p'ar^ok'a:'r©r ]
(rich man) (rich man - honorific)

not Ivande'^A] but [vanda'^sr]

(the one who came) (the one who came-honorific)

11.2,30 A listener, if he is not clear about what he

has heard a speaker say, may repeat the word that

he thinks he has heard and another one very near

it in pronunciation. While doing so, he stresses

that syllable in each of the words that are

responsible for the confusion, A few examples

are cited below, with the stress mark [*] placed

before the syllables that are stressed.
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[Votsija: ,p'o:t*^ja:J
(Did you say 'box' or 'competition' ?)

['t'o^ija: 't'u:|x;ja:]
n «

(Did you say 'a drop* or *a cloth cradle'?)

11,2.31 A few mingograms were taken of such expressions

and the intensity of the vowels calculated. These

sentences are given below, with the intensity of

the vowel (in decibels) marked under each vowel

symbol.

(1) [p'at'ija: p'a: t ** ja: J
44 42 42 48 42 38

(Did you say 'cowshed' or 'grandmother'?)

(2) [mo|*eja: mutfcjas]
46 I46 38 49 i|4 36

(Did you say 'an egg* or 'a bundle'?)

(3) [masqgQjjax t'eigga:ja:]
44 42 40 46 44 38

(is it 'mango' or 'coconut' that you said?)

(4-) [p'ot'oniajas p'o:t*on:9ja:]
U8 U2 U2 Zj2 47 42 40 36

(Did you say 'cover' or 'cover with a blanket'?)

(5) [k'ot'svona! k*o:t'Q^ona:J
hi 10 42 44 48 44- 42 38

(Did you say 'the one who is bad' or 'the one

who asked'?)

(6) ['kofe k'or^e *l:e]
46 38 48 35 40 40

(I said 'umbrella' not 'summer')
A few of these mingograms are reproduced in the

next few pages.
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W0RD-3TRB33 AND INTENSITY
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WORD—STRI333 AND INTENSITY
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[k aJ'aamA.: k» :t*av#n*-:] (Did you say
•bad man* or •the one who asked1?)
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11.2.32 In these expressions, the stressed vowel has

a considerably higher intensity. The difference

"between the intensity of the vowel in the syllable

that is deliberately stressed by the speaker and

that of the vowels in the other syllables is

appreciable. There is a difference of six, eight,

or even ten decibels in some cases. Comparing

these differences with the differences (if any)

that we saw in Tables 22-26, one can say that in

normal utterances, no syllable of a Tamil word is

particularly stressed.

11.3 Sentence stress

11.3*1 In normal unemotional speech, a short sentence

in Tamil is like a big polysyllabic word. No

syllable in any single word receives any special

stress. Thus a sentence like "He is a boy" is

uttered without any undue stress on any syllable

thus j

[awa wojpq p'aijA]
(he a boy)

and similarly the sentence "the grandmother who

lives next door came" is pronounced

[p'ak^et*! 4p*a:t*r wandasJ
( next house grandmother came)

11,3.2 But it is possible that the context requires

a particular word in a sentence emphasised. Thus
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a sentence like "she is my younger sister" may be

pronounced

[auo jen t'arjge]
(she my younger sister)

which would imply an ordinary, matter-of-fact

statement, or

fat?3 jen t'arjgej (i.e., the one I am pointing,

not the other one standing next

to her).

or [au© jen t'crgge] (not the other man's who is here)
r\

or [aua jen t'a-Qge j (not my cousin)

11,4 INTONATION:-

11.4.1 The following is a preliminary attempt at a

scientific and methodical study of intonation in

Tamil. To the present writer's knowledge there is
x J,

no account of Tamil intonation by any linguist.

The present study is thus a first attempt at making

2. There is no need to stress younger as "she is my younger
sister" (and not elder sister) in Tamil, for there are
two different lexical items, one iak:a:J (elder sister)
and [t'aqgej (younger sister).

3. Meenakshisundaran (1965,209) and Shanmugam (1970,12-13)
have a few words to say about intonation in Tamil.

4. Cf. Zvelebil (1970, 41): "Intonation plays an important
role in Dravidian. Though the features of pitch and
accent have not yet at all been studied in any Dravidian
language, one tiling is certain: while there is probably
not a (dynamic) stress contrast in any Dravidian language
present, we oannot speak at all about intonationless speech
when discussing Dravidian; in forming questions or
expressing different emotions, the movable pitch of the
voice plays an important part, at least on the
'metalinguistic' plane. The problem still remains to be
worked out in detail".
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some valid statements on this important prosodic

feature of Tamil,^
ll.h»2 Intonation in Tamil plays a grammatical and not

a lexical function. In other words, Tamil is an

intonation language and not a tone language - as

Chinese, Vietnamese or Punjabi. A tone language is

one in which intonation carries lexical meaning. To

cite an example, in Punjabi (a language spoken in

the Punjab in India) a word said in one tone has one

meaning and the same word, said in a different tone,

has another meaning. [mSJ in this language means

"I" if said on a level tone and "buffalo" if said in

a falling tone. In Tamil, on the other hand,

intonation has no such lexical function. But it is

possible to make grammatical contrasts in Tamil by

changing the intonation. For example, [ap:a: xl:e]
said with a falling intonation, means "father is not

here". If the same two words are said with a risii^j

intonation, they mean "Isn't father here?" Taking

single words into consideration, [xl:e] said with a

falling intonation means "no" and the same word, said

with a rising intonation, means "no?" or "isn't it?"

Again [k*a:t"4], if said on a level pitch thus "ZZTHZ
or on a falling pitch thu3 —\ means "wind" and

the same word, if said on a rising pitch thus ■—/
5. Zvelebil (1971, hi) mentions a short paper by S.G.Pudin,

"Zamechanija o tamil'skom Slovesnom Udarenii" [Remarks on
Tamil word-stress] but the present writer could not get
this paper,

6. This information is from Sethi (1971, i).
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means "the wind?" - as if the hearer repeats this

word out of the many words that he has heard and he

wants to know what exactly the speaker said about

the wind.

11.if.3 To study the intonation of Tamil, several

sentences of various types - assertive sentences,

interrogative sentences of the wh- type and "yes/no"

type, imperative sentences expressing commands,

suggestions etc., and exclamatory sentences - were

taped. The sentences were not taped in any order -

the list did not contain assertive sentences,

interrogative sentences, imperative sentences and

exclamatory sentences in this order. The sentences

were thoroughly mixed in order to avoid the

possibility of the ear getting used to one particular

type of intonation by listening to the same type of

sentence over and over again. The sentences were

listened to with the help of a tape repeater and

the intonation pattern was noted down using the

line pitch notation.

11.4.if A word perhaps ought to be said about the line

pitch notation employed in this chapter. In English

we have seen the dot and line pitch notation employed

to indicate the intonation pattern. For example,

the intonation of English sentences like "when can I

see you?" and "It won*t take much of my time" can be

represented thus: ^
7. T'oth these English examples are from Ooustenoble and

Armstrong {fg31)> 60-61).
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' '

\

'When can I 'see you a'galn ?

' — ' • X

It 'wont take 'much of my 'time.

In this type of visual representation of the pitch

pattern, stressed syllables are marked with a dash

and unstressed syllables with a dot. But, as

pointed out earlier, in Tamil, in non-emphatic

unemotional speech, no distinction is made between

syllables as far as the energy expended in uttering

them is concerned, A short Tamil sentence like

[ai?©r ;jc maimas] (he is my maternal uncle)

sounded to the present writer's ears (when he

listened to such sentences with the help of the tape

repeater) like:

[awor jc ma:ma:J
with a gradual increase in pitch till the penultimate

syllable is reached and there is a fall in the

final syllable, A question like "what is your name?",

if asked in a rising intonation (this is discussed

later), sounded like

[worn pe: ren: J7
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with a gradual increase in pitch with every syllable

and then a sharp rise in the last syllable. Hence

the pitch pattern of sentences was taken down using

the line notation.

11.4.5 The pitch pattern of some of the sentences, as

taken down while listening to them, are reproduced

below.

ll.i{..6 I Assertive sentences.

(1) \

[qva jen t'ambij (he is my younger brother)

(2) — \

[ap:a: il:eJ (Father is not here)

\

[p'a:t»ip»o:n: i p'a£:it*arojid3on:e ]
(I told him ten times to be careful while going)

(4) - - - _

x ~~ _
[xrjgc k'a:t:e:
(you get absolutely no breeze here)

(5)

[na:m p'ti^jik^uifambo: re J
(I'm going to school)
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<6) ~

[t'o:p*ole woti?omxl:eJ
n

(There is no "body in the grove)

(7) _ _

x

[p'asfxje p'at:iilej3a;t:e J
(I saw grandmother in the cowshed)

(8) ~
1

Ip'a: pat tisleJ3a:t e J
(I saw grandmother in the cowshed)

(9) ~ ~
-

- -

x

Lk'a: t'ffi su:rxjonra woronaiX paifle0ottxifti&i]
(The wind and the sun were one day disputing)

(10) — _

\

Lka:t*£

(The wind
na:nda:mberx;joi?on;i<bi]

said *1 am the stronger*)

(11) " __ _

x

[ su:njA
(The sun

na: nda: mben Jswon:1H]
nn

said 'j. am the stronger')

(12)

[ap:o woro va^xp*o:k*A ixindarj
(Then a passer-by came there)
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11.4.7 II Wh- Questions:-

(13) __ — —
x

[worn pe:j»en:o] (what is your name?)

(liO - — \

Lna:\ek*x 9ggej3o:re J
(where are you going tomorrow!)

(15)
^

[p'atsra raop'o^a
(How much is ten and thirty?)

(16)

[woro ja:ne jeulsisi t' ai^jiHo^xk.taJ
(How much water will an elephant drink?)

(17) ~~ X

[ni: jep*op*o:reJ
(when are you going?)

(16)
^

[in:xk*i: jento t'erftx]
r-i

(what is the date to-day?)

(19) —_ _ \
[nest'xk*^ jenrs^ar^sxnej
(what did you do yesterday?)
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11.U.8 III The same Wh- Questions, asked as IT surprised
or angered "by the replies received:-

(20) __ — — ^

[worn pe:ren:o] (what's your name?)

(2D — — - — - — x
[na:Xek*x aggefJotre]
(where are you going to-morrow?)

(22) 21. T ^
[p'at:ra mop'ocmr ;) £&> i J

(How much is ten and thirty?)

(23) t ^

[wore |Aiat t'aiiixfio^ik'S]
(How much water will an elephant drink?)

(2U) — — — —

[ni: jep*0p*o:rej
(when are you going?)

(25) ~ —

[in:xk*x jen:o t'esftx]
(what is the date to-day?)

(26) _ - - x
[ne:t*xk*x- jen:o£ku\:me ]
(what did you do yesterday?)
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ll#i+.9 IV "Yes-no" Questions which do NOT end with

an interrogative particle#

(27) — — /

[apsa: *l:e]

(Isn't father here?)

(28) - - -
__

[manji xlte]

(Isn't elder sister-in-law here?)

(29) — ~ ~ ^

[rotsx il:e]
(Isn't there any bread?)

(3°) — — ~ ~ ^
_

[p'ostofiA i^ge xisej
(Isn't the book here?)
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V "Yes-no" Questions which end with an

interrogative particle.

(31) — _ — ^

[ap:a: ilteja:]
(isn't father here?)

(32) — — - \

[ap:a: xrik'a: ra:]
(is father here?)

(33)

Labi xgge xrik*a:J
(is that here?)

(34)

[rot^ xijcjatJ
(isn't there any bread?)

(35) — y

[p'ostofiA xgge xl:eja:]
(isn't the book here?)

(36) ~ \

[ ni: agge p'oznsja:]
(did you go there?)
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(37) __

[ man:x xgge x.plk'ar'La:]
(is elder sister-in-law here?)

(38)

[ nest^k'i avsncp'ajfQ ja:]
(Did you see him yesterday?)

11, lull VI Imperative sentences.

(39) — ~ —

[usXiJlejio:] (go out)

(UO) ~ ~ — X

[gawsnoma: pa:t*tp*o:j
(Look carefully and proceed)

(Ul) ~ x

[ra:tj?r jeggs t»4 iflk'i wa:J
(come to our house to-night)

(h2) —

[ av inik• i won: oijgo^ol:• a: bej
(Do not give him anything)
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ll.h.12 VII Exclamatory sentences

(43)

[nan:ajp4k*e:J
(how very nice I)

(44)

Last* JirjomaJ.cik'e:]
(how very surprising I)

11.4*13 VIII Other types.

(45)

[ wonok* i nra: \e xl: e j
(Haven*t you any sense?) - the speaker is very

angry

(46)

[ct&i rrjge irtk'a:]
(is that here?)

(compare No 33 above)

(47)

[aM xrjge xrik'a:j3a:rij
(see if it is here) - Ordinary imperative

sentence
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[a&4 xgge if4k*a:pa:i»ij
(see if it is here) - same as 47 above,

except that here the speaker is

anxious to find the thing he is

looking for.

[qua jen tambx]
(He is ray younger brother)

(not the other person standing

next to him)

[auA jen tambij

(He is ngr younger brother)
(not the other person's who is

standing next to me)

[awX jen tambtj

(He is ray younger brother)

(not cousin)
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ll.h.lh Prom these we can come to the following

conclusions:-

1) In the various types of sentences we come

across two main types of intonation - a

falling intonation and a rising intonation.

2) The falling intonation is used in

(a) assertive sentences

(b) Wh- questions

(c) "Yes-no" questions that end in an

interrogative particle

(d) Imperative sentences

(e) Exclamatory sentences

3) The rising intonation is used in

(a) "Yes-no" questions which do not end in

an interrogative particle. In these

types of sentences, intonation alone

carries the meaning intended by the

speaker, (compare sentences 2 and 27

above)

(b) Wh- questions and "Yes-no" questions

that are asked in surprise, anger or

disbelief. For example, in normal

speech the question "who are you?" is

asked with a falling intonation. If the

speaker were to receive a ridiculous or

incredible answer, he may just repeat

his original question, but this time

with the rising intonation.
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(c) imperative sentences when the speaker

is afraid, anxious or is full of

disbelief.

h) The rise or fall (depending upon the intonation

used in speech) is invariably in the final

syllable of the utterance.

5) In some sentences (see sentence k3t for example)
a level tone was observed. But these are too

few in the samples checked to come to any valid

conclusions.

6) In sentences in which the context requires a

word/syllable to be stressed (e.g., in a

sentence like "He is n££ brother") the pitch

rises sharply in the syllable that is stressed.

11.4.15 To check the validity of these conclusions

arrived at on the basis of listening to sentences

and noting down the pitch patterns, spectrograms

were made of some of the sentences given above in

order to obtain an intonation curve of each of the

sentences chosen for analysis. Two types of

spectrograms were made:

(a) wide-band spectrograms with frequency range

up to k K.C.

(b) narrow-band spectrograms with frequency

range up to 2 K.C.

Il.h.l6 liach spectrogram is calibrated with a scale

of frequencies at each end of the paper, multiples

of 500 cps being marked by a dark bar.
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11.4«17 The narrow-hand spectrogram shows the

continuously changing frequencies of the harmonics,

which are all integral multiples of the funda¬

mental frequency.

11.4.18 On the narrow-hand spectrograms with frequency

range up to 2 K.C, the spectrograms were made to a

little ahove 1 K.C, in order to accommodate an

amplitude display ahove the spectrogram. The wide-

hand spectrogram in each case was used to obtain a

segmentation and this segmentation was then

transferred to the tracing of the narrow-hand

spectrogram, so that the intonation curve could he

made to correspond precisely with the segment. A

few of these pairs of spectrograms, wide hand and

narrow hand, are reproduced later to illustrate the

procedure adopted, (see Sgms. 55 to 64).

11.4.19 The intonation curves were obtained hy tracing

the third harmonic in each case, and these tracings

are drawn on a scale which in effect divides all

frequencies hy three. Thus 450 cps. on the spectro¬

gram becomes 150 cps. on the tracing, 150 cps. on the

spectrogram becomes 50 cps. on the tracing, and bo on.

On this scale, then, the tracing of the third

harmonic line represents the fundamental frequency

and so is, in effect, the intonation curve.

11.4.20 Following the five pairs of wide and narrow
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band spectrograms are reproduced the intonation

curves of the sentences used in this spectro¬

graph^ analysis. Hie intonation curve from

the narrow band spectrogram was traced on to

a transparent sheet and this is reproduced in

the following pages.

ll,k»21 The intonation curves reproduced show that

our conclusions regarding (a) the falling

intonation (b) the rising intonation and (c) the

rise or fall talcing place in the final syllable

of each sentence are right. But looking at the

intonation curves of sentences like [namarik'e: J

(how very nice I), [qvX jen tambi] (he is my

younger brother) etc., one may think that it might

be better to mark these in terms of contours over

a tone group. This is a preliminary analysis in

terras of levels just like Coustenoble Armstrong
(193k) have done for French.
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Intonation curvo — assertive sentences

25-0

loo

loo

f t V i: l£ ^ a:
I caw grandmother in the cowshed.

Fre
Cps

Fre«.
CfS

ISO

2 O0 " /1 \
ISO 1 V /

lev ■

So

ISO-

lOO ~

ISO -

loo '

SO -

Fre st¬

eps

-2JO-

loo-

\SO-

loo '

So

t' IJf f lfc

I saw -rardmother in the cowshed.

w\ f> I K' m t 0: x £
I an 2°inC to school.

t o-. |»' o I £ r. ©

There is no one in the £rove

X I: V
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INTONATION — AIIGi-iUTIVlj) SiilJMiCHS

pRee..
Cf,s

Fre«^.
cps

250 ■

Zoo

\To

loo

S-O

^ H

2S"0-

Zoo -

iro •

loo

5-0

0_ 19 J £. ■" t «- b I

He is my younger brother.

\

CL V? /-, t a. m b I

He is younger brother.

I-RECI •

Cf>5

ISO -

Zoo ~

IS-0 "

loo -

So ■

CL V L n

lie is ny younyer brother.%J U i i
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Intonation curve — Interrogative
sentences ending in an interrogative

particle.

cfs
To '

So

La- J £ f> o -. r\

Did you go there?

loo '

IS-o

loo —

5o

W\Uvr. J. r J 3 0 - e

Is elder sister-in-law here?

Did you see him yeste day?



Intonation curve — '.Vh- questions

Fr»«-
Cfs

ZSo

Zoo

lso

Cf»
loo

Ujo m e: X £ r\: ^

'.'/hat is your name?

v> I L * r s ;) 3 £ f> o: r. £■
"/here are you going tomorrow?

b «. t: & ™ a K- *
How much is ten and thirty?

2SO-

To 1—I U
Ui oxcj a.- ^ejeiy^sis-t t K.

How much water will an elephant drink?
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Fr£ «!

9"

Fre«
Cf.5

Intonation curve —

VTh— questions asked in anger,

disbelief, surprise, etc.

/

loo '

So

** f> «: r £.

"/hat is your name?

So

vi [ t K- x 3^ g £ (i o: -c £.
'.'/here are you going tomorrow?

Fifts
9"

/
s

^ I-
r~

So

t-. £<. -m » f> • a "J £ j p i? / ;> t?
1 ^

How much is ten and thirty?

Freq
cps

ISO -

Zoo "

ISO "

loo -

5o ■

kj c a. : n £. j 3 19 i *
unw much water will an elephant drink?

t «. S "[ 1 K J
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xnxonation curve ——

•yes/no' questions ending in
and not ending in an inter¬
rogative particle.

Fkeq,
Cf,S

as* -

2oo -

a. f>: a.: X |:

Isn't father here?

1S6

So — —

<*- |>; a. •. X I '• t- J *- '•
Isn't father here?

Z.SO-

2oo —

FEES-
/

/
/

"N
\

. /So
CfS X- \

loo—

Sfi

Is father here?
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Intonation curve ~ 'yes/no*
questions and imperative

sentences.

Is it here?

/
/- \

a. % t t 3 j e rx* k-
Is it here?

2oo

To LI 1—1 |__J
a. ^ -i x 3 3 £. X x t k- f, x-c

See if it is here.

/
X \

e. P a: x -1

See if it is here.

(said with fear or anxiety)
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Intonation curve — imp¬
erative sentences.

keo.
|So

/

Cf>5

So

V a L i: ' L P °:

Go out.

l°o '

So 1—

^ eL 19 ex. y\£»_ vw cl : )p a.-. t' t f>' O:

Look carefully and proceed

loo

So

t X j 3 3 3 sv* t' * k * v
Come to our house to-night.

So —' — ——— —'—— 1—i
<x u -t w -t k't Ui o n-. a 3 a £ a <■ a.-. ^ £/

Don't give him anything.



Fre*-
Cf>S

2S-0

loo

'5*o

\o o

So

Fr£.S(-
CfoS

2?o

Zoo

ISo

loo

So
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APPENDIX la

A few conversations and other

utterances of the present writer

and his wife. Oblique lines

indicate sentence-boundaries.

Relevant to Chapter X*

(see 1.6.9 - 1.6.10)

(pages 563 - 567)
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APPENDIX la

Conversation I:

Wife: [insjk'arrtarle 3en:©j3an:ine:U
What did you do this morning?

Husband; [p'e:p*or p'a^xt*Jg/ aprX k'afek*ip*o:j
woro pak^t sxgaret waiggvne]
I read the newspaper, then went to the shop

and bought a packet of cigarettes.

Wife; [ni;*jg© romb© smo:k p'andre:"y
You are smoking too much.

• • • -

Conversation II

Wife; [ p'esp'srimbeinasiy-irigopo^go:/ woro lefor

iz£b&rfi]
Give me a (sheet of) paper and a pen. I

must write a letter.

Husband; fp'e;na: ogge;]
where is the pen?

Wife [ t'esb'k me:le xj?ik*imba:rirjgo:]
See, it will be on the table
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Conversation III:

Husband:

Wife:

Husband:

Wife:

Ljensk'i nar^ek'x lisisi]
I have a holiday to-morrow

[jen:© projojd^on^/jenok'i irik^i ]
What is the use? I have (to) work to-morrow

[ni: pr© jatnsmbai^i/ won©k*m li:i*ifi©£©t«Ja:
ror^ipe : rm i? © y.: 1 epo: la: ]

Try, if you get a holiday, too, we can both

go out.

[jenok^i a:k£e:pai]e xi:e/ ©^gepo^s&ij

I have no objection. (But) where to go?

Husband: [afrasmbrspne]
That's the problem.

Conversation IV:

Wife: [p'obo rQrigembojpsk'srabik'o^je

r©ijc|±fia: n jsmbai^: orgSJ
We must do two things before New Year's Day.

Husband: [jento]

what (are they)?
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Wife: [woro valagWEQl/ aprX woj?q

mo^'omaile uas^gorp]
We must buy a calendar and then a pearl

necklace.

Conversation V;

Wife [av4nik*i afterjga: jpa rombo d^aistx/
andasti wanda&ra artemrlsatme

n r% n n

na^ondik'ora:]

He is very proud. After gaining some status,

he behaves in a meaningless way.

Husband: [awoqgo^ok^ora: ajo:gjap*ajsj
Leave him alone, the unworthy man.

Utterance I:

[d^anral k'a&Qwel:a: rnu:fo/ k'o^oro
rombo d^asstxjasrklj
Close all the windows. It's very cold.

Utterance II:

[nam:o de:pat*41e rombap*e:rik*4 mu:"},e
xl:ej

Many people in our country have no wisdom.
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Utterance III;

L lait jenjolse/ balbi f ju:sa:p*o:t^fo:
jenrsmo:]
The light does not "burn. Don't know if the

bulb has fused.

Utterance IV;

Unsxk'i a:spatri:le rombsk* a^tsma!n9

prssavak'ess won:© J
There was a very complicated childbirth case

at the hospital to-day.

Utterance V:

[ra:tra k'ar^ pr9ma:?>i/ kratmbi

je:l9k*a: jcl:a:mbo:f8ja:]

The curry to-night was excellent. Did you add

cardamoms and cloves to it?.

Utterance VI:

[me:.co k'a£iba:pi izjiMsrka;/ praja:r\A
saoRorjsma: u?ind±<5a:]

Mehru has written a letter. It seems her

journey was comfortable.
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APPENDIX lb

A few conversations and other

utterances of unsophisticated

Tamil speakers. Oblique lines

indicate sentence-boundaries.

Relevant to Chapter I.

(see 1.6.11 - 1.6.12)

(pages 568 - 572)
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APPENDIX lb

Motor mechanic to his assistant:-

[irjjio d^asir^tlc kojidsA grits potf*

aprA xncl9 skrutwe nalta par^ti]

Apply some grease to this ^oint and then tighten

this screw thoroughly.

Motor mechanic to customer

[xndo d.3il:a: mo^o^m sot*ina:k»u:^9
nam:© garattj matSxjM patk*a eiq^i jatfri
sat r]

Even if you go round the entire district, you cannot

come across a garage like mine, sir.

Waiter to cleaner in a canteent-

[<%otsap xrjge t nbary^a t moftaltej

Joseph, clean this table first.

Wsiter to customer in a canteen:-

[satr nalts ha:+ ha:t if4k,4/
satp'idrttggo^at J

Sir, there are hot vadais (a kind of savoury cakes);
would you like to eat (some)?
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5) barber to customer at the hairdresser's:-

[sa:r±k*i in:a: misxn ka-J;:a: *l:e:

sxsor ka"|;:aij

Does Sir want a "machine (hair) cut" or a "scissors

(hair) cut" ?

6) One attendant to another at the college office

(a) [ratnA bel a£it\f ja:/ taimasj

Ratnam, have you rung the bell? It's time.

(b) [ jegza:m£k*i ore awsrba: xrik'ifti/ jelta:

rutmle jni perp'or po:t*xja:£u: mo-|;:a:X]
There is just half an hour left for the examination

(to commence)* Have you kept (writing) paper in all

the rooms, you fool ?

7) College attendant to head-clerk:-

[sa:r xndo fan work sej:©rftzi:e/*• r-l n '

sot*.fxle xntatmo: mr£te:k xrik'i&i/

tot: a: ga:k aprk*x?)-i]

Sir, this (electric) fan doesn't work* There is

3ome defect in the switch. If touched, it gives

a shock.
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One attendant to another about a students' strike:-

[in:a: kandrarwxjo: tejfx^sle/ po:n© ^arsA

red3iBta:i» nsrgne:san pai\!o:r\en:± straik

pai^sas^goV ^nds »arsX in:a:n:-± ter ijolejeij

I don't know what nonsense this is. Last year they

organised a strike demanding the resignation of the

registrar. Don't know what it is this year.

Petrol pump attendant to customer:-

[bak vi:l:e kest'i kojid:;o:ggu:£o xl:c

dore:]
n

There is absolutely no air-pressure in the back-wheel,

Sir.

road-side cobbler to passer-by:-

[ su: pct:lxs par^rowa: sa:r]

May I polish your shoes, Sir ?
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Washerman to customer:-

[susfo ajik'a: ^rik*iMggs/ drai k^isn

se;j:o:r|Aj

(your) suit Is dirty (sir). It must he dry-

cleaned.

Conversation between two women on the hus:-

[ne:t*i ra:tri. ka:p*ere: sarjgasrA

laifelja: a»xt* Jifa:/ u:fel:a: wore:

irifiJ

Last night the corporation people switched off the

mains, (My) house waB completely dark.
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APPBKDIX II

Lip and jaw position of vowels.

(Frame-by-frame measurements from cine-films)

(Relevant to Chapter IV. See 4.1.23 - 4.1.32)

(Pages 573
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Set I

Monosyllables of the structure CV with p

as releasing consonant.

Kote: (1) All readings are measurements
taken from the film analyser.
The ratio between the projected
size of the face and life-size

is 3:4.

(ii) The speed of the film taken is
24 frames per second.
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[pi:J (excreta)

width of
lip opening

m.m»

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between
upper tip

of
upper lip

and
lower tip

of
lower lip

m.m«

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between
the jaws

m.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 09 00 36
00 00 09 00 36
00 00 09 00 36
26 05 24 00 39
28 07 24 00 39
3° 08 24 00 41

31 08 24 00 42

31 08 24 00 42

31 08 24 00 42

31 08 24 00 42

31 08 23 00 41

27 06 17 00 39
22 04 16 00 38
18 03 15 00 38
12 02 12 00 36
00 00 11 00 35
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[px] (name of a letter)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

mam# m.m. ia.in. m.ia.

00 00 09 00 56
00 00 09 00 57
00
00

00
00

09
09

00
00

57
57

16 05 14 00 59
50 08 24 00 41

50 11 26 00 45

50 11 26 00 45

50 11 26 00 45
50 10 24 00 43
28 08 21 00 41
26 06 19 00 40

25 04 17 00 39
17 02 16 00 38
12 02 15 00 38
12 02 15 00 38
09 01 15 00 36
00 00 10 00 36
00 00 10 00 35
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[pes] (name of a letter)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
b etween

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between
the jaws

HI* HI* m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m*

00 00 10 00 55
00 00 09 00 57

25 05 16 00 41

50 10 26 00 44

55 12 29 00 45
55 12 50 00 46

55 15 51 00 47

56 16 50 00 47

56 16 50 00 47

56 16 50 00 47

56 16 50 00 47

55 15 28 00 45

54 12 25 00 40
55 09 22 00 40

50 06 21 00 59
50 05 18 00 59
10 02 18 00 57
00 00 17 00 57
00 00 10 00 56
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[pe] (name of a letter)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

m.nu

distance
"between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m#m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between
the jaws

m.m.

00 00 09 00 36
00 00 09 00 36
17 04 14 00 42

29 11 27 00 47

32 14 27 00 47

34 14 29 00 47

35 14 29 00 47

35 14 29 00 47

35 13 27 00 47
31 11 24 00 47

31 10 U 00 41

31 08 22 00 41
26 07 22 00 39
22 06 20 00 39
22 04 18 00 37
18 03 16 00 37
13 02 15 00 37
13 02 13 00 36
00 00 11 00 36
00 00 10 00 36
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[pa:] (name of a letter)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
"between

the jaws

m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 08 00 35
00 00 08 00 35
22 03 15 00 41
27 12 26 00 47

27 14 53 00 48

29 16 33 00 50
30 16 34 00 50
30 16 34 00 50
30 16 34 00 50
30 16 31 00 48

30 14 29 00 45
29 11 27 00 44

29 08 23 00 44
29 07 22 00 41
28 07 22 00 40
28 06 19 00 40
28 04 17 00 38
23 02 16 00 37
16 02 12 00 37
08 01 10 00 36
00 00 10 00 34
00 00 10 00 34
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[ po:J (go - imp.)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
"between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 09 00 36
18 01 14 00 40
16 06 22 02 46
12 07 25 02 48
11 09 25 03 50
11 08 27 03 50
11 08 28 03 50
11 08 28 03 50
11 08 28 03 50
12 08 27 02 51
13 08 24 02 49
16 07 23 01 47
14 04 20 01 44
00 00 13 00 40
00 00 10 00 37
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[po] (name of a letter)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

m.m. m.m. m.m. m.ra. m.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 10 00 36
19 00 11 00 37
15 02 18 01 43
17 07 24 02 43
18
18

09
09

26
27

02
02

43
46

18 09 27 02 46
18 09 26 02 46
17 09 26 02 46
21 08 24 01 45
21 08 24 01 45
22 07 22 00 42

24 07 22 00 40
24 05 21 00 41
16 05 20 00 41
08 03 18 00

c
38

00 02 16 00 37
00 00 15 00 37
00 00 12 00 37
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[pu:J (flower)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
"between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between
the jaws

m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 11 00 35
00 00 13 00 36
13 02 18 00 40
11 04 21 01 41
10 05 23 03 41
06 06 23 03 41
06 06 23 04 41
06 05 23 04 41
06 05 23 04 41
06 05 22 04 41
08 05 22 03 41
12 06 22 02 39
13 06 22 02 38
20 08 21 02 38
23 05 20 00 37
00 00 15 00 35
00 00 11 00 35

(
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[po] (name of a letter)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

at#ra» m,ia. aura. a.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 12 00 35
12 03 18 01 37
11 06 21 02 41
08 06 22 04 41
08 06 22 04 42
08 06 22 04 42
08 06 21 04 42
19 06 21 03 42
21
21

05
03

20
18

02
01

42
41

11 01 16 00 39
00 00 13 00 38
00 00 11 00 37
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[pa] (name of a letter)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
"between
upper tip

of
upper lip

and
lower tip

of
lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
"between
the jaws

m.m. m,ma xasm« m.m. m.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 09 00 36
00 00 10 00 36
29 09 27 00 41
31 16 36 00 42
31 18 37 00 47
30 20 37 00 49
28 19 34 00 50
28 19 34 00 49
28 19 34 00 49
28 18 34 00 49
28 18 32 00 49
28 14 29 00 47
28 11 26 00 45
27 09 23 00 41
26 08 22 00 39
23 06 20 00 38
22 06 18 00 38
21 05 18 00 37
21 04 17 00 37
20 03 16 00 36
15 03 14 00 36
00 00 11 00 36
00 00 10 00 36
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[pa:] (nonsense syllable)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the j aws

m.ra. num. m.m. m.m. m.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 08 00 35
00 00 09 00 35
00 00 09 00 35
15 02 12 00 37
26 07 20 00 42
29 10 25 00 42
31 10 25 00 42
31 11 26 00 42
32 12 26 00 42
32 12 26 00 42

32 12 26 00 41
30 12 24 00 40
29 12 23 00 40
28 09 20 00 40
25 08 18 00 39
23 05 17 00 39
20 03 16 00 39
12 01 11 00 36
00 00 10 00 36
00 00 10 00 35
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[p©J (nonsense syllable)

width of
lip opening

freight of
lip opening

distance
between

upparr tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m. m.m*

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 08 00 34
00 00 09 00 35
00 00 12 00 36
26 07 a 00 41
31 10 25 00 42
31 12 26 00 42
31 12 26 00 42
31 12 26 00 42
31 12 26 00 42
31 11 24 00 41
28 09 22 00 41
27 07 20 00 41
25 06 17 00 40
24 04 16 00 39
19 03 15 00 37
15 02 15 00 36
12 02 13 00 36
12 02 13 00 36
00 00 12 00 35
00 00 11 00 35
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[ pa.:] (nonsense syllable)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

m,m. m.m. n.rs.

00 00 10 00 55
00 00 09 00 54
00 00 09 00 54
00 00 09 00 55
26 07 12 00 59
50 10 20 00 40
51 11 25 00 40
51 11 24 00 40 *

51 11 24 00 40
51 11 24 00 41
51 11 24 00 40
51 11 25 00 40
50 10 22 00 40
50 10 22 00 40
27 10 21 00 59
27 10 21 00 59
25 08 20 00 59
22 06 18 00 58
a
19 oo 16

15
00
00

58
57

19 05 14 00 56
15 02 15 00 56
14 02 12 00 56
00 00 12 00 55
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[pi] (nonsense syllable)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

m.n. HI #£&• m.m. nun.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 08 00 34
00 00 08 00 34
00 00 11 00 35
24 05 16 00 37
30 10 22 00 40
50 10 22 00 40
30 10 22 00 40
30 10 22 00 40
29 09 22 00 40
29 09 21 00 40
25 07 18 00 38
24 06 16 00 37
23 06 16 00 37
20 05 15 00 37
20 04 15 ; oo 36
16 04 15 00 36
14 04 14 00 36
14 04 14 00 35
• • • # 12 00 35
• • • • 12 00 34
• • • • 10 00 34

l
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m 2i

Disyllabic words with the vowels

in initial position*
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[iirX] (dampness)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

a.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip
n.n.

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

00 00 12 00 35
00 00 14 00 36
21 07 17 00 38
24 09 20 00 39
24 09 21 00 41
25 09 22 00 41
26 09 23 00 41
28 09 23 00 41
29 09 23 00 41
30 09 24 00 42
30 09 24 00 41
30 09 24 00 41
30 09 24 00 41
30 09 24 00 41
28 09 24 00 41
27 09 24 00 41
27 09 24 00 41
27 09 24 00 41
24 09 22 00 41
22 08 21 00 41
22 08 21 00 40
20 07 20 00 39
19 06 19 00 39
19 05 18 00 38
18 03 15 00 37
15 02 15 00 37
14 02 14 00 36
09 02 12 00 35
06 01 11 00 35
00 00 11 00 35
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[xi»i] (stay - imp#)

v/idth of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

ia#m#

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

00 00 10 00 34
04 00 10 00 34
25 01 13 00 56
25 08 20 00 38
28 09 21 00 38
30 10 22 00 41
30 10 23 00 43
30 10 24 00 43
50 10 24 00 43
28 09 24 00 41
28 09 23 00 40
28 09 23 00 40
28 09 23 00 41
28 09 23 00 41
28 08 22 00 41
26 08 22 00 41
24 07 20 00 41
22 04 19 00 40
18 03 18 00 38
10 02 14 00 36
00 02 14 00 35
00 00 12 00 35
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[jesri] (lake)

width of
lip opening

ra.ra.

height of
lip opening

ra.ra.

distance
"between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

num.

protrusion
of

upper lip

num.

distance
"between

the jaws

m.ra.

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 11 00 34
07 01 16 00 37
26 09 19 00 40
27 09 21 00 40
28 10 22 00 41
29 12 24 00 43
32 14 27 00 45
34 14 29 00 45
34 14 29 00 45
34 14 29 00 45
34 14 29 00 44
34 14 29 00 43
32 12 27 00 43
32 11 27 00 43
32 11 27 00 42
32 11 25 00 42
32 11 25 00 42
30 11 24 00 41
30 10 24 00 41
30 10 22 00 41
29 09 20 00 38
26 05 16 00 37
24 05 15 00 37
18 05 13 00 36
07 03 13 00 36
00 00 12 00 35
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[jerr] (throw - imp.)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

num."

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lov/er lip

ra.m.

protrusion
of

flipper lip

m.m.

distance
b etv/een

the jaws

sum.

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 13 00 35
09 02 16 00 37
25 08 21 00 39
25 09 23 00 39
27 09 25 00 42
29 11 27 00 44
31 13 28 00 45
33 14 28 00 45
33 14 28 00 45
33 14 27 00 45
31 12 26 00 43
31 12 26 00 43
29 12 26 00 43
29 11 26 00 43
29 11 25 00 43
28 11 24 00 43
28 10 22 00 42
27 10 21 00 41
23 08 19 00 40
23 07 18 00 40
21 06 17 00 39
19 03 16 00 37
07 02 14 00 36
00 00 12 00 36
00 00 11 00 35
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[a:ri] (six)

width of
Lip opening

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between

upp»r tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the jaws

m,m#

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 11 00 35
12 03 15 00 37
25 09 20 00 40
28 09 22 00 42
28 09 25 00 44
29 10 25 00 46
29 12 27 00 48
50 14 29 00 49
50 15 51 00 49
50 16 35 00 49
50 16 33 00 49
50 16 33 00 48
50 16 33 00 46
29 12 28 00 45
28 10 26 00 43
28 09 24 00 42
25 09 23 00 42
25 08 22 00 40
24 08 20 00 38
23 05 18 00 37
15 02 15 00 35
00 00 14 00 35
00 00 10 00 35
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[wo* faJ (corner)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.ra.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.w.

distance
between

the j aws

m.r.i.

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 12 00 35
00 00 14 00 35
18 04 17 00 37
16 07 19 00 38
16 08 23 00 42
16 08 25 03 44
15 08 26 03 46
12 07 27 03 47
11 07 28 03 48
11 07 28 03 48
11 07 28 03 48
11 07 28 03 40
11 06 27 03 47
12 05 25 03 44
12 05 25 02 46
17 10 25 02 45
19 10 25 01 45
21 10 25 01 44
21 10 24 00 44
20 09 22 00 41
20 06 19 00 40
17 04 17 00 38
10 02 12 00 35
00 00 10 00 35
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[woro] (ai one)

width of
lip opening

m.n.

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip
m.m,

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the jaws

m.m.

00 00 10 00 54
00 00 11 00 55
19 04 18 00 58
22 07 20 00 40
20 08 20 01 41
17 08 22 01 42
16 08 24 01 44
16 08 26 02 45
16 08 26 02 45
16 07 26 02 45
16 07 25 02 45
16 07 24 02 45
15 06 23 02 44
15 05 24 03 44
12 04 24 04 44
09 04 24 04 44
09 05 23 04 43
09 03 23 04 43
09 03 21 04 41
07 03 21 04 41
06 03 20 04 40
• • • • 20 03 40
• • • « 18 03 38
• • • « 17 02 38

- • • • * « 15 02 38

N.B. Gould not investigate further because of
the interference of the index finger
indicating the end of the word. (See
4.1.25, page 140).
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[ujjpo] (town)

Width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

m.m*

distance
"between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
• between

the jaws

m.m.

00 00 10 00 54
02 02 17 00 57
08 05 18 02 58
07 05 19 02 58
06 04 20 05 59
05 05 20 04 40
05 05 21 04 42
05 05 22 04 42
05 05 22 04 42
05 05 22 04 42
05 06 22 04 41
05 06 22 04 41
05 06 21 04 41
05 06 21 04 40
05 05 20 05 58
04 04 18 02 56
05 05 14 ©2 55
• • 05 11 01 55
• • • • 10 00 54



- 598 -

[orx] (peel - imp.)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

ra.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the j aws

m.m.

00 00 10 00 35
00 00 11 00 35
04 02 17 00 37
20 07 20 00 39
19 08 22 00 39
18 09 22 02 42
14 08 23 02 42
08 06 20 03 42
06 06 20 04 43
06 06 a 04 43
06 06 21 04 43
06 06 21 04 43
06 08 21 03 43
06 08 22 01 44
09 08 25 01 45
25 10 25 00 45
25 10 26 00 45
25 10 26 00 45
25 10 26 00 45
27 10 26 00 44
24 08 25 00 42
24 07 24 00 - 40
23 05 20 00 37
16 02 16 00 35
00 00 12 00 35
00 00 10 00 35



- 599 -

[arc] (half)

width of
! Lip opening

m.ra.

height of
lip opening

distance
"between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the jaws

num.

00 00 11 00 34
00 00 11 00 34
00 00 13 00 35
00 00 14 00 36
14 07 19 oo 38
22 10 23 00 41
23 14 26 00 44
28 18 30 00 48
28 18 30 00 48
28 18 32 00 48
28 18 32 00 48
28 18 32 00 48
28 17 32 00 49
30 14 32 00 52
32 14 32 00 52
32 14 32 00 52
32 14 29 00 48
32 13 28 00 46
32 13 28 00 46
32 12 28 00 46
32 10 28 CO 46
32 10 27 00 45
30 09 25 00 44
29 07 20 00 39
27 04 19 00 38
22 04 15 00 35
18 02 11 00 35
10 00 11 00 34
00 00 11 00 34



- 600 -

[ajriJ (climb - imp.)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the jaws

m.m.

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 13 00 35
17 04 18 00 37
24 08 23 00 40
25 09 24 00 41
29 10 25 00 42
30 11 25 00 42
30 11 25 00 42
30 11 25 00 42
30 11 24 00 42
30 11 24 00 42
30 11 23 00 42
29 10 23 00 41
28 10 23 00 41
28 10 23 00 41
28 10 23 00 40
26 08 23 00 40
23 07 21 00 39
21 06 19 00 37
20 05 17 00 37
12 03 16 00 36
10 02 14 00 36
00 00 14 00 36
00 00 12 00 35
00 00 10 00 34



- 601 -

(eight)

width of
lip opening

in fHif

height of
lip opening

m.ra.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

la.El.

distance
between

the j aws

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 11 00 34
17 04 17 00 37
24 08 21 00 39
27 09 21 00 41
28 11 23 00 42
29 11 25 00 42
30 11 25 00 42
30 11 26 00 42
30 11 26 00 42
30 11 26 00 43
30 11 26 00 43
30 11 25 00 43
29 10 25 00 43
29 10 25 00 43
29 10 25 00 43
25 09 24 00 40
25 09 22 00 40
25 09 22 00 40
24 07 22 00 39
22 07 21 00 3B
21 05 20 00 38
20 04 19 00 38
16 04 19 00 37
14

. 03 16 00 36
12 02 14 00 35
08 02 12 00 35
08 02 12 00 35



- 602 -

[isf* ] (spear)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

num.

distance
b etween

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the ^aws

m.m.

00 00 11 00 34
09 01 13 00 35
14 02 15 00 36
21 06 18 00 38
24 06 20 00 39
25 08 20 00 39
28 08 20 00 40
29 08 20 00 41
29 09 22 00 42
29 09 22 00 42
29 09 22 00 42
29 09 22 00 42
29 09 22 00 42
27 09 22 00 42
27 09 22 00 42
27 09 22 SQ 42
27 09 23 00 42
27 09 23 00 42
28 09 23 00 42
29 09 23 00 42
29 11 23 00 42
29 10 23 00 42
29 10 23 00 42
29 10 23 00 42
28 08 22 00 41
27 08 20 00 40
24 06 19 00 39
21 04 18 00 37
19 03 15 00 36
12 02 13 00 35
00 00 11 00 35



- 603 -

[±t:i-l (having placed)

width, of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

m.nu

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lov/er tip
of

lov/er lip

n«m«

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the j aws

EUili.

00
'

00 10 00 34
00 00 12 00 35
09 01 13 00 38
20 05 18 88 38
22 07 21 Uv

no 39
25 10 21 U V/

on 40
29 10 22

Uv
40

29 10 22 00 40
29 10 22 00 40
29 10 22 00 40
29 10 22 00 40
29 10 22 00

. 40
29 09 22 00 40
28 09 22 00 40
28 09 22 00 40
28 09 22 00 40
28 09 22 00 40
28 09 22 00 40
28 09 22 00 40
28 09 22 00 40
27 07 21 00 40
25 06 21 00 39
25 05 19 00 38
25 03 19 00 37
25 02 16 00 36
17 02 16 00 35
• • • • 15 00 35
• t • • 14 00 34
• • • * 11 00 34
* • • ♦

...

10 00 34



• 6oh -

Set III

Disyllabic words with the vowels

in medial position.

the vowel, in the I syllable of each word
has been taken into account for this

analysis.)



- 605 -

[titrpij (judgment)

width of
lip opening

ia.m.

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
b etween

the jaws

m.m.

00 00 12 00 34
00 00 13 00 35
23 05 18 00 39
24 07 20 00 40
26 08 21 00 40
26 08 21 00 40

t 26 08 23 00 41
£ 26 08 23 00 41

28 08 23 00 41
28 08 23 00 42
29 08 23 00 42
30 08 23 00 42

i: 30 08 23 00 42
30 08 23 00 42
30 08 23 00 42
30 08 23 00 41
30 08 23 00 38
29 08 23 00 39

* 27 07 22 00 38
27 07 22 00 38
25 07 21 00 37
25 05 20 00 37
22 05 11 00 33
00 00 11 00 33

P 00 00 * 10 00 33
00 00 10 00 33
18 01 15 00 35
28 08 21 00 35
28 09 24 00 40

± 26 06 24 00 41
22 02 15 00 39
00 00 11 00 36
00 00 11 00 34



— 6o6 -

[t'xjpx] (wick)

width of
lip opening

n.m.

height of
lip opening

m«m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m,m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the 3aws

m.m.

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 11 00 54
00 00 13 00 55
25 05 18 00 39
26 08 23 00 a
28 09 24 00 41

t 28 09 24 00 41
"

29 09 24 00 41
29 09 24 00 42

i 29 09 24 00 42
29 08 24 00 42
26 07 24 00 40

e 26 07 24 00 41
26 08 23 00 41

T 28 09 23 00 42
28 09 23 00 42
28 09 24 00 42
28 09 25 00 42
28 09 25 00 42
26 07 25 00 40
26 06 25 00 59
22 03 19 00 38
16 02 17 00 55
00 00 15 00 35
00 00 12 00 35



- 607 -

[t'e-.ri] (chariot)
n

width, of height of distance protrusion distance
lip opening lip opening between of between

upper tip upper lip the jaws
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

num. m.m. num.

00 00 10 00 54
00 00 12 00 54
22 04 17 00 58
25 07 22 00 41
26 09 24 00 42
26 09 27 00 42
26 09 27 00 42

t 27 09 27 00 42
« 27 09 27 00 42

27 09 27 00 42
28 09 27 00 42
29 09 27 00 45
51 11 27 00 44
55 12 27 00 44
55 15 a 00 44

e:54 14 29 00 44
54 14 29 00 44
54 14 29 00 44

„ 54 15 29 00 44' 54 10 25 00 45
29 10 25 00 42
29 09 25 00 42

i 29 09 25 00 45
29 09 25 00 45
29 06 24 00 45
27 05 19 00 45
19 02 16 00 41
15 00 16 00 58
00 00 12 00 57
00 00 10 00 55



608 -

[t'ej?!] (street)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

m.m«

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m,m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

ni«n«

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 12 00 35
00 00 14 00 35
24 08 20 00 40
24 10 24 00 42
26 12 26 00 44
26 12 26 00 44

* 26 11 26 00 44
26 11 26 00 44
28 11 26 00 45
30 11 28 00 46
32 12 28 00 46

e 33 12 28 00 46
33 13 28 00 46

£ 33 13 28 00 45
30 13 26 00 46
30 11 26 00 46
20 11 25 00 46

i 29 10 24 00 42
28 10 24 00 41
28 09 24 00 41
28 09 24 00 40
26 09 24 00 38
24 06 18 00 37
15 05 15 00 35
00 02 13 00 34
00 00 10 00 34



- 609

[t'a:!*] (a chain worn by a married woman)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

m,m#

00 00 10 00 34
23 05 17 00 37
27 09 22 00 40
29 11 25 00 40
29 11 25 00 40
29 09 24 00 40

t 29 09 23 00 39"

29 09 23 00 39
29 09 24 00 39
29 09 26 00 40
29 08 28 00 40
29 12 28 00 41
29 13 30 00 43

a: 30 15 32 00 45
30 15 32 00 48
30 15 32 00 48

1 30 15 32 00 48
30 15 30 00 48

__ 30 12 28 00 44
x

30 10 26 00 44
30 10 24 00 43
30 10 21 00 42
27 08 18 00 40
24 05 16 00 39
15 02 14 00 37
12 01 13 00 36
00 00 11 00 35
00 00 11 00 35



- 610 -

[t'oilo] (skin)

width of
lip opening

height o£
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

distance
between

the jaws

m.m. num. m.m. m.m.

00
00
21
21
19
17
17
16

t 16£ 15
15
15
12
12

os 12
12
12
08

1 071 07
07
07
06
06

o 06
06
06
06
06
06
• •

* *

00
00
02
08
09
07
07
07
07
07
07
07
07
07
07
07
07
06
06
06
05
05
05
05
05
04
03
03
02
02
* •

• •

10
13
18
21
23
25
23
23
23
24
24
26
27
27
27
27
26
25
23
23
24
24
24
24
22
22
22
22
18
16
14
12
10

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
01
01
01
01
02
02
02
03
03
03
03

82
03
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
03
02
01
00
00

34
36
38
40
41
41
41
41
43
43
43
48
49
49
49
49
47
47
45
43
43
43
42
42
42
41
41
40
40
38
36
35
34



- 611 -

[t'olsej (trouble)

width of
lip opening

m.ra.

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.BU

distance
between

the jaws

00 00 10 00 34
08 04 14 00 37
21 10 24 00 41
21 10 25 00 43
21 11 25 00 43
21 11 25 00 43
21 11 25 00 43

t 20 09 25 00 43"

20 09 25 01 43
19 09 23 01 44
19 09 23 01 44
18 08 23 02 46
18 08 24 02 47
17 08 26 02 47

o 17 08 26 02 47
17 08 26 02 47
17 08 26 02 47
17 08 26 02 46

1*7 09 27 01 46
17 10 27 01 46
17 10 28 00 46
20 11 28 00 47
25 12 30 00 48
27 13 31 00 48
30 13 31 00 48
32 13 31 00 48

e32 12 31 00 47
32 11 29 00 40
27 08 SBB 00 37
23 04 18 00 35
12 01 14 00 35
00 00 12 00 34
00 00 10 00 34



- 612 -

[t'u:]^] (cloth-cracLle)

width of height of distance protrusion distance
lip opening lip opening between of between

upper tip upper lip the jaws
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m. m.m. in.m*

00 00 10 00 34
16 00 11 00 35
16 07 21 00 40
16 07 24 00 42
15 07 24 00 42
14 07 24 01 42
12 07 23 01 41

t 10 07 22 01 41I 09 07 21 02 40
08 07 20 02 40
07 06 20 02 59
06 06 20 04 39
06 05 21 ©4 40

u: 05 21 04 40
06 05 21 04 41
06 05 22 04 41
06 05 22 04 41

1 07 05 22 04 41
18 07 22 03 42
28 11 24 03 42

1 51 12 27 02 42
51 12 28 00 42
51 12 28 00 39
28 12 28 00 39
23 09 26 00 39
19 06 24 00 37
12 03 19 00 37
00 01 18 00 36
00 00 12 00 35



- 613

[t'o^x] (a drop)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

masu

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

mama

protrusion

upper lip

m ama

distance
between

the jaws

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 12 00 35
18 07 19 00 40
18 10 22 00 41
18 10 22 00 41
18 10 22 01 41

t 18 08 22 02 41
" 17 07 20 02 41

15 06 18 02 41
13 06 18 02 41
12 06 18 03 41

o 09 06 20 03 42
07 06 22 03 42
07 06 22 04 42
07 06 22 04 42

1 11 06 22 04 42
13 07 21 02 43
18 11 24 01 45

* 25 11 24 00 45
X 29 11 24 00 44

29 11 24 00 43
28 10 21 00 41
23 07 19 00 38
18 05 15 00 36
12 03 12 00 35
00 00 11 00 35



- 6lli -

jValeJ (head)

width of
lip opening

1

height of
lip opening

num.

distance
between

upper tip
of

fcpper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

num.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the jaws

m.su

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 11 00 34
15 03 17 00 37
22 08 22 00 42
25 10 24 00 42
25 15 26 00 42
25 15 28 00 44

t 25 18 30 00 46
S 27 18 32 00 48

29 19 33 00 48
29 19 33 00 49

Q 29 19 33 00 49
29 18 33 00 49

1 29 18 33 00 49
50 18 31 00 49
51 16 30 00 48

e 52 16 29 00 46
32 15 29 00 45
52 15 29 00 45
52 12 29 00 45
52 11 28 00 43
51 11 26 00 42
50 10 22 00 40
29 09 20 00 40
27 05 17 00 37
19 03 14 00 36
15 03 13 00 35
12 02 11 00 35
00 00 10 00 34



- 615 -

[t'©:"^] (scorpion)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.nu

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
between

the jaws

m.m.

00 00 11 00 34
00 00 11 00 36
20 04 11 00 36
26 10 20 00 40
28 10 22 00 41

t 28 10 22 00 41
I 28 10 23 00 41

28 11 25 00 40
50 11 25 00 40
30 11 25 00 40

©• 50 11 25 00 40©. 30 12 24 00 40
30 12 24 00 41
30 10 24 00 41
30 08 24 00 41

I 30 07 22 00 411 30 07 22 00 41
29 07 22 00 39
28 09 22 00 39
28 09 22 00 42

i 28 10 22 00 42
28 10 23 00 43
27 10 26 00 43
27 09 26 00 43
26 09 26 00 43
26 07 26 00 42
26 06 24 00 42
25 04 23 00 40
22 05 20 00 38
20 02 18 00 38
18 02 17 00 38
14 01 17 00 37
12 00 14 00 36
00 00 11 00 35



- SlS -

ft'©],1] (sprinkle - imp.)

width of height of distance protrusion distance
Lip opening lip opening between of between

upper tip upper lip the jaws
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m. m.m. m.m. m,m. m.m.

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 12 00 35
00 00 12 00 35
18 03 17 00 37
21 06 21 00 39
21 09 23 00 40
23 10 23 00 40

t 23 10 23 00 40
" 23 11 23 00 41

26 11 25 00 41
28 11 27 00 41
29 11 27 00 41

0 30 11 27 00 41
30 10 27 00 42
30 10 27 00 42
28 10 26 00 42

L 28 10 26 00 42
30 11 26 00 41

r 30 11 26 00 41x 31 11 26 00 41
31 11 26 00 41
30 08 24 00 39
28 06 22 00 39
25 03 18 00 38
15 02 14 00 36
06 00 13 00 35
00 00 11 00 34



- 617 -

[t'tifij (sharpen - imp,)
n

width of
lip opening

it

m.m.

00
00
22
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
28
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
31
31
31
31
30
30
30
30
26
25
15
10
00
00

height of
lip opening

m.m.

00
00
07
09
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
08
08
08
09
09
09
09
07
07
06
04
02
00
00

distance
b etween

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m.

11
11
20
22
22
22
22
22
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
22
22
20
20
20
21
21
22
22
21
20
19
19
16
15
12
10

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m,

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

distance
between

the jaws

m.m.

54
34
39
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
39
39
39
39
38
38
38
38
39
39
39
38
38
37
36
35
34
34



- 618 -

[t4 it si] (scold - imp.)

widlfc of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
"between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m.

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.m.

distance
"between

the o aws

m.m.

00 00 11 00 35
00 00 11 00 35
11 01 15 00 35
25 09 20 00 37
28 11 24 00 40

, 28 11 24 00 40
J 28 09 24 00 40

28 09 22 00 40
27 09 22 00 40
28 09 22 00 40

4 29 09 22 00 40
29 09 22 00 40
29 09 22 00 40

t: 29 09 22 00 40
29 09 22 00 39
27 08 21 00 39

4 27 08 21 00 39
27 08 21 00 39
27 08 21 00 39
25 06 20 00 39
24 06 18 00 39
21 05 18 00 38
18 05 17 00 38
18 04 15 00 37
12 03 13 00 36
10 01 10 00 35
00 00 00 00 34



619 -

Diphthongs — Lips and jaw positions

(measured from cine-films)

Notes (i) All readings are measurements
taken from the film-analyser.
The ratio between the projected
size of the face and life-size
is 3:4.

(ii) The speed of the film taken is
24 frames per second.



- 620

[p'aiJ (tag)

width of
lip opening

height of
lip opening

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

m.ra.

distance
between

the jaws

ra.m.

00 00 09 00 32
00 00 09 00 52
17 06 13 00 37
26 10 26 00 45
28 15 29 00 46
28 15 30 00 45

a 28 15 30 00 45
29 12 30 00 45
30 12 27 00 44
30 12 27 00 44

i 30 12 27 00 44
29 10 20 00 41
25 08 20 00 40
21 05 17 00 39
20 04 15 00 58
15 03 15 00 37
05 02 12 00 36
00 00 12 00 36
00 00 10 00 35



- 621 -

[t'ailA j (medicinal oil)

width of
lip opening

m.m.

height of
lip opening

m.m.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

m.m*

protrusion
of

upper lip

m«m.

distance
between

the jaws

m.n.

00 00 11 00 34
00 00 11 00 35
10 01 13 00 36
20 07 20 00 40
26 09 24 00 41
27 11 25 00 43

t 27 12 26 00 43"

27 12 26 00 43
26 12 26 00 43
26 12 28 00 44
26

/ j 13 28 00 44a 26 13 29 00 45
26 15 30 00 45
26 15 30 00 45
26 15 30 00 45
26 14 30 00 44
26 12 28 00 42
27 12 28 00 42
28 12 28 00 42

' i 28 12 28 00 42
28 12 28 00 42
28 11 28 00 42
28 11 28 00 42

i 28 11 28 00 42
27 10 29 00 42
27 12 30 00 43
26 12 30 00 44

a 26 14 30 00 44
24 14 30 00 44
24 14 29 00 40
24 09 26 00 39
20 06 20 00 39
15 05 15 00 39
08 03 11 00 38
00 00 10 00 36
00 00 10 00 36



- 622 -

[pao J (nonsense syllable)

width, of
lip opening

m.m#

height of
lip opening

m#ra#

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

protrusion
of

upper lip

Xuama

distance
between

the jaws

00 00 08 00 31
00 00 08 00 31
11 02 12 00 36
26 11 24 00 46

a 26 15 29 00 46
26 13 29 00 46
11 08 22 01 46
09 06 22 01 45
09 06 22 02 45

Q 08 06 21 03 43
08 06 21 03 43
14 06 21 03 43
15 04 19 02 42
08 02 13 01 42
05 01 11 00 40
00 00 10 00 37
00 00 10 00 36



- 623 -

[aouej (name of a person)

width of
lip opening

n.n.

height of
lip opening

n.n.

distance
between

upper tip
of

upper lip
and

lower tip
of

lower lip

umm*

protrusion
of

upper lip

U.Ll,

distance
between

the jaws

ci.rn.

00 00 10 00 34
00 00 10 00 34
11 01 11 00 36
26 07 14 00 36
27 09 19 00 41
27 10 22 00 41
27 11 23 00 44
29 12 25 00 46
27 13 26 00 46
27 13 27 00 46
27 14 27 00 46
27 14 30 00 46
27 14 30 00 46

a 27 15 20 00 46
28 15 32 00 47
28 16 32 00 47
23 14 32 00 47
11 07 32 02 47
10 06 19 03 45
08 06 18 04 42

° 08 06 18 04 42
08 06 18 04 42
22 11 28 03 42

i* 25 12 32 02 4819 30 12 30 02 49
31 12 26 01 49

e 31 11 22 00 49
29 10 19 00 46
26 05 15 00 42
18 03 11 00 37
00 00 10 00 37
00 00 10 00 37



624

APPENDIX Ilia.

Duration of closure of Orthographic

single and double voiceless stops.

A kymographic study of words in

isolation.

Relevant to Chapter V

(see 5.1 to 5.12)

(pages 624 - 629)



- 625 -

Duration of the stop element in orthographic double and single BILABIAL stops
Table E:- (Three or six samples of the same word were tested in each case).

Tt-
Orthographic double
-PP- preceded by a
short vowel in
DISYLLABIC words

Orthographic double
-pp- preceded by a
long vowel in
DISYLLABIC words

Orthographic double -gp-
preceded by a long or
short vowel in
TRISYLLABIC or POLY¬
SYLLABIC words.

Orthographic double
-pp- which is one
of two abutting
consonants in speech.

Word-initial ortho¬
graphic single p- in
connected speech.

duration

Orthographic single
-p- in words in which
[jp] and [p] occur as
abutting consonants.
Wot all these words
occur in colloquial
speech.

word

tappu

[t' ap: 4 j
(fault)

qppat

lap:aj J
(father)

kappa1
Lk'ap: al 3
(ship)

kumuJL
;k op:eJ
(rubbish)

ka'

jk'ap:a]
[tribute money)

IE .

LopioJ
(salt)

tf oppu

ipopiQ3
(toy)

duration
of stop
m.sees.

155,165
175,190,
180,180.

190,200,
180,180,
180,200

165,165,
160,155,
175,175

160,190,
195

160,165,
165.

180,160
loO.

150,160
160

word

pi:ppa:j
[p*i:p*a:]
(barrel)

morppaci

[mo:p*a]
■pense of small
a. dog has)
e:ppam

[s:p*a]
(belch-n.)

ka:ppi
Lk'a:p*i3
(coffee)

ta: ^ppa: 4
Tt'- a:p*a: 1
tbolt-n.)

to:ppu
[t'o:p*ojw W ■ W

,

(grove)
pa?ppa;

[p'a:p*asJ
(child)

duration
of stop
m.secs.

word

110,110,
110

potippu
[p'a^ip,4]
(education)

120,115,
115.

neruppu

[nerip'4]
(fire)

110, 130
130.

tf eruppu
iperip*43
(sandals)

100,105,
110. par*ppu ,

[p arip* i j
(lentils)

110,105,
120.

karuppu
[k*ai?4p*4j
(black)

110,110,
120.

mannippu

125,125,
130.

[man:ip*i j
(forgive¬

ness )

duration
of stop
m.secs.

word

110,105,
110,115,
120,120.

t1:rppu
it*i: rpij
(judgement)

duration
of stop
m.sees.

word of stop
m.sees,

word

100,110,
100,115,
120,125.

110,115,
120,115,
125,130

115,115,
105,125,
115,115.

110,125,
115,130,
110,120.

90, 95,
100.

qppuram

[aprXj
(later on)

uppuma
t;lopma: ]

(a savoury made
of semolina)
appa^am

Lapla: J
(a crisp savoury )
eppatl

Ldepr^J(how)

140,150,
130.

atu oru

pa:ttiram

130,135,
140.

[aM woro

p'a:^rAj

60, 70,
90,105
80, 85

(it is a
vessel)

140,150,
155,140,
160,150.

130,125,
130.

itu pe:tja:tu
n

ma:pplllai
[majplej
(son-in-law )

tfa:ppittu
r^aTptiT
(having eaten)

[PutpfiJ
[having called)

100,100,
110.

[ibi
p'e :^a:6i3

(this will not
talk)

75, 80,
65, 90

100,110.

115,110,
115.

115,115,
110

90, 90,
80.

karpu
[krarpi-]
(chastity)

duration
of stop

m.secs.

180,170,.
185,200„
230,220.

t/orpo:r

L^orpoir J
(debate)

205,190
185.

arpan

Larpan J
115,110
115.

(petty-
minded
person)
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Duration of the stop element in Orthographic single and double DENTAL stops

Table P:- (Three or six samples of the same word tested in each case).

Orthographic double -tt-
preceded by a short vowel
in DISYLLABIC words.

Orthographic double -tt-
preceded by a long vowel
in DISYLLABIC words.

Orthographic double -tt-
preceded by a short or long
vowel in TRISYLLABIC or
POLYSYLLABIC words.

Orthographic double -tt-
which is one of two
abutting consonants in
speech.

V/ord-initial ortho¬
graphic single t- in
connected speech.

word
duration
of stop
m.secs.

word
duration
of stop
m.sees.

word
duration
of stop
m.secs.

word
duration
of stop
m.sees.

word
duration
of stop
m.sees.

pattu 190,200, pa:rtta:r 115,115, kattajzai
««-» w 125,130, rattinam

ri«
90,110, atu takka: "^i 60, 65,

[p'at:ij
(ten)

200.

190,220,

[p*a:t*a:rJ
)ie-honoriCic~ saw)

tastta:
n nr> _

120.

110,115,

[kfat*a:^ej
(cactus)

135. [ratnXj
(ruby)

a:spattiri

100.

95, 85,

[aM t'ak a:"{i[
(it's a

tomato)

60, 80,
90,100.

[at: e j 220. [t'a:t*a:] 110. kazuttu
w r»n

115,115, [a:spatrx] 100.

(aunt)

katti
r» n 190,210,

220,200,
195,205.

(grandfather)

ka:ttu
n n

120,105,
110,110,
115,110

[k'a^it'i J
(neck)

ma:ttirai

125.

100,105,

(hospital)
pasttiram

r»n
125,120,

oru takaram

[wore £* aftera]
(a tin)

65, 75,
95,110,

[k*at:xj
(knife)

[k'aj£'±-j
(having waited)

[ma: fore 1
(tablet)

100. [p'a:trAj
(vessel)

120, 85,
85, 80. 100,120.

kottu
nn

200,210, porrttu
«n

110,115, poruttom
r*r*

110,100, ra:ttiri
n n

120,130,

[k'ot:oj
(dig-imp.)

205. [p'o:t*o]
^cover with a

blanket-lip)

120. [p'orot4 a]
(suitability)

100,115,
105,105.

[rastn]
(night)

120,110,
120,120.

kattu
r* n 175,195,

200,190,
200,185.

pa:ttirtn 100,105, tj ittirai** nn 110,110,
115,105,
110,110.

arttam
ri n

125,130,
[k'attij

(shout-imp.)
[pfa:t*xj

i flower-bed)
100,105,
100,100

[^it'orcJ
(name of a month;

[arfcXj
(meaning)

120,125,
130,130.

mattu 180,170, pu:ttu
*?« . ,

110,100, vipattu 115,115,
Tmat:£j

(churning ladle )
170. lp

paving blossomed)
105. Tux 3a £ j

(accident)
120.

pottu 165,180, ku:ttu
nr»

110,105,
110,115,
100,105.

115,100,

a:pattu 110,110,
^p'ofcroj

(cover-imp.)

kuttu

170.

180,190,
210,205,
195,200.

[k*u:t*o]
(a wild type of

dancing)
va:ttu

nn

[a:j3at*£]
(danger)

110.

[k'ojroj
(box-imp.)

[wait* £j
(duck)

110,110,
105,100.
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Duration of the stop element in orthographic single and double RETRQFLEX stops.

m „ (Three or six samples of the same word tested in each case)Table a!-

Orthographic double -tt~*
preceded by a short vowel
in DISYLLABIC words.

Orthographic double -ft"*
preceded by a long vowel
in DISYLLABIC words.

Orthographic double -ft"" ^
preceded by a long or shor"
vowel in TRISYLLABIC or
POLYSYLLABIC words.

Orthographic double -ft~
which is one of tv;o
abutting consonants in
speech.

Orthographic single
word-initial t~ in
connected speech.

word
duration
of stop
m.secs.

word
duration
of stop
m.sees.

word
duration
of stop
m.Becs.

word
duration
of stop
m.secs.

word
duration
of stop
m.sees.

Pett1 180,210,
190,180,
170,180.

pa:tti 120,130, patta:fam 120,115,
110,110,
110,115.

tfattini 100,100,
100,110,
120,110.

oru teIPi"l 70, 75,
80,100,

110,120.
LP of.* j

(box)
Lp*a:t *—j

(grandmother)
130. [p'afa:lAj

(army; [yfcSuLy) [woj?q te:t)lJ
(a table)

muttoLi 190,210, mu:ttai 130,120, katta:jam 105,105, pattini 120,110,
[mot:e J
(egg)

180. [mu:fe]
(bundle)

120,120,
120,120.

[kTat *a: jA J
(certainly)

110. [p'atrpj
(starvation)

115.

avaf oru 75, 80,
£attu 160,170, ku:tt^ 100,100,

100,105,
100,110.

ettarl°: 115,110, kottokire:n 130,130, t i: tJ tja r 70,100,
[t at:iJ
"plate)

170. [k'u: fo J
(add-imp.)

fofcuiaij
(eight annas)

120,115,
115,110. [k'otre J(I'm throwing)

130,130,
125,120. [ciiss woro 105,120.

katti
[k'at:xj

(boil-n.)

190,170,
180.

kostta 100,105, pefti Oil 110,115, pittafai 130,135,
ti: tf/ojc J

[k'o:fo]
(coat)

105. fp'ofiJle] v

Lin the box)
110. [p'xtfe J

^ type of curxy)
130,130,
125,130.

(she's a

teacher)

kottu
[k'ot:o]

(throw-imp.)

160,170,
170,180,
175,185.

ko:ttai 120,120,
100,105,
115,100.

na:ttidam 120,120, tjaippitta 35, 95,
[ko:fe J

(castle)
[nasfxjA]
(dance-n.)

125. C^aspti]
(having eaten)

100.

kottai 180,190,
130.

£i:ttu 110,110,
100,110,
100,100.

kuippitt^ 80, 90,
[k'ot:e]
(seed)

[t'aif-ij
(sharpen-imp.)

[k'u:pt4 J
(having called)

90, 90,
85, 80.

160,165,
160,170,
175,165.

Pe:ttu 130,130,
[t'4t*iJ

(scold-irap.)
[p'aif i J
(song)

120.

paftu 170,175, a:ttai 130,130,

[p'at:ij
(silk)

175. [a:t*e J
(goat-acc.)

130,120,
120,110.

attai
[atsc]

(cardboard)

170,180,
180,190,
135,175.

...
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Duration of the stop element in Orthographic single and double VELAR stops.

(Three or six samples of the same word tested in each case).

Orthographic double
-kk- preceded by a
short vowel in
DISYLLABIC words.

word

pokkom
[p ok: a J
(side)

akkai

[ak:a:J
(elder sister)

tukkam
"t

[dok: a J
(sorrow)

makku
!mak:i]

(foolish
person)

tokku
2»-

[t'ok:oj
|(a kind of

pickle)

nakku

[nak:ij
(lick-imp.)

duration
of stop
m.secs.

190,200
20C,195
205,190

19c,205
21C .

210,210
200,195
200,205

ISC',200
165.

200,185
185,190
195,195

185,180
180,175
175,190

Orthographic double
-kk- preceded by a
long vowel in
DISYLLABIC words.

word

pa:kku
LP ask'i]

(arecanut)

tfazkka;
rpask* a:]

(is it a
gunnybag ? )
tu:kkam
J3u

;t*u:k* aJ
(sleep-n.)

53a: kku

(tongue)

muikku

[murk*©]
(nose)

tu:kku

[t*u:k*oJ
«-»

(lift-imp.)

duratior
of stop
m. sees.

115,110
120,110
110,120

120,125
120,115
115,110

120,130
130.

125,125
125.120
120,120

125,125
120.

115,115
120,120
115.115

Orthographic double -kkj- Orthographic double
preceded by a short orl -kk- which is one of
long vowel in TRI- I two abutting
SYLLABIC or POLYSYLLABIC consonants in speech,
words.

v/ord

mukkarli

[mok*a:liJ
(a three-legged

stool)
tfarkkarai

Tpa'k(sugsugar)

takka:],i
t'ak'a:]!]
tomato)

irukkum

(It will be)

par[akka: ran

[p'arpk'a: m]
(rich man)

kaqakku
[k'ur^sk* lj
(account)

[k'arik'al]
(clouds)

perukkal
[p'erik*alJ

taultip1ication)

duration
of stop
m.secs.

140, 140
140.

125,120
110.

120,120
130,115
115,120

130,135
130,125
125,130

105,110
110.

120,120
120,115
115,120

110,120
120,110
105,105

120,105
115.

v/ord

akkiramam

LakrsmAj
(unjust)

tjakkaram
[tjakrl]
(wheel)

tja:kkale:t
jt/arklefi]
(chocolate)

kufcarkkam
[Ko^arkA j

(misleading
argument)

tarkkam

[t'arkA]
(argument)

duratior
of stop
m.secs.

130,130
130,140
130,130

145,135
140,130
130,130

105,100
100.

95, 90
90, 95

100,100

120,110
105,105
110,110

Word-initial ortho¬
graphic single k- in
connected speech and
medial orthographic
single -k-

word

itu katti

paij:*]
(this is a

knife)
a£u kampi
jafti k'amberJ
(that is a

wire)
tak
a. 4,[i/akLr J
(spindle)
rikga;

[rxk^a: j
(rickshaw)

duration
of stop
m.sees.

65, 60
70,100

110, 85

65, 60
90,110

100, 95

165,165
160.

100,120
120.

Orthographic single
-k- in words in which
[■c ] and [kj occur as
abutting consonants.
(Not all these words
occur in colloquial
speech).

word

parka],
[p'arka],]
(teeth)

karka]Iff
Ik* arka],]

(stones)

tj" orka],

[parka],]
(words)

duration
of stop
m.sees.

200,190,
200.

180,180
200.

200,190
190.
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Duration of the stop element In Orthographic single and double VELAR stops. (cont)

(Three or six samples of the same word tested in each case).
Table H:-

Orthographic double
-kk- preceded by a
short vowel in
DISYLLABIC words.

———— —->

Orthographic double
-kk- preceded by a
long vowel in
DISYLLABIC words.

Orthographic double -kk-
preceded by a short or
long vowel in TRI¬
SYLLABIC or POLYSYLLABIC
words.

Orthographic double
-kk- which is one of
two abutting
consonants in speech.

Word-initial ortho¬
graphic single k- in
connected speech and
medial orthographic
single -k-

Orthographic single
-k- in words in which
[r] and [k] occur as
abutting consonants.
(Not all these words
occur in colloquial
speech).

word
duration
of stop
m.secs.

word
duration
of stop
m.sees.

word
duration
of stop
m.secs.

word
duration
of stop
m.sees.

word
duration
of stop
m.secs.

word
duration
of stop
m.secs.

a zukku

[a^ik* i J
(dirt)

pu:kka:ri

fp'u:k*a:n j
(flower-girl

po J kkzri

[p'o:k*xpi j
(rogue)

pa:rkkire:n

[p'ask'ore J
(I shall see)

irukkiratu
n

100,105
110,100
110,100

110, 90
90.

)

110,110
115,110
105,105

110,115
105.

135,130
130.

[irik'ij

(It is)
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APPENDIX Ilib

Duration of closure of Orthographic

single and double voiceless stops.

A kymographic and spectrographs

study of connected speech.

Relevant to Chapter V.

(see 5.13 to 5.19)

(pages 630-643)
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Table 1

Duration of the stop element in Orthographic

double and single stops measured from kymo-

grams of sentences in connected speech.

Note: -

(i) Each sentence was said twice.

(ii) The duration of the stop element is marked in

m.secs. under each stop symbol in the phonetic

transcr ip tion.

(iii) The words forming the sentence are given first

in orthography, then the sentence is given in

orthography to indicate orthographic doubling,

if any, of word-initial stop consonants when the

preceding word ends in a vowel.

1) t/a:ppa:tu mutittu vitfu va*

tja:ppa*tu mutlttu viftu vat

[pa:p«aifi mo£it*Just*© wat]
90 50

(Eat your meal and come).
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2) nam Paii'u patam pa:rtte:n

nam pattuppatam pa:rttem

[na: p'atsi p'ofambast*e]
55 HO 30 70
13 HO 30 70

(I saw ten movies)

3) ojpu pattu tJattQi kotuttem

oru pattutJ "fcJ attai kot"utte:n

[wore p'at'-it* Jat'efio^oJ'e J
85 H5 ^ 100 70
80 120 90 85

(I gave (someone) a silk shirt)

4) pajftijai patti^H pa:rtte:n

partti^ippattidil pamttem

[p'ast'ijep*at*i:leJ3a:tjeJ
310 140 130 95
310 320 115 90

(I saw grandmother in the cow-shed)

5) katavai taisjppa:^ po:tu

ka£avait£a:2gjpai"L po:fu

[k'a?>awet*asp*aip*os^o]
90 65 60
95 70 70

(Bolt the door)
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6) patj ai kasjtftji ott^iresn

patjai kaijtjtjl oft^irein

[p'apefiast^fx wotre]
HO
100

(I have made some glue and I am pasting (something))

7) pett1 patukkai ella:m katt"ukire:n

petti patukkaijellcum katt^i^esn

[p'ot*x]3Q];ik*e jelsa: k'atre]
110 60 80 130
115 60 100 140

(I am packing (my) luggage).

8) toitt^to&ku tanni t e paijtjtja ve^ttun-*** - - " ****
I " - - WlwMMMMOMMH*

^ostteSi^k^^ierjr^irr parjtjtja ves^um

[t'osfcit'ik'i t'ai\:xpa:t^jor|Aj
90 70 80 100
85 75 80 105

(I must water (the plants in the) garden).

9) avanukku pestjtju mustjtj u illai

avanukkup peitjtju mustjtj illai

[awin±k*4p,e:t^J,i muJtVfxlse]
70 115
85 110

(He is unconscious)
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teskku marama: paskku maramas
>n

__ __________ ______________

teskku majpama: paskku mamma:

[t'esk'ima.foma: p'ask'i mammas]
135 120 100
90 120 95

(is it teak or arecanut?)

pasttirattil patjtjai pajaru illai

pattirattil patftjaip pajaru illai

[p'astrst'ile p'at*Jep'ajori xi:e]
85 75 65 ^ 80
65 60 50 75

(There are no greengraras in the vessel)

tosppil oruvarum illai ; akkiramam
#■»

_____________ _____________________

tosppil oruvarumillai ; akkiramam

[jj'osp'ole wotromxlse akroniX]
105 165 130
70 150 120

(There is no one in the grove; it is unfair).

tas^ppasl postt11 viftu va:

tas2jppa:\ post!*1 viftu vas

[t'a:p#a:p#o:t'u:fQ was]
70 6o 65 50
65 70 65 50

(Bolt the door and come)
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Ik) tjatkku niraija e:lakka:;J irukkiratu

tja:kku niraija e:lakka:j irukkiratu

15) appuram pa:£kkala:m

appuram pa:rkkala:m

[apr9mba:k*0la:]
100 55
90 55

(Let us see later).

16) pottalam kafta ve:i\tum

pot katt& ve: return

[p'otlerjgafsnra]
90 50

200 55

(I must make packets (of something)).

17) oru appa]am po:tu

oru appatam po: tu

[wore aptQimhot^oJ

95

nsrojs je:lak*a:
205
90

i£ik*4J
70
65

(The gunnybag is full of cardamoms).

100
100

(Give me an appalam)
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itil uppe: illai

itil uppe: illai

[xbile opte: xlse]
180
200

(There is absolutely no salt in this)

irjkes kasrre: varastu

igke: ka:rre: varastu

[xgge k'a:t:e:
95 3fi0
90 150

(You'll get absolutely no breeze here).

pa:rttu po: enru Pajttu taram tj onne:n

pa:rttup potvenru pattut taram t/onnem

[p'a:t*ip*o:ns£ P,Q£* ±t*ar9jid3on:e]
115 330 80 130 45
110 135 85 115 40

(I told him ten times to be careful while going).

itil uppu irukkirata: pa:r
______ ** _____

itil upplrukkirata: pa:r

[x&tle op*lrtk*asjPairi]
125 50
125 60

(See If there is any salt in this)
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pattum muppatum na:rpatu
ftn r-» n

pattum nrappatum nasrpatu
n n

Cp'at ira mop'sbm nasp'ofti]
r*»

350 110 105
340 313 100

(Ten and thirty make forty).

inraikku oru pestftju po:"|;ti

inraikku oru pestjtjup potfti

[xn:xk*x woro p'e:VJip'o: t*x J
50 60 60 60
65 70 65 65

(There is an oratorical contest to-day).

visttil pa:kke: illai

visttil paikkes illai

[19 4: tXe p'cLJkJe: xijeJ
60 3Q5 2h5
60 115 330

(There are absolutely no arecanuts at home),

attai asspattirijil irukkiras"!
nn r*« v

attai aispattirijil irukkira:X

[at:e a:spatri:lerka s]
340 65 50 50
135 60 50 60

(Aunt is in hospital)
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26) muttijil katt* vantu irukkiratu

katti va2«u irukkiratu

[mofisle k'ats^ uandrki]
335 60 310 "~50
340 60 115 40

(There is a boil on (my) knee).

27) pakkattu ka^ai^il tjaskke: illai

pakkattuk ka^ciijil t/askke: illai

[p'ak*at*ik*a^e:le pa:k:e: xl:e]
95 60 60 310
85 60 65 110

(There are absolutely no gunnybags in the next shop)

28) pa:karka:;j patjtjaijaska irukkiratu

paskarkasj patj tjaijaska irukkiratu

[p'a:rik*a: p'at^Jejajrki]
100 75 40
90 80 45

(The bitter-gourd is very green).
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Weeks after these kymograms were made, the same

26 sentences were tape-recorded in the present writer's

pronunciation and spectrograms were made. The duration

of the stop element of the voiceless stops were measured

again, this time from spectrograms. Table J on the

next few pages contains this spectrographic analysis.

Each sentence was said once for purposes of this

analysis. The sentences in the following Table are

given in phonetic transcription only. Detailed

summary and tabulated results of the kymographic and

spectrographic analysis of connected speech are given

in Chapter V (see page 258).
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Table J

Duration of the stop element of Orthographic

single and double voiceless stops measured

from spectrograms of the same sentences as the

ones used in the kymographlc analysis.

Note:-

(i) The sentences are in phonetic transcription,

(ii) The duration of the stop element (in m.secs.)
is marked under each voiceless stop symbol in

the transcription.

1) [pa:p*a:£i mof t'/uit*© »a:j
80 76

2) [na: p'atti p'aramba:t*e]
66 120 66 66

3) [woro p'at'it* Ja^efio^ot'e]
80 86 60 76

h) [p'ast*1 jep'at* i:leJ3a:t*e]
Sk 320 100 70

5) [k'abaifet*a:p*a:p*o:fo]
80 62 60
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[p'apefiatt^fx wotre]
100

[p'ofx j3a£ik*ejel:a: k'atre]
US i|6 50 SO

t'ar\:xpa:V/aiiA]
80 72 72 98

[aislnik* ip • e: J4mu: t^J11: e ]
76 156

[t*ejk*4marsma: p'a:k*4mar©ma:J
90 80 80

(p'aitrst'ile p'at^Jep'ajari xitc]
30e 80 8 0 96

[t*o:p*ole wotromxlse Qkr©mA]
98 122 102

Ct'arp^ajp'oifxufo ""a:]
58 62 72 60

[^a:k*i nor©;}© jeslak'a: rrik*4]
92 78 78
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15) [ap-esmbask'slfl: ]
98 US

16) [p'otlQggaforjfi]
98 72

17) [wofo ap^ajmbot^o]
80

18) [xb41e opses xlsej
l£h

19) [xgge k'a:t:e: wajpotbi]
76 20k

20) [p'a:t*ip*o:n:i p'at'4t*ai?©p<3^on:e]
112 1L|0 112 350 82

21) [ibile op'^fik'ajpajfi]
136 56

22) [p'at:5 mop'sbra naip#©bij
£0 IZjO 106

23) [insik'i wo.ro p'ett*Jip'OJt*1]
56 82 78 80
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24) [vi:tle p'a:k:e: xl:e]
62 9urn

25) ta^:e asepatfislcfka:J
330 76 64 50

26) [mof i :1c k'at:* ^ancLpki]
136 64 98 60

27) [p'<uk*at*4k'a£e:le paikse: xl:e]
80 80 72 U6

28) [p'ajfik'as p'atye jasrkij
60 96 50
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APPENDIX IVa

Aspiration of Voiceless stops -

a kymographic study of words in

isolation.

(relevant to Chapter VI)

(pages 6h4-650)



Table K:-
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Aspiration of the voiceless "bilabial stop [p]

Initial [p] followed
vowel

by a short

word used

[pots1 J (box)

[paltij (tooth)

fpaktAj (side)
[Pot :oJ (caste-mark)
[pat:iJ (silk)
[prtlsJ(a type of curry
[palsxj (lizard)

[patyeJ (green)
[poi;:o] (girl)
[poi^:oJ (wound-n. )
Lpandij (ball)

r»«

[papd3i] (cotton)
[potni J(v/ith a thud)

n

[pa^px] (fasting)
ipot^J (tamarind)

[pottxJ (dot)
[pan:x J (pig)
Lpanrj (dew)
[polxj (tiger)
[popj (wound-n. )
[pe:n] (louse)
[pat :i J (ten)
[paflj (picture)

[po?)QJ (common)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.sees.
2/3/6
samples of
each

10,10,10,
15,10,20
15,15,23,
15,20,20.
10,13,10.
15,13,20.
10,10,10.

)13,15,15,
5, 0, 5,

10,15,10.
13,20,20.
25,20,25.
10,13,13.

15,25.
13,25.

10, 8,10.
10,15.

15,15,25,
30,30,25.
20,20,20.
30,25,30.
20,25,20.

25,20,30.
18,13,13.
10,15,15.
25,15,15.
5,10,10,

13,10,15.
20,30,23.

Initial [p] followed by a long
vowel

word used

[pa:t*2 J(grandmother)

[poifo] (having put)

[pa:t*xj (flower-bed)
n

[pa:k*ij (areca nut)
[pa:lXJ (bridge)

L pu:k* a :rx J (flower-girl)
[po:k*xrxj (rogue)
[pa:t*fe] (an insect)
[paik'sreJ (lshallsee[
Lpo:1/J'qJ (it's gone)
[pe:ffiJ (speech)
[pu:i\(toJ (garlic)

[po: ggo: ] (you-honor ific-go)
[pa:ru:j (paroo.' -voc)
[pitp'a:] (barrel)
[pa: t * a: r ] (he-honorific-

saw )
[paifi: ](granny.' -voc
[patrij (see - imp.)

[pa:trX] (vessel)
[par^Xj (lesson)
[pa:fi±] (caramel)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.secs.
2/3/6
samples of
each

13, 8, 8,
13,13,13.
20,25,23.

10, 8,10.
15,15,20.
13,10,13,
15,10,13.
35,30,30.
25,30,30.
10,15,15.
15,15,20.
30,30,23.
13,13,13.
25,25,15,
15,20,15.
18,18,25.

10,10,8.
10,10,10.
8, 8,10.

) 5, 5,10.
5,10,13,
5, 5,10.

20,15,15.
5, 5,10.
5, 5, 5.

Medial [pj

word used

[aprXJ (later)

[ ap "[^a: J ( pappadam )

[maip^ej (bridegroom)
[opma:J(a savoury made

of semolina)
[3ep£*l (how)
[ ti: rpij ( judgement)
[asspatrxj (hospital)
[ alpaJ (petty-minded

person)
[karp-i] (chastity)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.sees.
2/3/6
samples of
each

o o 0.

8, 5, 5.

5, 5, 5.

0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0.

*soo 0.

5, 5, 5.
o * o * 0.

•ko•vo 5.

10,10, •oH

Intervocalic [p•] or [p:J
(orthographic -pp-)

word used

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.secs.

2/3/6
samples of
each

[tap:ij (fault)

[kap:alj (ship)

[kap: aJ (tribute money)
[j3op:oj (toy)
[op:oj (salt)
[kopse] (rubbish)
[ParxP**J (studies)

[nerip*ij (fire)

[perip*± J (sandals)
[par±p*4J (lentils)

[kar£p*ij (black)

[ka:p*xj (coffee)
[ta:p*a:J (bolt-n.)
.tosp'oj (grove)
[mo:p* a] (sense af smeU

a dog has)
[pi:p*a:j (barrel)
[k© :p* or ] (he-honorific

will ask)
[o:p*Aj(belching-n. )
[ap:a:J (father)

0, 0, 0,
3, 0, 0.
0 , 0 , 0,
0, 0, 0.

0, 0, 0.
8, 8, 8.

10,10,10.
0, 5, 0.

5,10, 5,
o, 5, 5.
5, 5, 5,
0, 5, 0.
C, C, 0,
5, 5, 5.
5, 5, 5,
0, 5, 0.
5, 5, 5,
0, 5, o.

0, 0, 0.
5, 0. 5.
8, 8,10.
10,10,10.

0, 0, 0.
- o, 0, 5.

0, 0, 0.
0, 0, 0.
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Aspiration of the voiceless bilabial stop [pj (cont),

Initial [p] followed by a short
vowel

Initial [p] followed by a long
vowel Medial [p]

Intervocalic [p'J or [p:J
(orthographic -pp-)

word used

[pofi:le](in the box)

[pafa:"{a] (army)
[porot'X] (likeness)

[pablj (word)

[postofiA] (book)

[parjpk'a:rAj (rich man)
[perik* al]

(mul t ip1 ication)

[pafrp'ij (studies)

[parip'ij (lentils)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.secs.

2/3/6
samples of
each

15,13,13.

10,10,10.

15,15,25.

13,10,10,
13,10,13,

15,18,15.

10,15,10.

13,10,10.

5, 5,10,
5, 5, 5.

5, 5, 5,
5, 3, 5.

word used

period, of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.secs.

2/3/6
samples cf
each

word used

period of
voiceless
ness after
release
stop

m.secs.

2/3/6
samples c
each

word used

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

2/3/6
samples of
each
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Aspiration of the voiceless dental stop [t]

Initial [t] followed by a short
vowel

Initial [t] followed by a long
vowel Medial [t]

Intervocalic [t* J or [t:J
(orthographic -tt-

word used

[tatsi] (plate)
[tapsij (fault)

*-»

[taqge] (younger sister)
[tak"|i] (spindle)
[tafjA] (carpenter)
[tinsi] (eat - imp.)
[tambx ](younger brother

[titsij (scold - imp.)
[totso](having touched)
[tQ]r ] (a drop)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

2/3/6
samples of
each

word used

10,13, 3.
8, 8,10,
5,10, 5.

10, 3, 5.
15,13,13.
10,10,13.
18,13,10.
5, 5, 5,

10,10,10.
8,10, 8.
10,10,10.
15,13,10

[tasp'a:J(bolt-n.)n A

[tosp*oJ (grove)
[ t i: t * i ] (sharpen-imp.)

[to: t * Jo] (having washa
^

the clothes)
[ te: t * Ji ] (having washed

^ the utensils)
Ltosji] (scorpion)
[tesngus^o j (beehive )
[to:t] (scorpion)
Lte:n] (honey)
rtusk*I] (sleep-n.)
[ti:rpi](judgement)
[tuslx] (a cloth

cradle)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.sees.

2/3/6
samples of
each

5, 10,10.
8, 13, 8.
20,18,15,
25,20,15.

15,10,15.

13,15,15.

13, 8, 8.
8, 8,10.

15,15,20.
15,10,13.
5, 5, 5.

15,20,23.
15,10,15.

word used

[a:spatrx](hospital) •o•>o*O

[ratnX j (ruby) 5, 8, 8.

[rastn] (night) 5, 0, 0,
5, 5, 0.

[pastrA] (vessel) 5, 3, 5.

[artX] (meaning) 10,5, 5.

[postofiA j (book) 5, 5, 5.

[potni] (with a thud) 5, 5, 5.

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.sees.
2/3/6
samples o:
each

word used

[kat sij(shout-imp.)
[pot so] (cover the eyes)
[kotso](punch-imp.)
[patsi] (ten)
[atsc] (aunt)
[katsx] (knife)
[kotso] (dig-imp.)
a:J3at*i] (danger)
[wiBafij (accident)

n

[masfi] (change-imp.

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

2/3/6
samples of
each

[kast*i] (wind)
[po:t*o](cover with a

blanket)
[ku:t*o](a wild type"

of dancing)
[pa: fx j (flower-bed)

c-»

jjpast'asr ] (he-honorific-
saw)

[kafas^e] (cactus)
kazjifi] (neck)
masforej (pill)
.porot * a ] (likeness)
Lcit•ore j(name of a

month)

10,10,5.
0, 0,0.
0, 0,0.
0, 0,0.

0, 0,0.
0, 0,0.
0, 0,0.
5, 5,5.
o, 0,5.
5, 5,5,
8,10,10.
3, 8,5.

8, 5,5.

3, 5,5.

5, 5,5.

0, 0,0.

5, 0,5.
5, 5,5.

5, 5,5.
5, 5,5.
0, 0.0



Table M:-

Initial [•};] followed by a short I Initial [^] followed by a long
vowel H vowel

word used

[tik'it*iJ (ticket) 0, 0, 0.

[tedlarJ (tailor) •oO•»o

[tajA] (time) 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0.

[tajarj (tyre) 01 '' f c,
0, C, 0.

(tin) o o o •

[tin] (tin)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.sees.

2/3/6
samples of
each

5, 5f 5.

word used

L"ti:J (tea)

[te:btJ (table)

[ti:t*j9j?J (teacher)

[tisp*a:j] (teapoy)

Ltajrt'Jij (torch)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.sees.
2/3/6
samples of
each

3, 3, 5.

0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0.

3, 0, 5,
0, 3, 0.

3, 0, 3,
5, 5, 8.

o, 0, 0.

Medial [t ] or [_t]

word used

[kotrcKl am throwing)

period of
voieeless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

2/3/6
samples of
each

0, 0, 3.

[pitleKa type of curry) 0, 0, 3,
0, 0, 3.

[tjatni] (chutney)

[ku: p t± j (hav ing
summoned)

[paspti] (havingeaten)

o, 0, 0.

0, 0, 0.

o, 0, 0,
0 j 0 f 0.

Intervocalic [f] or [t:J
(orthographic -tt"")

word used

[pot:i] (box) 0 o, 0,
0 o, 0.

[tat:i] (plate) 0 0, 0.

[kat:i] (boil-n.) 0 o, 0.

[pa: t *x j (grandmother) 0 c, 0.

[kot:cj (seed) 0 o, 0.

[titlij (scold-imp.) 0 o, 0.

[paf.i] (silk) 0 0, 0.

[at:e J(cardboard) 0 0, 0.

[lcot:o] (throw-imp) 0 o, 0,
c o» 0.

[ti:tij(sharpen-imp.) 0 o, 0.

[kosfe] (castle) 5 5, 5.

[past*iJ (song) 0 o, 3.

[a s t * e] (goat-acc.) 0 0, 0.

(eight) 0 0, 0.

[kitso] (nearby) 0 o, 0.

[kusfo](a type of 0 o, 0,
carry) 0 o, 0.

[k©: t * i J (having asked ) 0 o, 0.

[mot s e] (egg) 0 0, 0.

[musfc] (bundle) 0 0, 0.

[got:1] (strong) 0 o, 0.

[pat * as "[a] (army) 0 o, 0.

[kafas ;JaK certainly) 0 o, 0.

lot saigas J (eight annas) 0 o, 0.

[potsisle](in the bccc) 0 o, 0.

[nast "i ja](dance-n. ) 5 o, 0,
3 0, 0.

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

2/3/6
samples
of each
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Aspiration of the voiceless velar stop [kj

Initial [k] followed by a long 1Initial [kj followed by a short
vowel vowel Medial [k]

Intervocalic [k* ] or [k:]
(orthographic -kk-)

word used

[kat:xJ (knife)
n

[kapralj (ship)

[kal:ij (stone)

Lkap:aJ(tribute money)
[kot:oj (punch-imp.)
[kot:oJ (throw-imp.)
LkotteJ (seed)
ikotreJ(l am throwing)

[kotyej (slang)
[kit18^ (nearby)
[kop:e J (rubbish)
;kol:oJ (kill-imp.)
[kambxj (wire)
[kandalj (rags)

Lko^e -1 (branch of a tree )
ikaltij (stone)
feanrij (calf)
[koni J (a festival)
[ka^j (toddy)
[kaij (eye)
[kst:ij (having lost)
[kotioj (dig)

[ka^ofi] (deceit)
[karpi] (chastity)
[karpk* i] (account)

V

period of
voiceless-
ness aftei1
release of
stop

m, sees.
2/3/6
samples
of each

word used

Ika:
Lka:

[ka:
[ka:
.ku:

5, 5, 8,
10,10,10.
5, 8,10,
o, 3,10.

10,10,10,
10,10, 3.

0, 0, 0.
o, 0, 0.
5, 3, 8.
8, 8, 8.

15,15,20.
18,15,15.
1 ,10,10.
i5,ic,io.
8,10,10.

10,10.

15,13,15,
15,10,15.
15,10,10.
i5,ic,io.

20,15,15.|[ko:
20,20,20.
10, 5,10.
0, 0.

fko:
Lka:

[ki:
[ku:

[ko:
[ke:
[ko:

[ku:

[ko:
[ka:
[ka:

5, VJ1 •

10, 8.

8, CO

0, 0.

0, 0.

pi] (money)
liJ (l©g )
p*r] (coffee)
t*i] (wind)
$*o](a wild type of

dancing)
fe] (castle)
tyalj (fever)
2jej (down)
t«o](a type of

curry)
2^r j (hen)
lx] (fun)
p^or ] (he-honor ific-

will ask)
Pt±J(having

summoned)
t*iJ(having asked)
Si] (ear)

fij (forest)
t'oj (coat;

jacket)

jeriod of
iroiceless-
less after
release of
3 top
m.secs.

5/6 samples
of each

word used

L0 ,10,
5,10,
0» 0,
0, 0,
8, 8,

0, 0,
o, 5,

[20,15,
8,10,

8,10,
15,20,
lr,10,

15,15,15.

15.

8.

5.
0.

0.

10.

0.

5.

15.
10.

10.

15.

10.

P-5,io,
o, o,
o, 5,
0, 0,
5, 5,

o.

0.

0,
5.

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

3/6 samples
of each

word used

10,10,10.

10,10,10,
o, 5, 0.

0, 0, 0.

[tJakj?a] (wheel)
[akroniX] (unjust)

[ tj"a:klet * * ] (chocolate ~
[wandrka:] (they've come) 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0.

[kG^orkZj(fallacious o, 0, 0.
argument)

[tak]i] (spindle) 5, 8, 5.

[pak:aj (side) 5,10, 5.
[ak:a:](elder sister)13,8, 8.
[gakSA] (sorrow) 5, 10,10
[mok*a:lx](a three- 0, 0, 0.

legged stool)
[pak'ore] (sugar) 5, 5, 5.
[pa:k*f] (arecanut) 5, 5, 5.
[pu:k«a:rx](flower- 0, 0, 0.

girl)
[po:k#xpx] (rogue) 10,10,10.
[pa:k*ore](I shall 5, 5, 5.

see )
[pa:k*a:](ls it a 0, 0, 0.

gunnybag?)
[parjok* a: j?a] (rich man I 0, 0, 0.

[kar|ok*i] (account) 10,10,10.
[karik-al] (clouds) 5, 0, 0.
[perik'al] 0, 0, 0.

(multiplication
[azjik'i] (dirt)

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

3/6 samples
of each

10,10,13.
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Aspiration of the voiceless velar stop [kj (cont)

Initial [k] followed by a short
vowel

Initial [k] followed by a long
vowel Medial [k]

Intervocalic [k*J or [k:J
(orthographic -kk-)

word used

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m* sees.
2/3/6
samples
of each

word used

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

3/6 samples
of each

word used

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop

m.secs.
3/6 samples
of each

word used

period of
voiceless-
ness after
release of
stop
m.sees.

3/6
samples
of each

[karilfsl] (clcuds)

[ka^orluv] (fallacious
argument)

[karip'iJ (black)

[kat'ar^ej (cactus)

[ka^it* i j (neck)

[kafat^Aj (certainly

5,10,15.

5,10,15.

0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0.

0, 0, 0.

0, c, 0.

)15,15,1c.
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APPENDIX IVb

Aspiration or voiceless stops*

A kymographic study of connected speech.

(relevant to chapter VI)

(pages 651 - 657)
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Table 0:-

Aspiration of voiceless stops in connected speech.

Note:-

(i) The sentences are given in phonetic transcription,

(ii) The period of voicelessness following the release

phase of the stop is given in milliseconds just

below the symbol representing the voiceless stop

in each case.

(iii) Each sentence was said 2, 3 or 4 times.

1) [aM wore past*!] (it is a vessel)
15 0
15 0
15 0

2) [xbi pe:pa:b£-] (This will not talk)
10
10
10

3) [par^go^o ] (Give me some money)
15
15
15

4) [a&i tak*a:\*J (That's a tomato)
20 0
10 0
10 0
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5) [karjdejcijasdi] ((someone) cannot see),
15
10

8

6) [kajid3ij3o:£QJ (Prepare some gruel)
8

15

7) [kajid3ifto£i j (Drink some gruel)
8
8

8) [na: paJ*ip*a£amba:£*eJ (I saw ten movies)
5 8 0 0
5 8 0 5

pafitvfat* efio^ot
10 0 ^ o 5
10 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
10 0 0 0

shirt)

10) [paJt'zje pat*i*leJ3ast*eJ (I saw grandmother in
10 0 5 0 0 the cowshed)
13 0 5 0 5

11) [ka&auet#a:p*a:p'o:£o] (Bolt the door)
0 5 ID 10
0 0 10 10
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[pofx PaFik'ejelsa: katre] (I am packing my
23 5 10 15 0 luggage)
20 0 5 15 0

[to:t'at•4k*4 tarisipaJt^JarjA] (I must water the
13 0 5 0 10 plants in the garden)

[auinik*4p*est*Jimust*Jilse] (He is unconscious)
5 10 ^ ^
5 5

[tesk*imaroma: pask'imarsmas] (is it teak or
20 5 30 0 arecanut?)
20 0 5 0

[pastrst*41e pat *Jep*aJeri ilsej (There are no
n r% V-/

13 5 10 10 5 greengrams in the
13 5 10 10 10 _ \vessel)

[tosp'ole wotromilse akifsmA] (There is no one in
18 5 5 0 the grove; it is unjust)
13 10 0 0

[ta:p*a:p*os'J;#u:'|;,Q was j (Bolt the door and come)
10 10 10 0 0
10 5 10 0 0
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[pa:k*i noraj© je:lak*a: xrik'i] (The gunnybag is
5 10 10 full of cardamoms).

10 10 10

[aprombask'ala:J (Let us see later)
0 0
5 0

[wore ap]a:mbo:£QJ (Give me a pappadam)
10
10

labile apse: ilse] (There is absolutely no salt
15 in this )
3D

fyja:p*a:£i mo^xt*J"u:"J;*o i^as] (Eat your meal and
3D 0 come)
3D 0

[papefiast*/x wotre] (I have made some glue and I
13 0 am pasting something)
13 0

[xqge kastse: warasbi] (You get absolutely no
0 10 breeze here)
0 10
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[pa:t*ip*o:n:i pat'it'arajid^onseJ (I told him ten
13 5 15 10 3D 0 times to "be careful
10 5 10 10 30 5 while going)

[iblle Qp,4j?ik*a:J3a:i»i] (See if there is any salt
10 0 in this)
10 0

[pat'ur mop* ©bur nasp'eM] (Ten and thirty make
15 5 5 0 forty)
20 5 0 0

[xnjxk'i woj»q pe:t*Jip'ott*^] (There is an
5 10 10 0 oratorical contest
5 10 10 0 t0_aay)

[u4:tl,e pask:e: xliej (There are absolutely no
0 10 10 arecanuts at home)
0 10 10

[at:e a:spatri:lerka:] (Aunt is in hospital)
5 30 30 0

3D 10 3D 5

[mofiile ka^:* isandrkl] (There is a boil on
0 50 5 my knee)
5 5 0 5
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33) [pak'st^ik'a^etle ^ask:e: jI : e ](there are absolutely
13 0 0 5 20 no gunnybags in the
13 5 5 1C 20 shop next door)

34) [pcurik'a: patyejairki] (The bitter-gourd is very
13 5 10 10 green)
10 5 10 10

35) [pofLdrjgat'sitn] (I must make packets (of something))
30 0 0
20 0 5
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